Detailed Project Reports

The detailed project reports cover all the aspects of business, from analysing the market, confirming availability of various necessities such as plant & machinery, raw materials to forecasting the financial requirements. The scope of the report includes assessing market potential, negotiating with collaborators, investment decision making, corporate diversification planning etc. in a very planned manner by formulating detailed manufacturing techniques and forecasting financial aspects by estimating the cost of raw material, formulating the cash flow statement, projecting the balance sheet etc. The DPR is prepared by highly qualified and experienced consultants and the market research and analysis are supported by a panel of experts and computerised data bank.
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Each Detailed Project Report Contains

- **Beginning:**
  Project Introduction, Brief History of the Product, Properties, BIS (Bureau of Indian Standard) Specifications & Requirements, Uses & Applications.

- **Manufacturing Techniques:**

- **Market Survey:**
  Present Market Position, Expected Future Demand, Statistics of Imports & Exports, Export Prospect, Names and Addresses of Existing Units (Present Manufactures).

- **Personnel Requirements:**
  Requirement of Staff & Labour, Personnel Management, Skilled & Unskilled Labour.

- **Plant & Machinery:**
  List of Plant & Machineries, Miscellaneous Items and Accessories, Instruments, Laboratory Equipment's and Accessories, Plant Location, Electrification, Electric Load and Water, Maintenance, Suppliers / Manufacturers of Plant and Machineries.

- **Land & Building:**
  Requirement of Land Area, Rates of the Land, Built up Area, Construction Schedule, Plant Layout.

- **Raw Material:**

- **Financial Aspects:**

List of Projects

Following is the list of projects, categorized by industry and uses:
Abrasive, Asbestos, Cement, Refractory Products, Gypsum, Marble, Granite, Coal, Chalk and Silica Projects

Abrasive Cloth for Shoe Industry
Abrasive & Flint Paper
Abrasive Emery Cloth
Abrasive Slab (Cement based) for Knife Sharpening
Asbestos Ridges and Roofing Sheets
Asbestos Fibre From Amphibole Ore
Asbestos Cement Pressure Pipe & Fitting
Asbestos Pressure Pipes
Asbestos Cement Corrugated Sheet
Asbestos Yarn
Abrasive Grinding Wheel
Brick Field From Sandy Clay
Bonded Abrasive (In form of Block, Wheels and Rolls)
Bricks from Desert Sand
Bricks from Fly Ash
Cement Blocks
Buffing & Polishing Compounds Manufacture (Cake Form)
Brick plant (Automatic)
Cement Water Proofing compound
Coal Washing Unit
Cement From Rice Husk
Cement Grinding Unit
Cement Plant
Cement Plant
Cement Roofing Tiles
Ceramic Novelties
Cement Sheets with Coir Fibre and other Segments
Coir Cement Board 1) Corrugated Coir 2) Coir Cement Board
Cement from Rice Husk
Cement Concrete Pipe
Cement Plant
Cement from Fly Ash & Lime
Cement Water Proof Compound
Cement Electric Poles (Pre-Stressed Concrete Poles)
Cement Poles, Jallies & Tiles
Emery Stone For Atta Chaki
Emery Paper Cloth
Fire Bricks
Fuel Bricks From Saw Dust
Granite And Marble Polishing stone
Gypsum Plaster Board
Emery Power
Granite Polishing Stone
Grinding of Graphite & Asbestos
ERW Pipes
Hydraulic Cement
Low Carbon Ferro Manganese
Lenoleum Tiles
Lime Bonded Fly Ash Bricks
Lime Pozzolona
Metal Paste
Mini Cement Plant (Slag Cement)
Metal Polishing and Buffing Bars
Mini Cement Plant (by Rotary Kiln Process)
Mosaic Tiles
Plugging Compound
Pressure Concrete Pipes (Moulding Process)
P.C.C. Electric Poles
Prestressed Railway Concrete Sleepers
Roofing Compound
Refractories Plant with Ceramic
Roofing and Water Proofing Compound
R.C.C. Spun Pipe
Spun Concrete Pipe Utilisation In Dist. Of Electrical Line
Salt Glazed Stone Ware Pipes & Fittings
Silica Sand
Semi Automatic Brick
Silica Ramming Mass (Acidic Ramming Mass)
Silicon Spray
Sisal Polishing Wheels
Sagol
Glazed Tiles
White Cement
Cement Plant (saboo)
Bricks From Fly Ash
Sanitary Products (Wash Basin, Bathroom Closets)
Stone Crushing Unit
Emery Stone
Metal Polishing and Buffing Bars
Emery Paper Cloth
Emery Paper Cloth
Coal Washing Unit
Prestressed Concrete Sleepers
Iron Ore Mining and Processing
Clay and Sand Bricks Plant
Fuel Bricks From Groundnut, Soyabean Hull & Jute
Megnesium Metal
INTERGRINDING OF FLY ASH WITH PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER
NON COKING COAL TO COKING COAL (CONVERSION BY BURNING)
WET - GROUND MICA
GLASS BOTTLE FROM SCRAP
R.C.C. BRICKS (USED IN PETROL PUMP FLOORING)
BRICKS GLAZING
GRINDING MEDIA BALLS AND M.S/S.S INGOTS
MINERAL WOOL OR SLAG WOOL OR GLASS WOOL
MICRONIZED POWDER OF CALCITE
CONCENTRATED MANGANESE ORE PRODUCTION
GRANITE TILES CUTTING & POLISHING
AGGREGATE BUSINESS
FIRE CLAY BRICKS
P.P. BAGS FOR CEMENT
PVC Solvent Cement
Cement Plant
Gypsum Plaster Boards
Oxygen Lancing Pipes (Gas Lancing Pipe, Tube)
Bitumen Emulsion
Interlocking Cement Blocks
Interlocking Paver Blocks
Bricks from Fly Ash (Triollectric Beneficiation Process)
CALCIUM CARBONATE FROM LIMESTONE (PRECIPITATED AND ACTIVATED)
Resin Capsules
Cement Capsules for Rock Bolting
RCC(Reinforced Concrete Cement) Poles
BRICKS FROM FUME DUST (USED IN CONSTRUCTION)
GYPSUM BASED PRODUCTS (GYPSUM POWDER, GYPSUM BOARD & PVC LAMINATED GYPSUM
CEILING TILES (INTEGRATED PRODUCTION UNIT)
GYPSUM BASED PRODUCTS (GYPSUM POWDER, GYPSUM BOARD & PVC LAMINATED GYPSUM
CEILING TILES (INTEGRATED PRODUCTION UNIT)
CONCRETE BLOCK AND READY MIX CONCRETE
Clinker Grinding for Cement
Gypsum From Synthetic Gypsum
PVC Solvent Cement(CPVC & UPVC)
Composite Marble Slabs
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Activated carbon, Granular Activated Carbon (GAC), Activated Carbon, Activated Carbon Powder, Powdered Activated carbon (PAC), activated charcoal, activated coal, Activated Fuller Earth, Pelletted activated carbon (EAC), Impregnated carbon, Polymers coated Projects

Plugging Compound
Activated Charcoal From Wood
Activated Carbon
Activated Fuller Earth
Activated Carbon From Coconut Shell
Activated Carbon From Wood
Acid Washed Granulated Activated Carbon
Activated Carbon From Fuller Earth
Activated Carbon From Coconut Shell
Methods of Test For Activated Carbon Powdered and Granular
Activated Charcoal From Wood
Activated Carbon From Coconut Shell
ACTIVATED CARBON FROM RICE HUSK AND COCONUT SHELL/ SAW DUST
Activated Carbon from Wood Derived Char
Activated Carbon Hazelnut Shell
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Adhesives, Industrial Adhesive, Sealants, Glues, Gums & Binders, Synthetic Resin, Resins Projects

Adhesive (Fevicol Type)
Adhesive For Two Wheeler & Three Wheeler Clutch Plate
Adhesive Based on Vinyl Acetate (Fevicol Type)
Adhesive Tape for Hospital use
Adhesive Used for Leather to Polyurethane
Adhesive
Adhesive Industries laminated Fevicol Sticker DDL and other Types Adhesives
Adhesive Powder For Electric lamp
Adhesive for Stickers
Adhesive for Corrugation Dry (Powder)
Arabic Gum
All Purpose Adhesive
Adhesive For Corrugation (Dry Powder)
Alkyd Resin (Soyabean Oil And Linseed Oil
Chemicals from prawn Head
Cellophane Tape
Copper to Copper Adhesive (Quick Fix Type)
Crepe Bandage with Adhesive Coating
Dextrin Adhesive for Corrugated Card Board Boxes
Epoxy Resin
Extraction of Gelatin Glue from Leather Waste
Extraction of Glue from Glue White Powder from Glue
Foot Wear Adhesive
Gaur Gum
Gum & Adhesive
Glue White Powder from Glue
Guar Gum
Gum Powder from Guar Gum
Glue from Bone Sinews
Guar Gum
Guar Gum Powder
Glue and Gelatin
Glazed Paste for Refractory
Gummed Paper Tape
Gasket Shellac Compound
Gum (Boot Polish Gum, Office Paste, Printing Gum & Plywood Adhesive)
Hot Melt Glue
Isophthalic Acid Resin
Latex based Adhesive
Latex Based Leather Adhesives
Leather Adhesives (Cap. 2 Ltrs. Each)/ Year
Leather Based Adhesive
Neoprene Based Adhesive (Rubber Adhesive)
Neoprene Based Adhesive (Rubber Adhesive)
Office Gum
Office Paste (Starch Based)
Pressure Sensitive Adhesive For Bopp Tapes
Pressure Sensitive Adhesive Tape Binder
Plywood Rubber Adhesive for (Neoprene)
Printing Gums
Pressure Sensitive Self Adhesive PVC Tape
Polyester Transparent Self Adhesive Tape
Pressure Sensitive Self Adhesive Tapes
PVC Insulating Tape
PVC Insulation Tape and Cellophane Tape
Resin Based Adhesive
Resin Cored Soft Solder Sticks
Rubber Based Adhesives
Rubber Solution
Rubber (Leather Based Adhesive)
Starch From Tapioca
Synthetic Rubber Adhesive
Self Sticking Album
Stickers and Labelling Plant
Sizing, Printing & Food Gums
Synthetic Gum
Surface, Floor & Car Polishes
Solid Adhesive Sticks (Glue Stick)
Surgical Adhesive Plaster
Synthetic Gum (Based on Vinyl Acetate for Lamination Adhesive)
Starch Gum Dextrine & Silicate
Tamarind Seed Decorticating & Powder Starch Making
Thermosetting Adhesive for Filter Element
Textile Printing Paste (Gum)
Gum Karaya Processing Unit
TAPIOCA STARCH ADHESIVE FOR CORRUGATED BOARD & BOXES IN POWDER FORM
GLUE STICK
PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVES FOR BOPP TAPES (ACRYLIC BASED)
GUAR GUM POWDER FROM GUAR SPLIT
SYNTHETIC RUBBER ADHESIVE LIKE FEVICOL SR
ADHESIVE (Based on VAM) Fevicol type (Wood Lamination type)
ADHESIVE (Based on VAM) Fevistick type
ADHESIVES (Based on VAM) Pencil grade
ADHESIVES (Based on VAM) Match Stick grade (For Match Industry)
ADHESIVE (Based on VAM) Feviquick type
ADHESIVES (Based on VAM) Paper Lamination grade
ADHESIVES (Based on VAM) Distemper grade (DDL type)
ADHESIVES (Based on VAM) Pressure sensitive grade (Sticker)
ADHESIVES (Based on VAM) Textile grade (For Handloom Industry)
ADHESIVES (Based on VAM) Soft Leather grade
ADHESIVES (Based on VAM) Paint grade
ADHESIVES (Based on VAM) Emulsion grade
AMINO RESIN BASED ADHESIVE
SODIUM SILICATE BASED ADHESIVE
DEXTRIN BASED ADHESIVE
CELLULOSE BASED ADHESIVE
EPOXY BASED ADHESIVE (Araldite type)
POLYURETHANE BASED ADHESIVE
PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVES EVA based
PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVES Styrene-Butadiene based
PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVES Nitrile Rubber based
PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVES Polychloroprene based
STARCH BASED ADHESIVE
HOT MELT ADHESIVES for Speciality Applications
Hot Melt Adhesives for Book Binding Industry
Hot Melt Adhesives for Rubber Adhesion
Hot Melt Adhesives for Metal To Metal Adhesion
Hot Melt Adhesives for Corrugated Board, Fiber Board, Solid Fiber Industry
Hot Melt Adhesives for Plywood, Particle Board, Paper Industry
Hot Melt Adhesives for Tape Industry
Hot Melt Adhesives for Textile Industry
Hot Melt Adhesives for Carpet Industry

FOAM ADHESIVES

Patching and Sealing Compounds for Caulking
Patching and Sealing Compounds for Cement, Concrete and Plaster
Patching And Sealing Compounds for Patching
Patching and Sealing Compounds for Glazing
Patching and Sealing Compounds for Mastics
Patching and Sealing Compounds for Putties
Hot Melt Adhesives for Shoe Industry
Hot Melt Adhesives for Auto Industry
Synthetic Rubber Adhesive like Fevicol SR
ADHESIVE FOR PAPER BOARD
CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE
GUM (SODIUM SILICATE BASED)
EMULSION & SOLUTION POLYMERISATION OF M.M. MONOMER FOR USE AS AN ADHESIVE
Adhesive (Latex)
Guar Gum Powder
Extraction of Gelatin Glue from Leather Waste
Adhesive Used For Leather To Polyurethane
Starch Glue & Pressure Sensitive Adhesive for Paper Gumming Plant

VAM and Acrylic Based Adhesives
Eva Based Hot Melt Adhesive
Xanthan Gum
Tiles Adhesives
AAC Block Adhesives
Vinyl Ester Resin
Formaldehyde From Methanol
Cyanoacrylate Adhesive
Xanthan Gum
Waterborne Polyurethane Dispersions
FRP Resin
Hot Melt Glue
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Absolute Alcohol (Ethanol) Cap 12.2 Million Gallon
Alcohol From Tapioca Starch
Bottling Plant (Alcoholic & Non Alcoholic)
Brandy
Country Liquor
Potable Alcohol from Grains & Damaged Fruit
Alcohol From Potatoes
Alcohol From Rice Straw
Absolute Alcohol From Molasses
Alcohol From Rice Straw
Benzyl Acetate, Benzyl Alcohol & Benzyl benzoate
Benzyl Acetate, Benzyl Alcohol, Benzyl Benzoate
Ethyl Alcohol (potable Liquors)
Ethyl Aceto Acetate From Ethyl Alcohol
Power Alcohol
Poly Vinyl Alcohol
Poly Vinyl Alcohol Film (Cold water Soluble)
Potable Alcohol From Grains and damaged Fruit
ABSOLUTE & POWER ALCOHOLS
TINCTURE FROM RECTIFIED SPIRIT
MILD BIOCIDES FOR DISTILLERY, SUGAR, AND FOOD
METHYLATED SPIRIT FROM SUGAR CANE MOLASSES
YEAST FROM MOLASSES (DISTILLERY YEAST)
RECTIFIED SPIRIT
Kinnow Winery
Grape Cultivation & Grape Wine
BEER INDUSTRY
Alcohol from Potato
Vodka from Potato
Ethanol from Rice Straw and Rice Husk
Fatty Alcohol
Malt Spirits
Wine from Mango Fruit
Wine from Mango Fruit
OXO Alcohol
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Alcoholic and Non Alcoholic Beverages, Drinks Projects

Aerated Water
Apple Fruit Juices with Canning & Bottling
Absolute Alcohol (Ethanol) Cap 12.2 Million Gallon
Alcohol From Tapioca Starch
Bottling Plant (Alcoholic & Non Alcoholic)
Brandy
Chocolate Drink
Country Liquor
Cold Drinks (Soft Drinks)
Health Drink (Cocoa Beverages in Granules Form)
Mineral Water, Soda water & Pet Bottle
Potable Alcohol from Grains & Damaged Fruit
Soft Drink Concentrate
Soft Drink (Cola, Orange, Lemon, mango, Ginger, Clear Lemon)
Soft Drinks
Soft Drinks (Non Carbonated) Mango, Litchi, Guava, Pineapple Flavours, Frooti Type (Aseptic Packaging))
Soft Drink (Non Carbonated) in Aseptic Packing Frooti Type
Soft Drink Concentrate & Essence (Orange, Cola, Lime Pineapple) Flavour For Bakery And soda water
Soda Water & Sweet Drinks
Alcohol From Potatoes
Alcohol From Rice Straw
Absolute Alcohol From Molasses
Alcohol From Rice Straw
Benzyle Acetate, Benzyle Alcohol & Benzyle benzoate
Benzyl Acetate, Benzyl Alcohol, Benzyl Benzoate
Ethyl Alcohol (potable Liquors)
Ethyl Aceto Acetate From Ethyl Alcohol
Power Alcohol
Poly Vinyl Alcohol
Poly Vinyl Alcohol Film (Cold water Soluble)
Potable Alcohol From Grains and damaged Fruit
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER AND CARBONATED WATER (IN JARS, PLASTIC BOTTLES AND GLASS)
I.M.F.L. (WHISKY) FROM POTATOES
WINE FROM BANANA
MILD BIOCIDES FOR DISTILLERY, SUGAR, AND FOOD
Wine from Kinnow Fruit (KINNOW WINERY)
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
Kinnow Winery
Grape Cultivation & Grape Wine
DISTILLERY
BEER INDUSTRY
PINEAPPLE PULP & JUICE
Malt Spirits
Craft Beer (Like Bira 91)
Maize (Maka) Juice
Wine from Mango Fruit
Wine from Mango Fruit
Packaged Drinking Water, Soda Water and Pet Bottles
Fruit Beer
banana wine
Whiskey
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Aluminium and Aluminium Extrusion Profiles & Sections, Aluminum, Metal, Aluminium Products, Cans, Sheet, Extruded Products, Profiles, Doors, Windows, Aluminium Alloys, Tubes And Bars, Round Bars, Channels, Angles, Coils, Bars, Extruded Rods, Sheets, Foil Projects

Aluminium Conductor
Aluminium Household Utensils
Aluminium & Brass Door Hinges
Aluminium Extrusions
Aluminium Rerolling & Circle Cutting Plant
Aluminium Foil
Aluminium Rolling Mill
Aluminium/Copper Cables (Rubber Coated)
Aluminium Labels of Various Sizes
Aluminium Venetian blinds
Aluminium Extrusion
Aluminium Containers, Bottles (Small) for Pesticides
Aluminium Powder
Aluminium Small Containers for Packing Pesticides (By Extrusion Method)
Aluminium Door Fittings (Builders Hardware)
Aluminium Doors, Windows and Fittings
Aluminium Window
Aluminium Furniture (Chair & Tables)
Aluminium Utensils, Boxes & Toys
Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
Aluminium Fabricated Products
Aluminium Channels, Beading (Single & Double) Square & Round Pipes
Aluminium Alloy
Aluminium Paste from Aluminium Powders
Aluminium Cans
Aluminium & Steel Furniture
Aluminium Bottles (Extruded)
Aluminium Caps for Pharmaceutical Industries
Aluminium Builders Hardware
Aluminium Sheet Metal Shop
Aluminium Re-Rolling Domestic Utensils & Containers
Aluminium Circles in Different Gauges and Sizes
Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
Aluminium Bottle Cans or Containers
Aluminium Alloy conductor
Aluminium Ingots
Aluminium Utensils & School Boxes for carrying books
Aluminium Extruded Section
Anodic Aluminium Labels
Aluminium Wire Drawing
Aluminium Milk Can
Aluminium Powder by Automization Process
Aluminium Door, Windows & Fitting
Aluminium Sheet Rolling Mill
Aluminium Door Fittings
Anodic Aluminium Cables
Anodic Aluminium Labels
Aluminium Collapsible Tubes & Rigid Cans
Activated Alumina Balls
All Aluminium Alloy Conductor (AAAC)
Aluminium Alloy
Aluminium Building Hardware
Aluminium Circle
Aluminium Ingots From Aluminium Scrap
Aluminium Rolling Mill
Aluminium Printing Plates For offset Printing Machine
Aluminium PS (Pre-Sensitised) Plates
Brass & Aluminium Hinges
Copper Powder & Aluminium Powder
Copper/Aluminium Enamelled Wires
Cutting and Finishing of Metal (Aluminium and Stainless Steel)
Ferrous-Mn Alloy Casting by Alumina Thermic Process
Pre-Sensitized (PS) Plates Of Aluminium
P.P. Caps (Aluminium)
Paper Coated Aluminium & Copper Wire
Piston Assembly (Aluminium Alloy)
Printed Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
Pressure Cooker & aluminium Utensils
Selenium Coated Aluminium Plates
Wire Drawing of Aluminium
Zinc And Aluminium Anode Foundry marine & Oil Industry
Anodic Aluminium Lables
Paracetamol from Phenol as Building Block
ALLOY RIMS FOR CAR & MOTOR BIKE
ALUMINIUM DOORS, WINDOWS, RAILINGS & FITTINGS
ALUMINIUM FLUORIDE
ALUMINIUM ANGLES, CHANNELS, DOORS & WINDOWS
ALUMINIUM ALLOY FROM SCRAP & VIRGIN METAL
ALUMINIUM PRESSURE & GRAVITY DIE CASTING
Aluminium Ingots from Aluminium Scrap
Aluminium Angels, Channels, Doors & Window
Crown Caps For Beer & Cold Drinks
ALUMINIUM BOTTLE CAPS
ALUMINIUM AEROSOL CANS
FUSED ALUMINIUM OXIDE
ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION
ALUMINIUM FOIL CONTAINER (A.F.C)
Cotton Cultivation & Cotton Yarn Manufacturing (E.O.U.)
Recycling of Aluminum Scrap for Directional Chilled Cast Billets and Slabs for Extrusion Including Special Alloys Such As 2xxx, 3xxx, 5xxx, 6xxx, 7xxx and 8xxx series - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report, Profile, Business Plan
Aluminium Billets From Aluminium Scrap
Aluminium Wire Rod
Aluminium Shots & Notch Bars
Aluminium Wire Rod
Aluminium Powder
Fabricated Aluminium Products
Aluminium Circles
AAAC Aluminium Conductors
ACSR Grade Aluminium Conductors
Aluminium Extrusion
Aluminium Hinges
Aluminium Forgings
Aluminium Recycling Plant
Aluminium Utensils
Aluminium Dross Processing
Aluminium Tower Bolts
Aluminum Wire Rod
Aluminium Street Light Pole
Aluminium Wire Rod Rolling mill
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Automobile industry, Components, Spares, Parts, Automobile Manufacturing, auto components, auto parts, car parts, replacement parts, tractor parts, motorcycle parts, body parts, Four wheeler accessories & spares, Indian Automotive Industry Projects

Storage Battery for Automobiles
Carbon Brushes
Electric Horns For Automobiles
Electronic Cut Out used in Automobiles
Storage Battery Containers for Automobiles
Voltage Regulator for Automobile
Automobile Rear View Mirrors for Two Wheelers
Auto Control Wires
Auto Bulbs (Head & Tail)
Auto Air Filters
Auto Bulbs
Auto Spokes
Auto Bulbs
Auto Cables
Auto Cables for Brakes
Automobiles Piston for Two Wheeler
Automobile Fuses
Automobile Body Building
Automobile Gears
Automobile Radiators
Automobile Dynamo
Automobile Workshop Garage & Service Centre
Automobile Accessories in Stainless Steel (Automobile Jet Nozzles & Spindles)
Automobile Radiator
Automobile Silencers
Automobile Service Station & Retreading Unit
Automobile Brake Shoe
Automobile Radiator
Automotive Filters
Automobile Piston Ring
Brake Lining
Carburetor
Control Cables for Automobiles
Diesel & Oil Filter Elements
Filter (Micro Filter Inserts For Automobile)
Engine Valves for Automobiles
Forging of Automobile Connecting Rods
Auto Filters (Air and Oil Filters)
Industrial & Automobile Gears
Industrial Chain Diversification into Automobile Chain
Modern Automobile Workshop cum Service Station with Modern Equipments Computerised Machines
(Specially for Maruti Vehicles)
Mufflers/Silencers
Sintered Bushes Used in Automobiles
Steel Forging (Automobile Parts)
Steel Forging (Automobile Parts) & Hand Tools
Steel Forging (Automobile Parts)
Tie Rod End
Three Wheelers
U-Bolt for Automobile and Earth Moving Machines
Two Wheeler Clutch Plate
Wheel Rims (For Car, Motor Cycles, Trucks)
Automobile Gaskets
Automobile Piston Ring
Automobile Paints for Cars
Automobile Tube & Flaps
Automobile Tyre, Tubes & Flaps
Auto Tubes & Tyres (for Scooters, Motor Cycle)
Automobiles Tyre, Tubes & Flaps
Moulding of Rubber (Automobile Parts)
PVC Soles Cables for automobiles
Rubber Floor Mat for Automobiles
Rubber Bushes For Automobiles
Storage Battery Container for Automobile
Rubber compound for Automobile Industry
Purification of Used Engine Oil By Wiper Evaporation System
AUTO ELECTRICAL PARTS (ARMATURE)
BRASS BUSHES (RODS & BUSHES)
OUTER FOR AUTO WIRE
TYRE MOULDS AND DIES FOR DIFFERENT AUTOMOBILES
ALLOY RIMS FOR CAR & MOTOR BIKE
TYRE RETREADING MATERIALS ( TREAD RUBBER, CUSHION GUM(COMPOUND) RUBBER SOLUTION, PRICUSED RUBBER))
CAR DEALERSHIP WITH GARAGE/WORKSHOP
ENGINE FLUSHING OIL
SILICON GREASE
LAMINATED SAFETY AND TOUGHENED GLASS MANUFACTURE
Automobile Tyre Plant
Radial Tyres (Tire) for Car & Trucks
RADIATOR / ENGINE COOLANT using OAT (Organic acid technology)
Coach Building (Automobile Body Building - Bus Body)
Auto Repair & Service Workshop
BUS BODY BUILDING
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BUS BODY BUILDING
ELECTRIC SCOOTER
CAR SEAT COVER AND RELATED PRODUCTS
AUTOMOTIVE HEAD LAMP AND INJECTION MOULDED PLASTIC COMPONENTS
TRANSMISSION GEAR FOR AUTOMOBILES
Air Spring (Rubber Bellow for Air Suspension system) used in Railway and Heavy Transport Vehicles
Brake Shoe
Electric Scooter
Radial Tyres (Tire) For Cars and Trucks
Forks and Under Brackets used in Automobile Industries
Turn Automotive Fuel Connector
Hydraulic Hose Pipe
Electric Car (Four Wheeler)
High Security Registration Number Plates
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Bakery & Confectionery: Bakery Products, Confectionery Products, Chocolate Confectionery, Food Confectionery, Cream, Chocolates, Biscuits, Processed Food, Bread, Cakes, Dairy Product, Pastries, Cakes, Cookies, Sweets, Lollipops, Candy Bars, Toffees Projects

Automatic Bread & Biscuit Plant
Automatic Bread & Biscuit Plant
Bread Plant (Semi-Automatic)
Biscuit Manufacture
Bread
Bread and Biscuits (Automatic Plant)
Cake Gel (Cake Improver)
Confectionery Industry
Milk Toffee
Pineapple Flavour For Bakery And Soda Water
Toffee (Semi Automatic Plant)
Salted Biscuits
Soft Drink Concentrate & Essence (Orange, Cola, Lime Pineapple) Flavour For Bakery And soda water
Toffee Candy & Milk Chocolate
Toffee & Sweets (Automatic Plant)
Toffee & Candy Making (Semi-Automatic Plant)
Biscuit Plant (using infrared oven)
Medicated Lozenges like Strepsils, Vicks
Medicated Lozenges (Like Strepsils, Halls, Vicks)
Sugar Candy (Mishri) Pearl Type
LEMON DROPS (HARD CANDY)
YEAST FROM MOLASSES (DISTILLERY YEAST)
Strawberry Jam
Milk Bread (Sweetened)
Confectionery Products using Stevia
YEAST FROM MOLASSES
BAKERY UNIT
Chocolate Enrobing
Cocoa Chocolate
Muffins
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Bamboo and Cane based projects

Bamboo Sticks for Agarbatti
Handicrafts (Cane & Bamboo)
Pulp from Bamboo and Grass
Pulp From Bamboo
Handicrafts (Cane & Bamboo)
Handicrafts (Cane & Bamboo)
Ply board from Bamboo
DOOR, WINDOWS AND FRAMES FROM BAMBOO
Mini Paper Plant from Bamboo
Bamboo Straw Pipe
Bamboo Pellets
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Banana Products: Banana Flavour, Banana Puree, Banana Based Industries, Banana Processing, Banana Concentrate, Banana Pulp, Banana Wine, Banana Beer, Banana Chips, Wafers, Banana Powder Projects

Banana Plantation, Cultivation & Its By Products
Banana Powder
Processing And Packaging Of Snack Food
Fiber From Banana Plant & Manufacturing Of Bags Like Jute Bags
Banana Plantation & Its By Products
Fiber From Banana Plant & Manufacturing Of Bags Like Jute Bags
WINE FROM BANANA
Banana Powder
Banana Powder
Plates From Dry Banana Tree Skin
Particle Board From Banana Tree Trunks
banana powder and juice
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Beer and Wine Industry, Winery Project, Grape Wine Projects, Wine Yard, Grape Cultivation, India Projects

Beer
Beer
Grape Wine
Grape Wine
Wine Distillation From Fruit And Cashew Nuts (Cashew Feni)
Wine from Mahua Flowers
Grape Wine
WINE FROM BANANA
Wine from Kinnow Fruit (KINNOW WINERY)
Grape Cultivation & Grape Wine
Microbrewery and Restaurant
Herbal Beer
Craft Beer
Microbrewery
Fruit Wine
Craft Beer (Like Bira 91)
Wine from Mango Fruit
banana wine
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Bicycle, Bicycle Industry, Bicycle Parts, Bicycle Assembling, Tyres, Tubes, Bicycle Components, Spares and Bicycle Accessories Projects

Bicycle Tyres
Bicycle Rim
Bicycle Manufacturing
Bicycle Spare Parts (Hub, Axle Nut, Axle Cone Cups, Balls)
Bicycle Manufacturing
Bicycle Hub
Cycle Spokes
Cycle & Rickshaw Rims
Cycle Locks
Cycle Stand
Cycle Hub Brush & Colouring
H.T. Coil for Two Wheelers (Mopeds, Motor Cycles)
Steel Balls for Bicycles
Steel Balls (Crome-Plated) Bicycles
Wheel Rims (For Car, Motor Cycles, Trucks)
Paper Recycling
Auto Tubes & Tyres (for Scooters, Motor Cycle)
Bicycle Tyres
Cycle Tyres
Cycle Tyres & Tubes
Cycle Tyre & Tubes
Polyurethane Cycle Seats
Tyre & Tubes For Scooter & Motorcycle
BICYCLE PLANT
Bicycle Parts Manufacturing Unit (Crank & Sprocket and Pedal Arm)
Bicycle Parts Manufacturing Unit (Handle)
Bicycle Parts Manufacturing Unit (Stand)
Bicycle Assembling
E Rickshaw Assembling

Biochemical Projects

Caffeine From Tea Waste
Biogas Production (Manual)
Diphenhydromine Hydrochloride
Folic Acid
INH
Lysine
Maine
Macinomide
N-Acetyl Glucosamine through Chitin biotechnically
Pectine
Pepsin
Tween-80
Vitamin By-HCL
Vitamin
Caffeine from Tea Waste
Pectin From Raw papaya
Pectin from Raw Papaya
Papaya Cultivation and manufacturing of Papain (enzyme)
MILD BIOCIDES FOR DISTILLERY, SUGAR, AND FOOD
Wine from Kinnow Fruit (KINNOW WINERY)
 METHYLATED SPIRIT FROM SUGAR CANE MOLASSES
Polyphenols (Antioxidants) from Tea Extracts/Concentrate
Lactic Acid from Sugarcane Juice
Biotechnology Laboratory
PECTIN FROM CITRUS, LEMON, ORANGE PEELS & APPLE POMACE
Biofuel By Using Algae
Biodegradable Products, Recyclable, Disposable, Eco-Friendly Plastics, Bioplastics, Compostable, Biodegradable Packaging for Food Products, Bio-based Polymers, Oxo-biodegradable Plastics, Bio-nanocomposites using Maize, Corn, Sugarcane Bagasse

Jute Bag Making
Jute Ropes/Sutli
Jute Shopping Bags
Bamboo Sticks for Agarbatti
Fiber From Banana Plant & Manufacturing Of Bags Like Jute Bags
Kraft Paper from Bagasse
Paper Bags For General Use
Paper Cups
Paper Shopping Bags
Printed Paper Shopping Bags
Paper Bags For Cement
Paper Manufacture From Bagasse
Paper Cups For Ice Cream
PET Bottles/Containers
Coir Handicraft
Particle Boards from Agro Waste & Sugarcane Bagasse
Mini Paper Plant from Bamboo
Paper Recycling
PAPER HAND CARRY BAGS ( SMALL & BIG SIZES)
Disposable Plate From Banana and Bamboo Leaf
Paper Plate Tissue Paper or Toilet Roll
Bagasse Tableware Making (Full-Auto) using Bagasse(sugarcane); Bamboo Pulp
Plates From Dry Banana Tree Skin
Biodegradable Plastic Pellets and Bags From Corn Starch
Plates From Dry Banana Tree Skin
Corn Starch Carry Bag
Biodegradable Plastic Pellets And Bags From Corn Starch
Areca Nut Leaf Plates
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Caffeine From Tea Waste
N-Acetyl Glucosamine through Chitin biotechnically
Amylase
Biogas Production (Manual)
Button Mushroom Cultivation, Processing & Canning
Biofertilizer (organic Fertilizers) From Garbage
Biofertiliser From Cow Dung & Other Waste
Biofertilizer From Birds Excreta
Citric Acid (From Molasses)
Industrial Enzymes
Municipal Garbage Treatment
Mushroom cultivation
N-Acetyl Glucosamin Through Chitin Biotechnically
Organic Fertilizer
Tissue Culture Products
Vermi Compost
Varmiculture
Vermiculture
Alcohol From Potatoes
Ammonium Chloride (Pure + Technical)
2-4, Dichlorophenoxy Acetic acid
Acetic Acid From Molasess
Acetic Acid From Natural Gas
Bleaching Powder
Caffeine from Tea Waste
Citric Acid From Grape Pulp
Compost For Mushroom
Pectin From Raw papaya
Pectin from Raw Papaya
Mushroom Cultivation
Papaya Cultivation and manufacturing of Papain (enzyme)
Tissue Culture Micropropagation
Vermiculture Production with Training Centre
Vermiculture Production with Training Centre
ENZYME (IN POWDER FORM) USED FOR DENIM CLOTH AND GARMENT WASHING
NIACINAMIDE
BIO-TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
MILD BIOCIDES FOR DISTILLERY, SUGAR, AND FOOD
METHYLATED SPIRIT FROM SUGAR CANE MOLASSES
YEAST FROM MOLASSES (DISTILLERY YEAST)
Organic farming
Liquid Bio Fertilizer from agro & municipal waste
Polyphenols (Antioxidants) from Tea Extracts/Concentrate
Bio Fertilizer (Organic Fertilizer) from Garbage
Kinnow Winery
Bio Fertilizer from Cotton Seed Cake
Pectin from Apple Pomace, Citrus Fruits & other Raw Materials
Pectin from Apple Pomace and Citrus Fruits
Lactic Acid from Sugarcane Juice
Biotechnology Laboratory
Sugar Mill with Bioethanol from Molasses
PECTIN FROM CITRUS, LEMON, ORANGE PEELS & APPLE POMACE
Cut Flower Farm (Rose)
Seed Processing Unit (Wheat & Rice)
YEAST FROM MOLASSES
Alcohol from Potato
Vodka from Potato
Ethanol from Rice Straw and Rice Husk
Superoxide Dismutase (SOD)
Biofuel By Using Algae
Automatic Chapati Making Plant
Aquaponics
Pectin from Sunflower Head Residue
Biogas from Sewage Plants
Biofuel From Algae
Aerobic Compost
Biomass Pellet
Biofertilizer from Cow Dung (Solid and Liquid)
Biodiesel from Soybean Seed
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Cashew Products and Projects

Cashew Apple Syrup Cum Orange/Lemon Squash
Cashew Feni
Coconut And Cashew Feni
Cashew Feni
Cashew nut Kernels & Shell Liquid
Roasted Salted Cashew kernel From Cashew Nut
Wine Distillation From Fruit And Cashew Nuts (Cashew Feni)
Core Oil from Cashewnut
Friction Dust From Cashew shell Liquid
Cardanol from Cashew Nut Shell Liquid
Cashew Nut Shell Oil
Cashew Nut Shell Oil
Corrosion Paint from Cashewnut Shell Oil
Alkyd Resin from Cashew Nut Shell Oil
Alkyd Resins Based On CNSL
Cashew Nut and Almond Processing
Cashew Kernels
Cashew Apple Juice
Flavoured Cashew Nuts
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Ceramic and Ceramic Products, Industrial Ceramic Products, Pipes, Floor and Roof Tiles, Tableware, Wall Tiles, Sanitary Ware, Porcelain, Stoneware, Pottery, Ceramic
Wall & Floor Tiles, Vitrified Tiles, Decorative Tiles Projects

Cement Roofing Tiles
Ceramic Novelties
Cement Poles, Jallies & Tiles
Mosaic Tiles
Refractories Plant with Ceramic
Glazed Tiles
China Clay Washing For Textile and Paper Industry
Glass & Ceramic From Silica Rich Quartz
Ceramic Capacitor (Disc Type)
Porcelain Insulator (High Voltage 11 KV or Above)
Alumina Ceramics
Ceramic Foam Filters
Ceramic Foam Filters (Metallic based)
Ceramic Hotel Ware (Bone China)
Ceramic Media
Ceramic Tiles
Ceramic Coated Aluminium Thread Guides
Ceramic Cores and Tubes
Ceramic Firing/Decorative Tiles
Ceramic Thread Guide
Glazed Ceramic Tiles
Glazed Ceramic-Tiles
Tiles and Bricks (Managalore type)
Non Glazed Ceramic Tiles
Porcelain Insulator (Electrical)
Roofing Tiles
Sanitary Products (Wash Basin, Bathroom Closets)
Sewerage Pipe (Ceramic)
Table Wares, Ceramic Tiles & Sanitary Wares
Porcelain Insulator
Glazed Ceramic Tiles
Coloured Joint Filler Used For Jointing Tiles
Mosaic Tiles
Porcelain Insulator
Refractories (High Alumina Fire Clay and Glazed Tiles)
Roofing Tiles
Implantable Surgical Suture (Biomedical Textile)
Emulsion Soap for Woollens Textile Industry
Binders for Textile Printing
Ceramic Thread Guide
Ductile Pipe
Textile & Finishing Agents
Hot Melt Adhesives for Textile Industry
Porcelain Items (Squat Pan, Showartray Square & Triangular)
Porcelain Items (Squat Pan, Showartray Square & Triangular)
Porcelain Items (Squat Pan, Showartray Square & Triangular)
Ceramic Table Ware, Hotel Ware, Stone Ware/Bone China - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report, Profile, Business Plan, Industry Trends, Market Research, Survey, Manufacturing Process, Machinery, Raw Materials, Feasibility Study
Ceramic Vent Plugs for Tubular Batteries
Cereal Processing (Rice, Dal, Pulses, Oat, Wheat), Sugar Projects

Atta Maida Suji & Wheat Bran (Roller Flour Mill)
Baby Cereal Food
Baby Cereal Milk Powder
Baby Cereal Food
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Chocos (Ready To Eat Break fast cereal food)
Corn Flakes
Cube Sugar
Dal Mill
Dal Mill Unit
Extraction of Sesame, Rice bran & Palm Oil
Flour Mill (Disc Machine)
Gram Dal & Flour Mill with Modern Automatic Plant
Gram Dal
Hard Sugar Candy
Instant Coffee & Instant Tea (Premixed with Sugar & Milk)
Khandasari Sugar
Liquid glucose From Maize And Maize Oil
Liquid Glucose From Maize
Maize & Its Products
Maize Cultivation & Its By-Products
Maize Starch
Mini Sugar Plant
Modern Rice Mill
Parboiled Rice Mill
Processing & Retail Packing of Food Grains, Pulses, Split Pulses, Spices, Pickles
Rice Flake (Poha)
Rice Flake (Poha)
Rice and Corn Flakes
Rice Flakes
Roller Flour Mill (50 MT/Day)
Starch & Allied Products From maize
Sugar Candy (Mishri)
Sugar Pellets
Sugar Plant (Crushing 5000 TPD)
Sugar Plant
Sugarcane Juice Preservation
Sugar Cubes
Sugar Candy
Wheat Puff
Wheat Puff
Corn Flakes
Mini Flour Mill
Roller Flour Mill
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Maize Oil
Rice Bran Oil
Wheat Germ Oil
Paper from Rice Husk & Wheat Husk
Sugar Cane Wax
Sugar Cane Wax from Press Mud
Homeopathic Sugar Globules
Liquid Glucose From Maize And Maize Oil
Maize Processing for Glucose
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Cube Sugar
Dal Mill
Maize & Its Products
Maize Cultivation & Its By-Products
Maize Wet Milling Process (14 MT/HR)
Maize Starch
Mini Sugar Plant
Roller Flour Mill (Maida & Suji)
Cocoa Beverages Powder in Granules Form
Particle Boards from Agro Waste & Sugarcane Bagasse
Particle Board From Agro Waste & Sugarcane Baggase
Sugar Candy (Mishri) Pearl Type
CHANNA DALL & BESAN
RICE FLAKES, CORN FLAKES & WHEAT FLAKES (INTEGRATED UNIT)
CHARCOAL POWDER FROM RICE HUSK
Organic farming
Food Processing Unit (Pulses & Dates)
Paddy Processing Unit (Rice Mill)
Wheat Germ Oil
BESAN PLANT (PREPARATION BY GRAM)
Starch from Rice
Fried Gram Dhal Mill
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Biogas Production (Manual)
Button Mushroom Cultivation, Processing & Canning
Biofertilizer (organic Fertilizers) From Garbage
Biofertiliser From Cow Dung & Other Waste
Biofertilizer From Birds Excreta
Baussgrash
Citric Acid (From Molasses)
Citric Acid
Industrial Enzymes
Municipal Garbage Treatment
Mushroom cultivation
N-Acetyl Glcosiamin Through Chitin Biotechnically
Organic Fertilizer
Tissue Culture Products
Vermi Compost
Varmicuture
Vermiculture
Accelerators for Shot
Acetic Acid (Glacial)
Acetic Acid from Natural Gas
Acetone
Acetylene Black
Acrylic Copolymer Emulsion
Activated Alumina
Activated Calcium Carbonate
Activated Carbon
Activated Fuller Earth
Aerosol Silicon Spray
Aluminium Phosphate
Amines & Allied Products
Acetanilide
Alum (Non Ferric)
Aluminium Phosphate
Anhydrous Ferric Chloride
Aniline
Antimony Trioxide
Ammonium Hydroxide IP
Alumina Ferric
Alum (Non-Ferric)
Acetylene Gas
Acetylene Black
Activated Carbon From Coconut Shell
Alum For Water Treatment
Aluminium Hydroxide IP
Ammonium Chloride Lumps (Transparent)
Aluminium Sulphate
Ammonium Nitrate (Explosive Grade)
Aniline Hydrochloride
Aniline
Acid Slurry
Acid Slurry By Manual Process
Aluminium Silicate
Activated Carbon From Wood
Ammonia Gas (Compressed Gas)
Alcohol From Potatoes
Alcohol From Rice Straw
Ammonium Chloride (Pure + Technical)
Ammonium Molybdate
Ammonium Nitrate From Ammonium Sulphate
Auramine
16 DPA (16-Dehydro Pregneoloneacetate)
2-4, Dichlorophenoxy Acetic acid
4,4 Diamino Stilbene 2-2 Dis-Sulphonic Acid
Absolute Alcohol From Molasses
Acetic Acid (Glacial)
Acetic Acid From Molases
Acetic Acid From Natural Gas
Acetonaphthone
Acetone
Acetylene Gas
Acid Washed Granulated Activated Carbon
Activated Carbon From Fuller Earth
Alcohol From Rice Straw
Aluminium Hydroxide Gel
Ammonium Nitrate
Ammonium Sulphate
Amyl Acetate
Antimony Potassium Tartrate
Acid Slurry (Lab)
Activated Alumina
Activated Carbon From Coconut Shell
Aromatic Perfumery Compounds
Bakelite Powder for Electric Goods
Barium Carbonate
Benzyle Acetate, Benzyle Alcohol & Benzyle benzoate
Benzyll Chloride
Bleaching Powder
B.O.N. Acid (Beta Oxy-Naphthoic)
Bee Wax Refining & Bleaching
Black Sulphur
Black Phenyl in Liquid Form
Barium Compounds
Basic Chrome Tanning Liquor/Powder
Barium Peroxide
Barium Thio-Sulphate
Barium Stearate
Benzoic Acid
Bentonite Based Lubricating Greases
Benzyll Acetate, Benzyl Alcohol, Benzyl Benzoate
Benzyll Benzoate
Bleaching Liquor (Calcium Hydrochlorite Liquors)
Boiler Descaling Compound (Tri-Sodium Phosphate)
Bone crushing Plant
Benzaldehyde (C6H5CHO)
B-Ionone From Lemon Grass Oil
Benzene Hexa Chloride (BHC)
Benzotrichloride
Benzal Chloride
Bleaching Powder
Benzyl Chloride
Buffing and Polishing Compounds
Buffing Compositions for Stainless Steel
Buffing Compounds, Cutting and Polishing Compounds
Burnt Lime
Bees Wax refining
Butanol
Calcined & Activated Alumina
Cement Water Profing Compound
Calcining Magnesite & Dead Brunt Maganese
Chalk Crayon Industry
Coumarin
Cable Jelly Compound
Calcium Carbonate (Pre Activated)
Calcium Carbonate By Using Sea Shell
Calcium Carbonate From Limestone
Calcium Carbonate From Marble Chips
Calcium Carbonate Precipitated
Calcium Gluconate
Calcium Salt For Higher Fatty Acid Using Cotton Seed Oil
Camphor Tablet
Carbon Black from Natural Gas
Carbon Black From Dry Cellbatteries
Cationic Softner
Caustic Soda
Choline Chloride
Citric Acid From Lemon
Cobalt Octoate
Calcium Aluminate
Castor Oil Derivatives
Camphor Tablets
Calcium D Saccharate
Calcium Carbonate (Precipitated)
Calcium Carbonate
Calcium Carbide
Calcium Gluconate
Chloral Hydrate
2 Chloro-6 (Trichlormethyl) Pyridine
Calcination of Calcite
Calcining of Magnesite & Dead Burnt Magnesite
CO2 Refilling of Empty Cylinders
Calcium Silicate
Chloro Acetyl Chloride
Charcoal
Carbon Black From Fertilizer Waste
Carbon Brushes
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Black
Chloro Ethyl
Caustic Soda
Charcoal From Coconut Shell
Carbon Monoxide
Calcium Carbide
Calcium Carbide From Limestone
Cellulose Acetate
Tetra Ammonium Bromide
Cement From Flyash
Cement From Fly Ash & Lime
Sulphuric Acid
Cement Plant (saboo)
Caffeine from Tea Waste
Calcium Chloride
Carbolic Acid (Phenol)
Carbon Black From Furnace Oil
Carbon Black From Natural Gas
Carbon Black From Anthracene Oil
Citric Acid From Grape Pulp
Carboxymethyl Cellulose (CMC)
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Tetra Chloride From Calcium Carbide
Carboxymethyl Cellulose
Casein And By Product
Cationic softeners
Caustic Soda
Cellulose Powder & Microcrystalline Cellulose Powder
Coating Chemical for Preparation of Pre-sensitized Paper
Coal Tar Distillation
Colour Flame Candles
Copper Oxychloride
Copper Sulphate
Chloral Hydrate
Choline Chloride
Compost For Mushroom
Chrome Plating
Choram-Phenicol
Chip-Chip Oil
China Clay Washing For Textile and Paper Industry
Citric Acid From Molasses
1-2 Dichloroethane
Dettol Type Antiseptic Lotion
D.O.P. & Other Plasticizer
D.O.P. (Di-Octylephthalate)
Di-butyl Phthalate (DBP)
Dimethyl Sulphate
D-Phenyl Glycine
D.O.P (Diocetyl-Phthalate)
D.O.P. (Di-Octyl Phthalate)
Damp Proofing/Water Proofing Compound
Dextrin From Starch
Dextrose Saline Solution in Plastic Bottles
2,4-D-Sodium Salt (Dichlorophenoxy Acetic Acid)
Diaminostilbene Disulphonic Acid
Di-Ethyl Phthalate (DEP)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diethyl Oxalate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di-Phenyl Oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di-Methyl Phthalates (DMP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di-Butyl Phthalate (DBP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distilled Water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicating ink</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dye Intermediates ASOL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Sulphur Grinding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction of Gold, Silver &amp; Copper From The Alloy By Chemical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction Of Lead From Lead Waste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephedrine Hydrochloride</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene Diamine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferric Alum For Water Treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferric Chloride Solution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferric Oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorine Chemical (Hydro Fluoric Acid)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electroplating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electroplating brighteners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulsifier For Cutting Oil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulsifier For Wool Batching Oil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulsifiers For Pesticides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl Ether</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl Hexanol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl Alcohol (potable Liquors)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl Acetate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene Glycol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylnaline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTA &amp; Derivatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl Chloride</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene Dichloride</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction of Silver From Hypo Solution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephedrine Hydrochloride (Ketol)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl Acetate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emetine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro Refining of Zinc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electroplating Salts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction of Salt From Sea Water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl Aceto Acetate From Ethyl Alcohol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formic Acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferro Molybdenum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous Sulphate (Hepta Hydrate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Extinguishers (Chemical Composition)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furfural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferric Alum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrosilicon (Ferro silicon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferro Chrome Lingsulphonate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous Sulphate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrosilicon (Ferro silicon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferric Sulphate (Powder)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilizer From Animal Blood And Leather Waste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium Thermic Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferric Chloride (FeCl3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous Sulphate Flourescent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tubelight powder
Foam Boosters
Formaldehyde
Foundry For Binders
Formic Acid
Furfural from Rice Husk
Fused Aluminium Oxide From Bauxite
Gallic Acid
Gold Salt
Gelatine From Bones
Glycerol Monostearate
Gold Potassium Cyanide (GPC)
Ground Calcium Carbonate
Glacial Acetic Acid
Glass & Ceramic From Silica Rich Quartz
G-Acid
G-Salt
Gold Extraction using Cyanide Solution and Acids
Gold Salt (Gold Chloride)
Gelatin Sheets
Gold Plating Brass
Glycerine Monostearate
Gypsum Based Industries
Granulated Mixed Fertilizer
Graphite Ore Beneficiation Unit
Heat & UV Stabilizers For PVC & Other Engineering Plastics
Heat And Water Proof Compound For Construction
Hydrated Lime
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrochloric Acid (For Toilet Cleaner)
Hydrogen Peroxide
Hydroxy Amine Sulphate
Hydroxylamine Sulphate
H-Acid
Heptaldehyde
Hot Dip Galvanizing
Hydrated Lime from Sea Shell
Hydro Floric Acid
Hydrogen Peroxide (by auto-oxidation process)
Hydrogenated Castor Oil
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrobromic Acid
Hydrofluoric Acid
Hydrogen Gas Plant
Hydrogen Peroxide
Hexamine from Formaldehyde
Hydrated Lime From Sea Shell (Dolomite)
Hydrogen & Oxygen Gas
H-Acid
Ice Making Plant
Industrial Salt Processing
Insoluble Sulphur
I.V. Fluids (FfsTechnology) (Large Scale Project)
Instol
Industrial Explosive (Used in Mines)
J-Acid
Liquid Shoe Polish
Laboratory Chemical Unit
Lead Oxide
Lead Oxide (Mono Red And Gray)
Lead Recovery From Scrap Battery
Light Magnesium Oxide
Lead Acetate
Light Magnesium Oxide
Liquid Shoe Polish
N.P.K.Liquid Fertilizer
L-Lysine
Lecithin
Lactic Acid
Lead Stearate
Lead From Disposed Lead Acid Batteries
Laboratory Chemicals
Liquid Carbon Dioxide
Lignosulfonate Dispersants
Lead Suboxide From Lead Scrap
Magnesium Hydroxide Power
Magnesium Sulphate As Fertilizer Grade
Magnesium Sulphate
Melamine
Melamine Formaldehyde Powder
Methy Ethyl Ketone Oxime (Mek Oxime)
Methyl Acrylate
Methyl Ethyl Ketone Peroxide
Metrodinazole
Mono Ethylene Glycol
Mono Sodium Glutamate
Magnesium Silical
Magnesium Sulphate
Maleic Anhydride
Menthol Crystals
Metol
Methyl Methacrylate (Polymer)
Methyl Benzene Sulphonate
Methyl Acetyl Ricinolate
Micanite
Mineral Water
Mixed Fertilizer
Mineral Mixtures
Mini Fertilizer Plant
Monochlorobenzene
Mono Chloro Acetic Acid
Micro Nutrients Mixture
Magnesium Chloride
Manganese Dioxide
Magnesium Trisilicate
Meta Chloroaniline
Menthol Powder
Methyl Benzene Sulfonate
Methods of Test For Activated Carbon Powdered and Granular
Magnesium Carbonate, Calcium Carbonate And Magnesium Metal From Dolomite
Magnesium Oxide
Magnesium Carbonate (Basic)
Magnesium Oxychloride Composition Floor
Magnesium Stearate
Methane Gas
Methyl Ethyl Ketone Oxide
Micro Nutrients Mixture
Monochloro Acetic Acid
Methaqualone
Menthol Crystal From Mint Oil
Methyl Bromide
Metanilic Acid
Metallic Driers
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Magnesium Hydroxide
Magnesium Sulphate (Technical Grade)
Methyl Methacrylate (Monomer)
Mosquito Coils
Mosquito Repellent Mats
N-Butyl Acetate
Nitrous Oxide
Non Formal Dye Fixing Agent(Natural)
Non-Formal Dye Fixing Oil
Nitrocellulose From Cotton Linters Having 98 Cellulose
Nickel Sulphate
Naphthalene Sulphonic Acid
Nickel Catalyst
N-Acetyl Sulphanil Chloride
Napthylamine, Sodium Naphthonate Napthionic Acid
Nicotinic Acid
Nickel Plating brightener
Nickel Sulphate
Nitrogen & Oxygen Gas Plant
20 Oil Treated Insoluble Sulphur
N-Phenyl, B-Naphthylamine
Neutral Spirit from Rectified Spirit
NDT-Dye Check Chemicals (Developer, Cleaner Dye Penetrent)
Non Ferric Alum
Ossein From Bones
Oxalic Acid from Molasses
Oxalic Acid from Paddy Husk
Oxalic Acid From Rice Husk
O.T.S. (Ortho Toluene Solvent)
Octanol
Ortho Nitro Phenol
Oxalic Acid from Molasses
Osseine From Bones
Orthodichloro Benzene
Oxygen & Nitrogen Gas Plant
NIIR Project Consultancy Services (NPCS) 31/259
Oxalic Acid From Tree Bark & Sulphuric Acid
Oxygen Gas Plant
Ortho Chloro Nitro Benzene, (Para Chloro Nitro Benzene, Meta Chloro Nitro Benzene)
Photo-Emulsion for Roatary Screen Printing
Paper Sizing Agent
Para-Aminophenol
Paraffin Wax
Power Alcohol
Potassium Nitrate (KNO3)
Pectin From Raw papaya
Pyridine & Its Derivates
Pyridine & Its Derivates
Pyridine & Its Derivates
Paint Driers
Phthalic Anhydride
Potassium Persulphate Potassium Peroxy-di-Sulphate
Potassium Iodide (I.P.)
Potassium Iodate
Propylene and Its Products
Polypropylene Film Plant
Polyethylene Glycol
Partially Calcined Dolomite
Plugging Compound
Potassium Nitrate
Potato Starch
Phthalic Anhydride
Phenacetin from Para Nitrochloro-Benzene
Potassium Permanganate
Potassium Silicate
Phenol From Benzene
P. Toluene Sulphonic Acid
Propylene Glycol
Phosphoric Acid From Rock Phosphate
Phosphoric Acid From Animal Bone
Precipitated Silica
Precipitated Chalk
Photographic Developer & Fixer
Plant Growth Reagents Based on 2-Chlorethyl Trimethyl Ammonium Chloride
Phenyl Acetic Acid
Plaster of Paris
Products Based on Industrial Waste
Para-Amino Phenol
Pectin From Citrus, Lemon & Oranges
Phosphoric Acid (Purification) From Crude
Phthalic Anhydride
Phthalic Anhydride
Poly Carbonate (Dry Process)
Poly Vinyl Alcohol
Poly Vinyl Alcohol Film (Cold water Soluble)
Polyvinyl Acetate
Potassium Chlorate
Potassium Chloride
Potassium Iodate
Potassium Nitrate From Potassium Chloride
Potassium Silicate Using Autoclave
Quick Lime
Recovery Of Zinc Metal From zinc Ash
Ringers Lactate Solution
Rock Sulphur
Rust Conversion Coating
Recovery of Silver From Waste Film (Chemical Process)
Recovery of Lead From Disposed Lead Acid Battery
Refrigerant Alfar-134
Rectified Spirit from Molasses & Majua flowers
Removal of Antimony from Lead Scrap
Resorcinol
Resin Coated Sand
Refining of Salt and Manufacturing of Table Salt
Refining of Sulphuric Acid from Commercial Sulphuric Acid
Rosin
Shoe Polish
Silver Nitrate
Soda Ash
Sodium Benzoate
Sodium carboxymethyl Cellulose
Sodium Nitrate
Strontium Carbonate
Salicylic Acid
Salicylic Acid
Silicon Emulsion
Secondary Lead extraction from Scraps, Battery Plates, Pipes, Sweets
Selenium Coated 50 Selenium Aluminium Drums used Coated in Plain PaperCopiers
Soft and Hard Ferrites
Sodium Sulphate & Sodium Bisulphate
Sodium Tripolyphosphate (STPP)
Sodium Hydroxide Pellets (Causic Soda)
Sodium Hexa Meta Phosphate
Sodium Acetate
Steatite Pulverizer Factory
Synthetic Camphor Powder
Sulphur Crystals (100% Pure)
Sodium Oleate
Sodium Hydrosulphite
Sodium Silicate from 1) Paddy husk & Silica 2) Sodium Carbonate & 3) Caustic Soda & Silica
Super Phosphate
Starch, Liquid Glucose, Dextorse Monohydrate, Dextrose Anhydrous, Sorbitol, Vitamin-C.
Stearates Manufacture (Calcium Zinc, Aluminium, Magnesium Stearates)
Sodium Sulphate Anhydrous
Sodium Sulphate
Sulphate from Pyrites & Slug
Sodium Petroleum Sulphonate
Sodium lauryl Sulphate
Sodium Iso Propyl Xanthate
Santonin
Sodium Silicate from Paddy Husk
Sodium TripolyPhosphate
Sodium Hexa Meta Phosphate
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Dichromate & Sodium Sulphate as By Products
Sulphur Black Dye
Sodium Silicate
Solution for Storage Battery
Submerged Arc Flux
Sulphuric Acid from DCDA Process
Sulphuric Acid & Alum
Sodium Silicate from Rice Husk
Sodium Aluminate
Sodium Chromate
Sodium Lauryl Sulphate
Sodium Metasilica
Sodium Petroleum
Solvent Extraction Plant
Stearic Acid from Vegetable Oil
Sodium Sulphide by Barium Salt
Sodium Silicate from Paddy Husk
Solution Polymerization of Methyl Methacrylate
Sodium Methoxide
Sebacic Acid from Castor Oil
Sodium Perborate (Tetrahydrate)
Super Phosphate
Sodium Nitrate
Sulphur from Pyrites
Shellac Manufacturing (Gasket Shellac Compound)
Silver Nitrate
Silicon Carbide (Graphite)
Sodium Dichromate
Sodium Silicate from Soda Ash and Silica
Soluble Salt
Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulphate
Sodium Sulphate Anhydrous
Sodium Hydrosulphite (Zinc Reduction Process)
Soda Ash (Na2CO3)
Sodium Sequi Carbonate
Silver Brazing, Alloys
Silver Refining by Electrolysis and Acid
Silica Ramming Mass
Sodium Hexa Meta Phosphate
Sulphuric Acid (Contact Process)
Sodium Hydrosulphite from Zinc Dust and Sodium B-Disulphite
Sodium Sulphide from Sulphur & Caustic Soda
Sodium Chlorite NaClO2
Sodium Meta Silicate
Sulphur Recovery from the Sludge
Sulphamethoxazole
Sodium Benzoate
Softeners (Anionic and Cationic and Non-Ionic)
Sodium Thiosulphate from Sodium Sulphite
Sulphur Powder
Silicon Spray
Silica Gel
Storage Battery for Automobiles
Solder Fluxes & Solvent
Toner Ink Or Ink For Xerox M/C
Tartaric Acid from Mellic Anhydride
Tartaric Acid, Food Colour, Crude Pectin, Tamarind Oil
Tri Basic Lead Sulphate
Tartaric Acid from Grape Pulp
Tartaric Acid from Maleic Anhydride
Tannic Acid
TriCresyl Phosphate
TriPhenyl Phosphate
Trimethoprim
TriSodium Phosphate
TriSodium Phosphate
Titanium Dioxide
Terpinol from Turpentine
Tread Compound, Cushion Compound And Vulcanising Solution
Urea Formaldehyde Resin
Urea Formaldehyde
Urea Formaldehyde & Melamine Formaldehyde Powder
Ultrapure Silicon from Rice Husk
Vanadium Pentoxide
Vinyl Acetate monomer
Water Proofing Compound (Liquid & Solid)
Wonder Fuel (Gel Type)
Water Proofing Compound (Liquid & Powder)
Wettable Sulphur
Water Softner as Sodium Silicate
Wax Emulsion for Textiles
Welding Flux Powder
Xanthates
Zeolite - A
Zin Oxide from Zinc Dross
Zinc Chloride
Zinc Oxide (Chemical Process)
Zinc Sulfate 21 Agricultural Grade From Waste Ash
Zinc Oxide from Zinc Metal
Zinc Chloride (ZnCl2)
Zinc Distillation from Metallic Oxide
Zinc Phosphide
Zinc Sulphate (Micro-Nutrient for Crops)
Zinc Sulphate
Zinc Stearate
Zinc Silicate (Green Phosphates)
Zinc Oxide
Zinc Sulphate
Gypsum Plaster Boards
Beta Ionone
Oxalic Acid
Bleaching Powder(Stable)
Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2)
Recycling Of Polythene
Potassium Silicate
Re-Refining of Used Waste Oil by Thin Film Distillation
Vat Dyes (Paste & Cake Form)
Textile Softeners (Cationic, Anionic & Nonionic)
Poly Acrylic Acid
Paint Additives (Antisettling, Dispersing & Thickening Agent)
Purification of Used Engine Oil By Wiper Evaporation System
Carbon Tetra Chloride
Chloroform (CHCL3)
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Rotary / Horizontal Kiln Based)
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Vertical Shaft Kiln Based)
Carbon Tetra Chloride
Chloroform (Chcl3)
Sodium Azide
Copper Sulphate From Copper Scrap, Copper Ash, Industrial Waste Containing Copper Content
Gum Karaya Processing Unit
ZINC SULPHATE (MICRO-NUTRIENTS FOR CROPS)
SODIUM HYDROGEN SULPHIDE (30% SOLUTION)
AMMONIUM BI-CARBONATE
PARA OCTYL PHENOL
LIQUID CHLORINE
KALA NAMAK (BLACK SALT)
ACID DYE BLACK FOR LEATHER
ENZYME (IN POWDER FORM) USED FOR DENIM CLOTH AND GARMENT WASHING
MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE FROM DOLOMITE
BLENDING OF PUFF POLYOL AND PUFF SANDWITCH PANELS
TEXTILE AUXILIARIES
METHYL CHLORIDE
MONOCHLORO ACETIC ACID
ACETYL CHLORIDE
ALUMINIUM OXIDE (FUSED)
TOBIAS ACID
BENZYL ALCOHOL FROM BENZYL CHLORIDE USING WATER
POTASSIUM SILICATE BY ION EXCHANGE PROCESS
CUPRIC CHLORIDE
SODIUM ISOPROPYL XANTHATE
CARBON BLACK (PETROLEUM BASE OIL)
NIACINAMIDE
HUMIC ACID
CARBON BLACK (PETROLEUM BASE OIL)
PYRIDINE AND ITS DERIVATIVES
LINEAR ALKYL BENZENE SULPHONATE
CAUSTIC SODA (LIQUID) BY ELECTROLYTIC PROCESS
ANTI FOAMING AGENT (SILICON BASED)
TEXTILE & FINISHING AGENTS
BARIUM NITRATE
METHYL STEARATE
AMMONIUM ALUM (ALUMINIUM AMONIUM SULPHATE)
ACTIVATED CARBON FROM RICE HUSK AND COCONUT SHELL/ SAW DUST
TERPENELESS MENTHOL CRYSTALS
ALUMINIUM FLUORIDE
CEFADROXIL FROM 7 - ADCA
PIPERIDINES AND PIPERIDONES
METHYL ACETATE
WETTABLE SULPHUR
ACRYLIC COPOLYMER EMULSION
PHOSPHATING CHEMICAL
CARBON TETRA CHLORIDE FROM CALCIUM CARBIDE
TRI CHLORO ETHYLENE (TCE)
METALLIC STEARATES (MG, CA, ZN, AL STEARATES)
STANNOUS OXALATE
DETERGENT (ANIONIC)
SODIUM FORMALDEHYDE SULFOXYLATE
LAUNDRY SOAP FROM SOAP FLAKES
PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVES FOR BOPP TAPES (ACRYLIC BASED)
CHEMICALS FOR COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY
ZIRCONIUM SILICATE POWDER
MICRONIZED POWDER OF CALCITE
RAJNIGANDHA OIL
SYNTHETIC RUBBER ADHESIVE LIKE FEVICOL SR
FATTY ACID BASED ON SUNFLOWER ACID OIL
OPTICAL BRIGHTNER
SODIUM SULPHATE PLANT
METHYLATED SPIRIT FROM SUGAR CANE MOLASSES
RECTIFIED SPIRIT
PENTANE & ISOPENTANE FROM RESIDUE L.P.G.
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ANATAGE GRADE)
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ANATASE GRADE)
PENTANE (LOW BOILING HYDROCARBON VARIED APPLICATION)
Ferrochrome lignosulfonates (Wood Chemicals)
PVC Solvent Cement
Optical Brightener
Calcium Carbide
Masterbatches (Calcium Carbonate CaCO3 Filled, Mineral Filled)
Master Batches (Calcium Carbonate CaCO3 Filled, Mineral Filled)
Flooring Oxides (Market Survey)
Synthetic Iron Oxide Pigments (Market Survey)
ANHYDROUS FERRIC CHLORIDE
UREA FERTILIZER PLANT
BLACK PHENYL (Rwc 5-6)
HIGHLY PURIFIED HCL (Hydrochloric acid), BY USING HCL AS RAW MATERIAL BY DISTILLATION PROCESS
PECTIN FROM CITRUS, LEMON, ORANGE PEELS & APPLE POMACE
CALCIUM CARBONATE FROM LIMESTONE (PRECIPITATED AND ACTIVATED)
MALEIC ANHYDRIDE
RADIATOR / ENGINE COOLANT using OAT (Organic acid technology)
POTASSIUM SILICATE FOR WELDING ROD
DICALCIUM PHOSPHATE DENTIFRICE GRADE
CELULOSE POWDER FROM COTTON LINTER (WASTE OF COTTON)
DI ARYL DI SULPHIDE (DADS)
SILICON SOFTNER
SILICON SOFTENER
FUSED ALUMINIUM OXIDE
ZINC SULPHATE (AGRICULTURE GRADE)
MONOCHLOROACETIC ACID FROM ETHANOL & CHLORINE
CAUSTIC SODA
ACRYLAMIDE MONOMER
CARBON BLACK FROM TYRES
DESIICANTS OR MOISTURE REMOVERS IN GRANULES STICKS AND POWDER FORM
CUPRIC SULPHATE
SULPHAMIC ACID (DESCALANT & TECHNICAL GRADE, S.R GRADE)
LACQUER (ELECTROPHORETIC) FOR JEWELLERY ACRYLIC BASED
LACQUER (ELECTROPHORETIC) FOR JEWELLERY (URETHANE BASED)
ALIPHATIC 100% SOLUTION POLYURETHANE- DISPERSION
ANTI CORROSIVE WAX COATING (AEROSOL)
ISO BORNEOL
THYMOL FROM M- CRESOL AND PARA CYMENE
RUBBER SHINER
SILVER NITRATE
(ALPHA) AMINO ACETIC ACID
SODIUM SULPHATE
ALUMINIUM SULPHATE
ALUMINIUM PHOSPHATE
ALUMINIUM NITRATE
RUBBER BLOWING AGENT (ACD) MSR 7855/7856
ROCK PHOSPHATE UPGRADATION AND PROCESS PLANT
FERRO MANGANESE (HIGH AND LOW CARBON)
WIRE DRAWING POWDER
JEWELLERY CASTING INVESTMENT POWDER
PIGMENT BINDER FOR TEXTILE PRINTING
SULPHURIC ACID
GIBBERLIC ACID
THERMO SETTING POWDER FOR ROAD MARKING
SULPHURIC ACID (L.R. AND A.R. GRADE)
CALCIUM FLUORIDE
ALUMINIUM SILICATE (PRECIPITATED CHEMICAL PROCESS (NOT NATURAL)
SODIUM FLUORIDE
SODIUM SULPHATE (ANHYDROUS)
COPPER OXY CHLORIDE
Fabric Whitener and Brightener (Ranipal Type)
CALCIUM SILICATE BOARD
VANADIUM PENTOXIDE
MONO CALCIUM PHOSPHATE (ANIMAL FEED GRADE AND I.P. GRADE)
Synthetic rutile from Ilmenite
Titanium tetrachloride from Ilmenite
Titanium dioxide (pigment) from ilmenite
Titania slag from Ilmenite
Titanium sponge/metal from Ilmenite
Butyl titanate from ilmenite
Titanium oxy chloride from Ilmenite
Titanium oxalate from ilmenite
Titanium nitride from ilmenite
Magnesium oxide /Dead Burnt Magnesite (DBM) From Magnesite
Caustic magnesia From Magnesite
Magnesium sulphate (Micro nutrient and pharma grade) From Magnesite
Fused magnesite From Magnesite
Sea water magnesia (from sea water brine)
Phosphoric acid (food and technical grade) from Rock phosphate
Dicalcium phosphate from Rock phosphate
Mono sodium phosphate from Rock phosphate
Sodium tri poly phosphate from Rock phosphate
Tetra sodium pyro phosphate from Rock phosphate
Precipitated silica from Silica
Sodium silicate from Silica
Potassium silicate from Silica
Fumed silica from Silica
Silicon carbide from Silica
Silicone oil from Silica
Emulsion from Silica
Silicon tetrachloride from Silica
Silicon metal from Silica
Polycrystalline silica from Silica
Green chrome oxide (Chrome pigment) from Chrome ore
Basic Chrome Sulphate (BCS) from Chrome ore
Chromic acid from Chrome ore
Sodium from Chrome ore
Potassium dichromate from Chrome ore
Calcium chloride from Lime stone
Calcium carbonate from Lime stone
Barium carbonate from Barytes
Barium nitrate from Barytes
Barium chloride from Barytes
Barium titanate from Barytes
Sodium hexa meta phosphate from Rock phosphate
Di sodium phosphate from Rock phosphate
Tri sodium phosphate from Rock phosphate
Barium Carbonate from Barium Sulphate
Precipitated Calcium Carbonate
Sodium Silicate from Rice Husk Ash
Fatty Alcohol
Precipitated Silica from Rice Husk Ash
BIOSILICA FROM RICE HUSK ASH
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate
Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulfate
Potassium Permanganate
Polyactic Acid
Ethylene Glycol
Ethylene Oxide
Poly Carboxy Ether
Synthetic Soda Ash
Thionyl Chloride
Synthetic Rutile from Ilmenite
Amino Acid Metal Chelates For Agriculture Use (zinc, Ferrous, Copper, Manganese, Magnesium, Calcium)
Amino Acid Metal Chelates For Agriculture Use (zinc, Ferrous, Copper, Manganese, Magnesium, Calcium)
Triacetin (Glycerol Triacetate)
Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC)
Hexamethoxymethyl Melamine (HMMM)
Furfural From Maize Cobs
Cross Linked Carboxy Methyl Cellulose Sodium
Potassium Iodate
Copper Cleaning Powder
Agricultural Emulsifiers
Paint Dryer
Sodium Percarbonate
Formaldehyde From Methanol
Diphenyl Oxide (DPO)
Rotary Photo Emulsion
Glycoside
Carboxy Methyl Cellulose (CMC) used in drilling oil wells
Sodium Methoxide From Methanol and Sodium Hydroxide
Sorbic Acid
Sorbitan Monooleate
Waterborne Polyurethane Dispersions
Isoborneol Flakes
Chlorinated Polyethylene
Sodium Acetate Trihydrate
Magnesium Chloride Crystal
Hydroquinone
Polyactic Acid (PLA) Film For Shrink Sleeves And Lamination Application
Thionyl Chloride and Sulfuryl Chloride
Resorcinol
Super Absorbent Polymers For Agriculture Usage (Hydrogel)
Phenol Acetone
Calcium Propionate Food Grade
Cupric Chloride
Glycerine From Propylene
Chlorinated Polyethylene
Cationic Softener
Powder From Sulphur Lumps
Acid Thickener
Ammonia Alum
Sulfamic Acid
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Coal and Coal by Products, Coal Tar, Coal & Coke, Fossil Fuel, Charcoal, Carbon Black, Coal Washing, Coal Mining Projects

Coal Washing Unit
Activated Charcoal From Wood
Coconut and Coconut Products, Coconut Oil, Desiccated Coconut, Coir Fibre, Pith, Mattresses, Desiccated Coconut (DC), Coconut Cream, Coconut Milk, Spray Dried Coconut Milk Powder, Coconut Shell Products, Shell Charcoal, Shell Powder, Virgin Coconut Oil Projects
Activated Carbon From Coconut Shell
Coconut Processing Unit (Complex)
Coconut Fibres
Alkyd Resins Based On Coconut Oil
COCONUT OIL (FILTRATION AND AIRTIGHT PACKAGING IN CONTAINERS)
Cocopeat Block
Coconut Shell Powder
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Cold storage, Controlled Atmosphere Storage, Multipurpose, Multi-commodity Cold Storage, Food, Vegetables & Fruits Storage, Refrigerated Warehousing, Cold Chain, Industrial cold rooms, Warehouse & Rural Godowns for short term and long term storage Projects

Cold Storage & Ice Making Plant
Cold Storage
Cold Storage & Ice-Making Plant
Cold Storage for Fruits & Vegetables
Cold Storage 20,000 Bags of potato of 50 Kg. Size
Cold Storage with Ice Plant
Cold Storage
Controlled Atmosphere Cold Storage
Cold Storage with Food Frozen Unit
Naturally Ventilated Warehouse
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Computer Products and Information Technology (IT) Based Projects

Computer Form continuous Stationery
Computer Assembling Unit
Computer Software
Cybercafe (Internet Services)
Laptop Computers
Medical Transcription Centre
Call Centre
Cyber Cafe (Internet Services)
Construction & Building Materials Projects

Asbestos Cement Pressure Pipe & Fitting
Asbestos Cement Corrugated Sheet
Brick Field From Sandy Clay
Bricks from Desert Sand
Bricks from Fly Ash
Cement Blocks
Cement Water Proofing compound
Cement From Rice Husk
Cement Grinding Unit
Cement Plant
Cement Plant
Cement Roofing Tiles
Cement Sheets with Coir Fibre and other Segments
Coir Cement Board 1) Corrugated Coir 2) Coir Cement Board
Cement from Rice Husk
Cement Concrete Pipe
Cement Plant
Cement from Fly Ash & Lime
Cement Water Proof Compound
Cement Electric Poles (Pre-Stressed Concrete Poles)
Cement Poles, Jallies & Tiles
Fire Bricks
Fuel Bricks From Saw Dust
Granite And Marble Polishing stone
Gypsum Plaster Board
Hydraulic Cement
Lenoleum Tiles
Lime Bonded Fly Ash Bricks
Mini Cement Plant (Slag Cement)
Mini Cement Plant (by Rotary Klin Process)
Mosaic Tiles
Semi Automatic Brick
Glazed Tiles
White Cement
Cement Water Proofing Compound
Cement From Flyash
Cement From Fly Ash & Lime
Sulphuric Acid
Cement Plant (saboo)
Gypsum Based Industries
Plaster of Paris
Lime Colour/Cement (synthetic Red iron oxide) used For Flooring
Domestic Electrical Appliances Room Heater
Electric Fan
Electric Fluorescent Tube
Electric Geyser
Electrical Lamp
Electrical Panel Boards
Electric Motor
Electric Motor Starter
Electrical Accessories
Electric Lamps Incandescent
Electrical Insulation Tape (Using BOPP Film)
Electric Water Heater (Geyser)
Electric Water Heater
Electric Energy Meters
Electrical Appliances
Electric Iron (Steam Iron)
Electric Fans
Electric Switches, Plugs and Sockets
Electric Energy Meters
Electrical Appliances
Musical Door Bell
P.V.C. Wires And Cables (Flexible)
PVC Electric Wires & Cables
PVC Electrical Insulation Tape
Steel Furniture & Electrical Appliances
Chrome Plated Bathroom fittings
Artificial Marbles
Asbestos Cement Pipes and Fitting for Building Sewerage and Drainage
Automatic Brick Plant
Brick Plant (Automatic)
Bricks From Desert Sands
Bricks From Fly Ash
Cement Bricks
Ceramic Tiles
Ceramic Firing/Decorative Tiles
Glazed Ceramic Tiles
Glazed Ceramic-Tiles
Magnesite Bond Polishing Brickresin Bond Polishing Brick & Resin Bond Final Polish For Marble & Granite
Marble Granite Cutting & Polishing
Tiles and Bricks (Managalore type)
Non Glazed Ceramic Tiles
Roofing Tiles
R.C.C. Poles (Cement Electric Poles)
Sanitary Products (Wash Basin, Bathroom Closets)
Semi Automatic Brick Plant
Table Wares, Ceramic Tiles & Sanitary Wares
Plywood Rubber Adhesive for (Neoprene)
Brick From Fly Ash
Cement From Rice Husk
Aluminium & Brass Door Hinges
Aluminium Door Fittings (Builders Hardware)
Aluminium Doors, Windows and Fittings
Aluminium Builders Hardware
Aluminium Door, Windows & Fitting
Aluminium Door Fittings
Aluminium Building Hardware
Barbed Wire
Building Metal Components (Gate, Doors, Grills, Windows & Railing with Imported Machines)
C.I. Pipes & Fittings
C.I. Pipes, Fittings and Manholes
Chrome Plated (C.P.) Bathroom Fittings
Compressed Steel Frame Doors and Windows
Door Locks/Pad Locks
Door Windows of Sheets
G.I. Pipes, Drums & Barrels
G.I. Pipes and Fittings
G.I. Pipes, Fittings & Man-Holes
Galvanised M.S. Pipes Fitting for Pipes
Hot Roll Steel Bar Mill
Hydraulically Regulated Door Closer (Everest type)
Pad Locks/Door Locks
wooden Furniture
Stone Crushing Unit
Steel & Wooden Furniture
Sectional Tower Bolts & Door Handles
Wood Nail (Wire Nails Industry)
Wood Screw
Wire Drawing of Aluminium
Wood Screws & Metal Screw
Automatic Brick Plant
Activated Charcoal From Wood
Brick Field From Sandy Clay
Copper Wire Drawing, Annealing & Enamelling
Computerised Hot Mix Concrete Plant
Door Locks/ Pad locks
Flush Doors, Chip Boards, Wood, Wool & Other Insulating Boards (On Boards Pannels)
Fuel Bricks from Saw Dust
Granite And Marble Polishing stone
Glazed Ceramic Tiles
Gypsum Plaster Boards
Coloured Joint Filler Used For Jointing Tiles
Mini Cement & H2SO4 Plant
Mini Cement Plant
Mosaic Tiles
Paint Brushes
Plywood, Flush Door, Particle Board & Other Panels
Plywood for Tea Chest
Pulverizing Coal for Brick Kiln
Clay and Sand Bricks Plant
Steel Fabrication
FABRICATION OF STEEL (DOORS, GRILLS, WINDOW FRAMES)
INTERGRINDING OF FLY ASH WITH PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER
DUCTILE PIPE
R.C.C. BRICKS (USED IN PETROL PUMP FLOORING)
BRICKS GLAZING
FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENTS & APPLIANCES
ALUMINIUM ANGLES, CHANNELS, DOORS & WINDOWS
GRANITE TILES CUTTING & POLISHING
FIRE CLAY BRICKS
Decorative Laminates, Decorative Laminate Sheets (Sunmica Type)
Laminate Wood Flooring
PVC Solvent Cement
Cement Plant
Teakwood Meranti Doors Solid & Semi Solid Doors
Aluminium Angels, Channels, Doors & Window
Gypsum Plaster Boards
Wooden Doors & Frames
Special Economic Zone (SEZ)
Flooring Oxides (Market Survey)
Synthetic Iron Oxide Pigments (Market Survey)
Interlocking Cement Blocks
Interlocking Paver Blocks
Geotextiles for Road and Construction
TMT Steel Bars
Thread seal tape
Bricks from Fly Ash (Triolectric Beneficiation Process)
Prefabricated Construction Blocks
PPR (POLY PROPELEYNE RANDOM) Pipes & Fitting
RCC (Reinforment Concrete Cement) Poles
RCC (Reinforced Concrete cement) Poles
G.I. PIPE FITTINGS
BRICKS FROM FUME DUST (USED IN CONSTRUCTION)
GYPSUM BASED PRODUCTS (GYPSUM POWDER, GYPSUM BOARD & PVC LAMINATED GYPSUM
CEILING TILES (INTEGRATED PRODUCTION UNIT)
GYPSUM BASED PRODUCTS (GYPSUM POWDER, GYPSUM BOARD & PVC LAMINATED GYPSUM
CEILING TILES (INTEGRATED PRODUCTION UNIT)
CONCRETE BLOCK AND READY MIX CONCRETE
Rebar or Reinforcing Bar (used in reinforced concrete and reinforced masonry structures)
INSULATION FOAM
PAVER BLOCK AND TILE
THERMO SETTING POWDER FOR ROAD MARKING
ELEVATORS
Rubber Flooring
Co Extruded UPVC Roofing Sheet (Three Layer)
Bitumen Emulsion
Cold Storage with Ice Plant
Cold Storage
TMT Bar
TMT Bar
Clinker Grinding for Cement
Bricks From Cow Dung - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report, Profile, Business Plan, Industry
Trends, Market Research, Survey, Manufacturing Process, Machinery, Raw Materials, Feasibility Study, Investment Opportunities, Cost and Revenue


Polymer Modified Bitumen
Crumb Rubber Modified Bitumen (crmb)

GRP/FRP Pultrusion profile
Kitchen Tops and Tiles From Artificial Marbles
Hollow Metal Door Frames
WPC Foam Board and Profile
Rubber Tiles and Paver
M.S Bar Binding Wire Used in Building Construction
PVC TOILETS FLUSH TANK AND TOILET SEAT COVER
Manufactured Sand (M-Sand)
PVC and WPC Foam Sheet
Bitumen Production
RCC Brick
Stone Crushing Plant
Aerated Light Weight Concrete (ALC) Blocks
Infrared Reflected (Ir) Paint
Sandwich Panel
Tiles Adhesives
Expanded Metal Mesh Manufacturing
Aluminium Wire Rod
Fabricated Aluminium Products
Aluminium Circles
Light Weight Floating Brick using Fly ash and Rice Husk Ash
Robo Sand
PVC Wall Panel
Ready Mix/Premix Patch Hole Repairing Bituminous Compound
Pre Painted Galvanized Iron Sheet (Ppgi)
Hollow Blocks & Paving Tiles
Gypsum Ceiling Channels
Silica Sand Washing Plant
WPC Foam Board
Distemper
Pre-Compressed Pressboard
Artificial Quartz Stone
Epoxy Grout
Steel Roofing Profiles From Steel Rolls
Epoxy Tile Grout
Synthetic Marble
Fiberglass Doors Surrounded Wood and Inside Filled Polyurethane Foam By Injection
UPVC windows and Doors
Insulation Bricks
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Construction Chemicals Projects

Cement Waterproofing Compound
Metallic Waterproofing Compound
Hardening Agent For Cement
Polyurethane Based Sealant
Concrete Curing Compound
Epoxy Coating of TMT Steel Rebars
Cement Admixture
Pre Painted Galvanized Iron
Epoxy Tile Grout
Water Proofing Compound (Epoxy, PU & Self Leveling)
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Copper and Copper Products and Projects

Extraction of Gold, Silver & Copper From The Alloy By Chemical
Enamelling of Copper Wire
Copper, Nickel and Hard Chromium Coating on Offset Printing Plates and Damping Rolls
Electroplating Plant for Nickel Chrome Copper Plating Articles
Pure Copper from Impure Copper Rods by Electrolytic Process
Blue Silvering on Glass by Spray Method with Copper Coating
Gold Silvering on Glass by Spray Method with Copper Coating
Enamelling of Copper wire
Aluminium/Copper Cables (Rubber Coated)
Bare Copper Wire Drawing (6 To 20 Swg.)
Brass/Copper Sheet, Circle & Utensils
Copper Wire Drawing, Annealing & Enameling
Copper Foil
Copper Powder & Aluminium Powder
Cadmium Copper
Copper Extraction from PCB Waste
Copper Powder
Copper Products from Copper Scrap
Copper Smelting Plant
Copper/Brass Sheets, Circles & Utensils
Copper Rod Rolling Mill
Copper Nickel & Hard Chromium Coating on Offset Printing Plates & Damper & Rolls
Copper Tubes & Pipes
Copper Powder by Electrolytic Process
Copper/Aluminium Enamelled Wires

NIIR Project Consultancy Services (NPCS) 49/259
Copper/Brass, Ingots & Rods out of Electrolytic Grade Copper
Copper Wire Drawing Unit
Copper Powder
Copper Extrusion (Pipe & Tubes)
Copper and Brass Sheet from Copper Scrap Brass Scrap
Copper Nails & Copper Washers
Copper Wire Drawing
Continuous Casting Copper Wire Rods
Enamelling of Copper Wire
Paper Coated Aluminium & Copper Wire
Re-Rolling of Copper & Brass (Sheets & rods)
Rolling Mill (Copper & Brass Sheets & Rods)
Tinned Copper Wire
Copper Wire Drawing, Annealing & Enamelling
Extraction of Gold, Silver & Copper from the Alloy By Chemical Process
Copper wire Drawing and Enamelling
Copper Wire Drawing and Enamelling
Pesticides (i) Phosphemidon 85% Solution (ii) Copper Oxy Chlorid 50% W.P. (iii) Buta Chloride 50% E.C. (iv) Methyl Parathion 2% D.P.
Copper Strips
Copper Sulphate From Copper Scrap, Copper Ash, Industrial Waste Containing Copper Content
SUPER ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE FROM COPPER SCRAP
ELECTRIC WIRE ( DOUBLE COTTON COATED) ALUMINIUM & COPPER
MELTING OF COPPER AND ROLLING PROCESS FOR MAKING CIRCLES (COPPER STRIP COILS SCRAP)
Copper Ash / Copper Ingot from Copper Ore
COPPER WIRE DRAWING (USED IN ELECTRICAL CABLES)
COPPER ASH/COPPER INGOT FROM COPPER WASTE
COPPER LUGS
Paper Insulated Copper & Aluminium Wires
Copper Mining and Copper Processing
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Cosmetics, Perfumery Compounds, Flavours & Essential Oils, Essential Perfume Oil, Cosmetics Fragrances, Perfumes & Fragrances, Aromatic Oils, Chemicals, Attar, Essences, Toiletries, Nail Polish, Hair Care, Personal Care, Skin Care, Makeup, Beauty Projects

Aerosol
After Shave Lotion
Agarbattis
Air Freshener (Odonil type)
Air Fresheners
Air Freshner and Air Purifiers (Block and Pins Type)
Attar Henna
After Shave Lotion
Agar Oil from Black Agar Wood
Menthol Crystal Bold From Menthol Oil
Menthol Oil, Citronella Oil & Clove Oil
Mehandi (Heena) Paste
Medicated Hair Oil
Medicated Tooth (Paste (Herbal)
Nail Polish
Nail Polish
Nail Enamel
Oleoresin & Essential Oil
Palmrosa Grass Oil
Perfumery Chemicals (Synthetic & Natural)
Palm Rose Oil
Perfume and After Shave Lotion
Perfumed Agarbatti & Powder Making
Rose Oil Extraction
Rose Crystals
Rajnigandha Oil
Rose Oil Extraction
Rose Attar and Perfumes
Shampoo & Creams
Cold Cream, All Purpose Cream & Vanishing Cream
Shaving Cream
Sandal Wood Oil & Powder
Sindur
Scent Perfume From Lemon Grass Oil & Jasmine
Scent (Chandan)
Scent Perfume from Lemon Grass Oil & Jasmine Oil
Shampoo
Soap Coated paper
Shaving Cream & Shaving Soap
Shaving Alum
Room Freshener (Deodorants)
Synthetic Perfumes For Agarbatti
Talcum Powder (Face & Toilet Powder)
Tejpatta Oil From TejPatta
Telcom Powder
Tooth paste (Gel Type)
Tooth Paste (Gel Type) & Toothpowder
Talcum Powder (Soap Stone Powder)
Tooth Powder (Herbal)
Tooth Brushes
Tooth Paste & Tooth Powder
Tooth Paste From Tobacco Dust
Tooth Paste & Cosmetic Products
Vaseline And Hair Oil
Wave Set, Home, Permanent & Hair Curling (Cosmetic)
Kali Mahendi (Henna)
Vanilla Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
FLAVOURS (ORANGE, PINEAPPLE, CHERRY, VANILLA, APRICOT, PEACH, PEAR) FORMULATION & MFG.
SYNTHETIC MUSK
KAJAL
PERFUMES FOR FOOD INDUSTRIES WITH PAN MASALA PERFUMES
TERPENELESS MENTHOL CRYSTALS
MOUTH WASH
SPRAYERS & ROOM FRESHNERS (DEODORANTS)
SPRAYERS & ROOM FRESHENERS (DEODORANTS)
HERBAL FACE PASTE
RAJNIGANDHA OIL
Amla Hair Oil Based on Vegetable Oil
Hair Shampoo, Hair Oils, Moisturising Lotions, Creams and Hand Sanitizers
Hair Shampoo and Vitalizer
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Disinfectants, Pesticides, Insecticides, Mosquito Repellents, Destroyers, Phenyl, Fertilizer, Fungicides, Herbicides, Plant Regulator, Plant Growth Regulator, Mixture, Intermediates, Agrochemicals, Bio Stimulate, Growth Activator, Organic Pesticides Projects

Black Phenyl
Bleaching Powder
D.D.T., B.H.C., Melathion Formulation
D.D.T. Powder (Di-Chloro Di-Phenyl Tri-Chloroethane)
Electric Mosquito Repellent Liquidator, vaporizer
Gammexene
Micro Nutrients Mixture Solid
Mosquito Repellent Candle
Mosquito Repellent Liquidator, vaporizer
Mosquito Coil And Mats
Mosquito coils
Mosquito Repellent Oil
Mosquito Repellent Agarbatti
Malaria Oil (Mosquito Control Oil)
Phenyl (Pine Oil Disinfectant)
Phenol
Phenyl (Pine Oil Disinfectants)
Stable Bleaching Powder
Weed Killer
WEEDICIDE
MALATHION
MOSQUITO LARVA DESTROYER
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Domestic Grade (ISI)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Hospital Grade (ISI)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Industrial Grade (ISI)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Solid (Tablet)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Liquid
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Perfumed Pine Oil Based
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Perfumed Eucalyptus Oil Based
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Perfumed Kewda Oil Based
Liquid Bio Fertilizer from agro & municipal waste
BLACK PHENYL (Rwc 5-6)
MANCOZEB TECHNICAL PESTICIDE
PEST CONTROL LIQUID USED FOR WHITE ANTS (TERMITE)
NEEM BASED PESTICIDE
Blue Toilet Tablets (Harpic Type)
Air Freshener Power Bag (Satchet Type)
Mosquito Larvicidal Oil
Azadirichatin from Neem kernels
Pesticide from Cow Urine
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Dye and Pigment Intermediates, Acid Dyes, Basic Dyes, Dye Intermediates Projects

Acid Black Dye
Acid Black Dye
Azodicarbonamide
Benzidine
B-Napthol
Brilliant Blue
Coumarin
Congo Red
Copper Phthalocyanine
Cetri Ammonium Bromide
Colour Gem
Copper Phthalocyanine (Blue & Green)
Dye Fixing Agent
Dye Intermediates - Indigo Blue
Dyes & Dyes Intermediates
Denim Blue
Dye Check Chemicals
Di-Amino Stilbene Di-Sulphonic Acid D.A.S.)
Black Dye
Dye Check Chemicals
Dyes (1) Anthraqu in one Based Dyes (2) Deta- Naphthol Based Dyes (3) Arbazole Based Dyes (4) Synthetic Coal-tar Dyes
Eosine
Fast Colour Base
Fluorescin
Fast Orange
Fast Colours
Hair Dye (Godrej Type)
Indigo Blue
Lime Colour/Cement (synthetic Rediron oxide) used For Flooring
Lonium Blue T.G.- 40
Food Colour, GMS, Caramel, Reactive Dyes & Pigments
Methylene Blue
Malachite Green
Napthalene Balls Manufacture
Naphthol(L)
Naphthols
Naphthol AS G-4
Naphthol ASOL
Naphthol AS
NDT-Dye Check Chemicals (A) Developer (B) Cleaner (C) Penetrants
Para Nitro Aniline
Poly Vinyl Acetate Emulsion For Textile Process (Dyeing and Printing)
P-Aminophenol
Phenol Phthalein
Phthalocyanine Blue
Rapid Fast
Reactive Dyes and Printing Paste (VAT)
Rhodamine-B
Tannin Blue
Turmeric Powder Based Dye
Ultra Marine Blue (Liquid)
Ultra Marine Blue
Vat Blue
Kali Mahendi (Henna)
Vat Dyes (Paste & Cake Form)
Dyeing on Rayon in hanks form & Cone
ACID DYE BLACK FOR LEATHER
ENZYME (IN POWDER FORM) USED FOR DENIM CLOTH AND GARMENT WASHING
TEXTILE AUXILIARIES
TEXTILE & FINISHING AGENTS
Black Iron Oxide Pigment
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Eco Friendly, Recyclable and Biodegradable Products and Projects

Mineral Water, Soda water & Pet Bottle
Mineral Water with Pet Bottles Plant
Poly Vinyl Alcohol Film (Cold water Soluble)
Jute Bag Marking Ink
Jute Bag Making
Jute Ropes/Sutli
Jute Shopping Bags
Paper Bags & Boxes
Paper Cups
Paper Products from Jute Stick
Paper Bags For Cement
Paper Cups For Ice Cream
Tissue Paper
Paper Bags & Boxes
Jute, Coir, Grass rope/sutli Making
Laminated Jute bags
Pet Bottle & P.P. Bottles
Pet Bottles From Pre-Form Pet
Pet Pre Form From Pet Resin
PET Bottles/Containers
PET Containers
PET Containers
Jute Processing Twin and Gunny Bags making
Jute, Coir Grass Rope/Sutli Making
Jute Processing Twin and Gunny Bags making
Jute Rope and Twine
Jute Board from Jute Stick
Jute Fabric Cloth
Jute Bags with Printing
Laminated Jute bags
Paper Shopping Bags
Jute Garments
Wooden Doors & Frames
Honeycomb Paper Pallets
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Edible Oils Projects

Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Edible Oil (Raw Material To Fine Filtered Packed Cans 1 lts., 2 ltrs & 5 ltrs Of Plastic Cans)
Edible Vegetable Oil
Edible Plasticizer for Ragi Papad
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Edible Oil (Refinery)
Refining of Mustard Oil
Vanaspathi Ghee (Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil)
Edible Oil
Edible Vegetable Oil
Edible Oil (Expeller or Ghani)
Hydrogenation of Non-Edible Oil
Non-Edible Oil Manufacture using Expellers (Neem Seed Oil)
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Edible Oil (Refinery)
Edible Oil (Refinery)
Refined Sunflower Seed Oil
Refined Oils (Sun Flower Oil, Ground Nut Oil and Cottonseed Oil)
Rice Bran Oil
FATTY ACID BASED ON SUNFLOWER ACID OIL
Fish Oil making & refining
Wheat Germ Oil
Refining of Mustard Oil
REFINING OF CRUDE VEGETABLE OILS (CRUDE RICE BRAN OIL, PALM OIL, SUNFLOWER OIL, COCONUT OIL AND GROUNDNUT OIL
COCONUT OIL (FILTRATION AND AIRTIGHT PACKAGING IN CONTAINERS)
PALM KERNAL OIL EXTRACTION FROM PLAM KERNEL EXPPELLER (PKE)
PALM KERNAL OIL EXTRACTION FROM PALM KERNEL EXPPELLER (PKE)
PALM KERNAL OIL EXTRACTION FROM PALM KERNEL EXPPELLER (PKE)
Garlic Oil
Olive Oil Plant
Edible Oil Palm Oil By Solvent Extraction Process with Refining Unit
Refined Oils (Cottonseed Oil, Groundnut Oil and Sunflower Oil)
Organic Edible Oil
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Edible Oils, Non Edible Oils, Fats, Vegetable Fats and Oils, Corn Oil, Cooking Oils, Rice Bran Oil, Castor Oil, Sesame Oil, Linseed Oil, Vanaspati Ghee Projects

Extraction of Oil from Soyabean & Cottonseed
Castor Oil (Extraction & Refining)
Dehydrated Castor Oil
Bitumen
Cardamom Oil
Castor Oil (Batch Process)
Castor Oil
Castor Oil Emulsifier
Cardamom Oil from Cardamom
Cardanol from Cashew Nut Shell Liquid
Cashew Nut Shell Oil
Cashew Nut Shell Oil
Castor Oil Extraction & Refining
Chilli Oil
Citronella Oil
Coconut Oil from Copra
Core Oil
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Cotton Seed Oil
Cottonseed Processing Plant
Crushing Ground Nuts and Cotton Seeds Refining
Dehydrated Castor Oil
Double Boiled Line Seed Oil
Edible Oil
Edible Vegetable Oil
Extraction of Sesame, Rice bran & Palm Oil
Extraction Oil From Soyabean & Cottonseed
Eucalyptus Oil
Extraction Of Menthol Oil
Extraction Of Oil From Tamarind Seed
Edible Oil (Expeller or Ghani)
Extraction of Acid Oil from Soap Stock
Extraction of Oil from Cumin Seeds
Extraction of Oil
Eucalyptus Oil
Filteration and Air Tight Packing of Coconut Oil in Containers of Different Capacities
Fish Meal
Fish Meal & Oil Industry
Fish Oil
Fish Oil Soap
Fractional Distillation of Essential Oil & Medicinal Plant Extract
Garlic Oil Manufacturing
Garlic Oil
Garlic Oil Capsules
Ginger Oil
Ginger Oil
Ginger, Pepper & Cardamom Oil
Grease Manufacturing
Ground Nut Oil Mill
Ground Nut Oil and Other Oils
Cutting Oil
Hydrogenation of Non-Edible Oil
Industrial Vegetable Oils & fats by Extraction from Spent Carbon Earth & Spent Nickel Catalyst Through Solvent (Carbon Tetrachloride)
Jute Batching Oil
Lemon Grass Oil
Librasedrol Oil
Lubricating Greases
Machine Oil
Maize Oil
Mineral Tupentine Oil
Mustard Oil (Sarson & Toria)
Mustard Oil (Sarson & Toria)
Natural Food Colour and Oil (Turmeric)
Neem Oil
Non-Edible Oil Manufacture using Expellers (Neem Seed Oil)
Oils & Fatty Oil (Fats)
Oil from Artemisia Herbs
Oil Mill using Expeller to Extract Oil from Oil Seeds
Palm Oil
Palm Oil Processing (Imported)
Peppermint Oil
Paraffin Wax from Slack Wax
Peppermint Oil
Processing & Utilization of Coconut
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Edible Oil (Refinery)
Rubber Processing Oil
Refining of Cottonseed Oil
Refining of Ground Nut Oil
Refining of Rapeseed Oil
Refining of Vegetable Oil
Edible Oil (Refinery)
Refining of Mustard Oil
Refined Sunflower Seed Oil
Refined Oils (Sun Flower Oil, Ground Nut Oil and Cottonseed Oil)
Rice Bran Oil
Rose Oil Extraction
Rose Water & Rose Oil
Rice Bran Oil
Soyabean Oil From Soya Bean Seed & Cattle Feed
Sal Oil
Salseed Fat
Salseed Fat Oil
Solvent Extraction Plant
Solvent Extraction Plant From Coconut Cake
Soyabean Oil (Soyabean Solvent Extraction Plant)
Sun Flower Seed Oil Extraction
Synthetic Tallow
Terpentine Oil From the Extraction of Dipetopcarpus Tree
Tobacco Seed Oil
Vanaspati Ghee
Vanaspati Ghee
Vegetable Oil
Wetting Oil (Textile Yarn Wetting Agent)
Wool Batching Oil
Wheat Germ Oil
Wax Floor Polish
White Oil
White Oil From Kerosene Oil
Castor oil Extraction & Refining
Purification of Used Engine Oil By Wiper Evaporation System
MARORPHALI POWDER & OIL (POWDER AND EXTRACTION OF OIL FROM MARORPHALI)
PRINTING OIL
RUST PREVENTION LUBRICATING OIL
OIL SEEDS PROCUREMENT, PROCESSING, PRESERVATION AND STORAGE
RAJNIGANDHA OIL
FATTY ACID BASED ON SUNFLOWER ACID OIL
Alkyd Resins Based On DBL (Double Boiled Linseed Oil)
Fish Oil making & refining
Castor Oil & Its Derivatives
Mango Seed Oil
ARTEMISIA VULGARIS OIL
COTTON SEED DELINTING/CRUSHING & REFINING OF OIL
REFINING OF CRUDE VEGETABLE OILS (CRUDE RICE BRAN OIL, PALM OIL, SUNFLOWER OIL, COCONUT OIL AND GROUNDNUT OIL
COCONUT OIL (FILTRATION AND AIRTIGHT PACKAGING IN CONTAINERS)
PALM KERNEL OIL EXTRACTION FROM PLAM KERNEL EXPPELLER (PKE)
PALM KERNEL OIL EXTRACTION FROM PALM KERNEL EXPPELLER (PKE)
PALM KERNEL OIL EXTRACTION FROM PALM KERNEL EXPPELLER (PKE)
Fatty Alcohol
Olive Oil Plant
Ghee Manufacturing Unit
Refined Oils (Cottonseed Oil, Groundnut Oil and Sunflower Oil)
Extraction of Neem Oil
Fish oil refinery
PEANUT OIL
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Electrical, Electronic Industries and Power Projects

Air Conditioner Assembling Unit
Air Conditioner Assembly and Exhaust Fans Manufacturing
Alkaline Cells
Aluminium Cable
Aluminium Power cables
Aluminium Conductor
Alkaline Accumulator for Batteries
Aluminium Cables
Alkaline Accumulator (Silver Zinc)
Alternators 1 to 75 KVA
Assembly of Transistor, Radio & Servicing
ACSR & AC Aluminium Conductors
Audio Cassette Assembly & Recording
Audio Magnetic Heads
Audio Cassettes (Plain & Recorded)
Audio Tape Recorders
Audio Cassettes (Complete Audio Recording System)
Audio Magnetic Tape
Audio, Video and other Magnetic Cassettes Tapes
Audio Video Cassettes Shell
Auto Transformer (Dimmer) or Continuous Variable Transformer
Auto Bulbs/lamps
Automatic Electro Computerised Washing Machine
Auto Telephone Recording and Answering Machine
Auto Telephone Recording and Answering Machine
Air Conditioners (Window Type)
Alternators
Audio Stereo Cassette Recorder Players
Audio Cassette Manufacturing
Battery Plate
Band opto Mechanical & Electro Optical Equipment
Battery Charger
Battery for Auto Vehicles
Battery And its Parts
Battery Plates
Brass Holder
Calculator, Torch & Alarm
Carbon Brushes
Choke & Starter For Flourscent tube
Capacitors
Capacitors
Capacitors For Domestic Gadgets
Car Cassette Players
Carbon Electrode Paste
Carbon Brushes
Carbon & Graphite Electrodes
Carbon Potentiometers
Car Burglar Alarm
Choke, Small Transformer and Eliminators
Cassette Tape Recorders, Car Stereo Cassette Player, Stereo Tape Recorders cum Radio
Cassette Tapes
Cassettes Assembling & Pre-Recorded Cassettes
Cassettes Assembling
Computer Ribbons
Carbon Film Resistors
Carbon Film Resistors
Ceiling Fans
Ceramic Capacitor (Disc Type)
Current Transformers
Chokes of Fluorescent Tubes
Chokes, Transformers & Eliminators
Chokes Used for Fluorescent lamps
Computer Peripherals
Computer Stationery
Carbon Brushes
Colour Television
Computer Cable Felt/Ribbon
Computer Hardware
Colour TV Picture Tube
Computer Software
Cine Arc Carbon
Cordless Telephone
Control Panel Board Accessories
Carbon Rods for Cinema Machine
Carbon Potentio Meters
Computer Terminals
Carbon Composition Resistor
CT/PT Epoxy Casting Transformer
Circuit Diagram of UHF to VHF Convertors
Dry Cell
Distribution Transformer
Domestic Refrigerator
Dry Cell
Digital Electronic Watches
Diode Valves
Distribution Transformers & Repairs
Domestic Electrical Appliances Room Heater
Dry-Rechargeable Cells
Deflection Components
Distribution Transformer & Repair
Detonator Fuse
Dry Cells
Digital Tachometers
Deflection Components for Colour and B/W TV
Delay Line Chrome and Laminates
Dry Cells & Rechargeable Cells
Deflection Components for Colour TV
Electric Mosquito Repellent Liquidator, vaporizer
Electric Fan
Electric Fluorescent Tube
Electric Geyser
Electrical Lamp
Electronic Ballast (Choke)
Electronic Digital Weighing Machine
Electronic Energy Meter
Electronic Toys
Emergency Tube Light
EGT Transformer For B&W T.V. & Transformer For Voltage Stabilizers
Electrical Panel Boards
Electronic Calculator
Electric Motor
Electric Motor Starter
Enamelled Reflectors
Electrical Accessories
Electrical Arc Furnace
Electrical Kit Kats Insulators
Electric Lamps Incandescent
Electrical Insulation Tape (Using BOPP Film)
Electric Water Heater (Geyser)
Electric Water Heater
Electric Horns For Automobiles
Electrical Stampings
Electric Energy Meters
Electrical Appliances
Electronic Digital Weighing Machine
Electric Iron (Steam Iron)
Electronic Gas Stove Lighters
Electronic Telephone Instruments
Electronic Digital Watches
Electromagnetic Relay
Electronic Watches & Clocks
Electric Fans
Electronic Toys
Emergency Tube Lights
Electric Switches, Plugs and Sockets
Electronic Toys
Electronic Quartz Clock Movement
Electrical Grade Insulating Paper Bound Square Tube for Switch Gear
Electronic Telephones
Electronic Gas Lighter (Multi Spark)
Electric Energy Meters
Enamelling of Copper Wire
Electrical Stamping
Electrolytic Capacitors
Etching Process
Electronic Tuners
EHT Transformers
Electronic Watches
Electrolytes
Electronic Blood
Exhaust Fan
Ferrite Magnets
FHP to 10 HP Motors
Ferrite Core Transformer and Eicore Transformers
Floppy Diskettes
Fluorescent Tubular Lamps with Introduction to Mercury Vapour Lamps
Electronic Gas Stove Lighters
Electric Motor Starter
Electric Meters (AC/DC/Moving Iron Type)
Electrical Stamping
Electronic Cash Register
Electronic Digital Weighing Machines
Electrical Horn
Epoxy Transformer (CT & PT)
Emergency Tube Light
Electronic Quartz Clock
EPABX/EPAX System
Electric Insulating Tape
Electrical Appliances
Electronic Cut Out used in Automobiles
Electronic Fan Regulators
Electro Cardiograms (Machine)
Electro Magnetic Relay
Electronic Service Centre
Electronic Testing And Measuring Instruments
Exhaust Fan
Fluorescent Paint (Powder)
Foam Booster
Ferrite Magnet
Fluorescent Powder for Fluorescent Tubes
Fluorescent Tubes
Fluorescent Lamp
Flexible Circuit Wires
Floppy Discs
Ferrite Cores for Balun Deflection Components Coil Cores E & U
Facsimile of FAX Machine
F.H.P. Motors
Fluorescent Tube Light Patti
Fluorescent Tube Frame (Patti) & Starter
Gas Detectors Of L.P.G.
G.L.S. Lamps
Gas Detectors of LPG
Generator Set & Pump Sets
Generator Sets and Pump Sets
Graphite Carbon Plates
Hard Rubber Battery Container
H.T and M.V. Industrial Cubical Switch Board
HT & LT Insulator (manufacture)
Hardware Fitting for Transmission Line (Overhead Line Material)
Heater Element
Hot Plate
Hot Mix Plant
Home Computer
Heating Plates
Headers for Transistor IC
Invertor and Convertor
Intercoms
Integrated Circuit
Immersion Heater
Inverters 50 Hz; 100 to 1000 KVA
Ignition Coil
Ignition Capacitor
Ignition Condenser
IF/RF Coils for Radio/TV
Insulation Paper (For Electric Motor Use)
Information Moving Display (LED Type)
Jelly Filled Cables
Lamp Shades & Chandeliers
L.T. and H.T. Power Factor Correction Capacitor
Lamp Filaments
Lead Acid Batteries
Lead Acid Battery & PVC Separator
Light Emitting Diode (LED)
Linear ICs Trainer Kit
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
Loud Speaker
Low Tension Insulators
Magnet
Maintenance Free Re-Chargable Battery
Multilayer Printed Circuit Board
Magnetic Starter
Metal Film Resistors
Mica Base Electronic Components
Mica Processing Plant for Electrical Insulation
Mica Paper for Electrical Insulation
Mica paper
Mini Motors
Mini (Personal) Computer
Mini Computer (Personal Computer)
Miniature Circuit Breaker
Miniature Watch Batteries (Button cell)
Miniature Circuit Breaker
Motor Start Electrolytic Capacitor
Musical Door Bell
Multichannel TV Tuners
Multichannel TV Tuner (Mechanical)
Motor Control
Micro Motors for Tape Recorder
Micro Film Projector
Metal Film Resistors
Motor Start Electrolytic Capacitor
Memory Telephone
Multichannel Intercom
Micro-Wave Oven
Moulded Case Circuit Breakers
Metallised Poly Propylene Used in Condensers and Resistors
M.S. Welding Electrodes
Neon Bulb
Needles for Record Players
Nickel Cadmium Cells
Nickel Cadmium Batteries
Kanthal Wire
Neon Bulbs
Nichrome Wire
P.V.C. Wires And Cables (Flexible)
Power Plant (Agro based)
Power Plant (Hydro based)
PVC Electric Wires & Cables
PCB Manufacturing (Flexible)
PCB Manufacturing (Multilayer)
Printed Circuit Board (Automatic Plant)
P.C.B with Graphite & Silver Coating
PVC Wire & Cable
PVC Electrical Insulation Tape
Printed Circuit Board
Paper Capacitors
Picture Tube
Plain Paper Copier
Printed Circuit Board
Polyester Film Capacitor
Portable Generator Set
Power Inverters
Punched Cards
Polyester Capacitors
Power Capacitors
Power Transformer & Power Sub Station
Power Capacitors
Push Button and Rotary Switches
Power Supply (Linear & Switch Mode)
Power Amplifiers
Photo Engravurs Cylinders (Used in Roto Printings)
Power Factor Capacitors
Porcelain Insulator (High Voltage 11 KV or Above)
Portable Generator Set
Pedestal Fans
Portable Electric Tools
Personal Computer (Mini & Main frame Computer)
Photo Setter Plant
Plastic Film Capacitor
Pressure Measuring Instrument
Pre-Recorded Video Cassettes
Rosin Cored Soft Soldering Wire
Fluroscent Tube
Reconditioning Of T.V. Picture tube
Refrigeration & Mini Refrigeration
R.F.C. Coaxial Cable Connector
Radio Receiver Sets
Refrigerator & Mini Refrigerator
Rechargeable Torches Using Ni-Cd Cells
Rechargeable Alkaline Manganese Cell
Radio Frequency Induction Heaters
R.F. Coaxial Cables
Reclamation of Automatic Batteries
Re-Conditioning of Picture Tubes (B/W)
Reconditioning of Transformers (Distribution Transformers & Repairs)
Repair Shop of Electric Energy Meter
Resin Cast CT & PT (11 KV)
Satellite Broadcasting T.V. Channel
Solar Power Plant
Switch Mode Power Supply
Solar Cells
Solar Modules
Solar Powered Electronic Calculators
Soldering Paste
Solar Cells
Solar Cooker
Solar Pump
Solar Water Heating Panels
Steel Furniture & Electrical Appliances
Stereo Casette Recorders/ Players
Stereo Amplifiers
Street Light Fittings
Stereo Tape Recorder
Semi-Conductors (Transistors and Diodes)
Semi Conductor Devices
Semi-conductors For Transistors & Diodes
Setting up of a Video Studio
Servo Motors
Servo Controlled Stabilizer
Stamping & Laminators
Small Transformer
Step Down Transformer
Squirrel Gauge Induction Motor
Street Light Fittings
Solar Power Plant
Storage Battery
Storage Battery Containers for Automobiles
Semi-Conductor Devices
Spark-Plugs
Tape Recorder Pinch Roller, Rubber, Drive, Belt Flat
T V Signal Boosters
T V Tumers
T.V. Signal Boosters
T.V. Signal Booster (50 160 dB)
Table Fan
Thermistors
Thermostat
Television
Television
Television Deflection Components
Television Deflection Components
Television (3-D)
Television Picture Tubes
Telephone Accessories
Telephone Cables
Television Aerial (Antenna)
Torch Size Battery Cells
Transformer Oil
Transformer Repair
Transformer Core
Transmission Power Line Fitting
Transmission Tower Fittings
Transistor Header
Uninterrupted Power Supply
Vaccum Cleaner
Video Cassettes
Video Cassette Recorder
Video Cassettes Recorder
Video Cassettes
Video Cassettes (Complete Manufacturing & Assembling Unit)
Video Cassette Covers
Video Cassette Players
VCR & VCP
Video Cassette Moulds
Video Cassette Assembly
Video Camera
Video Studio
Video Cassette Tape
Voltage Regulator for Automobile
Voltage Stabilizers
Voltage Stabilizers
Washing Machine
Washing Machine & Geyser
Welding Electrodes
Wire Wound Potentiometers
Wire Wound Potentiometers
Wire Wound Resistors
Welding Electrodes
X-Ray Film
Ferrite Cores For Balun Deflection Components Coil Cores E & U
Roof Light
Porcelain Insulator
Power Cable
Insulator (Made by fiber Glass & Reinforced Plastics by Hand Moulding Machine)
ALKALINE ACCUMULATORS (NI-FE STORAGE BATTERY)
AUTO ELECTRICAL PARTS (ARMATURE)
PLASTAZOTE POLYETHYLENE FOAM USED FOR FIBRE CABLE JOINT
ELECTRICAL SWITCH GEAR AND LIGHT FITTINGS
ELECTRICAL PANEL
HT AIR BREAK SWITCHES, D.O. FUSE AND LIGHTNING ARRESTOR
RF CO-AXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS
CT/PT ELECTRONIC METER
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL)
Electrical Motors (High Capacity)
Distribution Transformer
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL)
Electrical Fittings Manufacturing Unit
PVC Coated Multi Strand Wires
LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LED)
MODULAR SWITCHES
COPPER WIRE DRAWING (USED IN ELECTRICAL CABLES)
BAKELITE SHEET (FABRIC & PAPER BASE)
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL)
LUMINAR LIGHT FITTING (INDOOR & OUTDOOR)
COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMP WITH ASSEMBLING
COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMP WITH ASSEMBLING
COOLER, CEILING FAN, PEDESTAL FAN
AUTOMOTIVE HEAD LAMP AND INJECTION MOULDED PLASTIC COMPONENTS
MOTOR STARTER, MCB, CHANGEOVER SWITCHES AND MAIN SWITCH
INJECTION MOULDED ENERGY METER BOXES AND SECURITY SEAL
PVC Wire & Cables
Solar Panel
MANUFACTURING OF DOMESTIC LIGHTS WITH LED
LED Bulb
LED Bulb
Lithium Ion Battery Manufacturing Plant (Battery Assembly)
Electric Scooter
LED Panel and Street Light
Paper Insulated Copper & Aluminium Wires
AAAC Aluminium Conductors
ACSR Grade Aluminium Conductors
Polymer Based Insulator
CCTV Camera and Recorder Assembly Unit
Non-Self Healing Lt Shunt Power Capacitor (Film Foil Capacitor)
Aluminium Street Light Pole
Polymer Insulator
Single Phase and Three Phase Smart Billing Meter
MCCB, ELCB and RCCB
Servo Voltage Stabilizer
L.T. and H.T. Shunt Capacitors
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Electroplating, Metal Polishing, Anodizing, Phosphating Metal Finishing and Powder Coating Projects

Chrome Plating
Nickel Plating brightener
Anodized Aluminium Labels (Anodizing Print)
Anodizing of Name Plates
Anodizing of Aluminium & Its Alloys
Anodizing of Aluminium
Cadmium Plating & Yellow Colouring
Chrome Plated Bathroom fittings
Copper, Nickel and Hard Chromium Coating on Offset Printing Plates and Damping Rolls
Chrome Plating
Corrugation of Plain Galvanized Sheet
Di Nickeling on Metals
Electropolishing On Steel
Electroplating on Utensils
Electroplating Chemicals
Electroplating of Gold and their Chemical Treatment of Golden, Silver Thread
Electroplating of Plastics
Electroplating of Metal Treatment in Golden Colour on Silver Thread
Electro Deposition, Anodizing and Pickling on Metal
Electrolytic Capacitor
Electroplating Brighteners
Electroplating of Various Metals
Electroplating Plant for Nickel Chrome Copper Plating Articles
Electro Galvanizing Plant for Wire
Electrolytic Iron Powder
Gold Salt
Gold Electroplating On Cheaper Ornaments
Gold Coloured Metal Coating on Brass Button
Gold Electroplating on Metallic Jewellery
Gold Electroplating
Hard Chromium Plating
Hot Dip Galvanizing
Inside Coating of Glass Shell with Silver
Metal Pretreatment Chemicals
Nickel Plating on Glass Bangles
Precious Metal Plating & their Salts
Pure Copper from Impure Copper Rods by Electrolytic Process
Rhodium Plating on Silver and Golden Jewellery
Rainbow Colours on Metal
Selenium Coated Aluminium Plates (for Use in X-ray)
Selenium Coated Aluminium Drum used in Plain Paper Copier
Silvering of Glass
Silver, Brass & Gold Electroplating
Transparent Anodizing Printing
Vacuum Metallizing
Tin Printing & Anodizing on Aluminium
White affixing Materials on Wire Gauge (Coating on Wire Gauge)
ELECTROLESS CHROMIUM PLATING
TRANSMISSION TOWERS & TELE COMMUNICATION TOWERS WITH GALVANIZING PLANT
LACQUER (ELECTROPHORETIC) FOR JEWELLERY ACRYLIC BASED
Anodising Plant
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Engineering Goods Projects

Aluminium Extrusions
Auto Shock Absorbers
Auto Piston
Auto Leaf Spring
Automobile Gears
Auto Leaf Spring
Automobile Silencers
Auto Gears
Axle Shafts
Axle Shaft for TBM & Other Trucks
Automobile Piston Ring
Ball Bearing
Ball Point Tips
Bicycle Spare Parts (Hub, Axle Nut, Axle Cone Cups, Balls)
Bi Metal Strips for Electrical Purposes
Bicycle Manufacturing
Bright Bars
Brass Pressure Stove
Building Metal Components (Gate, Doors, Grills, Windows & Railing with Imported Machines)
C.I. Casting Foundry
C.N.G. Cylinders (Storage For C.N.G. Gas)
Cold Drawn Welded Tubes Double Walled Braized Tubes
Cold formed Steel Fasteners (nuts & bolts)
Centrifugal Pump
Ceiling Fan
Cold Rolling of Steel Strips
Continuous Casting Copper Wire Rods
Coil Springs
Cold Rolled Steel Strips & Sheets
D.G. Set
Dairy Equipments
Diamond Shaw Manufacturing
Diamond Tools for Cutting/Drilling and Polishing (Wheels and Bits)
Diamond Tools
Die Forging
Fabrication Unit (Gas Cylinder, Agriculture Equipment, Auto Body Bldg., Structural Towers Steel
Fabrication Unit
Forged GI Pins
Foundry
Foundary Core Binders
Hydraulically Regulated Door Closer (Everest type)
Hydraulic And Pneumatic Items
Hand Pump
Hand Tools
Hand Tools
Hand Press/Other Castings
Hand Shovels (Belcha)- (Agriculture Implements)
Hand Tools
High Tension Nut Bolts & Rivets
Hospital Equipment
Mechanical Jacks
Metal Hooks and Clips
Moped
Mini Steel Plant (Using Sponge Iron)
Malleable Casting (GI Fittings)
Metal Spectacle Frames
Metal filler
M.S. Wire Drawing & Galvanizing
M.S. Hinges
Metallic Torch
Mixers/Grinders (Mixi)
Nut & Bolts (Cold Formed Steel Fasteners)
Piston
Piston Assembly (Aluminium Alloy)
Submersible Pump Manufacture
Scientific Laboratory Equipments
Self Tapping Steel Screw
Sewing Needles
Shovels (Agriculture Implement)
Silencers (Mufflers) Exhaust & Tail Pipes for All
Sintered Bearing
Sintered Metal Products
Stainless Steel Casting by Induction Arc Furnace
Spanners
Silencers for Two Wheeler & Three Wheeler
Steel Re-Rolling Mill (Sariya & Angle Irons)
Spring Washers
Steel Tubular Poles on Electrical Transmission
Steel Vacuum Flask
Surveying Instruments
Steel Tubes & P.V.C. Pipes
Tube Making For Umbrella
Tie Rod End
Three Wheelers
Transmission Power Fittings
Tractor Trailor
Truck Rim Plate, Hub Drum & Truck Spring
Tool Room
Three Wheeler Manufacture
U-Bolt for Automobile and Earth Moving Machines
Tubular Poles on Electrical Transmission
IRON ORE PELLETIZATION PLANT
METAL CABLE TRAYS
INSTALLATION OF UNIT FOR FABRICATION OF SHUTTERING/SCAFFOLDING MATERIAL
MACHINED (TURNED) COMPONENTS (SHAFT PIN, BUSH GEAR ROLLER)
KNITTING NEEDLES
FABRICATION OF STEEL (DOORS, GRILLS, WINDOW FRAMES)
ELECTRICAL PANEL
C.I. GRIT
O.T.S. CANS
S. S. DESIGNER ACCESSORIES FOR KITCHEN & BATHROOM
ALLOY STEEL LONG PRODUCT MARKET & ALLOY STEEL SEAMLESS PIPES (Market Survey)
Aluminium Ingots from Aluminium Scrap
Electrical Motors (High Capacity)
Seamless Steel Tubes & Pipes
Aluminium Angels, Channels, Doors & Window
Crown Caps For Beer & Cold Drinks
ERW Tube Mill
TMT Steel Bars
PTFE tape
Telecom Transmission towers manufacturing (Fabrication Unit)
Power Transmission towers manufacturing (Fabrication Unit)
Ductile Iron Fittings (Ductile/Malleable/Nodular/Spheroidal Casting)
Coach Building (Automobile Body Building - Bus Body)
Bicycle Parts Manufacturing Unit (Crank & Sprocket and Pedal Arm)
Bicycle Parts Manufacturing Unit (Handle)
Bicycle Parts Manufacturing Unit (Stand)
Fan Guards Manufacturing Unit
COOLING TOWER
AUTOMATIC NUT & BOLTS PLANT
TRANSMISSION TOWERS & TELE COMMUNICATION TOWERS WITH GALVANIZING PLANT
WHEEL FOR TROLLEY
KITCHEN EQUIPMENTS & GAS TANDOOR
TEFLON LINING ON MS PIPE VALVE & FITTING
STEEL RE-ROLLING MILL TOR/PLAIN (SIZE 6,8,10 MM ROD)
TUBLER STEEL SWEDGE TYPE POLE FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION AND STREET LIGHTING POLE
TUBLER STEEL SEWAGE TYPE POLE FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION AND STREET LIGHTING POLE
ALUMINIUM FOIL CONTAINER (A.F.C)
RODS AND COILS FROM SCRAP
DIE MAKING FOR ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION
TRANSMISSION GALVANIZED TOWER
RE-ROLLING MILL (REINFORCEMENT AND STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY
HOT DIP GALVANIZING PLANT WITH STEEL STRUCTURAL FABRICATION FACILITY CAPABLE OF
SUBSTATION STRUCTURE, TELECOM TOWER, STRUCTURAL STEEL MEMBERS
SPONGE IRON WITH PELLETIZATION PLANT
SPONGE IRON WITH PELLETIZATION PLANT
STAINLESS STEEL UTENSIL AND CUTLERY
STAINLESS STEEL UTENSIL AND CUTLERY
SHEET METAL CUTTING
MANUFACTURING OF DOMESTIC LIGHTS WITH LED
Air Spring for Railways
Corrugated Galvanized Steel storage tanks
Hollow Metal Door Frames
Aluminium Wire Rod
Cast Iron Pipes (Earthing)
E Rickshaw Assembling
Forks and Under Brackets used in Automobile Industries
CO2 MIG Welding Wire
Disposable Shaving Razors and Cartridges
LPG Bullet Tanker
Steel Roofing Profiles From Steel Rolls
stud bolts
Essential Oils, Phytochemicals, Aromatic Chemicals, Aromatic Compounds, Spice Oils and Oleoresins Projects

Oleoresin Extracted from Diptero-Carpus Turminatus and Pinus Khasyas
Oleoresin From Chilly
Oleoresins of Spices
Spice Oleoresin (Chilly Oil) By Super Critical Extraction Process
Aromatic Perfumery Compounds
Aromatic Perfumery Compounds
Concentrate of Flowers (Rose, Jasmine & Lily)
Essential Oil From Lily, Mogra, Nishigandha
Extraction Of Essential Oil & Packaging Of Ground Spices
Extraction of Essential Oil (Cardamom, Jeera, Ajowan, Ginger Oil)
Herbal Natural Essential Oil (Steam Distillation Process)
Herbal Natural Essential Oil
Oleoressin & Essential Oil
Rose Plantation, Cultivation & Rose Oil Extraction
Fractional Distillation of Essential Oil & Medicinal Plant Extract
Capsicum Oleoresin
Varnish, Paints from OleoResin
Aromatic Pills
Oleoressin, Essential Oil Dyes and Powder of Spices
Aromatic Plants Cultivation & Processing
Herbal Natural Essential Oil (Steam Distillation Process)
Vanilla Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
FLAVOURS (ORANGE, PINEAPPLE, CHERRY, VANILLA, APRICOT, PEACH, PEAR) FORMULATION & MFG.
OLEO RESIN FROM MARIGOLD PETALS (EXTRACTION)
FATTY ACID BASED ON SUNFLOWER ACID OIL
Polyphenols (Antioxidants) from Tea Extracts/Concentrate
Essential Oil Distillation Unit (Basil & Cornmint)
RAJNIGANDHA AND ROSE PLANTATION WITH EXTRACTION OF OILS
SPICE OIL AND OLEORESINS
ESSENTIAL OILS FROM WOOD FLAX AND CHIPS
GINGER OIL
Garlic Oil
Gingelly Oil
Extraction of Jasmine Flowers
Coleus Forskohlii Extract
Extraction Of Essential Oil From Orange
Export Oriented Units, Projects (100% EOU)

Button Mushroom Cultivation, Processing & Canning
Spices (100% E.O.U)
Spices (Grinding Base Spices With Packaging In Bags)
Phthalic Anhydride
Perfumed Candles
Candle Making Automatic Plant
Papaya Cultivation and manufacturing of Papain (enzyme)
Disposable Medical Syringes
Fresh Processed Frozen Vegetable Puree & Sauce (100% EOU)
Button Mushroom Cultivation, Processing & Canning
Beer
Coir Handicraft
Cider Plant
Diamond & Gem Cutting & Processing Unit
Disposable Plastic Syringes
Dehydrated Raw Mango
Dehydrated Onion and Onion Powder
Dehydrated Garlic Flakes and Granulated Powder
Egg Powder
Fruit Juice Powder-Apple Juice Powder
Garlic Powder
Grape Wine
Handicrafts (Cane & Bamboo)
Hologram Sticker - 3D
Instant Tea
Instant Tea and Instant Coffee
Malting Plant
Kali Mahendi (Henna)
Oleoresin, Essential Oil Dyes and Powder of Spices
Rose Crystals
Spices (100% E.O.U)
Sandal wood Oil and Powder
Colour Television
Leather Garments
Alloy Steel
Auto Bulbs holder
Castor oil Extraction & Refining
Chilli Oil
citronella Oil
Peppermint oil
Chromic Acid
Stable Bleaching Powder
Vanilla Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Coverall (Boiler Suits)
Cut and Saw Factory for Home Furnishing
Home Furnishing (Export)
HOSIERY Products (Like Vest, Briefs, T-shirts & Socks)
Paper Shopping Bags
Jute Garments
Stainless Steel Cutlery
Blood Bags
HANDLOOM TOWEL DOOR MAT
OLEO RESIN FROM MARIGOLD PETALS (EXTRACTION)
METHANOL (H.P.C.L. GRADE)
WALNUT COATING
ZARI YARN
GRANITE TILES CUTTING & POLISHING
AGGREGATE BUSINESS
BICYCLE PLANT
WATER BASED & SOLVENT BASED FLEXO & GRAVURE PRINTING INKS
APPLE CHIPS
Readymade Garments (100% EOU)
Processed and Dehydrated Gherkins
Cut Flower Farm (Rose)
PRESERVATIVE FREE JAM (FRUIT SPREADS) AND ORGANIC JAM MAKING
BLOOD BAGS
Pickles (Various Types)
Garlic Oil
Condoms
Instant Tea
MANUFACTURING OF DOMESTIC LIGHTS WITH LED
Banana Powder
Freeze Dried Vegetables
HIBISCUS Cultivation
Cotton Wax Fabric
Moringa Capsules
Fried Gram Dhal Mill
Sanitary Wipes
Frozen Food Fruits & Vegetables (IQF)
Baby Diaper (Pull Up Diaper or Pant Type Diaper)
Tea Processing
Green Tea Based on Nelumbo Leaf, Root & Leave
Desi Ghee
Vodka From Grain
Chocolate Enrobing
Automatic Chapati Making Plant
Soya Textured Vegetable Protein (TVP)
Butter
Potato Chips/Wafers in Different Flavours
Freezing and Preservation of Berries
Super Grain Atta Chakki
Refined Oils (Cottonseed Oil, Groundnut Oil and Sunflower Oil)
Bhagar Rice (Samo Rice) Mill
Sugar Bead
Processed Cheese  
Moringa Leaves Powder and Tablets  
Orthopaedic Implants  
Processing of Onion and Garlic (Dehydration and Powder)  
Dehydration of Fruits and Vegetables With Solar Dehydration Method  
Soya Tofu  
Handloom Khadi Garments Stitching, Embroidery, Block Printing and Digital Printing  
Steamed Sweet Corn  
Extraction of Jasmine Flowers  
Premixed Tea and Coffee With Sugar and Milk Powder  
Liquefied Egg Plant  
Coleus Forskohlii Extract  
Onion Processing Onion Powder, Dehydrated Onion and Onion Paste  
Ginger, Turmeric and Chilly Powder  
Fresh Dips  
Flavoured Cashew Nuts
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Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) Products and Projects

Asafoetida (Hing)  
Khaini Chewing Tobacco (Raja Type)  
Dairy Farm to Produce Milk in Pouches (50%) & Cans (50%)  
Dal Moth, Chana Chur and Bhujia Manufacture  
Frozen Finger Chips  
Idli mix, Dosa mix, Sambhar mix, Vada mix, Gulabjamun mix, Tomato Soup mix (Instant food)  
Pickles (Various types)  
Jam Group, Tomato Sauce and Tomato Ketchup  
Processing & Retail Packing of Food Grains, Pulses, Split Pulses, Spices, Pickles  
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)  
Spices (Grinding Base Spices With Packaging In Bags)  
Honey Processing & Packaging  
Match Boxes Making Plant  
Mini Flour Mill  
Roller Flour Mill  
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)  
Refined Oils (Sun Flower Oil, Ground Nut Oil and Cottonseed Oil)  
Candle Making Automatic Plant  
Dairy Farm And Dairy Products  
Tea Plantation, Cultivation & Processing  
Tooth Picks  
Dairy Farm & Dairy Products (Milk, Butter, Ghee & Paneer)  
PROCESSING AND RETAIL PACKING OF FOOD GRAIN, PULSES  
MILK PROCESSING PLANT (TONED, DOUBLE TONED MILK, CREAM, BUTTER MILK, BUTTER CREAM, KHOYA, PANEER, GHEE)  
DETERGENT POWDER & DETERGENT CAKE  
MILK PROCESSING PLANT  
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
BABY WET WIPES & FACIAL WET TISSUE
PAN MASALA MEETHA, SADA, ZARDA MAKING (GUTKHA) & PACKING
APPLE CHIPS
MAYONNAISE
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Domestic Grade (ISI)
ADHESIVE (Based on VAM) Feviquick type
Strawberry Jam
Potato Powder, Flakes & Pellets
Banana Powder
Amla Hair Oil Based on Vegetable Oil
Kurkure type snack food
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
BLACK PHENYL (Rwc 5-6)
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
Processed and Dehydrated Gherkins
Preservative Free Jam (Fruit Spreads) and Organic Jam Making
KHAKRA-READY TO EAT (RTE) CONVENIENCE FOOD
DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER, DISH WASHING DETERGENT CAKE AND POWDER
FRESH FRUIT JUICE MANUFACTURING (APPLE, SWEET ORANGE & BANANA) IN ASEPTIC PACKAGING
PRESERVATIVE FREE JAM (FRUIT SPREADS) AND ORGANIC JAM MAKING
WAXED PAPER MATCH STICKS
PAPER NAPKINS
MINERAL WATER WITH PET BOTTLES
Pickles (Various Types)
Sanitary Napkins
Sweet & Scented Supari in Pouches
Mattress & Quilt
Milk Powder (SMP, WMP and Dairy Whitener)
Instant Tea
Banana Powder
MATCH BOX (AUTOMATIC PLANT)
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Plastic Glass Sheet
Ghee Manufacturing Unit
Fried Gram Dhal Mill
Frozen Food Fruits & Vegetables (IQF)
Tea Processing
Green Tea Based on Nelumbo Leaf, Root & Leave
Desi Ghee
Cashew Nut and Almond Processing
Chocolate Enrobing
Silver Coating Process For Cardamom Seeds and Supari
Butter
Potato Chips/Wafers in Different Flavours
Modified Toothbrush
Refined Oils (Cottonseed Oil, Groundnut Oil and Sunflower Oil)
Processing of Onion and Garlic (Dehydration and Powder)
Soya Tofu
Premixed Tea and Coffee With Sugar and Milk Powder
Coated and Printed Paper Cup Blanks For Paper Cups
Washing Powder Used For Utensils

Inquire about Project Reports »
Ferro Silicon

Fertilizers, Fertilisers, Inorganic Fertilizers (Mineral Fertilizer), Macronutrients and Micronutrients, NPK, SSP, Single Super Phosphate, Urea, Nitrogen Fertilizer, Nitrogenous Fertilizer, Diammonium Phosphate Projects

Ammonium Nitrate
Carbon Black From Fertilizer Waste
Fertilizer From Animal Blood And Leather Waste
Granulated Mixed Fertilizer
N.P.K. Liquid Fertilizer
Magnesium Sulphate As Fertilizer Grade
Mixed Fertilizer
Mini Fertilizer Plant
Zinc Sulphate (Micro-Nutrient for Crops)
UREA FERTILIZER PLANT
ZINC SULPHATE (AGRICULTURE GRADE)
N.P.K. Liquid Fertilizer
Slow Release Fertilizer
Aerobic Compost

Fisheries and Aquaculture, Aquaculture, Fish and Marine Products, Fish farming, Processing Projects

Aquaculture Prawn Farming 100 % Eou
Aquaculture Shrimp Farming (100% Eou)
Aqua Culture Fish (Bream) Farm
Aqua Culture Shrimp Farming
Canvas Shoes
Fish Canning In Tins & Pouches
Fish Dehydration
Fish Farming
DEVELOPING TROUT FISH PRESERVATION & STORAGE AND MARKETING INFRASTRUCTURE TROUT FISH FARMING CANNING & PRESERVATION WITH AQUA FEED MFG
Fish Oil making & refining
Commercial Fishing Trawler
Prawns Processing (E.O.U)
Frozen Prawn
Frozen Prawn
Fish Flavored Chips or Prawns Crackers
Food Processing and Agriculture Based Projects, Snack Food, Frozen Food, Agro Processing Technology, Processed Food, Instant Food, Food Industry, Food Preservation, Canned Food, Packed Food, Ready to Eat Food, Cereal Food, Pickle, Grain Milling Projects

Asafoetida (Hing)
Apple Juice Concentrate And Dehydrated Fruit & Vegetable
Apple Fruit Juices with Canning & Bottling
Atta Maida Suji & Wheat Bran (Roller Flour Mill)
Areca nut (Betel Nut)Processing Unit
Atta Chakki Plant
Automatic Bread & Biscuit Plant
Automatic Bread & Biscuit Plant
Fresh Processed Frozen Vegetable Puree & Sauce
Banana Plantation, Cultivation & Its By Products
Besan Plant
Baby Cereal Food
Bread Plant (Semi- Automatic)
Button Mushroom Cultivation, Processing & Canning
Buffalo Meat Processing
Baby Cereal Milk Powder
Banana Powder
Beer
Biscuit Manufacture
Buffalo Meat Processing
Butter
Beer
Baker
Broiler Chicken
Baking Powder
Baby Cereal Food
Betel Nut (Supari) processing
Betel Nut Powder
Blended Saccharin
Bread
Bread and Biscuits (Automatic Plant)
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Cottonseed Oil (Extraction & Refining)
Cake Gel (Cake Improver)
Cashew Apple Syrup Cum Orange/Lemon Squash
Cashew Feni
Cheese Analogues
Chewing tobacco (Khaine) in Pouch Pack
Khaini Chewing Tobacco (Raja Type)
Dal Mill Unit
Dehydrated Garlic Flakes And Granulated Powder
Dal Moth, Chana Chur and Bhujia Manufacture
Edible Oil (Raw Material To Fine Filtered Packed Cans 1 lts., 2 ltrs & 5 Ltrs Of Plastic Cans)
Edible Vegetable Oil
Extraction of Sesame, Rice bran & Palm Oil
Extraction of Oil from Soyabean & Cottonseed
Edible Plasticizer for Ragi Papad
Egg Powder
ENO Fruit Salt
Egg Noodles
Fish Dehydration
Food Colour (Coal Tar Based)
French Fries & Allied Potato Products
Fruit Juice (Mango) in Aseptic packaging
Fruit Juice in Plastic Cups
Fruit Juice in Aseptic packaging
Fruit Juice, Jam And Jellies
Fruit Pulp & Juices
Fruits Concentrates (Rasanatype)
Fruit Juice Making and Packing in Plastic Container (Pouches)
Fruit Processing (Jam & Jellies)
Fruit Juice Powder
Fruit Cakes
Flour Mill (Disc Machine)
Fish Canning
Fish Farming
Food Colour (Coal Tar Based)
Food Dehydration
Fruit Juices Making & Packing in Plastic Containers (Pouches) Fruit Juices, Mango, Pineapple, Apple, Lichhi
Frozen Foods
Frozen Finger Chips
Fast Food Parlour
Ginger Cultivation & Storage
Ginger Paste In Pouch, Black Container
Grape Wine
Gur From Cane (Export Quality)
Garlic Powder
Grinding of Dry Red Chillies
Grape Dehydration
Grape Wine
Glucose-D Powder
Gram Dal & Flour Mill with Modern Automatic Plant
Green Peas Processing And Canning
Gram Dal
Grinding of Rock Salts & Iodization
Guar Gum Powder
Hard Sugar Candy
Health Drink (Cocoa Beverages in Granules Form)
Hing (Asafaeoefida)
Honey Roasted Peanut
Hard Boiled Candy
Honey Processing & Packing
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Instant Coffee
Instant Noodles
Instant Tea
Iodised Salt (Free Flowing) From sea Water
Ice Making Plant
Ice Cream Stabilizers
Idli mix, Dosa mix, Sambhar mix, Vada mix, Gulabjamun mix, Tomato Soup mix (Instant food)
Instant Coffee
Indian Made Foreign Liquor
Instant Jellies with Different Flavours
Instant Ice Cream Mix in Various Flavours
Instant China Grass
Ice Cream & Ice Candy
Pickles (Various types)
Instant Tea
Insoluble Saccharin
Iodized Salt
Iodized Salt from Crude Salt
Instant Coffee & Instant Tea (Premixed with Sugar & Milk)
Jack Fruit Processing
Jam Group, Tomato Sauce and Tomato Ketchup
Khaini (Chewing Tobacco)
Kimam
Khandsari Sugar
Katha & Cutch
Lecithin From Sunflower Oil
Liquid glucose From Maize And Maize Oil
Lecithin (Soya Based)
Locally Made Foreign Liquor
Liquid Glucose And Its By products
Liquid Glucose From Maize
Maize & Its Products
Maize Cultivation & Its By-Products
Food Colour, GMS, Caramel, Reactive Dyes & Pigments
Micro Nutrients Mixture Solid
Mushroom Processing & Canning
Macaroni Manufacturing
Macaroni, Sapghetti, Vermicelli & Noodles
Mango Fruit Bar
Mango Juice
Mango Papad (Aam Papad)
Mango Pickles
Mango Pulp
Roasted Salted Cashew kernel From Cashew Nut
Milk Powder, Pasteurised Milk, Butter, Cheese & Ghee
Milk Product Cheese
Macaroni
Maida Mill
Maize Starch
Making & Canning of Rasgullas in Metal Cans
Mango Beverages
Margarine Fat
Masala
Mayur Brand Type
Chewing Tobacco
Mini Sugar Plant
Meat Extraction
Milk Powder
Milk Preservation and Marketing to Whole Sales (in pouch packing) by UHT Technique
Milk Toffee
Milk Soluble & Insoluble Powder
Modern Rice Mill
Mango Seed Powder
Mango Processing & Aam Papad
Mineral Water
Mineral Water, Soda water & Pet Bottle
Milk Powder
Mineral Mixture
Malting Plant
Mutton Processing
Natural Food Colour and Oil (Turmeric)
Non-Dairy Whipping Cream
Non Dairy Whipping Cream
Nicotine from Tobacco Waste
Orange Crush
Pasteurised Milk
Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processing
Pork Products
Papad & Bari
Parboiled Rice Mill
Pasteurised Milk & Cheese
Potato Chips
Peanut Butter
Pickles Murabbas (Veg. & Non Vegetarian)
Pineapple Juice Manufacturing & Canning
Poha (Chiwra)
Potato And Onion Flakes
Potato Chips (Different Type Recipe & Flavoured)
Potato Granules
Potato Powder (Automatic)
Potato Starch
Processed Food & Spices
Processing And Packaging Of Snack Food
Processing Of Fruits & Vegetable
Palm Oil Crushing Unit
Pan Masala
Paneer (Cheese)
Paneer From Soya Milk
Pasteurization of Milk
Peanuts-Roasted
Peanut Butter
Pepsicola in Polytubes
Pickles and Murabbas (Vegetarian and non Vegetarian Pickles)
Piggery Products (Meat)
Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processing
Pineapple Flavour For Bakery And Soda Water
Preservation of Raw Mango Juice
Potato and Onion Flakes
Potato Chips
Pop-Corn
Potato Starch
Potato & Onion Powder
Potable Alcohol from Grains & Damaged Fruit
Processed Food
Processing & Retail Packing of Food Grains, Pulses, Split Pulses, Spices, Pickles
Pan Masala, Meetha, Saada, Zarda Making (Gutkha) and Packing
Purification of Casein
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Edible Oil (Refinery)
Rice Flake (Poha)
Rice Flake (Poha)
Refining of Mustard Oil
Refining of Salt & Manufacture of Table Salt
Rice and Corn Flakes
Rice Flakes
Roller Flour Mill (50 MT/Day)
Spices (100% E.O.U)
Soyabean Oil From Soya Bean Seed & Cattle Feed
Starch From Tapioca
Sacarine (Soluble & Insoluble)
Sattu Manufacturing Unit
Toffee (Semi Automatic Plant)
Skimmed Milk Powder
Soft Drink Concentrate
Soyabean Meat
Spices (EOU)
Spices (Grinding Base Spices With Packaging In Bags)
Starch & Allied Products From maize
Sugar Candy (Mishri)
Sugar Pellets
Sugar Plant (Crushing 5000 TPD)
Soft Drink (Cola, Orange, Lemon, mango, Ginger, Clear Lemon)
Sweet Aroma Of Betal Nut
Salt Licks For Cattle
Salted Biscuits
Salted Groundnut
Scented Supari
Softy Ice Cream Cone (fully automatic imported plant)
Softy
Snuff Factory
Soft Drinks
Soft Drinks (Non Carbonated) Mango, Litchi, Guava, Pineapple Flavours, Frooti Type (Aseptic Packaging))
Soft Drink (Non Carbonated) in Aseptic Packing Frooti Type
Soft Drink Concentrate & Essence (Orange, Cola, Lime Pineapple) Flavour For Bakery And soda water
Soyabean Bariyan (Nugget Nutrella Type)
Soyabean Products
Soya Milk And Paneer
Soda Water & Sweet Drinks
Spices
Spices (Kitchen King, Degi Mirch, Chat Masala, Raita Masala)
Squashes From Pineapple, Orange, Lemon
Starch From Tapioca
Sterilisation of Double Toned Milk
Sugar Plant
Sugarcane Juice Preservation
Sugar Cubes
Suji
Sugar Candy
Sweet Meals
Sweet Scented Supari
Tamarind Juice Concentrate
Tea Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Tea Processing
Tabacoo Flavouring compound
Tamarind Juice Powder
Tamarind Pulp from Tamarind
Tea Packaging Industry
Tomato Paste (Tomato Concentrate)
Turmeric Powder
Tamarind Juice Concentrate
Tamarind Juice Powder
Tea Industry
Toffee Candy & Milk Chocolate
Toffee & Sweets (Automatic Plant)
Toffee & Candy Making (Semi-Automatic Plant)
Tomato Powder
Tomato Products (Sauce, Ketchup and Soup)
Turmeric Processing
Ice Cream
Upgradation Of Salt
Vermi Compost
Vanaspathi Ghee (Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil)
Vermicelli
Vinegar & Malt Vinegar For Industrial & Domestic Use
Vodka From Potatoes
Wheat Puff
Washing of Ginger
Whisky
Wine Distillation From Fruit And Cashew Nuts (Cashew Feni)
Wheat Puff
Yogurt In Plastic Cups
Yeast From Molasses
Tobacco Zarda Zafrani Baba type
Zarda Kimam N. 60, 120, 160, 240, 300, 400
Zarda Kimam (Tobacco)
Zarda Kimam, No. 60, 90 120, 160, 240, 300 & 400 Tobacco
Caffeine from Tea Waste
Mineral Water
Moistureless, Free Flow Iodized Salt
Pectin From Raw papaya
Pectin from Raw Papaya
Bio coal Briquettes from Agricultural cellulosic wastes
Cracking of Hazelnut Kernels (Deshelling Decorticating)
Fiber From Banana Plant & Manufacturing Of Bags Like Jute Bags
Honey Processing & Packaging
Mini Flour Mill
Roller Flour Mill
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Refined Oils (Sun Flower Oil, Ground Nut Oil and Cottonseed Oil)
Rice Bran Oil
Capsicum Oleoresin
Solvent Extraction Plant
Dextrose Powder From Potato
Coffee Plantation, Cultivation
Eucalyptus Plantation, Cultivation
Eucalyptus and Poplar Plantation
Mango Plantation, Cultivation
Poplar Tree Plantation
Palm Tree Plantation, Cultivation
Pineapple Plantation, Cultivation
Rubber Plantation, Cultivation
Banana Plantation & Its By Products
Cattle Breeding & Dairy Farm To Produce Milk
Dairy Farm And Dairy Products
Tea Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Turmeric Plantation, Cultivation
Beer
Dehydrated Raw Mango
Dehydrated Garlic Flakes and Granulated Powder
Vanilla Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Dairy Farm & Dairy Products (Milk, Butter, Ghee & Paneer)
Oat Processing
Extruded Snack Food (Kurkure Type)
Vermicilli Automatic Plant
Soyabean Cultivation & Processing (Nutrela, Paneer & Soya Milk)
Tomato Processing Unit
Potato Wafers (Automatic)
Cocoa Beverages Powder in Granules Form
Medicated Lozenges like Strepsils, Vicks
Packaged Bottled Drinking Water
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
PROCESSING AND RETAIL PACKING OF FOOD GRAIN, PULSES
FLAVOURS (ORANGE, PINEAPPLE, CHERRY, VANILLA, APRICOT, PEACH, PEAR) FORMULATION & MFG.
KALA NAMAK (BLACK SALT)
OLEO RESIN FROM MARIGOLD PETALS (EXTRACTION)
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER AND CARBONATED WATER (IN JARS, PLASTIC BOTTLES AND GLASS)
JATROPHA PLANTATION, CULTIVATION
MILK PROCESSING PLANT (TONED, DOUBLE TONED MILK, CREAM, BUTTER MILK, BUTTER CREAM, KHOYA, PANEER, GHEE)
GINGER PASTE
CREAM FROM MILK
OIL SEEDS PROCUREMENT, PROCESSING, PRESERVATION AND STORAGE
PEANUT MILK, KEFIR, FLAVOURED PEANUT, AND MILK BEVERAGE
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PINE APPLE, TOMATO, FRUIT JUICE AND OTHER PRODUCTS BOTTLING PLANT
GUAR GUM POWDER FROM GUAR SPLIT
RICE FLAKES, CORN FLAKES & WHEAT FLAKES (INTEGRATED UNIT)
FATTY ACID BASED ON SUNFLOWER ACID OIL
Wine from Kinnow Fruit (KINNOW WINERY)
MAIZE PROCESSING PLANT (STARCH, GLUTEN, GERM, FIBER, GLUCOSE & STEEP WATER)
MILK PROCESSING PLANT
METHYLATED SPIRIT FROM SUGAR CANE MOLASSES
YEAST FROM MOLASSES (DISTILLERY YEAST)
FOOD PROCESSING (CASSAVA FLOUR, STARCH, GARI & CUSCUS)
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
PAN MASALA MEETHA, SADA, ZARDA MAKING (GUTKHA) & PACKING
APPLE CHIPS
MAYONNAISE
Jatropha plantation, Cultivation and its oil extraction (biodiesel)
Organic farming
Liquid Bio Fertilizer from agro & municipal waste
Potato Powder, Flakes & Pellets
Banana Powder
Kinnow Winery
Maize Processing Plant (Starch, Dextrose, Sorbitol, Liquid Glucose & Malto Dextrose)
Castor Oil & Its Derivatives
Integrated Dairy & Goat Farming
Food Processing Unit (Pulses & Dates)
Liquid Glucose from Broken Rice
Grape Cultivation & Grape Wine
Paddy Processing Unit (Rice Mill)
Lactic Acid from Sugarcane Juice
Wheat Germ Oil
Refining of Mustard Oil
Kurkure type snack food
Canned Mango Pulp
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
Mango Seed Oil
Sugar Mill with Bioethanol from Molasses
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
Processed and Dehydrated Gherkins
DEHYDRATED GARLIC POWDER
Preservative Free Jam (Fruit Spreads) and Organic Jam Making
KHAKRA-READY TO EAT (RTE) CONVENIENCE FOOD
Potato Flour, Powder
Cut Flower Farm (Rose)
Green House Farm (Export of Fresh Cut Roses)
Off-season Vegetables Farming (Low Tunnel)
Off-season Vegetables Farming (Walk-in Tunnel)
Seed Processing Unit (Wheat & Rice)
Off-season Vegetables Farming (High Tunnel)
Animal Feed Mill
Maize Starch and Its By Products
Kinnow Processing Unit
STARCH & LIQUID GLUCOSE FROM MAIZE
REFINING OF CRUDE VEGETABLE OILS (CRUDE RICE BRAN OIL, PALM OIL, SUNFLOWER OIL, COCONUT OIL AND GROUNDNUT OIL
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TOMATO PULP
RAJNIGANDHA AND ROSE PLANTATION WITH EXTRACTION OF OILS
COCONUT OIL (FILTRATION AND AIRTIGHT PACKAGING IN CONTAINERS)
FRUITS CANNING (MANGO, LITCHI, PINEAPPLE & GUAVA)
FROZEN VEGETABLES (POTATO, CAULIFLOWER, PEAS, BHINDI & PARWAL)
DAIRY FARMING WITH POWER PLANT BASED ON DUNG
PAN MASALA, GUTKA & KHAINI
FRESH FRUIT JUICE MANUFACTURING (APPLE, SWEET ORANGE & BANANA) IN ASEPTIC PACKAGING
PRESERVATIVE FREE JAM (FRUIT SPREADS) AND ORGANIC JAM MAKING
SPICE OIL AND OLEORESINS
FROZEN FOOD PRODUCTS
PALM KERNEL OIL EXTRACTION FROM PALM KERNEL EXPeller (PKE)
BEER INDUSTRY
PINEAPPLE PULP & JUICE
MINI SUGAR PLANT (BY VACUUM SYSTEM)
BAKERY UNIT
BESAN PLANT (PREPARATION BY GRAM)
Pickles (Various Types)
Barley Malt
Sweet & Scented Supari in Pouches
Maize Processing (Glucose, Sorbitol and Oil)
Milk Powder (SMP, WMP and Dairy Whitener)
Instant Tea
Guar Gum Powder
Sodium Silicate from Rice Husk Ash
Vodka from Potato
Ethanol from Rice Straw and Rice Husk
Banana Powder
Freeze Dried Vegetables
Tobacco Cultivation and Processing (E.O.U.)
Cotton Cultivation & Cotton Yarn Manufacturing (E.O.U.)
22. Food and Beverages for Diabetic (Atta, Biscuit, Rusk, Jam and Soft drink) - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed
Prawns Processing (E.O.U)
Pomegranate Processing (E.O.U)
Chocolate using Tulsi, Mint & Honey (Without Sugar)
Olive Oil Plant
Dry Fruits and Nuts Processing
Silver Coating on Cardamom
Wheat Grading and Sortex Plant
Onion Powder and Paste
Dosa and Idli Batter Plant
Preservation of Green Peas
Azadiractin from Neem
Arabic Bread (Kubooz)
Individual Quick Freezing
Grass Jelly Drink
Pomegranate Processing And Value Addition
Pea Milk
Washing, Crushing And Processing Of Kokum (Garcinia Indica) Fruit For Producing Frozen Prawn
Buckwheat Dehulling
Cold Storage with Food Frozen Unit
IQF Frozen Vegetable Processing Plant
Ghee Manufacturing Unit
Garlic and Onion Powder
Tea Processing
Desi Ghee
Cashew Nut and Almond Processing
Edible Oil Palm Oil By Solvent Extraction Process with Refining Unit
Soya Textured Vegetable Protein (TVP)
Saffron Cultivation
Potato Chips/Wafers in Different Flavours
Super Grain Atta Chakki
Aquaponics
Bhagar Rice (Samo Rice) Mill
Maize (Maka) Juice
Processed Cheese
Moringa Leaves Powder and Tablets
Sandalwood Plantation
Indoor Vertical Farm Using LED Lights
Mango Kernel Fat
Dates Powder
Cashew Kernels
Pomegranate Juice and Wine
Processing of Onion and Garlic (Dehydration and Powder)
Natural Colour Extraction From Flower
Dehydration of Fruits and Vegetables With Solar Dehydration Method
Soya Tofu
Steamed Sweet Corn
Maize Starch, Liquid Glucose And High Fructose Corn Syrup (Hfcs)
Premixed Tea and Coffee With Sugar and Milk Powder
Wheat Starch and Wheat Gluten
Onion Processing Onion Powder, Dehydrated Onion and Onion Paste
Frozen Prawn
Dry Dog Food
Ginger, Turmeric and Chilly Powder
Apple Cider Vinegar (Fermentation)
Fresh Dips
Whey Protein
Steamed Sweet Corn
Fish Flavored Chips or Prawns Crackers
Flavoured Cashew Nuts
Custard Apple Fruit Pulp
Starch From Rice
Sweet Lime Juice
curry leaf powder
PEANUT OIL
Mayonnaise & Salad Dressings
Resistant Maltodextrin
Vacum fried vegetable
Sugarcane Juice Extraction, Preservation and Bottling
Garlic and Onion Flakes and Powder
Onion and Garlic Paste
Ready to Eat Non Veg Curry (Meat and Fish)
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asafetida (Hing)
Apple Juice Concentrate And Dehydrated Fruit & Vegetable
Apple Fruit Juices with Canning & Bottling
Atta Maida Suji & Wheat Bran (Roller Flour Mill)
Areca nut (Betel Nut) Processing Unit
Atta Chakki Plant
Automatic Bread & Biscuit Plant
Automatic Bread & Biscuit Plant
Fresh Processed Frozen Vegetable Puree & Sauce
Banana Plantation, Cultivation & Its By Products
Besan Plant
Baby Cereal Food
Bread Plant (Semi- Automatic)
Button Mushroom Cultivation, Processing & Canning
Buffalo Meat Processing
Baby Cereal Milk Powder
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Banana Powder
Beer
Biscuit Manufacture
Buffalo Meat Processing
Butter
Beer
Baker
Broiler Chicken
Baking Powder
Baby Cereal Food
Betel Nut (Supari) processing
Betel Nut Powder
Blended Saccharin
Bread
Bread and Biscuits (Automatic Plant)
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Cottonseed Oil (Extraction & Refining)
Cake Gel (Cake Improver)
Cashew Apple Syrup Cum Orange/Lemon Squash
Cashew Feni
Cheese Analogues
Chewing tobacco (Khaine) in Pouch Pack
Khaini Chewing Tobacco (Raja Type)
Chocolate
Chocolate Drink
Chocos (Ready To Eat Break fast cereal food)
Coconut And Cashew Feni
Coconut Powder
Coconut Squash Jam & Cream
Custard Powder
Candy Hard Boiled
Carbonated Beverage
Cashew Feni
Coconut Powder
Cocoa Butter
Cocoa Butter from Cocoa Mass
Chewing Gum
Chilli Oil
Chillies (Processing & Grinding)
Chilli Sauce
Condensed Milk (sweetened)
Cones For Softy Ice Cream
Corn Flakes
Custard Powder
Cube Sugar
Curry Paste
Canning of Rasgullas In Metal Cans (Indian Sweet)
Confectionery Industry
Chewing Gum & Bubble Gum
Chocobar
Cold Drinks (Soft Drinks)
Condensed Milk (Sweetened)
Carbonated Beverage
Dehydration and Pickling Of Oyster Paddy Straw Mushroom
Drum Stick Powder
Dall Mill
Dehydrated Vegetables
Dehydration Of Fruits & Vegetables (osmodehydration Process)
Dehydration Of Lime Fruit
Dehydration Of Vegetables & Tropical Fruit/Dying/Crystal
Dough Moulded compound
Drying Of Tropical Fruits (By Heat Drying Process)
Pan Masala Darbari Type
Dehydrated Onion & Onion Powder
Dehydration of Carrot & Garlic
Vegetable Product Dehydration and Canning of Fruits
Dry Ice
Dry Ginger from Green Ginger
Drying of Red Chillies, Haldi, Dhania, Peas & Green peas
Dextrose (Anhydrous) from Starch
Dextrose Monohydrate and Dextrose Anhydrous
Dehydration of Vegetable & Instant Vegetable Soup
Dairy Farm
Dairy Farming
Dairy Farm to Produce Milk in Pouches (50%) & Cans (50%)
Dehydration of Raw Mango
Dal Mill Unit
Dehydrated Garlic Flakes And Granulated Powder
Dal Moth, Chana Chur and Bhujia Manufacture
Edible Oil (Raw Material To Fine Filtered Packed Cans 1 lts., 2 ltrs & 5 Ltrs Of Plastic Cans)
Edible Vegetable Oil
Extraction of Sesame, Rice bran & Palm Oil
Extraction of Oil from Soyabean & Cottonseed
Edible Plasticizer for Ragi Papad
Egg Powder
ENO Fruit Salt
Egg Noodles
Fish Dehydration
Food Colour (Coal Tar Based)
French Fries & Allied Potato Products
Fruit Juice (Mango) in Aseptic packaging
Fruit Juice in Plastic Cups
Fruit Juice in Aseptic packaging
Fruit Juice, Jam And Jellies
Fruit Pulp & Juices
Fruits Concentrates (Rasanatype)
Fruit Juice Making and Packing in Plastic Container (Pouches)
Fruit Processing (Jam & Jellies)
Fruit Juice Powder
Fruit Cakes
Flour Mill (Disc Machine)
Fish Canning
Fish Farming
Food Colour (Coal Tar Based)
Food Dehydration
Fruit Juices Making & Packing in Plastic Containers (Pouches) Fruit Juices, Mango, Pineapple, Apple, Lichhi
Frozen Foods
Frozen Finger Chips
Fast Food Parlour
Ginger Cultivation & Storage
Ginger Paste In Pouch, Black Container
Grape Wine
Gur From Cane (Export Quality)
Garlic Powder
Grinding of Dry Red Chillies
Grape Dehydration
Grape Wine
Glucose-D Powder
Gram Dal & Flour Mill with Modern Automatic Plant
Green Peas Processing And Canning
Gram Dal
Grinding of Rock Salts & Iodization
Guar Gum Powder
Hard Sugar Candy
Health Drink (Cocoa Beverages in Granules Form)
Hing (Asafaeofida)
Honey Roasted Peanut
Hard Boiled Candy
Honey Processing & Packing
Instant Coffee
Instant Noodles
Instant Tea
Iodised Salt (Free Flowing) From sea Water
Ice Making Plant
Ice Cream Stabilizers
Idli mix, Dosa mix, Sambhar mix, Vada mix, Gulabjamun mix, Tomato Soup mix (Instant food)
Instant Coffee
Indian Made Foreign Liquor
Instant Jellies with Different Flavours
Instant Ice Cream Mix in Various Flavours
Instant China Grass
Ice Cream & Ice Candy
Pickles (Various types)
Instant Tea
Insoluble Saccharin
Insoluble Saccharin
Iodized Salt
Iodized Salt from Crude Salt
Instant Coffee & Instant Tea (Premixed with Sugar & Milk)
Jack Fruit Processing
Jam Group, Tomato Sauce and Tomato Ketchup
Khaini (Chewing Tobacco)
Kimam
Khandasari Sugar
Katha & Cutch
Lecithin From Sunflower Oil
Liquid glucose From Maize And Maize Oil
Lecithin (Soya Based)
Locally Made Foreign Liquor
Liquid Glucose And Its By products
Liquid Glucose From Maize
Maize & Its Products
Maize Cultivation & Its By-Products
Food Colour, GMS, Caramel, Reactive Dyes & Pigments
Micro Nutrients Mixture Solid
Mushroom Processing & Canning
Macaroni Manufacturing
Macaroni, Sapghetti, Vermicelli & Noodles
Mango Fruit Bar
Mango Juice
Mango Papad (Aam Papad)
Mango Pickles
Mango Pulp
Roasted Salted Cashew kernel From Cashew Nut
Milk Powder, Pasteurised Milk, Butter, Cheese & Ghee
Milk Product Cheese
Macaroni
Maida Mill
Maize Starch
Making & Canning of Rasgullas in Metal Cans
Mango Beverages
Margarine Fat
Masala
Mayur Brand Type
Chewing Tobacco
Mini Sugar Plant
Meat Extraction
Milk Powder
Milk Preservation and Marketing to Whole Sales (in pouch packing) by UHT Technique
Milk Toffee
Milk Soluble & Insoluble Powder
Modern Rice Mill
Mango Seed Powder
Mango Processing & Aam Papad
Mineral Water
Mineral Water, Soda water & Pet Bottle
Milk Powder
Mineral Mixture
Malting Plant
Mutton Processing
Natural Food Colour and Oil (Turmeric)
Non-Dairy Whipping Cream
Non Dairy Whipping Cream
Nicotine from Tobacco Waste
Orange Crush
Pasteurised Milk
Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processing
Pork Products
Papad & Bari
Parboiled Rice Mill
Pasteurised Milk & Cheese
Potato Chips
Peanut Butter
Pickles Murabbas (Veg. & Non Vegetarian)
Pineapple Juice Manufacturing & Canning
Poha (Chiwra)
Potato And Onion Flakes
Potato Chips (Different Type Recipe & Flavoured)
Potato Granules
Potato Powder (Automatic)
Potato Starch
Processed Food & Spices
Processing And Packaging Of Snack Food
Processing Of Fruits & Vegetable
Palm Oil Crushing Unit
Pan Masala
Paneer (Cheese)
Paneer From Soya Milk
Pasteurization of Milk
Peanuts-Roasted
Peanut Butter
Pepsi Cola in Polytubes
Pickles and Murabbas (Vegetarian and non Vegetarian Pickles)
Piggery Products (Meat)
Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processing
Pineapple Flavour For Bakery And Soda Water
Preservation of Raw Mango Juice
Potato and Onion Flakes
Potato Chips
Pop-Corn
Potato Starch
Potato & Onion Powder
Potable Alcohol from Grains & Damaged Fruit
Processed Food
Processing & Retail Packing of Food Grains, Pulses, Split Pulses, Spices, Pickles
Pan Masala, Meetha, Saada, Zarda Making (Gutkha) and Packing
Purification of Casein
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Edible Oil (Refinery)
Rice Flake (Poha)
Rice Flake (Poha)
Refining of Mustard Oil
Refining of Salt & Manufacture of Table Salt
Rice and Corn Flakes
Rice Flakes
Roller Flour Mill (50 MT/Day)
Spices (100% E.O.U)
Soyabean Oil From Soya Bean Seed & Cattle Feed
Starch From Tapioca
Sacarine (Soluble & Insoluble)
Sattu Manufacturing Unit
Toffee (Semi Automatic Plant)
Skimmed Milk Powder
Soft Drink Concentrate
Soyabean Meat
Spices (EOU)
Spices (Grinding Base Spices With Packaging In Bags)
Starch & Allied Products From maize
Sugar Candy (Mishri)
Sugar Pellets
Sugar Plant (Crushing 5000 TPD)
Soft Drink (Cola, Orange, Lemon, mango, Ginger, Clear Lemon)
Sweet Aroma Of Betal Nut
Salt Licks For Cattle
Salted Biscuits
Salted Groundnut
Scented Supari
Softy Ice Cream Cone (fully automatic imported plant)
Softy
Snuff Factory
Soft Drinks
Soft Drinks (Non Carbonated) Mango, Litchi, Guava, Pineapple Flavours, Frooti Type (Aseptic Packaging))
Soft Drink (Non Carbonated) in Aseptic Packing Frooti Type
Soft Drink Concentrate & Essence (Orange, Cola, Lime Pineapple) Flavour For Bakery And soda water
Soyabean Bariyan (Nugget Nutrella Type)
Soyabean Products
Soya Milk And Paneer
Soda Water & Sweet Drinks
Spices
Spices (Kitchen King, Degi Mirch, Chat Masala, Raita Masala)
Squashes From Pineapple, Orange, Lemon
Starch From Tapioca
Sterilisation of Double Toned Milk
Sugar Plant
Sugarcanes Juice Preservation
Sugar Cubes
Suji
Sugar Candy
Sweet Meals
Sweet Scented Supari
Tamarind Juice Concentrate
Tea Plantation , Cultivation & Processing
Tea Processing
Tabacoo Flavouring compound
Tamarind Juice Powder
Tamarind Pulp from Tamarind
Tea Packaging Industry
Tomato Paste (Tomato Concentrate)
Turmeric Powder
Tamarind Juice Concentrate
Tamarind Juice Powder
Tea Industry
Toffee Candy & Milk Chocolate
Toffee & Sweets (Automatic Plant)
Toffee & Candy Making (Semi-Automatic Plant)
Tomato Powder
Tomato Products (Sauce, Ketchup and Soup)
Turmeric Processing
Ice Cream
Upgradation Of Salt
Vermi Compost
Vanaspathi Ghee (Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil)
Vermicelli
Vinegar & Malt Vinegar For Industrial & Domestic Use
Vodka From Potatoes
Wheat Puff
Washing of Ginger
Whisky
Wine Distillation From Fruit And Cashew Nuts (Cashew Feni)
Wheat Puff
Yogurt In Plastic Cups
Yeast From Molasses
Tobacco Zarda Zafrani Baba type
Zarda Kimam N. 60, 120, 160, 240, 300, 400
Zarda Kimam (Tobacco)
Zarda Kimam, No. 60,90 120, 160, 240, 300 & 400 Tobacco
Caffeine from Tea Waste
Mineral Water
Moistureless, Free Flow Iodized Salt
Pectin From Raw papaya
Pectin from Raw Papaya
Bio coal Briquettes from Agricultural cellulosic wastes
Cracking of Hazelnut Kernels (Deshelling Decorticating)
Honey Processing & Packaging
Mini Flour Mill
Roller Flour Mill
Industrial Vegetable Oils & fats by Extraction from Spent Carbon Earth & Spent Nickel Catalyst Through
Solvent (Carbon Tetrachloride)
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Refined Oils (Sun Flower Oil, Ground Nut Oil and Cottonseed Oil)
Rice Bran Oil
Capsicum Oleoresin
Solvent Extraction Plant
Dextrose Powder From Potato
Coffee Plantation, Cultivation
Eucalyptus Plantation , Cultivation
Eucalyptus and Poplar Plantation
Mango Plantation, Cultivation
Poplar Tree Plantation
Palm Tree Plantation , Cultivation
Pineapple Plantation, Cultivation
Rubber Plantation, Cultivation
Banana Plantation & Its By Products
Cattle Breeding & Dairy Farm To Produce Milk
Dairy Farm And Dairy Products
Tea Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Turmeric Plantation, Cultivation
Beer
Dehydrated Raw Mango
Dehydrated Garlic Flakes and Granulated Powder
Vanilla Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Dairy Farm & Dairy Products (Milk, Butter, Ghee & Paneer)
Oat Processing
Extruded Snack Food (Kurkure Type)
Vermicilli Automatic Plant
Soyabean Cultivation & Processing (Nutrela, Panneer & Soya Milk)
Tomato Processing Unit
Potato Wafers (Automatic)
Cocoa Beverages Powder in Granules Form
Medicated Lozenges like Strepsils, Vicks
Packaged Bottled Drinking Water
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
PROCESSING AND RETAIL PACKING OF FOOD GRAIN, PULSES
FLAVOURS (ORANGE, PINEAPPLE, CHERRY, VANILLA, APRICOT, PEACH, PEAR) FORMULATION & MFG.
KALA NAMAK (BLACK SALT)
OLEO RESIN FROM MARIGOLD PETALS (EXTRACTION)
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER AND CARBONATED WATER (IN JARS, PLASTIC BOTTLES AND GLASS)
JATROPHA PLANTATION, CULTIVATION
MILK PROCESSING PLANT (TONED, DOUBLE TONED MILK, CREAM, BUTTER MILK, BUTTER CREAM, KHOYA, PANEER, GHEE)
GINGER PASTE
CREAM FROM MILK
OIL SEEDS PROCUREMENT, PROCESSING, PRESERVATION AND STORAGE
PEANUT MILK, KEFIR, FLAVOURED PEANUT, AND MILK BEVERAGE
PINE APPLE, TOMATO, FRUIT JUICE AND OTHER PRODUCTS BOTTLING PLANT
GUAR GUM POWDER FROM GUAR SPLIT
RICE FLAKES, CORN FLAKES & WHEAT FLAKES (INTEGRATED UNIT)
FATTY ACID BASED ON SUNFLOWER ACID OIL
Wine from Kinnow Fruit (KINNOW WINERY)
MAIZE PROCESSING PLANT (STARCH, GLUTEN, GERM, FIBER, GLUCOSE & STEEP WATER)
MILK PROCESSING PLANT
METHYLATED SPIRIT FROM SUGAR CANE MOLASSES
YEAST FROM MOLASSES (DISTILLERY YEAST)
FOOD PROCESSING (CASSAVA FLOUR, STARCH, GARI & CUSCUS)
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
PAN MASALA MEETHA, SADA, ZARDA MAKING (GUTKHA) & PACKING
APPLE CHIPS
MAYONNAISE
Jatropha plantation, Cultivation and its oil extraction (biodiesel)
Organic farming
Liquid Bio Fertilizer from agro & municipal waste
Potato Powder, Flakes & Pellets
Banana Powder
Kinnow Winery
Maize Processing Plant (Starch, Dextrose, Sorbitol, Liquid Glucose & Malto Dextrose)
Castor Oil & Its Derivatives
Integrated Dairy & Goat Farming
Food Processing Unit (Pulses & Dates)
Liquid Glucose from Broken Rice
Grape Cultivation & Grape Wine
Paddy Processing Unit (Rice Mill)
Lactic Acid from Sugarcane Juice
Wheat Germ Oil
Refining of Mustard Oil
Kurkure type snack food
Canned Mango Pulp
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
Mango Seed Oil
Sugar Mill with Bioethanol from Molasses
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
Processed and Dehydrated Gherkins
DEHYDRATED GARLIC POWDER
Preservative Free Jam (Fruit Spreads) and Organic Jam Making
KHAKRA-READY TO EAT (RTE) CONVENIENCE FOOD
Potato Flour , Powder
Cut Flower Farm (Rose)
Green House Farm (Export of Fresh Cut Roses)
Off-season Vegetables Farming (Low Tunnel)
Off-season Vegetables Farming (Walk-in Tunnel)
Seed Processing Unit (Wheat & Rice)
Off-season Vegetables Farming (High Tunnel)
Animal Feed Mill
Maize Starch and Its By Products
Kinnow Processing Unit
STARCH & LIQUID GLUCOSE FROM MAIZE
REFINING OF CRUDE VEGETABLE OILS (CRUDE RICE BRAN OIL, PALM OIL, SUNFLOWER OIL,
COCONUT OIL AND GROUNDNUT OIL
TOMATO PULP
RAJNIGANDHA AND ROSE PLANTATION WITH EXTRACTION OF OILS
COCONUT OIL (FILTRATION AND AIRTIGHT PACKAGING IN CONTAINERS)
FRUITS CANNING (MANGO, LITCHI, PINEAPPLE & GUAVA)
FROZEN VEGETABLES (POTATO, CAULIFLOWER, PEAS, BHINDI & PARWAL)
DAIRY FARMING WITH POWER PLANT BASED ON DUNG
PAN MASALA,GUTKA & KHAINI
FRESH FRUIT JUICE MANUFACTURING (APPLE, SWEET ORANGE & BANANA) IN ASEPTIC
PACKAGING
PRESERVATIVE FREE JAM ( FRUIT SPREADS) AND ORGANIC JAM MAKING
SPICE OIL AND OLEORESINS
FROZEN FOOD PRODUCTS
MINERAL WATER WITH PET BOTTLES
PALM KERNAL OIL EXTRACTION FROM PLAM KERNEL EXPPELLER (PKE)
PALM KERNAL OIL EXTRACTION FROM PALM KERNEL EXPPELLER (PKE)
BEER INDUSTRY
PINEAPPLE PULP & JUICE
MINI SUGAR PLANT (BY VACUUM SYSTEM)
BAKERY UNIT
BESAN PLANT (PREPARATION BY GRAM)
Pickles (Various Types)
Sweet & Scented Supari in Pouches
Maize Processing (Glucose, Sorbitol and Oil)
Milk Powder (SMP, WMP and Dairy Whitener)
Instant Tea
Alcohol from Potato
22. Food and Beverages for Diabetic (Atta, Biscuit, Rusk, Jam and Soft drink)- Manufacturing Plant, Detailed
Project Report, Profile, Business Plan, Industry Trends, Market Research, Survey, Manufacturing Process,
Machinery, Raw Materials
Prawns Processing (E.O.U)
Chocolate using Tulsi, Mint & Honey (Without Sugar)
Dry Fruits and Nuts Processing
Silver Coating on Cardamom
Wheat Grading and Sortex Plant
Onion Powder and Paste
Dosa and Idli Batter Plant
Preservation of Green Peas
Azadirachtin from Neem
IQF and Frozen Food Processing Project
IQF Frozen Vegetable Processing Plant
Fried Gram Dhal Mill
Frozen Food Fruits & Vegetables (IQF)
Poultry Feed
Green Tea Based on Nelumbo Leaf, Root & Leaf
Cashew Nut and Almond Processing
Starch From Sweet Potato
Granola/Nutrition Bar
Chocolate Enrobing
Silver Coating Process For Cardamom Seeds and Supari
Automatic Chapati Making Plant
Ice Cream of Different Flavours
Freezing and Preservation of Berries
Mannitol
Craft Beer (Like Bira 91)
Refined Oils (Cottonseed Oil, Groundnut Oil and Sunflower Oil)
Mango Kernel Fat
Dates Powder
Natural Colour Extraction From Flower
Dehydration of Fruits and Vegetables With Solar Dehydration Method
Soya Tofu
Black Strap Molasses
Tuti Fruity From Papaya Fruit
Cocoa Chocolate
Liquefied Egg Plant
Pasta Macaroni Plant
Ginger, Turmeric and Chilly Powder
Fresh Dips
Fresh Dips
Vermicelli, Macaroni and Pasta
Black Lime Sauce
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Aerated Water
Asafoetida (Hing)
Apple Juice Concentrate And Dehydrated Fruit & Vegetable
Apple Fruit Juices with Canning & Bottling
Atta Maida Suji & Wheat Bran (Roller Flour Mill)
Absolute Alcohol (Ethanol) Cap 12.2 Million Gallon
Agar Agar (bacteriological grade)
Alcohol From Tapioca Starch
Areca nut (Betel Nut) Processing Unit
Atta Chakki Plant
Automatic Bread & Biscuit Plant
Fresh Processed Frozen Vegetable Puree & Sauce
Activated Charcoal From Wood
Banana Plantation, Cultivation & Its By Products
Besan Plant
Baby Cereal Food
Bottling Plant (Alcoholic & Non Alcoholic)
Bottling Plant Country Liquor
Bread Plant (Semi- Automatic)
Button Mushroom Cultivation, Processing & Canning
Buffalo Meat Processing
Baby Cereal Milk Powder
Banana Powder
Beer
Biscuit Manufacture
Buffalo Meat Processing
Butter
Beer
Baker
Broiler Chicken
Baking Powder
Baby Cereal Food
Betel Nut (Supari) processing
Betel Nut Powder
Blended Saccharin
Bread
Bread and Biscuits (Automatic Plant)
Breeding Farm
Brandy
Cattle Breeding & Dairy Farm To Produce Milk
Cattle Feed From Molasses & Baggasse
Cattle Feed From Tapioca
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Cottonseed Oil (Extraction & Refining)
Cake Gel (Cake Improver)
Cashew Apple Syrup Cum Orange/Lemon Squash
Cashew Feni
Charcoal From Coconut Shell
Cheese Analogues
Chewing tobacco (Khaine) in Pouch Pack
Khaini Chewing Tobacco (Raja Type)
Chocolate
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Chocolate Drink
Chocos (Ready To Eat Break fast cereal food)
Coconut And Cashew Feni
Coconut Powder
Coconut Squash Jam & Cream
Custard Powder
Caffeine From Tea Waste
Candy Hard Boiled
Carbonated Beverage
Casein and By-product
Cashew Feni
Cashew nut Kernels & Shell Liquid
Coconut Powder
Cocoa Butter
Cocoa Butter from Cocoa Mass
Chewing Gum
Chilli Oil
Chilies (Processing & Grinding)
Chilli Sauce
Cider Plant
Collection of Milk and Packaging In Polythene Pouches (1 Kg., 1/2 KG., 2 Kg Packs)
Condensed Milk (sweetened)
Cones For Softy Ice Cream
Corn Flakes
Custard Powder
Cube Sugar
Curry Paste
Cattle Feed
Canning of Rasgullas In Metal Cans (Indian Sweet)
Metal Cans
Chinese Soya Sauce
Casein
Casein From Milk
Confectionery Industry
Compressed Carbon Dioxide (Dry Ice)
Chewing Gum & Bubble Gum
Country Liquor
Cattle and Poultry Feeds
Chips From Tapioca
Chocobar
Caffeine from Tea Waste
Cold Drinks (Soft Drinks)
Condensed Milk (Sweetened)
Carbonated Beverage
Dairy Farm and Dairy Products
Dairy Farming To Produce Milk For Co-Operative Society
Dehydration and Pickling Of Oyster Paddy Straw Mushroom
Drum Stick Powder
Dall Mill
Dehydrated Vegetables
Dehydration Of Fruits & Vegetables (osmodehydration Process)
Dehydration Of Lime Fruit
Dehydration Of Vegetables & Tropical Fruit/Dying/Crystal
Dough Moulded compound
Drying Of Tropical Fruits (By Heat Drying Process)
Pan Masala Darbari Type
Dehydrated Onion & Onion Powder
Dehydration of Carrot & Garlic
Vegetable Product Dehydration and Canning of Fruits
Dry Ice
Dry Ginger from Green Ginger
Drying of Red Chillies, Haldi, Dhania, Peas & Green peas
Dextrose (Anhydrous) from Starch
Dextrose Monohydrate and Dextrose Anhydrous
Dehydration of Vegetable & Instant Vegetable Soup
Dairy Farm
Dairy Farming
Dairy Farm to Produce Milk in Pouches (50%)& Cans (50%)
Dehydration of Raw Mango
Dal Mill Unit
Dehydrated Garlic Flakes And Granulated Powder
Dal Moth, Chana Chur and Bhujia Manufacture
Edible Oil (Raw Material To Fine Filtered Packed Cans 1 lts., 2 ltrs & 5 ltrs Of Plastic Cans)
Edible Vegetable Oil
Extraction of Sesame, Rice bran & Palm Oil
Extraction of Oil from Soyabean & Cottonseed
Edible Plasticizer for Ragi Papad
Egg Powder
ENO Fruit Salt
Egg Noodles
Fish Dehydration
Food Colour (Coal Tar Based)
French Fries & Allied Potato Products
Fruit Juice (Mango) in Aseptic packaging
Fruit Juice in Plastic Cups
Fruit Juice in Aseptic packaging
Fruit Juice, Jam And Jellies
Fruit Pulp & Juices
Fruits Concentrates (Rasanatype)
Fruit Juice Making and Packing in Plastic Container (Pouches)
Fruit Processing (Jam & Jellies)
Fruit Juice Powder
Fruit Cakes
Flour Mill (Disc Machine)
Friction Dust Based on C.N.S.L.
Fish Canning
Fish Farming
Food Colour (Coal Tar Based)
Food Dehydration
Fruit Juices Making & Packing in Plastic Containers (Pouches) Fruit Juices, Mango, Pineapple, Apple, Lichhi
Frozen Foods
Frozen Finger Chips
Fast Food Parlour
Ginger Cultivation & Storage
Ginger Paste In Pouch, Black Container
Grape Wine
Gur From Cane (Export Quality)
Garlic Powder
Grinding of Dry Red Chillies
Grape Dehydration
Grape Wine
Glucose-D Powder
Gram Dal & Flour Mill with Modern Automatic Plant
Green Peas Processing And Canning
Gram Dal
Grinding of Rock Salts & Iodization
Guar Gum Powder
Hard Sugar Candy
Health Drink (Cocoa Beverages in Granules Form)
Hing (Asafaeeofida)
Honey Roasted Peanut
Hard Boiled Candy
Honey Processing & Packing
I.M.F.L. (Indian Made Foreign Liquors)
Instant Coffee
Instant Noodles
Instant Tea
Iodised Salt (Free Flowing) From sea Water
Ice Making Plant
Ice Cream Stabilizers
Idli mix, Dosa mix, Sambhar mix, Vada mix, Gulabjamun mix, Tomato Soup mix (Instant food)
Instant Coffee
Indian Made Foreign Liquor
Instant Jellies with Different Flavours
Instant Ice Cream Mix in Various Flavours
Instant China Grass
Ice Cream & Ice Candy
Pickles (Various types)
Instant Tea
Insoluble Saccharin
Iodized Salt
Iodized Salt from Crude Salt
Instant Coffee & Instant Tea (Premixed with Sugar & Milk)
Jack Fruit Processing
Jam Group, Tomato Sauce and Tomato Ketchup
Khaini (Chewing Tobacco)
Kimam
Khandasari Sugar
Katha & Cutch
Lecithin From Sunflower Oil
Liquid glucose From Maize And Maize Oil
Lecithin (Soya Based)
Locally Made Foreign Liquor
Liquid Glucose And Its By products
Liquid Glucose From Maize
Maize & Its Products
Maize Cultivation & Its By-Products
Food Colour, GMS, Caramel, Reactive Dyes & Pigments
Micro Nutrients Mixture Solid
Mushroom Processing & Canning
Macaroni Manufacturing
Macaroni, Spaghetti, Vermicelli & Noodles
Mango Fruit Bar
Mango Juice
Mango Papad (Aam Papad)
Mango Pickles
Mango Pulp
Roasted Salted Cashew kernel From Cashew Nut
Milk Powder, Pasteurised Milk, Butter, Cheese & Ghee
Milk Product Cheese
Macaroni
Maida Mill
Maize Starch
Making & Canning of Rasgullas in Metal Cans
Mango Beverages
Margarine Fat
Masala
Mayur Brand Type
Chewing Tobacco
Mini Sugar Plant
Meat Extraction
Milk Powder
Milk Preservation and Marketing to Whole Sales (in pouch packing) by UHT Technique
Milk Toffee
Milk Soluble & Insoluble Powder
Modern Rice Mill
Mango Seed Powder
Mango Processing & Aam Papad
Mineral Water
Mineral Water, Soda water & Pet Bottle
Milk Powder
Mineral Mixture
Malting Plant
Mutton Processing
Natural Food Colour and Oil (Turmeric)
Non-Dairy Whipping Cream
Non Dairy Whipping Cream
Nicotine from Tobacco Waste
Nylon Gold Finger
Oleoresin Extracted from Diptero-Carpus Turminatus and Pinus Khasyas
Oleoresin From Chilly
Oleoresins of Spices
Orange Crush
Pasteurised Milk
Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processing
Pork Products
Papad & Bari
Parboiled Rice Mill
Pasteurised Milk & Cheese
Potato Chips
Peanut Butter
Pickles Murabbas (Veg. & Non Vegetarian)
Pineapple Juice Manufacturing & Canning
Poha (Chiwra)
Potato And Onion flakes
Potato Chips (Different Type Recipe & Flavoured)
Potato Granules
Potato Powder (Automatic)
Potato Starch
Processed Food & Spices
Processing And Packaging Of Snack Food
Processing Of Fruits & Vegetable
Palm Oil Crushing Unit
Pan Masala
Paneer (Cheese)
Paneer From Soya Milk
Pasteurization of Milk
Peanuts-Roasted
Peanut Butter
Pepsicola in Polytubes
Pickles and Murabbas (Vegetarian and non Vegetarian Pickles)
Piggery Products (Meat)
Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processing
Pineapple Flavour For Bakery And Soda Water
Preservation of Raw Mango Juice
Potato and Onion flakes
Potato Chips
Pop-Corn
Potato Starch
Potato & Onion Powder
Potable Alcohol from Grains & Damaged Fruit
Processed Food
Processing & Retail Packing of Food Grains, Pulses, Split Pulses, Spices, Pickles
Pan Masala, Meetha, Saada, Zarda Making(Guthka) and Packing
Purification of Casein
Refined Oil (Cottonseed, Ground nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Edible Oil (Refinery)
Rice Flake (Poha)
Rice Flake (Poha)
Refining of Mustard Oil
Refining of Salt & Manufacture of Table Salt
Rice and Corn Flakes
Rice Flakes
Roller Flour Mill (50 MT/Day)
Solid Fuel Cake
Spices (100% E.O.U)
Soyabean Oil From Soya Bean Seed & Cattle Feed
Starch From Tapioca
Sacarine (Soluble & Insoluble)
Sattu Manufacturing Unit
Toffee (Semi Automatic Plant)
Skimmed Milk Powder
Soft Drink Concentrate
Soyabean Meat
Spice Oleoresin (Chilly Oil) By Super Critical Extraction Process
Spices (EOU)
Starch & Allied Products From maize
Sugar Candy (Mishri)
Sugar Pellets
Sugar Plant (Crushing 5000 TPD)
Soft Drink (Cola, Orange, Lemon, mango, Ginger, Clear Lemon)
Sweet Aroma Of Betal Nut
Salt Licks For Cattle
Salted Biscuits
Salted Groundnut
Scented Supari
Softy Ice Cream Cone (fully automatic imported plant)
Softy
Snuff Factory
Soft Drinks
Soft Drinks (Non Carbonated) Mango, Litchi, Guava, Pineapple Flavours, Frooti Type (Aseptic Packaging))
Soft Drink (Non Carbonated) in Aseptic Packing Frooti Type
Soft Drink Concentrate & Essence (Orange, Cola, Lime Pineapple) Flavour For Bakery And soda water
Soyabean Bariyan (Nugget Nutrella Type)
Soyabean Products
Soya Milk And Paneer
Soda Water & Sweet Drinks
Spices
Spices (Kitchen King, Degi Mirch, Chat Masala, Raita Masala)
Squashes From Pineapple, Orange, Lemon
Starch From Tapioca
Sterilisation of Double Toned Milk
Sugar Plant
Sugarcane Juice Preservation
Sugar Cubes
Suji
Sugar Candy
Sweet Meals
Sweet Scented Supari
Tamarind Juice Concentrate
Tea Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Tea Processing
Tabacoo Flavouring compound
Tamarind Juice Powder
Tamarind Pulp from Tamarind
Tea Packaging Industry
Tomato Paste (Tomato Concentrate)
Turmeric Powder
Tamarind Juice Concentrate
Tamarind Juice Powder
Tea Industry
Toffee Candy & Milk Chocolate
Toffee & Sweets (Automatic Plant)
Toffee & Candy Making (Semi-Automatic Plant)
Tomato Powder
Tomato Products (Sauce, Ketchup and Soup)
Turmeric Processing
Ice Cream
Upgradation Of Salt
Vermi Compost
Vanaspathi Ghee (Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil)
Vermicelli
Vinegar & Malt Vinegar For Industrial & Domestic Use
Vodka From Potatoes
Wheat Puff
Washing of Ginger
Whisky
Wine Distillation From Fruit And Cashew Nuts (Cashew Feni)
Wheat Puff
Yogurt In Plastic Cups
Yeast From Molasses
Tobacco Zarda Zafrani Baba type
Zarda Kimam N. 60, 120, 160, 240, 300, 400
Zarda Kimam (Tobacco)
Zarda Kimam, No. 60,90 120, 160, 240, 300 & 400 Tobacco
Mineral Water with Pet Bottles Plant
Mineral Water
Moistureless, Free Flow Iodized Salt
Pectin from Raw Papaya
Honey Processing & Packaging
Mini Flour Mill
Roller Flour Mill
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Refined Oils (Sun Flower Oil, Ground Nut Oil and Cottonseed Oil)
Rice Bran Oil
Capsicum Oleoresin
Solvent Extraction Plant
Dextrose Powder From Potato
Coffee Plantation, Cultivation
Banana Plantation & Its By Products
Cattle Breeding & Dairy Farm To Produce Milk
Dairy Farm And Dairy Products
Dairy Farming To Produce Milk For Co-Operative Society
Tea Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Turmeric Plantation, Cultivation
Beer
Dehydrated Raw Mango
Dehydrated Garlic Flakes and Granulated Powder
Spices (100% E.O.U)
Dairy Farm & Dairy Products (Milk, Butter, Ghee & Paneer)
Oat Processing
Tractor Manufacturing (Farm/Agriculture)
Extruded Snack Food (Kurkure Type)
Vermicilli Automatic Plant
Soyabean Cultivation & Processing (Nutrela, Panneer & Soya Milk)
Tomato Processing Unit
Potato Wafers (Automatic)
Cocoa Beverages Powder in Granules Form
Medicated Lozenges like Strepsils, Vicks
Medicated Lozenges (Like Strepsils, Halls, Vicks)
Sugar Candy (Mishri) Pearl Type
Packaged Bottled Drinking Water
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
PROCESSING AND RETAIL PACKING OF FOOD GRAIN, PULSES
PAN MASALA
OLEO RESIN FROM MARIGOLD PETALS (EXTRACTION)
METHANOL (H.P.C.L. GRADE)
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER AND CARBONATED WATER (IN JARS, PLASTIC BOTTLES AND GLASS)
I.M.F.L. (WHISKY) FROM POTATOES
KHAINIE (FILTER)
TEA PROCESSING & PACKAGING
WHIPPING CREAM
ICE PLANT USING FREON GAS LIQUID
CHANNA DALL & BESAN
SPICES, DALIA & BARIYAN PLANT
WALNUT COATING
NIACINAMIDE
PUREE, PASTE, JUICE & KETCHUP FROM KHAJOOR (DATES)
POP CORN
LEMON DROPS(HARD CANDY)
MILK PROCESSING PLANT ( TONED, DOUBLE TONED MILK, CREAM, BUTTER MILK, BUTTER CREAM, KHOYA, PANEEER, GHEE)
STERILIZATION OF DOUBLE TONED MILK
TERPENELESS MENTHOL CRYSTALS
JELLIES IN CUP FILLING
CREAM FROM MILK
AMLA FRUIT PRODUCTS WITH PRESERVATION WITH TOMATO SAUCE, PICKLES, JAM & JELLIES.
WINE FROM BANANA
PEANUT MILK, KEFIR, FLAVOURED PEANUT, AND MILK BEVERAGE
PINE APPLE, TOMATO, FRUIT JUICE AND OTHER PRODUCTS BOTTLING PLANT
MILD BIOCIDES FOR DISTILLERY, SUGAR, AND FOOD
FATTY ACID BASED ON SUNFLOWER ACID OIL
Wine from Kinnow Fruit (KINNOW WINERY)
MILK PROCESSING PLANT
YEAST FROM MOLASSES (DISTILLERY YEAST)
FOOD PROCESSING (CASSAVA FLOUR, STARCH, GARI & CUSCUS)
PAN MASALA MEETHA, SADA, ZARDA MAKING (GUTKHA) & PACKING
APPLE CHIPS
MAYONNAISE
Organic farming
Strawberry Jam
Polyphenols (Antioxidants) from Tea Extracts/Concentrate
Potato Powder, Flakes & Pellets
Banana Powder
Kinnow Winery
Maize Processing Plant (Starch, Dextrose, Sorbitol, Liquid Glucose & Malto Dextrose)
Food Processing Unit (Pulses & Dates)
Grape Cultivation & Grape Wine
Paddy Processing Unit (Rice Mill)
Lactic Acid from Sugarcane Juice
Wheat Germ Oil
Refining of Mustard Oil
Canned Mango Pulp
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
Mango Seed Oil
Sugar Mill with Bioethanol from Molasses
DEHYDRATED GARLIC POWDER
Preservative Free Jam (Fruit Spreads) and Organic Jam Making
KHAKRA-READY TO EAT (RTE) CONVENIENCE FOOD
Potato Flour, Powder
Animal Feed Mill
Maize Starch and Its By Products
Kinnow Processing Unit
STARCH & LIQUID GLUCOSE FROM MAIZE
REFINING OF CRUDE VEGETABLE OILS (CRUDE RICE BRAN OIL, PALM OIL, SUNFLOWER OIL, COCONUT OIL AND GROUNDNUT OIL
TOMATO PULP
FRUITS CANNING (MANGO, LITCHI, PINEAPPLE & GUAVA)
FROZEN VEGETABLES (POTATO, CAULIFLOWER, PEAS, BHINDI & PARWAL)
DAIRY FARMING WITH POWER PLANT BASED ON DUNG
PAN MASALA, GUTKA & KHAINI
FRESH FRUIT JUICE MANUFACTURING (APPLE, SWEET ORANGE & BANANA) IN ASEPTIC PACKAGING
PRESERVATIVE FREE JAM (FRUIT SPREADS) AND ORGANIC JAM MAKING
SPICE OIL AND OLEORESINS
FROZEN FOOD PRODUCTS
MINERAL WATER WITH PET BOTTLES
PALM KERNAL OIL EXTRACTION FROM PLAM KERNEL EXPELLER (PKE)
BEER INDUSTRY
MINI SUGAR PLANT (BY VACUUM SYSTEM)
BAKERY UNIT
MAIZE PROCESSING (GLUCOSE, SORBITOL AND OIL)
Milk Powder (SMP, WMP and Dairy Whitener)
Instant Tea
Prawns Processing (E.O.U)
Chocolate using Tulsi, Mint & Honey (Without Sugar)
Dry Fruits and Nuts Processing
Silver Coating on Cardamom
Wheat Grading and Sortex Plant
Onion Powder and Paste
Dosa and Idli Batter Plant
Preservation of Green Peas
Azadirachtin from Neem
Washing, Crushing And Processing Of Kokum (Garcinia Indica) Fruit For Producing Fruit Wine
IQF Frozen Vegetable Processing Plant
Fruits and Vegetables Processing, Dehydration, Canning & Preservation Projects

Apple Juice Concentrate And Dehydrated Fruit & Vegetable
Apple Fruit Juices with Canning & Bottling
Fresh Processed Frozen Vegetable Puree & Sauce
Dehydrated Vegetables
Dehydration Of Fruits & Vegetables (osmodehydration Process)
Dehydration Of Lime Fruit
Dehydration Of Vegetables & Tropical Fruit/Dying/Crystal
Drying Of Tropical Fruits (By Heat Drying Process)
Vegetable Product Dehydration and Canning of Fruits
Dehydration of Vegetable & Instant Vegetable Soup
Edible Vegetable Oil
ENO Fruit Salt
Fruit Juice (Mango) in Aseptic packaging
Fruit Juice in Plastic Cups
Fruit Juice in Aseptic packaging
Fruit Juice, Jam And Jellies
Fruit Pulp & Juices
Fruits Concentrates (Rasanatype)
Fruit Juice Making and Packing in Plastic Container (Pouches)
Fruit Processing (Jam & Jellies)
Fruit Juice Powder
Fruit Cakes
Fruit Juices Making & Packing in Plastic Containers (Pouches) Fruit Juices, Mango, Pineapple, Apple, Lichhi
Jack Fruit Processing
Mango Fruit Bar
Processing Of Fruits & Vegetable
Potable Alcohol from Grains & Damaged Fruit
Soft Drink (Non Carbonated) in Aseptic Packing Frooti Type
Vanaspathi Ghee (Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil)
Wine Distillation From Fruit And Cashew Nuts (Cashew Feni)
Pectin From Raw papaya
Pectin from Raw Papaya
Stearic Acid from Vegetable Oil
Cold Storage for Fruits & Vegetables
Edible Vegetable Oil
Industrial Vegetable Oils & fats by Extraction from Spent Carbon Earth & Spent Nickel Catalyst Through Solvent (Carbon Tetrachloride)
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Refining of Vegetable Oil
Refined Oils (Sun Flower Oil, Ground Nut Oil and Cottonseed Oil)
Rice Bran Oil
Vegetable Oil
Dextrose Powder From Potato
Mushroom Cultivation
Papaya Cultivation and manufacturing of Papain (enzyme)
Banana Plantation & Its By Products
Drying Of Tropical Fruits
Fruit Juice Powder
Potable Alcohol From Grains and damaged Fruit
Vegetable Margarine Plant
Fresh Processed Frozen Vegetable Puree & Sauce (100% EOU)
Dehydrated Raw Mango
Fruit Juice Powder-Apple Juice Powder
Tomato Processing Unit
Potato Wafers (Automatic)
PUREE, PASTE, JUICE & KETCHUP FROM KHAJOOR (DATES)
PINE APPLE, TOMATO, FRUIT JUICE AND OTHER PRODUCTS BOTTLING PLANT
Wine from Kinnow Fruit (KINNOW WINERY)
FOOD PROCESSING (CASSAVA FLOUR, STARCH, GARI & CUSCUS)
APPLE CHIPS
MAYONNAISE
Organic farming
Strawberry Jam
Banana Powder
Kinnow Winery
Pectin from Apple Pomace, Citrus Fruits & other Raw Materials
Pectin from Apple Pomace and Citrus Fruits
Grape Cultivation & Grape Wine
Lactic Acid from Sugarcane Juice
Canned Mango Pulp
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
Processed and Dehydrated Gherkins
DEHYDRATED GARLIC POWDER
Preservative Free Jam (Fruit Spreads) and Organic Jam Making
Potato Flour , Powder
Kinnow Processing Unit
TOMATO PULP
FRUITS CANNING (MANGO, LITCHI, PINEAPPLE & GUAVA)
FROZEN VEGETABLES (POTATO, CAULIFLOWER, PEAS, BHINDI & PARWAL)
FRESH FRUIT JUICE MANUFACTURING (APPLE, SWEET ORANGE & BANANA) IN ASEPTIC PACKAGING
PRESEVRATIVE FREE JAM ( FRUIT SPREADS) AND ORGANIC JAM MAKING
Opportunities, Cost and Revenue
Pomegranate Processing (E.O.U)
Dry Fruits and Nuts Processing
Azadirachtin from Neem
NEEM BASED PESTICIDE
IQF Frozen Vegetable Processing Plant
Dates Powder
Processing of Onion and Garlic (Dehydration and Powder)
Dehydration of Fruits and Vegetables With Solar Dehydration Method
Apple Cider Vinegar (Fermentation)
Custard Apple Fruit Pulp
Sweet Lime Juice
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Ginger Cultivation, Ginger Processing and Ginger Products and Projects

Dry Ginger from Green Ginger
Ginger Cultivation & Storage
Ginger Paste In Pouch, Black Container
Soft Drink (Cola, Orange, Lemon, mango, Ginger, Clear Lemon)
Washing of Ginger
Extraction of Essential Oil (Cardamom, Jeera, Ajowan, Ginger Oil)
Ginger Oil (Super Critical Co2process)
Ginger Oil
Ginger Oil
Ginger, Pepper & Cardamom Oil
Dry Ginger from green ginger
Ginger Cultivation & Storage
Ginger Processing (Peeling, Drying, Grinding and Bleaching)
Ginger Paste In Pouch/Black Container
GINGER PASTE
GINGER OIL
ginger juice and ginger candy
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Glass, Flat Glass, Art Glass, Hollow Glass, Automotive Glass, Optical Glass, glass processing line, Glassware Industry, Ceramic, Industrial Ceramics production,
Ceramic Powder, Refractory, Pottery, Mining Industry, Metals and Natural Resources Industry

Abrasive Slabs for Knife Sharpening (Cement Based)
Abrasive Emery Cloth
Alumina Ceramics
Artificial Marbles
Asbestos Cement Pipes and Fitting for Building Sewerage and Drainage
Asbestos Rope Packaging
Automobile Rear View Mirrors for Two Wheelers
Automatic Brick Plant
Bentonite (Quarrying, Processing & Exporting)
Bentonite
Blue Silvering on Glass by Spray Method with Copper Coating
Brick Plant (Automatic)
Bricks From Desert Sands
Cement Bricks
Calcining Magnesite & Dead Brunt Maganese
Calcining Of Magnesite & Dead burnt Magnesium Oxide
Ceramic Foam Filters
Ceramic Foam Filters (Metallic based)
Ceramic Hotel Ware (Bone China)
Ceramic Media
Cleaning & Polishing of Cinema Projector
Ceramic Tiles
Corrugated Roofing Sheets from Agricultural Waste
Crockery Wares
Clinical Thermometers
Crystal Table Ware
Ceramic Coated Aluminium Thread Guides
Ceramic Cores and Tubes
Ceramic Firing/Decorative Tiles
Ceramic Thread Guide
Emery Stones of Floor Polishing
Enamel Wares (Plates & Hospital Wares)
Fibre Glass Industries Chopped Strand, Mats & Woven Roving
Fibre Glass
Fibre Glass Products
Fibre Glass Strainers
Ferrite Cores For Balun Deflection Components Coil Cores E & U
Glass Bangles & Glass Pressedwares
Glass Density & Specific Gravity Hydrometer
Glass Round Balls
Glass Ware (for Drinking Water)
Glazed Ceramic Tiles
Glass Wares
Glass Wool
Gold Silvering on Glass by Spray Method with Copper Coating
Glass Vials
Glass Bangles
Glass Laboratory Apparatus
Glass Sheet
Glass Sheet For Window Panel
Glass Syringes
Glass Silvering
Glass Tubes (Glass Shells)
Glass Printing
Glass Shells for GLS Lamps
Glass Tumblers
Glass Beads
Glazed Ceramic-Tiles
Glass Bottles
Glass Bottles (Small Sizes)
Glass Ampoules
Glass Ampoules Filling Sealing
Glass Balls
Glass Bangles & Glass Pressed Wares
Glass Products Like Bangles, Beads Marble From Waste Glass
Hollow Glass Ware Industry
Lead Oxide Crystal Glass Ware
Laminated Glass Sheets
Laminated Safety Glass
Magnesite Bond Polishing Brickresin Bond Polishing Brick & Resin Bond Final Polish For Marble & Granite
Mirror Backing Plant
Marble Granite Cutting & Polishing
Tiles and Bricks (Managalore type)
Malt Packaging
Mineral Wool
Micro Cover Glass & Slides from Glass Sheets
Microscopic Slides & Covers
Non Glazed Ceramic Tiles
Quarrying Of Limestone
Optical Lenses
Optical Glass Grinding
One Way Mirror
Pre Cast Building Materials
Porcelain Insulator (Electrical)
Pre-Stressed Concrete Sleepers
Paste for Refractory
Quartz/Quartzite Powder
Roofing Tiles
Round Glass Marbles
R.C.C. Poles (Cement Electric Poles)
Spun Concrete Pipe Utilisation In Dist. Of Electrical Line
Sanitary Products (Wash Basin, Bathroom Closets)
Stone Ware Pipe
Salt Glazed Stone Ware Pipes and Fittings
Sanitary Ware (Sinks, Wash Basins)
Semi Automatic Brick Plant
Sewerage Pipe (Ceramic)
Safety Glass by Chemical Process
Scientific Laboratory Equipments (Glass Laboratory Apparatus, Glass Wares)
Scientific Lense
Sintered Brushes
Synthetic Adhesive For Gum & Adhesives Decorative laminates, Bonding
Table Wares, Ceramic Tiles & Sanitary Wares
Toughened Glass Manufacture
Bottling Plant
Vacuum Flask/Thermo Flask
Coal Washing Unit
Iron Ore Mining and Processing
Coal Mining
GLASS BOTTLE FROM SCRAP
MINERAL WOOL OR SLAG WOOL OR GLASS WOOL
LAMINATED SAFETY AND TOUGHENED GLASS MANUFACTURE
GLASS BOTTLES FOR COSMETICS
PVC Solvent Cement
GLASS BEEDS
Glass Beads For Road Marking and Painting
Tempering of Glass
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Gum Rosin and its Derivatives Projects

ADHESIVE (Based on VAM) Feviquick type
DISTILLATION OF PINE OLEORESIN
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES ESTER GUM Edible grade (For chewing gum)
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES ESTER GUM Non-edible grade
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES PENTAESTER GUM
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES Air Entraining Agent
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES METHYL ESTER
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES EPOXY ESTER
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES STYRENATED ROSIN
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES ACRYLATED ROSIN
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES OXIDISED ROSIN
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES CHLORINATED ROSIN
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES ROSIN AMINE ETHYLENE OXIDE CONDENSATE
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES GLOSS OIL
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES Maleic ESTER GUM
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES Maleic ESTER GUM
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES PHENOLIC MODIFIED ROSIN
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES METAL RESINATES
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES GLYCOL ESTER
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES SORBITOL ESTER
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES PAPER SIZE (LIQUID ROSIN)
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES PAPER SIZE (LIQUID ROSIN) Paste grade
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES PAPER SIZE (LIQUID ROSIN) Emulsion grade
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES PAPER SIZE (LIQUID ROSIN) Dry size
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES DISPROPORTIONATED ROSIN
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES HYDROGENATED ROSIN
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES PERHYDROGENATED ROSIN
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES POLYMERIZED ROSIN
GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES DIMERIZED ROSIN
Health Care Projects

Dairy Farm to Produce Milk in Pouches (50%) & Cans (50%)
Health Drink (Cocoa Beverages in Granules Form)
Electro Cardiograms (Machine)
Medical College with Hospital & Research Institute
Diagnostic Centre
Health Club & Beauty Parlour
Hospital with teaching Facility
Hospital
Medical College, Hospital with Research Institute
Natural Care Centre
Pediatric Hospital (Children Hospital)
Recreation And Health Club
Cocoa Beverages Powder in Granules Form
Packaged Bottled Drinking Water
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
Blood Bags
PROCESSING AND RETAIL PACKING OF FOOD GRAIN, PULSES
HERBAL CAPSULES
MILK PROCESSING PLANT (TONED, DOUBLE TONED MILK, CREAM, BUTTER MILK, BUTTER CREAM, KHOYA, PANEER, GHEE)
REPRODUCTIVE CHILD HEALTH CARE
AMLA FRUIT PRODUCTS WITH PRESERVATION WITH TOMATO SAUCE, PICKLES, JAM & JELLIES.
MOUTH WASH
NURSING HOME (ENT & OPHTHALMOLOGY)
HERBAL FACE PASTE
DENTAL WAX
MOSQUITO LARVA DESTROYER
MILK PROCESSING PLANT
BICYCLE PLANT
FOOD PROCESSING (CASSAVA FLOUR, STARCH, GARI & CUSCUS)
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
BABY WET WIPES & FACIAL WET TISSUE
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Domestic Grade (ISI)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Hospital Grade (ISI)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Industrial Grade (ISI)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Solid (Tablet)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Liquid
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Perfumed Pine Oil Based
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Perfumed Eucalyptus Oil Based
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Perfumed Kewda Oil Based
Amla Cultivation, Plantation
Strawberry Jam

GUM ROSIN DERIVATIVES NITRILE SALT
Xanthan Gum
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Potato Powder, Flakes & Pellets
Kinnow Winery
Optical Brightener
Maize Processing Plant (Starch, Dextrose, Sorbitol, Liquid Glucose & Malto Dextrose)
Amla Hair Oil Based on Vegetable Oil
Trauma center
Children Hospital
Mental hospital
Sanatorium
Liquid Glucose from Broken Rice
Processed and Dehydrated Gherkins
Gelatin Sponge, Dental Sponge, Absorbable Gelatin Sponge
Preservative Free Jam (Fruit Spreads) and Organic Jam Making
KHAKRA-READY TO EAT (RTE) CONVENIENCE FOOD
Aloe Vera Processing
ALOEVERA GEL, JUICE AND POWDER
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Herbs and Herbal Based Products, Ayurvedic Medicines, Cosmetics, Herbs, Medicinal Plants Cultivation, Processing, Herbal Extract, Natural Plant Extracts, Ayurvedic Pharma, Ayurvedic Products, Herbal Medicine, Herbal Cosmetics, Ayurvedic Formulations Projects

Rose Plantation, Cultivation & Rose Oil Extraction
Plantation, Cultivation of Medicinal Plant & Herbs
Kali Mahendi (Henna)
Aloevera Gel
Aloevera Gel & Powder
Aromatic Plants Cultivation & Processing
Asparagus Cultivation & Processing
Ayurvedic Churan & Tablets
Ayurvedic Raw Material From Mercury A-Singruph (Hingula) Or Cinnabar (HgS) B-Ras Sindhoor
Ayurvedic/Herbal Pharmacy
Cough Syrup
Fiber From Banana Plant & Manufacturing Of Bags Like Jute Bags
Hair Dyes (Hinna Based)
Herbal Natural Essential Oil (Steam Distillation Process)
Herbal Shampoo & Cream
Herbal concentrate In The MFG. Of Herbal Drugs & Concentrate
Herbal Extracts
Herbal Medicinal Plant & Processing
Herbs Cultivation & Processing
Medicinal Plant Extract
Menthol Crystal From Menthol Oil
Patchouli Oil
Plantation, Cultivation of Medicinal Plant & Herbs
Sindur Roli Bindi & Gulal

NIIR Project Consultancy Services (NPCS) 119/259
Tobacco Based Tooth Powder
Toilet & Herbal Soap
Vanilla Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
HERBAL CAPSULES
AMLA FRUIT PRODUCTS WITH PRESERVATION WITH TOMATO SAUCE, PICKLES, JAM & JELLIES.
HERBAL FACE PASTE
RAJNIGANDHA OIL
Amla Cultivation, Plantation
Amla Hair Oil Based on Vegetable Oil
Aloe Vera Processing
ARTEMISIA VULGARIS OIL
ALOEVERA GEL, JUICE AND POWDER
AYURVEDIC HAIR OIL FOR COLOURING OF HAIR OIL
HIBISCUS Cultivation
Herbal Beer
Azadirachtin from Neem
NEEM BASED PESTICIDE
MORINGA -Miracle Tree- PRODUCTS BASED OPPORTUNITY
Moringa Capsules
Herbal Toothpaste
Moringa Leaves Powder and Tablets
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High Tech Projects

Aluminium Foil
Ball Bearing Manufacturing 20-50 mm, 50-100mm 100-250
Bakers Gears
Biscuit Plant (using infrared oven)
Bear (boder mised filtration)
Cement From Rice Husk
Corn Flakes
Fish Farming
Frozen foods
Instant Tea
Cold Rolled Steel Strips and sheets
Fibre Bearing for steel Rolling mill
Solar Pumps
Solar Cells
Solar Water Heaters
Solar Cells
Solar Cells
Highly Demandable Herbs, Medicinal Plants Projects

- Rose Plantation, Cultivation & Rose Oil Extraction
- Plantation, Cultivation of Medicinal Plant & Herbs
- Vanilla Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
- Amla
- Ashok
- Ashwagandha
- Atis
- Bael
- Bhumia malaki
- Brahmi
- Chandan
- Chirata
- Daru haridra
- Giloe
- Gudmar
- Viavidang
- Guggal
- Isabgol
- Jatamansi
- Kalihari
- Kalimegh
- Kesar
- Kokum
- Kuth
- Kutki
- Makoy
- Mulethi
- Patharchur
- Pippali
- Safed Musali
- Sarpgandha
- Senna
- Shatavari
Tulsi
Vatsnabh
JATROPHA PLANTATION, CULTIVATION
AMLA FRUIT PRODUCTS WITH PRESERVATION WITH TOMATO SAUCE, PICKLES, JAM & JELLIES.
Aloe Vera Processing
HIBISCUS Cultivation

Highly Profitable Industries (Consumer Products) Projects

Wonder Fuel (Gel Type)
Acid Slury, Synthetic Detergent Powder
Blue Detergent Powder
Coloured Flame & Perfumed Candles (Red, Blue, Green Flame)
Cold Cream
Cosmetics
Detergent Powder (Nirma Type) (Fully Automatic Plant)
Incense Sticks
L.P.G. Stove Manufacturing
Optical Whitener
Premixed Tonner Ink Paste
Shampoos (Coconut Oil Based Cold Process)
Tooth Paste and Tooth Powder
Washing Powder, Liquid Detergents, Lotion & Shampoos
HDPE Corrugated Pipe
Extruded Snack Food (Kurkure Type)
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
LIQUID SOAP & DETERGENT
DETERGENT (ANIONIC)
SCOURING BAR FOR DISH WASHING
RICE FLAKES, CORN FLAKES & WHEAT FLAKES (INTEGRATED UNIT)
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL)
BABY WET WIPES & FACIAL WET TISSUE
PAN MASALA MEETHA, SADA, ZARDA MAKING (GUTKHA) & PACKING
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Solid (Tablet)
Potato Powder, Flakes & Pellets
Kinnow Winery
Optical Brightener
Aloe Vera Processing

Hospital, Specialized (Super Speciality) Hospitals, Healthcare, Nursing Home,
Diagnostic Center, Trauma center, Children's hospital, Mental hospital, Sanatorium,
Medicare Projects

Medical College with Hospital & Research Institute
Natural Care Centre
Diagnostic Centre
Hospital with teaching Facility
Hospital
Nursing Home
Pediatric Hospital (Children Hospital)
NURSING HOME (ENT & OPHTHALMOLOGY)
Trauma center
Children Hospital
Mental hospital
Sanatorium
Gelatin Sponge, Dental Sponge, Absorbable Gelatin Sponge


Nature Care Hospital
Neurology Hospital
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Hotel and Hospitality projects

Five Star Hotel (Deluxe)
3-Star Hotel
Five Star Hotel (Deluxe)
Five Star Hotel, Business Centre (Shopping Centre), Health Club & Banquet Hall
Five Star Hotel
Hotel
Holiday Resort, Entertainment Club With 4 Star Hotel, Amusement Park Cum Water Park and Lake For Boating
Restaurant
Three Star Hotel
Three Star Hotel

HOLIDAY RESORT (HOLIDAY RESORT CUM ENTERTAINMENT CLUB, WITH 4-STAR HOTEL, BANQUET HALL, HEALTH CLUB & BEAUTY PARLOUR, AMUSEMENT PARK, MUSHROOM GROWING & PROCESSING, FISH FARMING, LAKE FOR BOATING, DEER PARK, GYM, YOGA, NATURAL THERAPY MASSAGE, DISCO, PUB.

Five Star Hotel
Star Beach Resort
Gelatin Sponge, Dental Sponge, Absorbable Gelatin Sponge

THREE STAR HOTEL
RESORT
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Hygiene products and Projects

Baby Diaper Manufacture
Paper Napkin, Facial Paper & Toilet Roll From Tissue Paper
Paper Napkins (Tissue Paper)
Paper Napkins and Toilet Paper Rolls & Facial Tissues
Sanitary Napkins, Tissue paper (Cellulose Base)
Sanitary Napkins
Tab Ended Pulp Filled Napkin (Sanitary Napkin)
LIQUID SOAP & DETERGENT
MOUTH WASH
HERBAL FACE PASTE
BABY WET WIPES & FACIAL WET TISSUE
MAYONNAISE
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Domestic Grade (ISI)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Hospital Grade (ISI)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Industrial Grade (ISI)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Solid (Tablet)
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Liquid
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Perfumed Pine Oil Based
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Perfumed Eucalyptus Oil Based
Disinfectants (Phenyl) White Perfumed Kewda Oil Based
Kinnnow Winery
Sanitary Napkins
Condoms
Condoms
Sanitary Wipes
Baby Diaper (Pull Up Diaper or Pant Type Diaper)
Silk Sutures
Tampon Manufacturing
Rubber Balloons and Condoms
Hydrophilic Cotton
Bioedegradable Diaper and Sanitary Napkins
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Import Substitute Projects

Asafoetida (Hing)
Pectin From Raw papaya
Pectin from Raw Papaya
Wonder Fuel (Gel Type)
Audio Tape Records
Copper Phthalocyanin
Colour T.V. Picture Tube
Disposable Plastic Syringes
Floppy Discs
Naphthal
Micro Wave oven
Naphthal
Rose Plantation, Cultivation & Rose Oil Extraction
Coverall (Boiler Suits)
ALKALINE ACCUMULATORS (NI-FE STORAGE BATTERY)
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL)
Wine from Kinnow Fruit (KINNOW WINERY)
PAPER PLANT BY HEMP PROCESSING
MAYONNAISE
Jatropha plantation, Cultivation and its oil extraction (biodiesel)
Liquid Bio Fertilizer from agro & municipal waste
Bio Diesel from Cooking Oil
Kinnow Winery
Radial Tyres (Tire) for Car & Trucks
Grape Cultivation & Grape Wine
Gelatin Sponge, Dental Sponge, Absorbable Gelatin Sponge
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Industrial Gases Projects

Ammonia Gas Bottling Plant
Biogas Production (Manual)
Acetylene Gas
Ammonia Gas (Compressed Gas)
Acetic Acid From Natural Gas
Acetylene Gas
Hydrogen Gas Plant
Hydrogen & Oxygen Gas
Methane Gas
Nitrogen & Oxygen Gas Plant
Oxygen & Nitrogen Gas Plant
Oxygen Gas Plant
Biogas Production (Manual)
Gober Gas Plant
Biogas Power Plant From Cow dung
Biogas Power Plant
Oxygen & Nitrogen Gas Plant
OXYGEN/CARBON DIOXIDE GAS CYLINDER
CARBON DIOXIDE BOTTLING PLANT
Heptaffluoropropane
HIGH PURE DISSOLVED ACETYLENE GAS
Cryogenic Oxygen Plant
Hydrogen & Oxygen Gas Plant
Nitrous Oxide Gas
Liquid Oxygen Gas Plant
Cryogenic Oxygen Plant
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Infrastructure Projects

Medical College with Hospital & Research Institute
Amusement Park Cum Water Park
Amusement Park With Water Park
Bachelor Physiotherapy (B. Pt. College)
Biogas Power Plant From Cow dung
Biogas Power Plant
Bus Transport Company
Cinema Hall
Dental College
Five Star Hotel (Deluxe)
Five Star Hotel, Business Centre (Shopping Centre), Health Club & Banquet Hall
Five Star Hotel
Health Club & Beauty Parlour
Hotel
Holiday Resort, Entertainment Club With 4 Star Hotel, Amusement Park Cum Water Park and Lake For Boating
Hospital with teaching Facility
Hospital
International Standard Laboratory
Medical College with Hospital
Medical College, Hospital with Research Institute
Old Age Home, Orphan Children Hall & Dharamshala
Pediatric Hospital (Children Hospital)
Pharmaceutical College (B-Pharma & D-Pharma)
Rehabilitation Centre for Aged & Needy Persons
Three Star Hotel
Air Taxi (12 Seater)
Three Star Hotel
Water Park
Ware House
Pharma college 120 students/A.
Crude Oil Refinery (Petroleum)
Low Cost Airlines (Like Kingfisher, Jet, Air Deccan, Go Air, Spice Jet)
Engineering College
HOLIDAY RESORT (HOLIDAY RESORT CUM ENTERTAINMENT CLUB, WITH 4-STAR HOTEL, BANQUET HALL, HEALTH CLUB & BEAUTY PARLOUR, AMUSEMENT PARK, MUSHROOM GROWING & PROCESSING, FISH FARMING, LAKE FOR BOATING, DEER PARK, GYM, YOGA, NATURAL THERAPY MASSAGE, DISCO, PUB.
R. & D. CENTRE FOR FOOD
REPRODUCTIVE CHILD HEALTH CARE
SCHOOL (NURSERY TO SENIOR SECONDARY)
OLYMPIC SPORTS STADIUM
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD SCHOOL
MENTALLY RETARDED (ALPA BUDHI) & VISUALLY IMPAIRED/BLIND (ANDH NIVARAN) INSTITUTE
HOSTEL
SCHOOL (AIRED) INCLUDING NURSING SCHOOL FOR STAFF NURSE & MID WIFE COMPUTER
TRAINING INSTITUTE LAB TECHNICIAN (MEDIA) COURSE SANITARY INSPECTOR COURSE, CUTTING
& TRAINING INCLUDING FAISHION DESIGNING & BEAUTY PARLOUR
BIO-TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
NURSING HOME (ENT & OPHTHALMOLOGY)
ACQUATIC PARK
ASTROLOGY INSTITUTE
OIL SEEDS PROCUREMENT, PROCESSING, PRESERVATION AND STORAGE
Management College
Serviced Apartments
Residential School
Boarding School
Five Star Hotel
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Trauma center
Children Hospital
Mental hospital
Sanatorium
Special Economic Zone (SEZ)
Oxygen Lancing Pipes (Gas Lancing Pipe, Tube)
Radial Tyres (Tire) for Car & Trucks
Interlocking Cement Blocks
Interlocking Paver Blocks
Star Beach Resort
Management College (BBA, BCA, MBA, MCA)
FM RADIO STATION
Private Radio Station
Telecom Transmission towers manufacturing (Fabrication Unit)
Power Transmission towers manufacturing (Fabrication Unit)
H.D.P.E. Pipes (diameter 630mm to 1000 mm)
MEGA MALL
Pharmacy College
Housing Construction
LPG CYLINDERS FROM FIBRE GLASS
MULTIPLEX CINEMA HALL WITH SHOPPING MALL
TRANSMISSION TOWERS & TELE COMMUNICATION TOWERS WITH GALVANIZING PLANT
THREE STAR HOTEL
REGIONAL TELEVISION CHANNEL (MULTI LINGUAL NEWS-CUM ENTERTAINMENT-CUM
SPORT-CUM-EDUCATIONAL CHANNEL)
CAPTIVE POWER PLANT USING RICE HUSK AND COAL (CONVERTIBLE)
CALCINATION PLANT FOR PYROPHYLLITE AND DISPORE MINERALS BY VERTICAL SHAFT KLIN
PROCESS
CALCINATION PLANT FOR PYROPHYLLITE AND DISPORE MINERALS BY VERTICAL SHAFT KILN
PROCESS
POWER PLANT COAL BASED
Inks, Lithographic Inks, Gravure Inks, Flexographic Inks, Offset Inks and Specialty Printing Inks, Inkjet Inks, Toner Inks, Copier Inks, Marking Ink, Colour Ink, Water Proof Inks, Writing Inks, indelible ink, Stationery Products and Projects

Ano Printing of Anodised Aluminium
Artist Colours
Automatic Pen Refills Plant
Ball Point Ink
Ball Point Pen Refills
Ball Point Pen Ink
Ball Point Pen & Refills
Ball Point Pen, Refills & Ink
Ball Point Pen Refill Ink
Ball Pen Refill
Ball Pen Nozzle
Carbon Paper (Typewriter)
Cardboard Slate Industry
Chalk
Computer Form (Continuous Stationery)
Colouring Pencils
Duplicating Ink
Diary, Book Covers, Purses
Disposable Ball Pens
Exercise Book
Exercise Note Book & Offset Printing Press
Flexographic Printing Ink
Flexographic & Rotogravure Inks
Fluorescent Marking Pen
Gravure Ink
Ink For Hot Stamping Foil
Inks For Inkjet Printer (Black, Cyan, Yellow & Magenta)
Ink for Photostat Copying Machine or Tonner
Ink for Black Board/Takhti
Jute Bag Marking Ink
Lead Pencils
Mini Note Book Industry
Non-Reactive Polyamides for Flexographic Ink
One Time Carbon
Offset Printing Inks (Colour Inks)
Paint Removers
Paper Pins & staplers
Pad Inks (Violet, Purple & Red Colour)
Pencil Carbon Papers
Pencil Slates
Pencil Sharpener Blade
Pencils
Pointed Nozzle (Tip) Ink Pen (Japan Type)
Premixed Toner Ink Paste
Printing of Multi- Coloured Labels & Tickets
Printing Inks
Rubber Eraser
Screen Printing Ink
Slate Pencils
Screen Printing Ink
Duplicate Stencil Paper
Stencil Ink
Screen Printing Ink
Toner Ink Or Ink For Xerox M/C
Tailors Chalk
T-Shirt Screen Printing Inks
Textile Golden Marking Ink
Tin Enamelled Slate Industry
Tonner Ink or Ink For Xerox Machine
Tonner Ink
Typewriter Ribbons
Water Proofing Inks
Web Offset Printing Ink
Wooden Duster
Duplicating Ink Black for Gestner Duplicator
Ink for Roto Gravure & Screen Printing
School Rubber (Pencil Eraser)
Photo Emulsion for Rotary Screen Printing
GEL PEN WITH INK
WHITE BOARD ERASABLE MARKER INK (DRY WIPE)
WATER BASED & SOLVENT BASED FLEXO & GRAVURE PRINTING INKS
FABRIC MARKER PEN
Printing Ink
FLEXO INK
FABRIC INK WITH DIGITAL INK
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Intermediate Chemicals, Processing Aids, Antifoam Emulsions Projects

ANTIFOAMS Silicone oil based
ANTIFOAMS Red Turkey oil based
ANTIFOAMS Castor oil based
Optical Brightener
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Jute & Jute Based Projects, Oil, Coir, Shopping Bags Projects

Jute Bag Making
Screen Printing of Jute bag
Jute Batching Oil
Kraft Paper from Jute Stick
Jute Tar Felt Plant
Jute Batching Oil
Jute Ropes/Sutli
Jute Shopping Bags
Jute Tarfelt
Jute Yarn, Sutli & Hasian Cloth Weaving (Integrated Unit)
Mattresses/Bedding (Automatic Plant)
Polythene lined Jute Bags with Printing
Laminated Jute Bags
Fiber From Banana Plant & Manufacturing Of Bags Like Jute Bags
Fuel Bricks From Groundnut, Soyabean Hull & Jute
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Handmade Leather Goods
Leather Tanning
Leather Goods
Leather Auxiliaries
Leather Board From Leather Waste
Leather Board
Leather Board From Leather Waste
Leather For Upholstery (Sofa)
Leather Goods
Leather Garments
Leather Shoes & Chappals
Leather Shoes
Leather Suitcases, Briefcases & Travelling Bags
Leather Shoes
Leather Shoes & Chappals
Leather Tanning
Leather Tanning
Leather Suitcases, Brief Cases & Travelling Bags Production
Leather Boards
Leather Tanning (Goats & Cows)
Leather Adhesive
Pattern for Leather Garments Industry
Leather Goods (Hand Gloves, Purses, Bags, Hand Bags)
Leather Garments
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Leather Garments (100 Export Oriented) Coat, Pant, Jacket, Shoes Purse and Novelties
Fashionable Leather Goods
Handmade Leather Board
Hunting shoes
Shoe Uppers
Sheep Skin Pickling Plant
Shoe Upper
Sport Shoes
LEATHER FINISHING LACQUER (NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER FOR LEATHER)
BONDED LEATHER
CROCODILE BREEDING AND SKIN TANNING
LEATHER PIGMENT PASTE
Extraction of Gelatin Glue from Leather Waste
PU & PVC Leather Cloth
Liquid Leather Degreasing Agent
cricket leather ball
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Leisure & Entertainment Projects

Amusement Park With Water Park
Games Parlour
Water Park
Amusement Park Cum Water Park
Amusement Park With Water Park
Cinema Hall
Five Star Hotel, Business Centre (Shopping Centre), Health Club & Banquet Hall
Holiday Resort, Entertainment Club With 4 Star Hotel, Amusement Park Cum Water Park and Lake For Boating
Water Park
HOLIDAY RESORT (HOLIDAY RESORT CUM ENTERTAINMENT CLUB, WITH 4-STAR HOTEL, BANQUET HALL, HEALTH CLUB & BEAUTY PARLOUR, AMUSEMENT PARK, MUSHROOM GROWING & PROCESSING, FISH FARMING, LAKE FOR BOATING, DEER PARK, GYM, YOGA, NATURAL THERAPY MASSAGE, DISCO, PUB.
ACQUATIC PARK
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Star Beach Resort
TV NEWS & ENTERTAINMENT CHANNEL
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Livestock Farming, Development (Cow, Sheep, Pig, Goat, Buffalo, Rabbit), Poultry, Dairy Farming, Cattle Rearing, Cattle Breeding Farm, Cattle & Poultry Feed, Fodder
Projects

Aquaculture Prawn Farming 100 % Eou
Aquaculture Shrimp Farming (100% Eou)
Aqua Culture Shrimp Farming
Fish Farming
Dairy Farming To Produce Milk For Co-Operative Society
Dairy Farm to Produce Milk in Pouches (50%)& Cans (50%)
Fish Farming
Fish Farming
Goat and Sheep Farming
Pig Farming
Poultry & Broiler Farming
Poultry & Broiler Farming
Cattle Breeding & Dairy Farm To Produce Milk
Cattle Farming (Cap. 500 Cow)
Dairy Farm And Dairy Products
Dairy Farming To Produce Milk For Co-Operative Society
Pig Farming
Integrated Dairy & Goat Farming
Animal Casings Processing Unit
Semi Intensive Sheep Farm
Layer Farming (10000 Birds)
Calf Fattening Farm
Semen Production Unit (Cattle & Buffalo)
DAIRY FARMING WITH POWER PLANT BASED ON DUNG
Prawns Processing (E.O.U)
Poultry Farm For Producing Eggs
Poultry Farm For Producing Eggs
Liquefied Egg Plant
Kadaknath Breed Poultry Farming
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Maize, Corn and Its Products, Starch, Glucose, Oil Projects

Alcohol From Tapioca Starch
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Corn Flakes
Dextrose (Anhydrous) from Starch
Dehydration of Vegetable & Instant Vegetable Soup
Glucose-D Powder
Liquid glucose From Maize And Maize Oil
Liquid Glucose And Its By products
Liquid Glucose From Maize
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Maize Starch, Liquid Glucose And High Fructose Corn Syrup (Hfcs)
Cold Water soluble starch
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Meat, Chicken, Egg, Pork, Fish Processing Projects

Aqua Culture Fish (Bream) Farm
Fish Canning In Tins & Pouches
Fish Dehydration
Fish Farming
Buffalo Meat Processing
Buffalo Meat Processing
Broiler Chicken
Egg Powder
Egg Noodles
Fish Dehydration
Fish Canning
Fish Farming
Meat Extraction
Mutton Processing
Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processing
Pork Products
Piggery Products (Meat)
Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processing
N-Acetyl Glucosamine through Chitin biotechnically
Egg Shampoos
Fish Farming
Egg Trays
Fish Net
Synthetic Floating To Fishing Industry
Fish Meal
Fish Meal & Oil Industry
Fish Oil
Fish Oil Soap
Egg Trays
Egg Trays
Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processin
Egg Trays From Plastics
Synthetic Floating To Fishing Industry
Egg Powder
Abattoir (Slaughter house)
Kadaknath Breed Poultry Farming
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Silica Ramming Mass (Acidic Ramming Mass)
Mini Steel Plant
Carbon & Graphite Electrodes
Ferrosilicon (Ferro silicon)
Ferrosilicon (Ferro silicon)
Air Coolers
Air Brake Helical Coil
Air Duct System (Air Conditioning)
Air Coolers
Alloy Steel (Special Steel)
Alloy Casting (Including Non-Ferrous Casting)
Alloy Steel Castings
Aluminium Household Utensils
Aluminium & Brass Door Hinges
Aluminium Extrusions
Aluminium Rerolling & Circle Cutting Plant
Aluminium Foil
Aluminium Rolling Mill
Aluminium/Copper Cables (Rubber Coated)
Aluminium Labels of Various Sizes
Aluminium Venetian blinds
Aluminium Extrusion
Aluminium Containers, Bottles (Small) for Pesticides
Aluminium Powder
Aluminium Small Containers for Packing Pesticides (By Extrusion Method)
Aluminium Door Fittings (Builders Hardware)
Aluminium Doors, Windows and Fittings
Aluminium Window
Aluminium Furniture (Chair & Tables)
Aluminium Utensils, Boxes & Toys
Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
Aluminium Fabricated Products
Aluminium Channels, Beading (Single & Double) Square & Round Pipes
Aluminium Alloy
Aluminium Paste from Aluminium Powders
Aluminium Cans
Aluminium & Steel Furniture
Aluminium Bottles (Extruded)
Aluminium Caps for Pharmaceutical Industries
Aluminium Builders Hardware
Aluminium Sheet Metal Shop
Aluminium Re-Rolling Domestic Utensils & Containers
Aluminium Circles in Different Gauges and Sizes
Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
Aluminium Bottle Cans or Containers
Aluminium Alloy conductor
Aluminium Ingots
Aluminium Utensils & School Boxes for carrying books
Aluminium Extruded Section
Anodic Aluminium Labels
Aluminium Wire Drawing
Aluminium Milk Can
Aluminium Powder by Automization Process
Aluminium Door, Windows & Fitting
Antimony from Lead
Aluminium Sheet Rolling Mill
Aluminium Door Fittings
Anodic Aluminium Cables
Anodic Aluminium Labels
Alloy Casting (Ferrous)
Alloy Steel Casting & Mild Steel Casting
Alloy Steel Casting
Alloy wire (Nickel Silver German Silver
Aluminium Collapsible Tubes & Rigid Cans
Artificial Jewellery (Chains & Bangles)
Assembly of Watches
Auto Shock Absorbers
Auto Control Wires
Auto Bulbs (Head & Tail)
Auto Horns for Scooter
Auto Air Filters
Auto Head Lights
Auto Bulb Holders
Auto Bulbs
Auto Piston
Auto Brake Shoes (Bonded)
Auto Spokes
Auto Bulbs
Auto Leaf Spring
Auto Bushes (Bimetal)
Auto Cables
Auto Cables for Brakes
Auto Parts Clutches, Accelerators
Auto Sprockets for Two Wheelers
Automobiles Piston for Two Wheeler
Automobile Fuses
Automobile Body Building
Automobile Gears
Automobile Radiators
Automatic Vending Machine for Hot & Cold Beverages
Automobile Dynamo
Automobile Workshop Garage & Service Centre
Auto Leaf Spring
Automatic Electro Computerised Washing Machine
Auto Tubes (All Ranges of Tubes)
Auto Bulbs/Lamps
Auto Engine Cylinder for Two Wheeler
Auto Tubes
Automobile Accessories in Stainless Steel (Automobile Jet Nozzles & Spindles)
Automobile Radiator
Automobile Silencers
Auto Gears
Auto Tubes
Automobile Service Station & Retreading Unit
Axle Shafts
Axle Shaft for TBM & Other Trucks
Activated Alumina Balls
All Aluminium Alloy Conductor (AAAC)
Alluminium Alloy
Aluminium Building Hardware
Aluminium Circle
Aluminium Ingots From Aluminium Scrap
Aluminum Rolling Mill
Auto Bulb/Lamp
Auto Control Cables
Automobile Brake Shoe
Automobile Radiator
Automotive Filters
Aluminium Printing Plates For offset Printing Machine
Aluminium PS (Pre-Sensitised) Plates
Automobile Piston Ring
Bakelite Powder For electric Goods
Bicycle Tyres
Brass & Aluminium Hinges
Bicycle Rim
Ball Bearing
Ball Bearing & Their Repair
Ball Point Tips
Back Light Cover of Scooter
Barbed Wire
Bare Copper Wire Drawing (6 To 20 Swg.)
Battery for Auto Vehicle
Baking Ovens for Bakeries
Brass Novelties
Brass Wire
Brass Casting (pollution Control)
Brake Set for Sewing Machine
Bicycle Manufacturing
Bolts (mild steel)
Bright Annealing of Nichrome Wire
Building Metal Components
Brass Ware by Casting Method
Boiler Fabrication & Erection
Brass/Copper Sheet, Circle & Utensils
Brass Bushes (Rods & Bushes)
Brake Lining
Buffing Compound Cutting & Polishing
Bicycle Spare Parts (Hub, Axle Nut, Axle Cone Cups, Balls)
Brass Pin Manufacture
Bi Metal Strips for Electrical Purposes
Bicycle Manufacturing
Bi-Metal Bearing Manufacturing
Bright Bars
Brass Pressure Stove
Bicycle Hub
Building Metal Components (Gate, Doors, Grills, Windows & Railing with Imported Machines)
Bus Transport Company
Bus and Truck Body Building
Carbide Tips/Inserts/Indexable
Copper Wire Drawing, Annealing & Enameling
Cotton Seed Oil (Extraction & Refined)
C.I. Casting Foundry
C.N.G. Cylinders (Storage For C.N.G. Gas)
Clutch Plate For Four wheeler
Control & Precision Instrument/Dation
Copper Foil
Copper Powder & Aluminium Powder
Car Shampoo
Carbon Graphite & Copper Graphite Products
Carbon Dioxide Welding Wire Electrode (Copper/Copper Alloy)
Cadmium Copper
Building Metal Components
Cast Steel Ball Industry
Casting & Wire Drawing of Precious Metals
Cast Iron Mortise Lock
Carburetor
C.I. Pipes & Fittings
C.I. Pipes, Fittings and Manholes
Conical Compression Spring (Sofa Spring)
Conduit Pipes & Fittings
Conduit Pipes by Automatic Machines
Cold Drawn Welded Tubes Double Walled Braized Tubes
Cold formed Steel Fasteners (nuts & bolts)
Cold Rolling of Mild Steel Strips & Sheets
Conveyor Idlers & Other Mining Equipment & Accessories
Cold Rolling of MS Strips
Copper Extraction from PCB Waste
Copper Powder
Copper Products from Copper Scrap
Copper Smelting Plant
Copper/Brass Sheets, Circles & Utensils
Cooking Ranges
Corrugated Galvanized Iron Sheet
Chrome Plated (C.P.) Bathroom Fittings
Cast Iron Powder
Cylindrical Barrel Locks for Two Wheelers
Control Cables for Automobiles
Cycle Spokes
Copper Rod Rolling Mill
Copper Nickel & Hard Chromium Coating on Offset Printing Plates & Damper & Rolls
Copper Tubes & Pipes
Compression Fitting
Compression Fittings (Brass and Stainless Steel)
Compressed Steel Frame Doors and Windows
Cycle & Rickshaw Rims
Crown Caps
C.I. Boring Briquettes
Copper Powder by Electrolytic Process
Concentration of Manganese Ore
Cycle Locks
Clutch Wire from Drawn wire
Cleaning & Buffing of Stainless Steel Vessels
Coal Fired Water Tube Boiler
Copper/Aluminium Enamelled Wires
Copper/Brass, Ingots & Rods out of Electrolytic Grade Copper
Centrifugal Pump
Ceiling Fan
Crucibles
Cooler Body & General Fabrication Unit
Cold Rolling of Steel Strips
Copper Wire Drawing Unit
Cold Rolled Forming of Sections for Purling & other Section for Industrial Handling of Rolling Mill
Conveyor Idlers
Circlips
C.I. Grinding Media Balls
Corrugation of Plain Galvanized Sheets
Corrugation of CRCA Sheets
Conduit Pipe Furniture Tubing
Crank Shaft
Collapsible Printed Tubes
Cutting Tools
Cutting and Finishing of Metal (Aluminium and Stainless Steel)
Conduit Iron Pipe by Automatic Machine
Cycle Stand
Copper Powder
Cold Storage & Ice Making Plant
Copper Extrusion (Pipe & Tubes)
Copper and Brass Sheet from Copper Scrap Brass Scrap
Copper Nails & Copper Washers
Copper Wire Drawing
Cylinder Liners (for I.C. Engines)
Cycle Hub Brush & Colouring
Clutch Plates
Clutch Plate for Two Wheelers
Continuous Casting Copper Wire Rods
Coil Springs
Cold Rolled Steel Strips & Sheets
Coolant (Engine)
Clutch Lining for Two Wheeler
Clutch Facing for Two Wheeler
Cutting & Finishing of Metals
Clutch Facing & Brake Lining
Different Types of Fire Extinguisher
Diamond & Gem Cutting & Processing Unit
Diamond Blade
D.G. Set
Detinning Recovery of Tin by Electrolytic Process
De-burning of Light & Small Sheet Metal Components
Duplicator Industry
Dairy Equipments
Dairy & Hospital Equipments
Diamond Shaw Manufacturing
Diamond Tools for Cutting/Drilling and Polishing (Wheels and Bits)
Diamond Tools
Die Forging (Steel)
Die Forging
Diesel Road Roller
Diesel Generating Sets
Diesel & Oil Filter Elements
Door Locks/Pad Locks
Door Windows of Sheets
Drill Bits & Tool Bits
ERW Galvanized Steel Pipes
ERW Steel Conduit Pipe
E.R.W. Steel Oxylance Tubes
E.R.W. Tubes (Black/Galvanized) 1/2
E.R.W. Pipe
ERW Steel Oxylance Tubes and Pipes
Ebonite Rods, Sheet & Tubes
Electrolytic Iron Powder
Enamelled Hospital Wares and Enamelled Hospital furniture
Enamelling of Copper Wire
Filter (Micro Filter Inserts For Automobile)
Engine Valves for Automobiles
Ferro Manganese (Medium Grade)
Fabrication Unit (Gas Cylinder, Agriculture Equipment, Auto Body Bldg., Structural Towers Steel
Fabrication Unit
Ferrite Magnets
Ferrous Alloy Ni-hard IV Castings
Ferrous-Mn Alloy Casting by Alumina Thermic Process
Forged GI Pins
Forging of Automobile Connecting Rods
Foundry
Foundary Core Binders
Auto Filters (Air and Oil Filters)
Folding Tubes for Folding Umbrella
Fibre Bearing for Steel Rolling Mills
Fibre Bearing
Flexible Metals
Fuel Injection System (Diesel Engines)
Footrest for Scooters (Aluminium)
Footrest for Scooters (All round)
Fuel Injection System
Galvanized Iron Sheet (Plain & Corrugated)
G.I Sheet (Plain & Corrugated)
G.I. Wire From H.B. Wire
Galion (Type of Wire)
G.I. Buckets
G.I. Strips from M.S. Rounds
G.I. Pipes
G.I. (Flat) Wire
G.I. Pipe from Scraps
G.I. Wire & Steel Wire
G.I. Wire from Hard Drawn Bright Wire
G.I. Pipes, Drums & Barrels
G.I. Pipe from Skelp (Skip)
G.I. Pipes and Fittings
G.I. Pipes, Fittings & Man-Holes
Galvanized M.S. Pipes Fitting for Pipes
Galvanized Iron G.I. Wire
Galvanizing of CRCAC Sheets
Galvanized Link Chains
Galvanizing Plant
Galvanized Steel Tape
Gas Welding Rods
Gas Welding Torches & Nozzles
Gas welding Rods of C.I.
Gasket for Auto Vehicle
Gaskets (Asbestos)
Gate Grills & Railings
Gate Grills and Window
Gate Grills and Railing
Gem Clips & Paper Pin
Geometrical Instruments (Divider & Compass)
General Structural & Sheet Metal Fabrication including S.S. & M.S. Chemical Vessels & Pressure Vessels
Graded & M.I. Casting
Granite Cutting and Polishing Unit
Grinding Media Balls
Grinding Stone
Grinding Steel Balls used in Cement Factories
Ghamelas & Showels
Grinding Media Balls
Grinding Media Balls by Induction Furnace (Melting & Casting)
Grinding Wheel Making Plant
Gold Extraction (Non Destructive Method)
Gun Metal Bushes
Heat Transfer Label For Rubber
Hologram Sticker - 3D
Hot Roll Steel Bar Mill
Hydraulically Regulated Door Closer (Everest type)
Hydraulic And Pneumatic Items
H.T. Coil for Two Wheelers (Mopeds, Motor Cycles)
Hack Saw Blade
Hacksaw Frame
Hair Pin
Hamilton Poles
Hand Pump
Hand Tools
Hand Tools
Hand Press/Other Castings
Hand Shovels (Belcha)- (Agriculture Implements)
Hand Shovels
Hand Tools
Hand Tools
Hard Ware
Hardwares & Agricultural Implements
Heat Treatment of Spring Leaves
Helical Spring
High Pressure Metallic Steam Joints Low Pressure Joints & Rubber Joints
High Tension Nut Bolts & Rivets
Hosiery Needles
Hospital Equipment
Hospital Equipments (Furniture)
Hospital Furniture
Hot Rolling Plant with Direct Arc Furnace
Hot Rolling of Steel Sections
Hot Rolling of Narrow Steel Strips
Hot Mix Plant
Hurricane Lantern
Hot Rolled Narrow Width Steel Strips
Hot Dip Galvanizing
Heavy Earth Moving Machinery Oil Filters
Hypodermic Needle
High Vacuum Metallizing
Ignition coil
Investment Casting
Ignition Coil
Induction Furnace (S.G. Iron Casting from Induction Arc Furnace)
Integral Shaft Bearing
Industrial & Automobile Gears
Industrial Chain Diversification into Automobile Chain
Industrial Gear Box
Industrial Gear Box
Pad Locks (Iron)
Iron Powder
Iron Powder from Mill Scale Scrap
Iron Sheet & Jali (18 Gauge)
King Pins, Cotter Pins
L.P.G. Cylinder Testing Centre
L.P.G. Cylinder & Regulator
L.P.G. Regulators (Domestic purpose)
L.P.G. Valves
Laminated Tube (Multilayer)
L.P.G. Cylinders
L.P.G Gas Stove
L.P.G Pressure Regulators (for Domestic Purpose)
L.P.G Valves
L.P.G Gas Stove
L.P.G Valves
L.P.G Regulator
L.P.G Valves (New Type)
L.P.G Valves & Regulators
Lathe Finished Goods
Lathe Accessories
Lead Smelting
Lead Wool
Lead From Disposed Lead Acid Batteries
Levelling Staff
Lightening Tube Tubular Steel Poles (Steel Tube and Poles)
Limestone Crushing, Grinding (for mfg. chips & powder)
Link Chain
Lock Washers
Muffler & Silencer Pipes For Four Wheeler
M.S. Binding Wires
M.S. Hinges
Micro Irrigation System
Manganese from Electrolytic Process
Tin Container
Marble Stone Cutter
Match Boxes Making Plant
Mechanical Jacks
Metal Hooks and Clips
Metal Cutting of & Grinding Wheels (Abrasive cutting Wheels)
Metallic Labels
Mechanical Seal
Mini Re-Rolling Mill
Mini Steel Plant
Mini Steel Plant (Beam)
Micro Ovens
Mild Steel Ingots
Mini Steel Plant
Modern Automobile Workshop cum Service Station with Modern Equipments Computerised Machines
(Specially for Maruti Vehicles)
Moped
Metallic Yarn
Mini Steel Plant (Using Sponge Iron)
Malleable Casting (GI Fittings)
Metal Spectacle Frames
Machine Screw & Self Tapping Screw
Metal filler
Multi Wire Drawing & Welding Wire Mesh
Milling Cutters & Slitting Saws
M.S. Welding Electrodes
M.S. Ingots by Induction Furnace
M.S. Pipes
M.S. Wire Drawing & Galvanizing
M.S. Hinges
Metallic Torch
Marble Granite Cutting & Polishing Machine
M.S. Casting From M.S. Scrap
Metallic Pipe
Moulding & Cast Iron Ingots
M.S., H.R., C.R. & B.P. Sheets
Milk Can
Mixers/Grinders (Mixi)
Marble Granite Cutting & Polishing Machine
M.S. Welding Rods
Machine Tools for Lathe & Milling Machine
M.S. Wire Drawing Plant
Metal Containers
Mufflers/Silencers
Metal Polishing and Buffing Bars
Metal Cutting Band Saw Blade
Mono Casting Industry
Non-Stick Kitchen Ware
Nut & Bolts (Cold Formed Steel Fasteners)
Nut And Bolts (Mild Steel)
Nails
Nail Cutter with Filer
Nichrome Wire
Non-Ferrous Rolling Mill
Non Ferrous Scrapes Drawing
Non-Pressure Incandescent Lamp
Nuts & Bolts
Nuts
Nut & Bilts
Nut Bolts & Rivets (High Tension)
Offset Printing Machines in India
Oxygen Cylinders
Oil Filter
Oil Filters
Oil Seals
Oil Seals
Oxygen Lancing Pipe
Porcelain Insulator
Pre-Sensitized (PS) Plates Of Aluminium
P.P. Caps (Aluminium)
Pad Locks/Door Locks
Wooden Furniture
Paper Coated Aluminium & Copper Wire
Pipe Galvanising Plant
Piston
Piston Assembly (Aluminium Alloy)
Photographic Film
Platinum Laboratory Apparatus
Pneumatic Valves & Air Cylinders
Printed Tin Containers of Small Sizes
Printed Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
Printing Press (Cylinder Machine)
Pressure Cooker F.S.S. & Aluminium alloy
Pressure Cooker & aluminium Utensils
Printed Tin Containers
Pressure Cooker
Pop Rivet
Rivet
Pantography & Engraving Machine
Pant Zips
Plain Galvanised Sheets
Plastic Welding Machine
Pilfer Proof and Crown Caps in Single Unit
Pillar Type Drilling Machine
Pilfer Proof Caps
Powder Metal Technology for Casting
Power Presses
Printed Tin Container of Small Size
Printed Crown Caps with PPF Lining (Poly Propylene)
Printed Crown Cap With PVC Lining
Pressure Die Casting
Pre-Sensitised (PS) Plates of Aluminium for offset Printing
Photostatic/Electrostatic Machine
P.C. (Prestressed Concrete) Wire
Press Metal Parts (Auto Parts)
Pumps
Razor Blade
Rosin Cored Soft Soldering Wire
Rubber Roller & Ebonite Roller
Rubber Auto Parts
R.C.C. Spun Pipes
Racks (Iron and Steel Racks)
Railway Slippers (Mild Steel)
Razor Twin blade
Re-Rolling Mill & Bright Steel Shafing
Re-Rolling of Steel Section
Re-Rolling Mill for Strip Manufacturing
Re Rolling Mills
Re-rolling of Stainless Steel
Re-Rolling of Copper & Brass (Sheets & Rods)
Rolling of Stainless Steel (Patta)
Resin Cored Soft Solder Sticks
Rods and Coils from Scrap
Re-conditioning of Old Drill Rods
Re-Rolling Mill
Re-Rolling Mill & Bright Bars
Steel Rolling Mill
Refining of Metal Like Cu, Ag, Au,
Rolling of S.S. Sheets
Roll Pins (Hollow Pins)
Re-Rolling of Sariya (Tor)
Re-tubing of Heat Exchanger
Rolling Mill (Copper & Brass Sheets & Rods)
Roll Plates for Auto Vehicles
Rolling Mill (Sariya Tor) Small Channel Strip, Section Iron Angle
Rolling Shutters, Collapsible Gates & Grills
Re-Rolling of Narrow Steel Strips
Rivets
Rubber Insulation Pliers by Drop Forging Process
Rubber Insulated Pliers (Hand Tools)
Sandwiched bottom (all Alloy + S.S.) Utensils
Selenium Coated Aluminium Drumused In Plain Paper Copier
Stainless Steel Fastener
Steel Plant
Steel Vacuum Flask
S.S. Bright bars & Wire Mfg. (Cold Down Process)
S.S. Cutlery
Sandwitch Bottom (Al-Alloy+SS) Utensil
Silicone Metal
Solder Wire & Flux
Spark Plug
Sponge Iron With Captive Power Plant (Agro Based)
Stainless Steel Utensil
Steel Drums And Barrels
Steel Furniture Manufacturing Unit
Steel Safety Pins
Sterlize Bone Meal
Submersible Pump Manufacture
Screws
Scientific Laboratory Equipments
Seamless M.S. Tubes & Pipes
Self Tapping Steel Screw
Selenium Coated Aluminium Plates
Sewing Needles
Shock Absorbers
Shot & Grits by Automization Process
Shovels (Agriculture Implement)
Silencers (Mufflers) Exhaust & Tail Pipes for All
Sintered Bearing
Sintered Metal Products
Silver Balls Manufacture
Stainless Steel Casting by Induction Arc Furnace
Spanners
Spark Plugs
Spheroidal Graphite (S.G.) Iron castings
Spray Laminated brass Articles/badges (Plastic)
Special Pumps for Chemical Industry
Spiral Wound Metallic Gasket
Stainless Steel Ingots
Stainless Steel Wire Drawing
Stainless Steel Sheet Rolling & Manufacturing of S.S. Utensils
Steel Rolling Mill
Steel Furnitures
Steel Folding Chairs
Sterilized Infusion Set
Stainless Steel Sinks
Steel Balls
S.S. Utensils by Welding Process
Steel Strips
Steam Valve of Gum Metal
Stone Crushing Unit
Stone Hinges
Stainless Steel Casting for Industrial Purposes
Stainless Steel Sheet (Rolling Mill)
Sintered Bearing
Sintered Bushes Used in Automobiles
Stainless Steel Utensils
Steel Balls for Bicycles
Steel Forging (Automobile Parts)
Steel Forging (Automobiles Parts) & Hand Tools
Steel Billets from Steel Scrap by Electrical Arc Furnaces
Steel Forging (Automobile Parts)
Slotted Angles
Snap Fasteners Steel
Stainless Steel Flat from Scrap
Stainless Steel Tubes
Sintered Brushes
Sintered Components for Contact Parts (Car & Scooter)
Safety Pins
Steel Polishing Bars
Steel & Wooden Furniture
Steel Barrel for Carrying Oil & Lubricants
Soldering Iron
S.G. Iron and Malleable Iron Casting
Sheet Metal Fabrication including S.S. & M.S.
Screw Drivers (Machine Tool)
Staple Pins
Sintered Bushes (Self Lubricated)
Silencers for Two Wheeler & Three Wheeler
Soldering Wire
Self-Lubricated Sleeve Bearing
Steel Metal Work Shop
Stone Crushing Unit
Steel Pipes & Tubes (By Extrusion Process)
Steel Balls (Chrome-Plated) Bicycles
S.G. Iron Casting & Malleable Iron Casting by Rotary Furnace
S.S. Watch Straps
Steel Re-Rolling Mill (Sariya & Angle Irons)
Spring for Umbrellas
Silicon/Carbon Crucibles
Spring Washers
Stitching Wire
Steel Tubular Poles on Electrical Transmission
Spark Plugs
Seamless M.S. Tubes & Pipes
Steel Wool
Stainless Steel Watch Cases
Steel Furniture
Steel Furniture and Electrical Appliances
Steel Rolls
Sectional Tower Bolts & Door Handles
Steel Wire Ropes
Silencers for Two Wheelers & Three Wheelers
Steel Drum & Barrels
Small Workshop (Machine Shop) Machinery Items
Small Aluminium Containers for Capacitors
Sheet Metal Works
Shock Absorbers for Auto Vehicles
Sheet Metal Cutting & Bending
Scooter Rims
Shaping Machine
Storage Water Tank
Sewing Machine Needles
Sewing Machine Frame
Sewing Machine Table
Steel Vacuum Flask
Submerged Arc Flux
Tailor Measuring Tapes
Surveying Instruments
Steel Tubes & P.V.C. Pipes
Thermocouple
Tin From Tin Ores
Tube Making For Umbrella
Tyre Retreading By Hot Process
Tea Trays of Tin Metal
Tin Containers
Tin Printing on Tin Plate
Tin Containers
Tie Rod End
Tin Containers for Dry Powder & Liquids
Tin Containers, PP Caps, Crown Caps
Tinned Copper Wire
Three Wheelers
Transmission Power Fittings
Tractor Trailor
Truck Rim Plate, Hub Drum & Truck Spring
Tool Room
Three Wheeler Manufacture
Tin Alloy Products
Tools Milling Cutters & Saws
U-Bolt for Automobile and Earth Moving Machines
Tubular Poles on Electrical Transmission
Two Wheeler Auto Accessories
Two Wheeler Clutch Plate
U-Bolt & Central bolts For Auto Leaf Spring
U-Bolts & Centre Bolts
Utensils Ferrous & Non Ferrous
Valve Guides
Vacuum Flask/Thermos Flask
Valves & Cocks
Vernier Calipers
Vermiculite
Welding Brass Rod
Work Shop For Telco Truck
Workshop Telco Trucks
Water Meter
Wood Nail (Wire Nails Industry)
Wire Drawing & Welded Wire Mesh
Wheel Fibre Brush
Wheel Rims (For Car, Motor Cycles, Trucks)
Wire Mesh & Gauges
Wood Screw
Wire Nails & Wire Drawing
Wire Mesh
Wind Sheild Wipers
Wire Mesh (Hexagonal & Square)
Wire Drawing of Aluminium
Wood Screws & Metal Screw
Wood Working Machinery
Welding Shop
Welding Electrodes
Watch Cases
Zinc And Aluminium Anode Foundry marine & Oil Industry
Emery Paper Cloth
Sintered Bushes
Anodic Aluminium Lables
Tractor Manufacturing (Farm/Agriculture)
Iron Ore Mining and Processing
STAINLESS STEEL PLANT
Clutch Lining for four wheelers
Fuel Bricks From Groundnut, Soyabean Hull & Jute
Steel Fabrication
Steel Mill
Steel Re-Rolling Mill (Including Scrap Melting Furnace)
Megnesium Metal
Stainless Steel Cutlery
ALKALINE ACCUMULATORS (NI-FE STORAGE BATTERY)
SUPER ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE FROM COPPER SCRAP
ELECTROLYTE FOR LEAD ACID DRY RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
WIRE DRAWING AND GLAVANIZING PLANT (COLD PROCESS) WITH NUTS BOLTS
WIRE MESH (NETTING) & WIRE DRAWING
BRASS BUSHES (RODS & BUSHES)
IRON ORE PELLETIZATION PLANT
METAL CABLE TRAYS
TYRE MOULDS AND DIES FOR DIFFERENT AUTOMOBILES
INSTALLATION OF UNIT FOR FABRICATION OF SHUTTERING/SCAFFOLDING MATERIAL
MACHINED (TURNED) COMPONENTS (SHAFT PIN, BUSH GEAR ROLLER)
FLUX FOR WELDING RODS
HEPA FILTERS FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
KNITTING NEEDLES
FABRICATION OF STEEL (DOORS, GRILLS, WINDOW FRAMES)
ELECTRICAL PANEL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING FLUX (FUSED AND AGGLOMERATED TYPE)
ELECTRIC WIRE (DOUBLE COTTON COATED) ALUMINIUM & COPPER
C.I. GRITS & SHOTS
NON COKING COAL TO COKING COAL (CONVERSION BY BURNING)
C.I. GRIT
ALLOY RIMS FOR CAR & MOTOR BIKE
COBALT CARBONATE FROM ORE
ORTHOPAEDIC IMPLANTS & INSTRUMENTS
WET - GROUND MICA
FIBRE GLASS WIRE
O.T.S. CANS
SAFTY SEAL FOR L.P.G. CYLINDERS
SAFETY SEAL FOR L.P.G. CYLINDERS
FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENTS & APPLIANCES
GRINDING MEDIA BALLS AND M.S/S.S INGOTS
IRON INGOTS BY OXYGEN PLANT FURNACE
WATER HEATER GEYSER (GAS BASED)
MELTING OF COPPER AND ROLLING PROCESS FOR MAKING CIRCLES (COPPER STRIP COILS SCRAPs)
METALLIC STEARATES (MG, CA, ZN, AL STEARATES)
IRON WEIGHTS (BATS)
ELECTROLESS CHROMIUM PLATING
INDUSTRIAL PETROCHEMICAL & NUCLEAR FILTER
HDPE DUCTING FOR TELECOM CABLES
S. S. DESIGNER ACCESSORIES FOR KITCHEN & BATHROOM
ALUMINIUM ANGLES, CHANNELS, DOORS & WINDOWS
CONCENTRATED MANGANESE ORE PRODUCTION
L-SAW PIPES (Longitudinal Submerged Arc Welded (LSAW) pipes)
ALLOY STEEL LONG PRODUCT MARKET & ALLOY STEEL SEAMLESS PIPES (Market Survey)
AGGREGATE BUSINESS
LONGITUDINALLY SUBMARGED ARC WELDED PIPES (L SAW PIPES)
LONGITUDINALLY SUBMERGED ARC WELDED PIPES (L SAW PIPES)
BICYCLE PLANT
ALUMINIUM ALLOY FROM SCRAP & VIRGIN METAL
ALUMINIUM PRESSURE & GRAVITY DIE CASTING
CRANE HOOKS & OTHER FORGED ITEMS
OCTG TUBE & FITTINGS
FIRE CLAY BRICKS
PRE COMPRESSED PRESS BOARD
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ANATAGE GRADE)
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ANATASE GRADE)
DUCTILE IRON ALLOY CASTINGS (S G Iron)
Mild Steel Ingots from Iron Ore
Aluminium Ingots from Aluminium Scrap
Seamless Steel Tubes Pipes
Seamless Steel Tubes & Pipes
Aluminium Angels, Channels, Doors & Window
Wooden Doors & Frames
Sponge Iron
E-Waste Recycling
Oxygen Lancing Pipes (Gas Lancing Pipe, Tube)
Iron Ore Pelletization Plant
TMT Steel Bars
Copper Ash / Copper Ingot from Copper Ore
Telecom Transmission towers manufacturing (Fabrication Unit)
Power Transmission towers manufacturing (Fabrication Unit)
Ductile Iron Fittings (Ductile/Malleable/Nodular/Spherodial Casting)
Coach Building (Automobile Body Building - Bus Body)
COOLING TOWER
AUTOMATIC NUT & BOLTS PLANT
TRANSMISSION TOWERS & TELE COMMUNICATION TOWERS WITH GALVANIZING PLANT
Rebar or Reinforcing Bar (used in reinforced concrete and reinforced masonry structures)
STEEL RE-ROLLING MILL TOR/PLAIN (SIZE 6,8,10 MM ROD)
TUBLER STEEL SWEDGE TYPE POLE FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION AND STREET LIGHTING POLE
TUBLER STEEL SEWAGE TYPE POLE FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION AND STREET LIGHTING POLE
ALUMINIUM FOIL CONTAINER (A.F.C)
SHEET METAL PARTS/COMPONENTS
MEASURING CUP FOR DOGS FOODS
RODS AND COILS FROM SCRAP
DIE MAKING FOR ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION
TRANSMISSION GALVANIZED TOWER
RE- ROLLING MILL (REINFORCEMENT AND STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FERRO MANGANESE (HIGH AND LOW CARBON)
ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY
HOT DIP GALVANIZING PLANT WITH STEEL STRUCTURAL FABRICATION FACILITY CAPABLE OF SUBSTATION STRUCTURE, TELECOM TOWER, STRUCTURAL STEEL MEMBERS
SPONGE IRON WITH PELLETIZATION PLANT
SPONGE IRON WITH PELLETIZATION PLANT
WIRE DRAWING POWDER
JEWELLERY CASTING INVESTMENT POWDER
STAINLESS STEEL UTENSIL AND CUTLERY
STAINLESS STEEL UTENSIL AND CUTLERY
COOLER, CEILING FAN, PEDESTAL FAN
SHEET METAL CUTTING
TRANSMISSION GEAR FOR AUTOMOBILES
ELEVATORS
Brake Shoe
Iron Powder
Recycling of Aluminum Scrap for Directional Chilled Cast Billets and Slabs for Extrusion Including Special Alloys Such As 2xxx, 3xxx, 5xxx, 6xxx, 7xxx and 8xxx series - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report, Profile, Business Plan
Ec Grade Copper Ingot Rolling By Bar Mill To 8mm Coil, Wire Drawing And PVC Coated Cables For Household And Industrial Uses
M.S Bar Binding Wire Used in Building Construction
Lithium Ion Battery Manufacturing Plant (Battery Assembly)
Bicycle Assembling
Sandwich Panel
LPG Cylinder Valve Self Closing Type
Plastic Composite LPG Cylinder
Chicken Mesh
Expanded Metal Mesh Manufacturing
Aluminium Shots & Notch Bars
Aluminium Wire Rod
Aluminium Powder
Aluminium Extrusion
Aluminium Hinges
Aluminium Forgings
Aluminium Recycling Plant
Aluminium Utensils
Aluminium Dross Processing
Aluminium Tower Bolts
Composite LPG Cylinder
E Rickshaw Assembling
Orthopaedic Implants
Iron Rod
Forks and Under Brackets used in Automobile Industries
CO2 MIG Welding Wire
PVC Mould Making Plant (Used In Manufacturing Of Concrete Pavers Block And Tile)
HD Wire Plant
Electroforming Gold Jewellery
Metal Enameling and Laser Engraving
stud bolts
Aluminium Wire Rod Rolling mill
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Medical Plastics, Disposables Projects

Adhesive Bandage (Pharmaceutical Item)
Disposable Plastic Syringes (Sterilised)
I.V. Bottle (F.F.S. Technology)
I.V. Cannula
I.V. Fluids In Plastic Bottles
Implantable Surgical Suture (Biomedical Textile)
Surgical Cotton Industry
Baby Nipple (Big Size)
Disposable Plastic Syringes
Disposable Medical Syringes
Disposable Cigarette Gas Lighter (Plastic)
Disposable Plastic Syringes
Disposable Plastic Syringes with Needles
Disposable Plastic & Glass Syringes & Needles
Disposable Plastic Syringes with Needles
I.V. Cannula
Surgical Rubber Gloves
Plastic Bottles Used in Medicines (Small Sizes)
Plastic Ampules used for Distilled Water
Rubber Condom (Nirodh) contraceptive or Rubber Protective Sheets
Sanitary Napkins
Silicone Rubber Nipples/Teats
Sterilized Disposable Plastic Syringes
Surgical Cotton & Bandage
Surgical Rubber Goods
Surgical and Industrial Gloves
Surgical Gloves From Latex
X-Ray Film
Baby Diapers
Cotton Swab
Blood Bags
MEDICAL DISPOSABLES - DISPOSABLE SYRINGES , NEEDLES (SELF DESTRUCTION TYPE),
CATHETERS AND MASK
LATEX GLOVES, LATEX CONDOMS AND CATHETER
BLOOD BAGS
Blood Bags
Saw Bone Model
Surgical Cotton, Gauze Band, Cotton Balls, Zig Zag Cotton
Surgical Disposables (Gowns,Drapes, Masks and Caps)
Blood Bags By Using EVA Polymer
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Flavoured Milk, UHT Milk, Fluid Milk, Milk Powder, Skimmed Milk Powder, Non-Dairy Cream, Buttermilk, Condensed Milk, Cottage Cheese, Casein, Yogurt Projects

Baby Cereal Milk Powder
Cattle Breeding & Dairy Farm To Produce Milk
Chocolate
Chocolate Drink
Collection of Milk and Packaging In Polythene Pouches (1 Kg., 1/2 KG., 2 Kg Packs)
Condensed Milk (sweetened)
Cones For Softy Ice Cream
Casein From Milk
Condensed Milk (Sweetened)
Dairy Farm and Dairy Products
Dairy Farming To Produce Milk For Co-Operative Society
Dairy Farm
Dairy Farming
Dairy Farm to Produce Milk in Pouches (50%) & Cans (50%)
Ice Cream Stabilizers
Instant Ice Cream Mix in Various Flavours
Ice Cream & Ice Candy
Instant Coffee & Instant Tea (Premixed with Sugar & Milk)
Milk Powder, Pasteurised Milk, Butter, Cheese & Ghee
Milk Product Cheese
Milk Powder
Milk Preservation and Marketing to Whole Sales (in pouch packing) by UHT Technique
Milk Toffee
Milk Soluble & Insoluble Powder
Milk Powder
Non-Dairy Whipping Cream
Non Dairy Whipping Cream
Pasteurised Milk
Pasteurised Milk & Cheese
Paneer From Soya Milk
Pasteurization of Milk
Skimmed Milk Powder
Softy Ice Cream Cone (fully automatic imported plant)
Soya Milk And Paneer
Sterilisation of Double Toned Milk
Toffee Candy & Milk Chocolate
Ice Cream
Aluminium Milk Can
Dairy Equipments
Dairy & Hospital Equipments
Milk Can
Paper Cups For Ice Cream
Cattle Breeding & Dairy Farm To Produce Milk
Dairy Farm And Dairy Products
Dairy Farming To Produce Milk For Co-Operative Society
Milk Powder
Pasteurised Milk
Plastic Packaging material for Ghee and Milk
Aseptic Packaging for Milk, Ghee and other Liquids Packaging
Dairy Farm & Dairy Products (Milk, Butter, Ghee & Paneer)
Soyabean Cultivation & Processing (Nutrela, Panneer & Soya Milk)
WHIPPING CREAM
MILK PROCESSING PLANT (TONED, DOUBLE TONED MILK, CREAM, BUTTER MILK, BUTTER CREAM, KHOYA, PANNEER, GHEE)
STERILIZATION OF DOUBLE TONED MILK
CREAM FROM MILK
PEANUT MILK, KEFIR, FLAVOURED PEANUT, AND MILK BEVERAGE
MILK PROCESSING PLANT
Integrated Dairy & Goat Farming
Milk Pasteurizing Unit
DAIRY FARMING WITH POWER PLANT BASED ON DUNG
BUFFALO FARM TO PRODUCE RAW MILK WITH GOBAR GAS PLANT AND BOTTLING OF URINE
BUFFALO FARM TO PRODUCE RAW MILK WITH GOBAR GAS PLANT AND BOTTLING OF URINE
Milk Powder (SMP, WMP and Dairy Whitener)
Ghee Manufacturing Unit
Butter
Processed Cheese
Evaporated Milk
Whey Protein
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Minerals, Marble, Granite, Gypsum, Quartz, Talc, Mica Projects

Silica Ramming Mass (Acidic Ramming Mass)
Activated Alumina
Quarrying Of Limestone
Limestone Crushing, Grinding (for mfg. chips & powder)
Stone Crushing Unit
Beneficiation of Chromite Ore Processing Charge Chrome
Emery Stone
Emery Paper Cloth
Emery Paper Cloth
GRANITE TILES CUTTING & POLISHING
AGGREGATE BUSINESS
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ANATAGE GRADE)
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ANATASE GRADE)
Cement Plant
Gypsum Plaster Boards
Iron Ore Pelletization Plant
Beneficiation of Chromium, Nickel & Manganese Ores
Multi Grade Lime
Cement Capsules for Rock Bolting
Chromite Beneficiation Plant
Marble Tiles
Marble & Granite Warehouse
Marble Processing Plant
GYPSUM BASED PRODUCTS (GYPSUM POWDER, GYPSUM BOARD & PVC LAMINATED GYPSUM)
CEILING TILES (INTEGRATED PRODUCTION UNIT)
GYPSUM BASED PRODUCTS (GYPSUM POWDER, GYPSUM BOARD & PVC LAMINATED GYPSUM
CEILING TILES (INTEGRATED PRODUCTION UNIT)
ILMENITE BENEFICIATION
ILMENITE BENEFICIATION
CALCINATION PLANT FOR PYROPHYLLITE AND DISPORE MINERALS BY VERTICAL SHAFT KILN
PROCESS
FERRO MANGANESE (HIGH AND LOW CARBON)
SPONGE IRON WITH PELLETIZATION PLANT
SPONGE IRON WITH PELLETIZATION PLANT
CALCIUM SILICATE BOARD
Vermiculite Roof Tiles - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report, Profile, Business Plan, Industry
Trends, Market Research, Survey, Manufacturing Process, Machinery, Raw Materials, Feasibility Study,
Investment Opportunities, Cost and Revenue
Bentonite Clay Granules
Gypsum Mineral Fiber Broad
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Mining, Quarrying, Mineral and Ore Processing, Coal, Iron Ore, Limestone, Chromite
and Granite Mining Projects

Silica Ramming Mass (Acidic Ramming Mass)
Ferrosilicon (Ferro silicon)
Quarrying Of Limestone
Ferrosilicon (Ferro silicon)
Conveyor Idlers & Other Mining Equipment & Accessories
Conveyor Idlers
Stone Crushing Unit
Beneficiation of Chromite Ore Processing Charge Chrome
Emery Stone
Iron Ore Mining and Processing
Coal Mining
Calcined Petroleum Coke(Rotary / Horizontal Kiln Based)
Calcined Petroleum Coke(Vertical Shaft Kiln Based)
Megnesium Metal
IRON ORE PELLETIZATION PLANT
COBALT CARBONATE FROM ORE
CONCENTRATED MANGANESE ORE PRODUCTION
GRANITE TILES CUTTING & POLISHING
AGGREGATE BUSINESS
Iron Ore Pelletization Plant
Beneficiation of Chromium, Nickel & Manganese Ores
CALCIUM CARBONATE FROM LIMESTONE (PRECIPITATED AND ACTIVATED)
Chromite Beneficiation Plant
OPEN CAST MINING OF CHROME ORE
Dolomite Mining
Iron Rod
Kaolin Beneficiation
Copper Mining and Copper Processing
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Miscellaneous Projects

Silica Ramming Mass (Acidic Ramming Mass)
Steel Wool
Health Drink (Cocoa Beverages in Granules Form)
Mineral Water with Pet Bottles Plant
Activated Alumina
Activated Carbon From Fuller Earth
Tarpaulin (Chemical Water Proofing Process On cotton Cloth)
Pectin From Raw papaya
Pectin from Raw Papaya
Wonder Fuel (Gel Type)
Hardware
Perfumed Candles
Carbon & Graphite Electrodes
Ferrosilicon (Ferro silicon)
Bricks From Fly Ash
Brick From Fly Ash
Ferrosilicon (Ferro silicon)
Porcelain Insulator
Pollution Control (M.C. water)
Stone Crushing Unit
Artificial Flowers of Silk Polyester
Artificial Jewellery
Artificial Jewellery (Chain & Bangles)
Asbestos Yarn
Ash Content Coal from Rewashing Coal
Automobile Gaskets
Automatic Brick Plant
Automatic Rope Plant
Assaying Gold
Activated Alumina
Activated Charcoal From Wood
Amusement Park With Water Park
Artificial flowers (Paper & Cloth)
Asplastic Roofing Sheet
Automatic Book Binding Unit
Automobile Piston Ring
Banquet Hall
Biogas Production (Manual)
Brick Field From Sandy Clay
Bitumen
Bone Crushing Plant
Buttons From Cattle Hoses
Buttons From Hoves & Horns
Baby Diaper Manufacture
Baking Containers (Tin Plate)
Ball Point Pen Refills
Ball Point Pen Refills (Jotter Type)
Bamboo Sticks for Agarbatti
Banquet Hall
Beneficiation of Chromite Ore Processing Charge Chrome
Bitumen
Bituminised Products
Bio coal Briquettes from Agricultural cellulosic wastes
Blasting Powder (Explosive)
Bone Meal
Bone Meal and Glue
Bone Crushing Plant (Automatic)
Bottling Plant
Brassiers
Breeding Farm
Breeding Farm
Briquetting of Coke Dust
Calcined & Activated Alumina
Carbide Tips/Inserts/Indexable
Carbide Tips/Inserts/Indexable
Carding Cloth
Coal Washing Unit
Coir Handicraft
Composite Carbon Fiber
Copper Wire Drawing, Annealing & Enamelling
Charcoal From Bagasse
China Clay Washing Purification
Cigarette
Combine Coke
Canvas Shoe
Cattle & Poultry Feed
Cigarettes
Cigarette Gas Lighters
Cigarette Manufacture
Chipstick
Clinical Thermometer
Coal Briquettes from Cellulosic Wastes
Coal Briquettes
Coke
Coal Balls from Coal Dust
Coal Grinding
Coke Tikalies
Cold Storage
Cold Storage & Ice-Making Plant
Cold Storage for Fruits & Vegetables
Composite Container
Computerised Hot Mix Concrete Plant
Core Oil from Cashewnut
Cold Storage 20,000 Bags of potato of 50 Kg. Size
Coated Gem Stone
Cracking of Hazelnut Kernels (Deshelling Decorticating)
Cricket Balls
Cricket Bat & Balls
Crown Caps
Crucibles from Fire Clay
Crude Oil Bleaching for Petroleum Jelly
Different Types of Fire Extinguisher
Drum Stick Powder
Decorative Laminated Sheet (sunmica)
Dehydrated Castor Oil
Distilled Water
Door Locks/ Pad locks
Drinking Straw From Propylene
Egg Trays
Extraction of Gold, Silver & Copper from the Alloy By Chemical Process
Extraction Of Lead From Lead Waste
Emery Stone
Eucalyptus & Poplar Tree Plantation , Cultivation
Eucalyptus Plantation , Cultivation
F.R.P. Boat Building
Feldspar
Ferro Manganese (Medium Grade)
Fiber From Banana Plant & Manufacturing Of Bags Like Jute Bags
Five Star Hotel (Deluxe)
Fire Works
Fire Works Crackers, Flower Pots, Bombs & Sparklers
Fill Plug Compounds
Fish Net
Flush Doors, Chip Boards, Wood, Wool & Other Insulating Boards (On Boards Pannels)
Friction Dust From Cashew shell Liquid
Fuel Bricks from Saw Dust
Galvanized Iron Sheet (Plain & Corrugated)
Gold Salt
Granite And Marble Polishing stone
Gypsum Plaster Board
Gama Globulin
Gas Mantle Cloth
Gaskets Slims
Gas Filling in LPG Cylinders
Gibberellic acid
Glazed Ceramic Tiles
Games Parlour
Glass Bottles
Glass-Sheets
Goat and Sheep Farming
Golden Coloured Picture Frame
Gober Dust Powder
Gober Gas Plant
Gold Plated Silver Jewellery and Coutery
Granite Monuments
Gunny bags & Sutali Manufacture
Gypsum Plaster Boards
Handicrafts (Cane & Bamboo)
Health Club & Beauty Parlour
Heat And Water Proof Compound For Construction
Hologram Sticker - 3D
Hot Roll Steel Bar Mill
H.D.P.E. Tarpaulins
Hair Pomade
Hard Board
Hard Coke
Honey Processing & Packaging
I.V. Bottle (F.F.S. Technology)
Incense Sticks
Imitation Jewellery Rolled Gold, Silver & Stone
Insulation Panels and Board Using Vegetable Wastes
Jute Tar Felt Plant
L.P.G. Cylinder Testing Centre
Lamp Shades & chandeliers
Low Carbon Ferro manganese
Low Ash Metallurgical Coke Plant
Lamination & Coating on Paper
Lamp Cap Compound
Lead Salt for Electric Meters
Leather for Upholstery (Sofa)
Leather Shoes
Liquid Shoe Polish
Low Ash Content Coal from Rewashing Coal
Mattresses/Bedding (Automatic Machine)
Medical College with Hospital
Medical College with Hospital & Research Institute
Muffler & Silencer Pipes For Four Wheeler
Municipal Garbage Treatment
Coloured Joint Filler Used For Jointing Tiles
Magnesite From Magnesite Ore
Market Complex
Metol
Multistoried Commercial Complex
M.G. Paper from Waste Paper
M.G. Paper & Mill Board Unit
Malachite Green
Malt Packaging
Match Box Plant
Match Boxes Making Plant
Measuring Tapes (Steel, Metallic
Metal Polishing and Buffing Bars
Mica Paper for Electrical Insulation
Mineral Water
Mini Cement & H2SO4 Plant
Mini Cement Plant
Mini Flour Mill
Mosaic Tiles
Mosquito Coils
Mosquito Repellent Mats
Multiple lamination Industry
Multiwall Paper Bags
Mushroom Growing and Processing (by deep freezing method)
Mushrooms (Eou) Cultivation and Processing Unit
Natural Care Centre
Newspaper Printing
Onion Storage
Offset Printing Press
Optical Glass Grinding
Optical Whiteners
Plastic Cards (Smart Cards) Utilised Credit Cards
Porcelain Insulator
Power Plant (Hydro based) Cap: 10 MW
Paint Brush
P.C.C. Electric Poles
PVC Leather Cloth
Paint Brushes
Papaya & Tomato
Particle Board from Rice Husk
Pilfer Proof Caps & Crown Caps in Single Unit
Pilfer Proof Caps
Pig Farming
Plywood, Flush Door, Particle Board & Other Panels
Power Plant (Agro Based)
Plywood for Tea Chest
Poultry Farm
Powder Spray Painting Workshop
Products Based on Industrial Waste
Poultry & Broiler Farming
Pollution Control Equipments
Pouch Making and Gravier Printing
Poultry Feed
Poultry & Broiler Farming
Prestressed Railway Concrete Sleepers
Printing of Tin Sheets
Pulverizing Coal for Brick Kiln
Razor Blade
Rubber Roller & Ebonite Roller
Rubber Processing Oil
Ramming Mass And Fire Bricks From Magnesite
Recovery Of Silver From Waste fixer Bleach Obtained From Photo Film
Refractories (High Alumina Fire Clay and Glazed Tiles)
Readymade Garments
Repacking of Laboratory Chemicals
Rewashing of Washery Middling and Slumy of Coal to Get Low Ash Content Coal
Roller Flour Mill
Roofing Tiles
Rose Plantation, Cultivation & Rose Oil Extraction
Reclamation of used Engine Oil
3-Star Hotel
Silk Reeling Unit
Solid Fuel Cake
Sport Shoe (Automatic Imported Plant)
Stainless Steel Fastener
Steel Plant
Steel Vacuum Flask
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Synthetic Floating To Fishing Industry
Solar Cooker
Submerged Arc Welded Pipes
Synthetic Ruby And Sapphire
Safety Matches
Safety Matches
Salt Licks for Cattle
Shuttle
Screen Emulsion
Sisal Polishing Wheels
Slate Manufacture (Quarry)
Shoe Laces
Solid Fuels
Spikenard (Jatamansi)
Splints & Veneers
Spring Umbrellas
Sport Shoes
Stencil Paper
Synthetic Shoes & Soles
Synthetic Pearl Coating on Polystyrene Beds
Storage Battery Covers & M.S. Containers
Tyre Retreading By Hot Process
Taxi (12 Seater)
Tin From Tin Ores
Tube Making For Umbrella
Tailors Chalk (Cryon Chalk)
Tea Packing Industry
Tempico Brush
Tennis Ball
Tobacco Creamy snuff (pico) type
Toughened Glass
Travelling Agency
Vemicompost
Vitreous Crockery Wares
Water Park
Water Proofing Compound (Liquid & Solid)
Wonder Fuel (Gel Type)
Wooden Furniture
Wool Batching Oil
Washing Brush (for Bottle Cleaning)
Washing Machine
Wax Coated Match Stick
Wood Wool Slab
Wonder Fuel (Gel Type)
Wooden Panels Including Kiln Seasonal
Electric Mosquito Repellent Liquidator, vaporizer
Candle Making Automatic Plant
Disposable Medical Syringes
Thermocole Sheets (Expanded Polystyrene Sheet)
Silk Reeling Unit
Anodic Aluminium Lables
Photo Emulsion for Rotary Screen Printing
HDPE Corrugated Pipe
Non Plastic Clay Calcination Plant
Coal Washing Unit
Crude Oil Refinery (Petroleum)
Tractor Manufacturing (Farm/Agriculture)
Dyeing on Rayon in hanks form & Cone
Extruded Snack Food (Kurkure Type)
Coverall (Boiler Suits)
Cut and Saw Factory for Home Furnishing
Low Cost Airlines (Like Kingfisher, Jet, Air Deccan, Go Air, Spice Jet)
Iron Ore Mining and Processing
STAINLESS STEEL PLANT
Clutch Lining for four wheelers
Vermicilli Automatic Plant
Coal Mining
Tomato Processing Unit
Power Cable
Clay and Sand Bricks Plant
Fuel Bricks From Groundnut, Soyabean Hull & Jute
Cocoa Beverages Powder in Granules Form
Paper Shopping Bags
Steel Fabrication
Polyester Master Used for Mini Offset Printing Machines
Carbon Tetra Chloride
Chloroform (CHCL3)
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Rotary / Horizontal Kiln Based)
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Vertical Shaft Kiln Based)
Medicated Lozenges (Like Strepsils, Halls, Vicks)
Copper Strips
Steel Mill
Vermiculture Production with Training Centre
Particle Board From Agro Waste & Sugarcane Baggase
Vermiculture Production with Training Centre
Steel Mill
Calcined Petroleum Coke
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Rotary Horizontal Kiln Based)
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Vertical Shaft Kiln Based)
Insulator (Made by fiber Glass & Reinforced Plastics by Hand Moulding Machine)
Steel Re-Rolling Mill (Including Scrap Melting Furnace)
Sugar Candy (Mishri) Pearl Type
Sodium Azide
Megnesium Metal
Copper Sulphate From Copper Scrap, Copper Ash, Industrial Waste Containing Copper Content
Gum Karaya Processing Unit
Petroleum Coke
Stainless Steel Cutlery
Plastic Files & Its Smaller Components
Packaged Bottled Drinking Water
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
Engineering College
Blood Bags
MARORPHALI POWDER & OIL (POWDER AND EXTRACTION OF OIL FROM MARORPHALI)
ALKALINE ACCUMULATORS (NI-Fe STORAGE BATTERY)
SUPER ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE FROM COPPER SCRAP
COLOURED FLAME CANDLES
BLENDING OF PUFF POLYOL AND PUFF SANDWITCH PANELS
BRASS BUSHES (RODS & BUSHES)
LEAD ALLOY FROM BATTERY SCRAPS
PLASTAZOTE POLYETHYLENE FOAM USED FOR FIBRE CABLE JOINT
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER AND CARBONATED WATER (IN JARS, PLASTIC BOTTLES AND GLASS)
LIQUID GOLD (IN PASTE FORM)
OUTER FOR AUTO WIRE
IRON ORE PELLETIZATION PLANT
JATROPHA PLANTATION, CULTIVATION
PARTY POPPER
INSTALLATION OF UNIT FOR FABRICATION OF SHUTTERING/SCAFFOLDING MATERIAL
SPIN ON FILTERS AND SPIN ON FILTER COMPONENTS (INCLUDING BOWLS)
TEA PROCESSING & PACKAGING
FLUX FOR WELDING RODS
HEPA FILTERS FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
FABRICATION OF STEEL (DOORS, GRILLS, WINDOW FRAMES)
ELECTRICAL PANEL
ICE PLANT USING FREON GAS LIQUID
MODULAR KITCHEN
KAJAL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING FLUX (FUSED AND AGGLOMERATED TYPE)
WALNUT COATING
GLUE STICK
PUREE, PASTE, JUICE & KETCHUP FROM KHAJOOR (DATES)
DUCTILE PIPE
ELECTRIC WIRE (DOUBLE COTTON COATED) ALUMINIUM & COPPER
NON COKING COAL TO COKING COAL (CONVERSION BY BURNING)
COBALT CARBONATE FROM ORE
ORTHOPAEDIC IMPLANTS & INSTRUMENTS
OLYMPIC SPORTS STADIUM
PHENOLIC RESIN INTENDED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF FLOWER TYPE FOAM (FOAM FOR HOLDING FLOWERS)
WET - GROUND MICA
POLYESTER RESIN FOR WIRE ENAMEL
AMLA FRUIT PRODUCTS WITH PRESERVATION WITH TOMATO SAUCE, PICKLES, JAM & JELLIES.
SAFTY SEAL FOR L.P.G. CYLINDERS
SAFETY SEAL FOR L.P.G. CYLINDERS
CLAY POTS & STATUES
MOUTH WASH
FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENTS & APPLIANCES
GRINDING MEDIA BALLS AND M.S/S.S INGOTS
WATER HEATER GEYSER (GAS BASED)
HOLOGRAPHIC METALLIZED POLYESTER FILMS
DENTAL WAX
MINERAL WOOL OR SLAG WOOL OR GLASS WOOL
IRON WEIGHTS (BATS)
MOSQUITO LARVA DESTROYER
RUBBER STERIO
PINE APPLE, TOMATO, FRUIT JUICE AND OTHER PRODUCTS BOTTLING PLANT
MILD BIOCIDES FOR DISTILLERY, SUGAR, AND FOOD
ZARI POWDER FROM ZARI YARN
BARREL FINISHING COMPOUND
GUAR GUM POWDER FROM GUAR SPLIT
MICRONIZED POWDER OF CALCITE
RICE FLAKES, CORN FLAKES & WHEAT FLAKES (INTEGRATED UNIT)
INDUSTRIAL PETROCHEMICAL & NUCLEAR FILTER
HDPE DUCTING FOR TELECOM CABLES
S. S. DESIGNER ACCESSORIES FOR KITCHEN & BATHROOM
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL)
ALUMINIUM ANGLES, CHANNELS, DOORS & WINDOWS
SYNTHETIC RUBBER ADHESIVE LIKE FEVICOL SR
Wine from Kinnow Fruit (KINNOW WINERY)
OPTICAL BRIGHTNER
CONCENTRATED MANGANESE ORE PRODUCTION
L-SAW PIPES (Longitudinal Submerged Arc Welded (LSAW) pipes)
ZARI YARN
DIESEL GENERATING SET (5 KVA TO 250 KVA)
GRANITE TILES CUTTING & POLISHING
AGGREGATE BUSINESS
DETERGENT POWDER & DETERGENT CAKE
BICYCLE PLANT
ALUMINIUM ALLOY FROM SCRAP & VIRGIN METAL
YEAST FROM MOLASSES (DISTILLERY YEAST)
ALUMINIUM PRESSURE & GRAVITY DIE CASTING
GLASS BOTTLES FOR COSMETICS
FOOD PROCESSING (CASSAVA FLOUR, STARCH, GARI & CUSCUS)
CRANE HOOKS & OTHER FORGED ITEMS
OCTG TUBE & FITTINGS
RECTIFIED SPIRIT
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
FIRE CLAY BRICKS
WATER BASED & SOLVENT BASED FLEXO & GRAVURE PRINTING INKS
PENTANE & ISOPENTANE FROM RESIDUE L.P.G.
PRE COMPRESSED PRESS BOARD
BABY WET WIPES & FACIAL WET TISSUE
PAN MASALA MEETHA, SADA, ZARDA MAKING (GUTKHA) & PACKING
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ANATAGE GRADE)
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ANATASE GRADE)
APPLE CHIPS
MAYONNAISE
KRAFT PAPER FROM BAGASSE
ECG PAPER, FAX PAPER & ATM SLIP
P.P. BAGS FOR CEMENT
EXPANDABLE POLYSTYRENE (EPS-RAW MATERIAL FOR THERMOCOLE PRODUCTS)
PENTANE (LOW BOILING HYDROCARBON VARIED APPLICATION)
Jatropha plantation, Cultivation and its oil extraction (biodiesel)
Organic farming
Decorative Laminates, Decorative Laminate Sheets (Sunmica Type)
Liquid Bio Fertilizer from agro & municipal waste
Fish Oil making & refining
PVC Solvent Cement
Bio Diesel from Cooking Oil
Polyphenols (Antioxidants) from Tea Extracts/Concentrate
Management College
Gypsum Plaster Boards
Kinnow Winery
Optical Brightener
Serviced Apartments
Residential School
Boarding School
Wooden Doors & Frames
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Children Hospital
Mental hospital
Sanatorium
E-Waste Recycling
Special Economic Zone (SEZ)
Masterbatches (Calcium Carbonate CaCO3 Filled, Mineral Filled)
Master Batches (Calcium Carbonate CaCO3 Filled, Mineral Filled)
Oxygen Lancing Pipes (Gas Lancing Pipe, Tube)
Radial Tyres (Tire) for Car & Trucks
Castor Oil & Its Derivatives
Iron Ore Pelletization Plant
Food Processing Unit (Pulses & Dates)
Beneficiation of Chromium, Nickel & Manganese Ores
Bitumen Emulsion
Pectin from Apple Pomace, Citrus Fruits & other Raw Materials
Pectin from Apple Pomace and Citrus Fruits
Flooring Oxides (Market Survey)
Synthetic Iron Oxide Pigments (Market Survey)
Interlocking Cement Blocks
Interlocking Paver Blocks
Lactic Acid from Sugarcane Juice
Credit Cards/Smart Cards/Identity Cards
Kurkure type snack food
Star Beach Resort
Geotextiles for Road and Construction
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
Management College (BBA, BCA, MBA, MCA)
Melamine Crockery
Melamine Crockery
Knock Down Furniture
Biotechnology Laboratory
Copper Ash / Copper Ingot from Copper Ore
FM RADIO STATION
Private Radio Station
FABRIC MARKER PEN
UREA FERTILIZER PLANT
Thread seal tape
PTFE tape
Telecom Transmission towers manufacturing (Fabrication Unit)
Power Transmission towers manufacturing (Fabrication Unit)
Ductile Iron Fittings (Ductile/Malleable/Nodular/Spherodial Casting)
Sugar Mill with Bioethanol from Molasses
Processed and Dehydrated Gherkins
Bricks from Fly Ash (Triolectric Beneficiation Process)
Multi Grade Lime
Gelatin Sponge, Dental Sponge, Absorbable Gelatin Sponge
H.D.P.E. Pipes (diameter 630mm to 1000 mm)
CALCIUM CARBONATE FROM LIMESTONE (PRECIPITATED AND ACTIVATED)
RADIATOR / ENGINE COOLANT using OAT (Organic acid technology)
Orphanage and street children home
Coach Building (Automobile Body Building - Bus Body)
Resin Capsules
Cement Capsules for Rock Bolting
Animal Casings Processing Unit
Children Shoes Manufacturing Unit
Chromite Beneficiation Plant
Ship Breaking
Semen Production Unit (Cattle & Buffalo)
LPG CYLINDERS FROM FIBRE GLASS
RCC(Reinforcement Concrete Cement) Poles
RCC(Reinforced Concrete Cement) Poles
COOLING TOWER
BUS BODY BUILDING
REGIONAL TELEVISION CHANNEL (MULTI LINGUAL NEWS-CUM ENTERTAINMENT-CUM SPORT-CUM-EDUCATIONAL CHANNEL)
BUS BODY BUILDING
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL)
Nonwoven fabric
WAX STATUES MUSEUM
HOUSE HOLDS & GIFT ITEMS
INDUSTRIAL PARK FOR STAINLESS STEEL MANUFACTURING SECTOR
SIGN BOARD
BROOM (PHOOL)
MEASURING CUP FOR DOGS FOODS
TEMPLE (SAI BABA MANDIR)
ART GALLERIES
CALCINATION PLANT FOR PYrophyllite AND DISPORE MINERALS BY VERTICAL SHAFT KILN PROCESS
FASHION GARMENTS RETAILING(BUDGET SHOP)
ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY
WATER BASED PLANT
WIRE DRAWING POWDER
JEWELLERY CASTING INVESTMENT POWDER
SERVICES AGENCY FOR ALL KIND OF ADVERTISING
BILLIARD TABLE
ENAMEL PLATING BOARD
POLYURETHANE SYSTEM (BLENDING OF PUFF POLYOL I.E. POLYOL AND ISOCYANATE)
HOSIERY, LAMINATED FABRIC, LABELS AND BUTTONS
THERMO SETTING POWDER FOR ROAD MARKING
ELEVATORS
HANDICRAFTS/HAND EMBROIDERY
TESTING LAB
POWER LAUNDRY
COAL CANDY
CROCODILE BREEDING AND SKIN TANNING
SPREADER STICKER (LIQUID FORM)
GOLD JEWELLERY (GOLD CHAIN) MACHINE MADE
PU Solid Wheels (for Industrial, Hospital, Airport, Aerospace etc.)
Polyester Staple Fiber from PET Bottle Scraps
Polypropylene (PP) Spun Bonded Non Woven Textiles
Foamed LDPE Products used in Packaging using CO2 & N2 Gas
Polyurethane (PU) and Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) Sandwich Panels
Coated Fabric with Thermoplastic for Flexible Luggage & Rainwear
Air Spring (Rubber Bellow for Air Suspension system) used in Railway and Heavy Transport Vehicles
Geo-Textiles/Geo-Membranes Grids
Bitumen Emulsion
PVC Flex Banner (Frontlit, Backlit & Vinyl)
Cold Storage with Ice Plant
Sanitary Napkins
Mattress & Quilt
Cold Storage
MANUFACTURING OF DOMESTIC LIGHTS WITH LED
Laundry Unit
MATCH BOX (AUTOMATIC PLANT)
PU & PVC Leather Cloth
Polymer Modified Bitumen
Bio Waste Bags
Ceramic Vent Plugs for Tubular Batteries
Honeycomb Cooling Pads
Li-Ion Battery Recycling
Synthetic Rutile from Ilmenite
Shade Net
Wood Pellets From Sawdust
PVC Pipes, Hose and Overhead Tanks
Disposable Plate From Banana and Bamboo Leaf
Photo Shoot Studio (Indoor-Outdoor Location) for Pre Wedding, Fashion, Catalogue and Music Videos Shoot
Centralised Metal Testing Laboratory
Sugar Bead
Wet Floral Foam
Glycoside
Repacking of Hydrogen Peroxide and Glycerin
Dental Amalgam Capsules
Carbide Rods
Porcelain Crockeryware
Automatic Coco Stick Broom
Metal Enameling and Laser Engraving
Rail Park
Safety Harness
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Mosquito, Insects repellent mat, mosquito repellent liquid, mosquito repellent, mats, oils, liquidators, lotions, electronic mosquito destroyer, mosquito coil, mosquito liquid vaporizer, herbal mosquito Destroyer Projects

 Mosquito Coils
 Mosquito Repellent Mats
 Electric Mosquito Repellent Liquidator, vaporizer
 Mosquito Coils
 Mosquito Repellent Mats
 Electric Mosquito Repellent Liquidator, vaporizer
 Mosquito Repellent Candle
 Mosquito Repellent Liquidator, vaporizer
 Mosquito Coil And Mats
 Mosquito coils
 Mosquito Repellent Oil
 Mosquito Repellent Agarbatti
 Malaria Oil (Mosquito Control Oil)
 Mosquito Repellent Tablets (Vopmat Tablets)
 Mosquito Coil
 MOSQUITO LARVA DESTROYER
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New Projects

Health Drink (Cocoa Beverages in Granules Form)
N-Acetyl Glucosamine through Chitin biotechnically
Activated Carbon From Fuller Earth
Pectin From Raw papaya
Pectin from Raw Papaya
Wonder Fuel (Gel Type)
Bricks From Fly Ash
Brick From Fly Ash
Stone Crushing Unit
Medical College with Hospital & Research Institute
Candle Making Automatic Plant
Papaya Cultivation and manufacturing of Papain (enzyme)
Disposable Medical Syringes
Thermocol Sheets (Expanded Polystyrene Sheet)
FERRO CHROME ALLOY
Gelatin Capsules (Soft & Hard)
Hot Plate Rolling Mill
Closed Cell Nitrile (Silicone Rubber Insulation)
Sintered Bushes
I. V. Cannula
Dairy Farm & Dairy Products (Milk, Butter, Ghee & Paneer)
High Mast Poles
Web Offset Printing Machine (Market Survey Report)
Oxygen & Nitrogen Gas Plant
Liquid Glucose from Broken Rice
ZARDA PLANT AUTOMATIC PLANT
TALCUM POWDER & COMPACT POWDER
STAINLESS STEEL CORRUGATED HOSES (MARKET SURVEY REPORT)
Alumina from Bauxite (By Calcination Process)
Alumina from Gibsite Variety
Glass Manufacturing (Security Glass, Window Glass, Glass Basin & Elevation Glass)
Steel Rolling Mill (Manufacture of Steel Rod, Tor Steel & Flats)
Industrial & Pharmaceutical (Medical) Grade Oxygen
Ply board from Bamboo
Anodic Aluminium Lables
Photo Emulsion for Rotary Screen Printing
Re-Refining of Used Waste Oil by Thin Film Distillation
HDPE Corrugated Pipe
Non Plastic Clay Calcination Plant
Coal Washing Unit
Oat Processing
Crude Oil Refinery (Petroleum)
Vat Dyes (Paste & Cake Form)
Tractor Manufacturing (Farm/Agriculture)
Dyeing on Rayon in hanks form & Cone
Extruded Snack Food (Kurkure Type)
Coverall (Boiler Suits)
Grape Cultivation
Cut and Saw Factory for Home Furnishing
Cotton Yarn
Prestressed Concrete Sleepers
Low Cost Airlines (Like Kingfisher, Jet, Air Deccan, Go Air, Spice Jet)
Iron Ore Mining and Processing
STAINLESS STEEL PLANT
Textile Softeners (Cationic, Anionic & Nonionic)
Clutch Lining for four wheelers
Poly Acrylic Acid
Vermicilli Automatic Plant
Coal Mining
Soyabean Cultivation & Processing (Nutrela, Panneer & Soya Milk)
Tomato Processing Unit
Rubber compound for Automobile Industry
Home Furnishing (Export)
Paint Additives (Antisettling, Dispersing & Thickening Agent)
Purification of Used Engine Oil By Wiper Evaporation System
Power Cable
HOSIERY Products (Like Vest, Briefs, T-shirts & Socks)
Clay and Sand Bricks Plant
Fuel Bricks From Groundnut, Soyabean Hull & Jute
Potato Wafers (Automatic)
Cocoa Beverages Powder in Granules Form
Paper Shopping Bags
Steel Fabrication
Medicated Lozenges like Strepsils, Vicks
Polyester Master Used for Mini Offset Printing Machines
Particle Boards from Agro Waste & Sugarcane Bagasse
Carbon Tetra Chloride
Chloroform (CHCL3)
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Rotary / Horizontal Kiln Based)
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Vertical Shaft Kiln Based)
Medicated Lozenges (Like Strepsils, Halls, Vicks)
Copper Strips
Steel Mill
Vermiculture Production with Training Centre
Particle Board From Agro Waste & Sugarcane Bagasse
Vermiculture Production with Training Centre
Steel Mill
Calcined Petroleum Coke
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Rotary Horizontal Kiln Based)
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Vertical Shaft Kiln Based)
Chlorinated Paraffin Wax
Crude Oil Refining
Coffee Plantation
Carbon Tetra Chloride
Chloroform (CHCl3)
Insulator (Made by fiber Glass & Reinforced Plastics by Hand Moulding Machine)
Jute Garments
Steel Re-Rolling Mill (Including Scrap Melting Furnace)
Sugar Candy (Mishri) Pearl Type
Sodium Azide
Magnesium Metal
Copper Sulphate From Copper Scrap, Copper Ash, Industrial Waste Containing Copper Content
Gum Karaya Processing Unit
Petroleum Coke
Stainless Steel Cutlery
Plastic Files & Its Smaller Components
Packaged Bottled Drinking Water
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
Engineering College
Blood Bags
MARORPHALI POWDER & OIL (POWDER AND EXTRACTION OF OIL FROM MARORPHALI)
ALKALINE ACCUMULATORS (NI-Fe STORAGE BATTERY)
LIQUID GOLD (IN PASTE FORM)
JATROPHA PLANTATION, CULTIVATION
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING FLUX (FUSED AND AGGLOMERATED TYPE)
HOOK & LOOP TAPE (VELCRO)
WALNUT COATING
PUREE, PASTE, JUICE & KETCHUP FROM KHAJOOR (DATES)
ORTHOPAEDIC IMPLANTS & INSTRUMENTS
PHENOLIC RESIN INTENDED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF FLOWER TYPE FOAM (FOAM FOR HOLDING FLOWERS)
FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENTS & APPLIANCES
GRINDING MEDIA BALLS AND M.S/S.S INGOTS
TEFLON GREASE
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL)
ALUMINIUM ANGLES, CHANNELS, DOORS & WINDOWS
SYNTHETIC RUBBER ADHESIVE LIKE FEVICOL SR
FATTY ACID BASED ON SUNFLOWER ACID OIL
Wine from Kinnow Fruit (KINNOW WINERY)
OPTICAL BRIGHTNER
CONCENTRATED MANGANESE ORE PRODUCTION
L-SAW PIPES (Longitudinal Submerged Arc Welded (LSAW) pipes)
ALLOY STEEL LONG PRODUCT MARKET & ALLOY STEEL SEAMLESS PIPES (Market Survey)
MAIZE PROCESSING PLANT (STARCH, GLUTEN, GERM, FIBER, GLUCOSE & STEEP WATER)
SODIUM SULPHATE PLANT
HEAVY LIQUID PARAFFIN
ZARI YARN
DIESEL GENERATING SET (5 KVA TO 250 KVA)
GRANITE TILES CUTTING & POLISHING
AGGREGATE BUSINESS
DETERGENT POWDER & DETERGENT CAKE
MILK PROCESSING PLANT
PAPER PLANT BY HEMP PROCESSING
Plastic Products (Blow Moulding & Injection Moulding)
FIBRE REINFORCED PLASTICS
BICYCLE PLANT
YEAST FROM MOLASSES (DISTILLERY YEAST)
ALUMINIUM PRESSURE & GRAVITY DIE CASTING
GLASS BOTTLES FOR COSMETICS
FOOD PROCESSING (CASSAVA FLOUR, STARCH, GARI & CUSCUS)
CRANE HOOKS & OTHER FORGED ITEMS
RECTIFIED SPIRIT
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
FIRE CLAY BRICKS
WATER BASED & SOLVENT BASED FLEXO & GRAVURE PRINTING INKS
PENTANE & ISOPENTANE FROM RESIDUE L.P.G.
PRE COMPRESSED PRESS BOARD
BABY WET WIPIES & FACIAL WET TISSUE
PAN MASALA MEETHA, SADA, ZARDA MAKING (GUTKHA) & PACKING
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ANATAGE GRADE)
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ANATASE GRADE)
APPLE CHIPS
MAYONNAISE
KRAFT PAPER FROM BAGASSE
ECG PAPER, FAX PAPER & ATM SLIP
P.P. BAGS FOR CEMENT
EXPANDABLE POLYSTYRENE (EPS-RAW MATERIAL FOR THERMOCOLE PRODUCTS)
PENTANE (LOW BOILING HYDROCARBON VARIED APPLICATION)
Jatropha plantation, Cultivation and its oil extraction (biodiesel)
Organic farming
Decorative Laminates, Decorative Laminate Sheets (Sunmica Type)
Liquid Bio Fertilizer from agro & municipal waste
Fish Oil making & refining
PVC Solvent Cement
Bio Diesel from Cooking Oil
Strawberry Jam
Polyphenols (Antioxidants) from Tea Extracts/Concentrate
Management College
Cement Plant
Gypsum Plaster Boards
Kinnow Winery
Optical Brightener
Serviced Apartments
Residential School
Boarding School
Wooden Doors & Frames
Maize Processing Plant (Starch, Dextrose, Sorbitol, Liquid Glucose & Malto Dextrose)
Sponge Iron
Amla Hair Oil Based on Vegetable Oil
Calcium Carbide
Five Star Hotel
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Mental hospital
Sanatorium
E-Waste Recycling
Special Economic Zone (SEZ)
Masterbatches (Calcium Carbonate CaCO3 Filled, Mineral Filled)
Master Batches (Calcium Carbonate CaCO3 Filled, Mineral Filled)
Oxygen Lancing Pipes (Gas Lancing Pipe, Tube)
Radial Tyres (Tire) for Car & Trucks
Castor Oil & Its Derivatives
Iron Ore Pelletization Plant
Food Processing Unit (Pulses & Dates)
Beneficiation of Chromium, Nickel & Manganese Ores
Liquid Glucose from Broken Rice
Bitumen Emulsion
Pectin from Apple Pomace, Citrus Fruits & other Raw Materials
Pectin from Apple Pomace and Citrus Fruits
Flooring Oxides (Market Survey)
Synthetic Iron Oxide Pigments (Market Survey)
Interlocking Cement Blocks
Interlocking Paver Blocks
Lactic Acid from Sugarcane Juice
Credit Cards/Smart Cards/Identity Cards
Kurkure type snack food
Geotextiles for Road and Construction
TMT Steel Bars
Management College (BBA, BCA, MBA, MCA)
Knock Down Furniture
Biotechnology Laboratory
Copper Ash / Copper Ingot from Copper Ore
FM RADIO STATION
Private Radio Station
FABRIC MARKER PEN
UREA FERTILIZER PLANT
Telecom Transmission towers manufacturing (Fabrication Unit)
Power Transmission towers manufacturing (Fabrication Unit)
Ductile Iron Fittings (Ductile/Malleable/Nodular/Spheroidal Casting)
Sugar Mill with Bioethanol from Molasses
Processed and Dehydrated Gherkins
Bricks from Fly Ash (Triolectric Beneficiation Process)
Multi Grade Lime
Gelatin Sponge, Dental Sponge, Absorbable Gelatin Sponge
Preservative Free Jam (Fruit Spreads) and Organic Jam Making
RADIATOR / ENGINE COOLANT using OAT (Organic acid technology)
Orphanage and street children home
Coach Building (Automobile Body Building - Bus Body)
Resin Capsules
Cement Capsules for Rock Bolting
LPG CYLINDERS FROM FIBRE GLASS
RCC(Reinforcement Concrete Cement) Poles
RCC(Reinforced Concrete Cement) Poles
REGIONAL TELEVISION CHANNEL (MULTI LINGUAL NEWS-CUM ENTERTAINMENT-CUM SPORT-CUM-EDUCATIONAL CHANNEL)
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL)
Co Extruded UPVC Roofing Sheet (Three Layer)
MANUFACTURING OF DOMESTIC LIGHTS WITH LED
GRP/FRP Pultrusion profile
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Non-Ferrous Metals Projects

Electro Refining of Zinc
Recovery Of Zinc Metal From zinc Ash
Brass Holder
Enamelling of Copper Wire
Copper, Nickel and Hard Chromium Coating on Offset Printing Plates and Damping Rolls
Electroplating Plant for Nickel Chrome Copper Plating Articles
Pure Copper from Impure Copper Rods by Electrolytic Process
Enamelling of Copper wire
Aluminium & Brass Door Hinges
Aluminium/Copper Cables (Rubber Coated)
Aluminium Door Fittings
Anodic Aluminium Cables
Anodic Aluminium Labels
Aluminium Collapsible Tubes & Rigid Cans
Aluminium Building Hardware
Aluminium Circle
Aluminium Ingots From Aluminium Scrap
Brass & Aluminium Hinges
Bare Copper Wire Drawing (6 To 20 Swg.)
Brass Novelties
Brass Wire
Brass Ware by Casting Method
Brass/Copper Sheet, Circle & Utensils
Brass Pin Manufacture
Brass Pressure Stove
Copper Wire Drawing, Annealing & Enameling
Copper Foil
Copper Powder & Aluminium Powder
Copper Extraction from PCB Waste
Copper Products from Copper Scrap
Copper Smelting Plant
Copper/Brass Sheets, Circles & Utensils
Copper Rod Rolling Mill
Copper Tubes & Pipes
Compression Fittings (Brass and Stainless Steel)
Copper/Aluminium Enamelled Wires
Copper/Brass, Ingots & Rods out of Electrolytic Grade Copper
Copper Wire Drawing Unit
Copper Powder
Copper Extrusion (Pipe & Tubes)
Copper and Brass Sheet from Copper Scrap Brass Scrap
Copper Wire Drawing
Continuous Casting Copper Wire Rods
Enamelling of Copper Wire
Footrest for Scooters (Aluminium)
Pre-Sensitized (PS) Plates Of Aluminium
P.P. Caps (Aluminium)
Paper Coated Aluminium & Copper Wire
Piston Assembly (Aluminium Alloy)
Printed Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
Pressure Cooker F.S.S. & Aluminium alloy
Pressure Cooker & aluminium Utensils
Re-Rolling of Copper & Brass (Sheets & Rods)
Rolling Mill (Copper & Brass Sheets & Rods)
Selenium Coated Aluminium Drumused In Plain Paper Copier
Selenium Coated Aluminium Plates
Spray Laminated brass Articles/badges (Plastic)
Small Aluminium Containers for Capacitors
Tinned Copper Wire
Welding Brass Rod
Wire Drawing of Aluminium
Zinc And Aluminium Anode Foundry marine & Oil Industry
Beneficiation of Chromite Ore Processing Charge Chrome
Clear Transparent lacquer for Coating on Brass Bangles to make it Weather resistant
Copper wire Drawing and Enamelling
Copper Wire Drawing and Enamelling
Aluminium Hydroxide I.P. Gel Powder
Copper Strips
SUPER ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE FROM COPPER SCRAP
BRASS BUSHES (RODS & BUSHES)
ELECTRIC WIRE (DOUBLE COTTON COATED) ALUMINIUM & COPPER
MELTING OF COPPER AND ROLLING PROCESS FOR MAKING CIRCLES (COPPER STRIP COILS SCRAPS)
Copper Ash / Copper Ingot from Copper Ore
Ec Grade Copper Ingot Rolling By Bar Mill To 8mm Coil, Wire Drawing And PVC Coated Cables For Household A Industrial Uses
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Aluminium Cans
Printed Tin Container of Small Size
Ano Printing of Anodised Aluminium
B.O.P.P. Film
Fiber From Banana Plant & Manufacturing Of Bags Like Jute Bags
H.D.P.E. Bags (Stitching)
H.D.P.E. Woven Sacks/Stitching
P.V.C. Lining for Metal Crown Caps
Paper Bags & Boxes
Pasteurised Milk
Plastic Cladded Aluminium Squeeze Tube
Plastic Collapsible Tube
Plastic collapsible Tubes & Printing
Bottles for Mineral water
Plastic Packing Materials
Thermocole Sheets (Expanded Polystyrene Sheet)
Paper Shopping Bags
Blood Bags
PROCESSING AND RETAIL PACKING OF FOOD GRAIN, PULSES
TEA PROCESSING & PACKAGING
HOOK & LOOP TAPE (VELCRO)
PHENOLIC RESIN INTENDED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF FLOWER TYPE FOAM (FOAM FOR HOLDING FLOWERS)
GLASS BOTTLE FROM SCRAP
JELLIES IN CUP FILLING
O.T.S. CANS
GLASS BOTTLES FOR COSMETICS
P.P. BAGS FOR CEMENT
EXPANDABLE POLYSTYRENE (EPS-RAW MATERIAL FOR THERMOCOLE PRODUCTS)
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks
Crown Caps For Beer & Cold Drinks
THERMOCOL MOULDED PRODUCTS
Packaging, Holograms, Printing, Publishing, Screen Printing and DTP Projects

Aluminium Cans
Printed Tin Container of Small Size
News Paper for children (Daily)
Ano Printing of Anodised Aluminium
Automatic Book Binding Unit
Block Making for Printing Purpose on Metallic Sheet
Book Binding
Aluminium Printing Plates For offset Printing Machine
Automatic Book Binding Unit
B.O.P.P. Film
Book Printing Industry
Block Making Industry Including Detailed Metal Etching Process
Block Board
Daily News Paper Press
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DTP Cum Offset Printing
Fiber From Banana Plant & Manufacturing Of Bags Like Jute Bags
Flexographic & Rotogravure Printing
Flexographic Printing On Polyethylene
Ginger Paste In Pouch/Black Container
H.D.P.E. Bags (Stitching)
H.D.P.E. Woven Sacks/Stitching
Heat Transfer Label For Rubber
Hologram Sticker-3D
Modern Printing Press
Offset Printing Press
Offset Printing Press 2-4 Colour
Offset Printing Press Single Colour
Offset Printing Press
Printing On Cartoon
P.V.C. Lining for Metal Crown Caps
Paper Bags & Boxes
Pasteurised Milk
Photo-Emulsion For Rotary Screen Printing
Plastic Cladded Aluminium Squeeze Tube
Plastic Collapsible Tube
Plastic collapsible Tubes & Printing
Pre-Sensitised (PS) Plates Of Aluminium For Offset Printing
Pre-Sensitized (PS) Plates Of Aluminium
Printing Ink (Flexographic Ink)
Photo Polymer Coating for Plate and Block Making
Photo-Type Setter Plant
Printing on Aluminium Lables
Printing Industry
Printing of Multi-Colour Labels
Printing of Tin Containers
Printing on Laminated Pouch Making Composite Unit
Rubber Roller For Printing MC
Roto Gravure Printing (For Flexible Packing)
Screen Printing On Cotton, Polyester And Acrylics
Bottles for Mineral water
Thermocole Sheets (Expanded Polystyrene Sheet)
Anodic Aluminium Lables
Photo Emulsion for Rotary Screen Printing
Paper Shopping Bags
Polyester Master Used for Mini Offset Printing Machines
Blood Bags
PROCESSING AND RETAIL PACKING OF FOOD GRAIN, PULSES
TEA PROCESSING & PACKAGING
HOOK & LOOP TAPE (VELCRO)
PHENOLIC RESIN INTENDED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF FLOWER TYPE FOAM (FOAM FOR HOLDING FLOWERS)
GLASS BOTTLE FROM SCRAP
JELLIES IN CUP FILLING
O.T.S. CANS
PRINTING OIL
HOLOGRAPHIC METALLIZED POLYESTER FILMS
RUBBER STERIO
GLASS BOTTLES FOR COSMETICS
WATER BASED & SOLVENT BASED FLEXO & GRAVURE PRINTING INKS
PRE COMPRESSED PRESS BOARD
P.P. BAGS FOR CEMENT
EXPANDABLE POLYSTYRENE (EPS-RAW MATERIAL FOR THERMOCOLE PRODUCTS)
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks
Crown Caps For Beer & Cold Drinks
Thread seal tape
Woven Polypropylene Sacks
THERMOCOL MOULDED PRODUCTS
PAPER BOARD CARTOONS
FLEXIBLE CARTONS, STICKER, LABELS & PRINTING WITH ALUMINUM FOIL
FLEXIBLE CARTONS, STICKER, LABELS & PRINTING WITH ALUMINUM FOIL
ALUMINIUM BOTTLE CAPS
LPG BOTTLING PLANT
ALUMINIUM FOIL CONTAINER (A.F.C)
PAPER HAND CARRY BAGS (SMALL & BIG SIZES)
PAPER PULP PACKAGING (MOULDING)
PRINTED CORRUGATED BOXES
MONO CARTONS WITH PRINTING
CORRUGATED BOXES (FULLY AUTOMATIC PLANT)
Honeycomb Paper Pallets
Honeycomb Paper Products (Board, Paper Partition, Pallets & 5 Ply Corrugated Boxes)
Seal, Zipper and Stand-Up Pouch Making with Rotogravure Printing
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Paints, Pigments, Enamels, Varnishes, Solvents, Thinners, NC Thinner, Decorative, Domestic, Automotive, Textured & Industrial Paints, Wall Coatings, Primer, Protective Coatings, Wood Primer, Fillers, Undercoats, Putty, Epoxy Paints, Paint Additives Projects

Aluminium Paints
Automobile Paints for Cars
Acrylic Emulsion Paints
Acid Slurry (Lab)
Black Japan
Bituminous Road Emulsion
Chalk Crayon Industry
CNSL Based Resin In Powder & Liquid Form
Cement Paint
Cement Paint for White & Grey Cement
Clear Transparent lacquer for Coating on Brass Bangles to make it Weather resistant
Chromic Acid
Copal Varnish
Copper Phthalocyanines
Copper Wire Drawing and Enamelling
Copper Wire Drawing and Enamelling
Corrosion Paint from Cashewnut Shell Oil
Dry Distemper
Diazco Coating Luminescent Pigment
Dry Distemper & Lime Colours
Dry Distemper & Cement Paint
Emulsifier for Cutting Oil
Epoxy Resin
Emulsion Paint (Water Based) for Road Marking and Aeroplane
Enamel Paints & Varnishes
Enamelled Hospital Wares & Enamelled Hospital Furniture
Golden Colour Shade (for Paints)
Heat Chamber Painting
Heat resistance Paints
Insulating Varnish (poly vinyl butyral based)
Insulating Varnish
Insulating Varnish, (Dr. Beck Quality)
Iron Oxide Pigments
Lake Colour
Latex Paints For Roof
Lacquers Process of Acetic Acid & Spirit Proof
Leather Paint
Lime Colours
Lithopone
Metallic Driers
N.C. Thinner
Naptha Base Solvent
Naphtha Based Thinner
Negative Varnish for Photography
N.C. Thinners Used in Auto Parts (Dr. Beck Quality)
Nitrocellulose Lacquer Finishes
Oxide Pigment
Paint Driers
Paint Industry
Paint Industry
Paints & Varnishes
P.V.C. Spray Lacquer and Dry Distemper
Paper Varnish & Over Print Varnish
Paints & Allied Products
Paint Industry
Paint & Leather Lacquer
Paints and Varnishes
Pencil Lacquer
Phthalocyanine Blue
Pigment Paste for Textile
Polish Paste (Metal)
Printing Ink
Printing Ink
Putty
Red Oxide Zinc Chromate Primer
Red Iron Oxide (Pigment)
Solvent & Thinners
Silicon Oil
Spirit Varnish
Spirit Soluble Maleic Resin
Solvent Thinners
Stoving Paints
Synthetic Iron Oxides (Yellow, Red, Black)
Thinners
Thinners and Its Allied Products
Turpentine Oil & Rosin Manufacture
Vacuum Metallizing Lacquers
Varnish Manufacture
Varnish, Paints from OleoResin
Vitreous Enamel
Yellow & Blue Chrome Pigments
Photo Emulsion for Rotary Screen Printing
Paint Additives (Antisettling, Dispersing & Thickening Agent)
ACRYLIC CEMENT PAINT (DRY POWDER)
LEATHER FINISHING LACQUER (NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER FOR LEATHER)
WALL PUTTY
BARREL FINISHING COMPOUND
Wood lacquers
Metal lacquers
Textile finishing lacquers
Packaging lacquers
Ready Mix Varnishes
Insulating Varnishes
Metal Primer Varnishes
Spar Varnishes
Paper Varnishes
Aluminium Paint Varnishes
Floor Varnishes
Architectural Enamel Varnishes
LACQUER (ELECTROPHORETIC) FOR JEWELLERY (URETHANE BASED)
POLYURETHANE LACQUER
LACQUER POLISH FOR TILE AND WOOD
Automotive Paints
Infrared Reflected (Ir) Paint
Paint Dryer
Lacquer used For Coating on Tiles Paver Block
PVC Solvent Cement(CPVC & UPVC)
Polyester Putty for Cars
PVC Solvent
Single Phase and Three Phase Smart Billing Meter
Distemper
lacquer thinner from fusel oil(A by-product of ENA)
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Note Books, Registers and Files
Kraft Paper from Jute Stick
Abrasive Paper (Sand Paper)
Ammonia Paper
Artificial Flowers (Paper & Cloth)
Bituminized Paper for Water Proofing
Card & Gray Board From Pulp & Waste Paper
Coated Paper & Board (Art & Chromo)
Carbon Paper
Card Board Manufacturing
Card Board Suitcases
Card Board from Rice Husk
Card Board Match Box with side Screen Printing
Cellophane Paper
Cellophane Paper
Cellophane Film for Packaging
Cigarette Paper
Corrugated Board & Boxes
Corrugated Cartons
Corrugated Packing for Material (Bulb & Tubes for Packing)
Corrugated Roofing Sheets from Agriculture Waste
Corrugated Sheet, Board & Boxes
Coated Art Paper
Coating on Paper
Computer Ribbon
Computer Stationery
Defoaming Agent For Paper Industries
Duplicate Stencil Paper
Egg Trays
Egg Trays
Enamel Plating Board
File Board/Duplex Board
Grey Board
Hard Board From Saw Dust
Hand Made Paper Using Recycled hand Made Paper
Hard Board
Hard Board
Hard Board from Saw Dust
Hard Board from Bagasse
Hand Made Paper
Hard Pitched Board
Heat Sensitive Paper/Thermal Paper (Coated)
Industrial Valves
Kraft Paper From Waste Cartoon Boxes
Kraft Papers
Kraft Paper
Kraft Paper from Bagasse
Laminated Paper Ware for Decoration Purposes
Litmus Paper
Lamination & Coating on paper
Lamination of G-Extrusion Multi-layer Film in Roll Form
Lamination and Coating on Paper
Laminated Packing Paper
Leucaena Wood Pulp
Paper Recycling
M.G. Paper from Waste Paper
M.G. Paper & Mill Board Unit
Mill Board from Rice & Wheat Straw
Mill Board from Waste Paper
Mini Paper Plant
Mini Paper Plant from Sisal Wood (20 ad mt/day) Pulp Mill Based on Sisal by Mechand Chemical Projects
Moulded Paper Pulp Packaging
Metallic Coated Paper
Mill Board
Mill Board & Straw Board
Mica Paper from Mica Waste
Mini Paper Plant
Machine Glazed Paper
Multi-layer Co-extrusion 3 layer film with Lamination
Multi-Layer (3 Layer) Film with Lamination & Printing
Multi-Layer Laminated Tubes
Multi-Wall Paper Bags
News Print paper
Newsprint Paper
Paper Bags & Boxes
Paper Bags For General Use
Paper Bags For White Cement
Paper Cups
Paper Envelopes
Paper Napkin, Facial Paper & Toilet Roll From Tissue Paper
Paper Plate With Silver Lamination
Paper Shopping Bags
Printed Paper Shopping Bags
Puzzles
Patches (Tube Repair Material)
Paper Roller for Cloth Binding
P.V.C. Coating on Paper
Paper Board Carton
Paper & Board from straw
Paper Tubes Spiral Winding Composited Containers
Paper from Papyrus Grass
Paper Napkins (Tissue Paper)
Paper Cones and Tubes
Paper Cones & Thread Tubes, Ring Tubes, Spiral Tubes
Paper from Waste Paper
Paper from Rice Husk & Wheat Husk
Paper Cones, Paper Tubes, Rings and Spools
Paper Cone (for Electrical Purposes)
Paper for Capacitor
Paper Products from Jute Stick
Pulp Manufacturing Plant
Photo mount Paper & Board
Paper Board Cartons
Particle Board from Rice Husk
Particle Board from Coconut Shell
Paper Napkins and Toilet Paper Rolls & Facial Tissues
Paper Tubes
Playing Cards
Pouches Filling and Making for Tomato Sauces
Pouch Making & Gravier Printing
A4 Size Paper from Jambo Rolls
Pulp from Beshram
Pulp from Bamboo and Grass
Paper Board From Grass
Paper Bags For Cement
Paper Sizing Agents
Printed Carton Box Manufacturing From Duplex Board
Paper Manufacture From Bagasse
Paper For Calculator Printer
Photo Album
Pulp From Wood
Paper Cups For Ice Cream
Pulp From Bamboo
Paper Envelopes
Rayon Grade Pulp
Soft Board & Hard Board From Coir Dust
Sanitary Napkins, Tissue paper (Cellulose Base)
Sanitary Napkins For Ladies From Long Fibre Paper Pulp
Silicon Release Paper
Silicon Coated Paper
Stencil papers
Straw Board
Straw Board & Grey Board
Soft And Hard Boards From Agro Wastes
Straw Board Slate
Straw Based Paper/Board Plant
Straw Board & Grey Board
Tissue Paper
Tea Packing Industry
Tracing Paper
Writing & Printing Paper Plant
Wall Paper
Water Colour Printing Paper (Hand Made)
Water Proofing Formulation For Paper Cone Used For Speaker
Wax Coated Printed Paper
White Writing & Printing Paper
Wood Wool Board
Writing and Printing Paper
Writing & Printing Paper
Kraft Paper
Paper Shopping Bags
PAPER FROM POPLAR
HAND MADE PAPER FROM WASTE PAPER
PAPER PLANT BY HEMP PROCESSING
BABY WET WIPES & FACIAL WET TISSUE
KRAFT PAPER FROM BAGASSE
ECG PAPER, FAX PAPER & ATM SLIP
Mini Paper Plant from Bamboo
PRINTED ENVELOPES WITH WINDOW WITHOUT WINDOW IN SINGLE COLOUR & MULTI COLOUR
PAPER BOARD CARTOONS
Waste Paper Recycling (Paper from Waste Paper)
Paper Recycling
PAPER NAPKINS
NEWS PRINT PAPER MANUFACTURING
NEWS PRINT PAPER MANUFACTURING
PVC COATING ON PAPER
PAPER HAND CARRY BAGS (SMALL & BIG SIZES)
PAPER PULP PACKAGING (MOULDING)
SANITARY NAPKINS PAPER (CALLULOSE BASE)
SANITARY NAPKINS PAPER (CELLULOSE BASE)
PRINTED CORRUGATED BOXES
PAPER PACKAGING (PAPER TUBES AND COMPOSITE CONTAINERS)
Honeycomb Paper Pallets
Honeycomb Paper Products (Board, Paper Partition, Pallets & 5 Ply Corrugated Boxes)
Kraft Paper from Waste Cartons
Honeycomb Cooling Pads
Honeycomb Paper
Honeycomb Paper Pallet
Paper Core Pipes Used in Paper Industries
Paper Plate Tissue Paper or Toilet Roll
Stone Paper
Coated and Printed Paper Cup Blanks For Paper Cups
Paper Cone for Textile
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Petrochemicals Projects

Reclamation Of Transformer Oil
Ethylene
Polyethylenes - Polymerized Ethylene
Ethanol
Ethylene Oxide
Ethylene Glycol
Engine Coolant
Polyesters
Glycol Ethers
Ethoxylates
Vinyl Acetate
1,2-Dichloroethane
Trichloroethylene
Tetrachloroethylene
Vinyl Chloride
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
Propylene
Isopropyl Alcohol - 2-Propanol
Acrylonitrile
Polypropylene
Propylene Oxide
Propylene Glycol
Glycol Ethers
Isobutylene
1,3-Butadiene
Higher Olefins
PolyOLEfins
Alpha-Olefins
Detergent Alcohols
Acrylic Acid
Acrylic Polymers
Allyl Chloride
Epichlorohydrin - Chloro-Oxirane
Epoxy Resins
Benzene
Ethylbenzene
Styrene Made By Dehydrogenation Of Ethylbenzene
Polystyrenes
Phenol - Hydroxybenzene
Acetone - Dimethyl Ketone
Bisphenol A
Epoxy Resins
Polycarbonate
Cyclohexane
Adipic Acid
Nylon
Aniline - Aminobenzene
Methylene Diphenyl Diisocyanate (MDI)
LINEAR ALKYL BENZENE
Detergents
Chlorobenzene
Toluene - Methylbenzene
Toluene Diisocyanate (TDI)
Polyurethanes
Benzoic Acid - Carboxybenzene
Caprolactam
Mixed Xylenes
Ortho-Xylene
Phthalic Anhydride
Para-Xylene
Dimethyl Terephthalate
Purified Terephthalic Acid
Bitumen Emulsion
COMPRESSOR OIL
Moringa Capsules
Pharmaceutical Unit (Syrup)

Wonder Fuel (Gel Type)
Perfumed Candles
Furnace Oil
Bituminised Products
Reclamation of used Engine Oil
Reclamation of Used Engine Oil
Anti Rust Chemicals
Asplatic Roofing Sheet
Brake Oil
Brake Oil
Bees Wax Manufacture
Bitumen
Bitumen Blowing Plant
Bituminous Road Emulsion
Boot Polish
Bituminous Felts for Water Proofing and Damp Proofing
Compound Wax From Residual Oil
Calcinated Petroleum Coke
Carbon Black from Furnace Oil
Candle Making Automatic Plant
Candle Making (Manual Process)
Compound Wax from Residual Oil
Coal Tar by Destructive Distillation of Coal
Coloured Flame Candles (Blue, Red & Green Flame)
Chlorinated Paraffin Wax
Carbon Black from Petroleum Products
Candle Making from Paraffin Wax and Bees Wax
Calcined Petroleum Coke
Cutting Oil
Chip-Chip Oil
Coolant (Engine)
Candle Manufacturing Process from Hard Paraffin Wax
Dental Wax Sheet
Dental Wax
Engine Oil (Blending Process)
Emulsifying Wax (I.P)
Emulsifier for Cutting Oil
Emulsifier Suitable for Spindle Oil/LDO Lubricating Oil
Emulsifier for Wool Batching Oil
Extraction of Oil From Wax Generated as a By-product for Petro-Chemicals

Feldspar
Furnace Oil
French Polish From Denatured Spirit
Furnace Oil
Grease Manufacturing (Calcium, Lithium & Sodium)
Greases
Grease Excluding Wheel Bearing Grease
Greases, Lubricating Oil and Lube Oil
Ginning Oil
Hydrated Lime Based Cup Grease
Heels and Edge Polishes (Wax)
Improving Drop Point of Paraffin Wax from 45o 50o to 75o 80o C
Industrial Wax From Mutton Tallow
Jute Tar Felt Plant
Liquid Shoe Polish
Lubricating Oils & Grease
Lube Oil & Greases from Used Engine Oil
Lube Oil viscosity Improver for Pg/peg
Lubricant (wdo)
Lubricants Ashless 100% Combustion
Lubricating Oils & Grease (Blending of Lubricating oil and Manufacture of Greases)
Lube Oil (Loom Oil)
Liquid paraffin
Metal Polish
Micro Crystalline Wax from Slack Wax
Mobile Oil and Greases
Multi Waxes
Non-Drip Candles
Neat Cutting Oil
20% Oil Treated Insoluble Sulphur
Paraffin Wax
Paraffin Wax From Slack Wax
Petroleum Jelly
Petroleum Based Rust Preventive (Soft film Protective)
Quenching Oil
Reclamation Of Wax Sludge For mfg. Of Microcrystalline Wax
Reclamation Of Transformer Oil
Refining Of Used Engine Oil For Making Base oil
Refining Of Used Lubricating Oil
Refined Wax
Re-Refining of Used Lubricating oil
Refining of Used Engine Oil
Rolling Grease
Roofing and Water Proofing Compound
Shoe Polish
Shoe Polish
Silicone Grease & Lubricants
Sugar Cane Wax
Sealing Compound for joint in Concrete
Silicone Grease and Lubricant
Smokless Candle
Spray Boot Polish
Solid Fuel
Sugar Cane Wax from Press Mud
Transformer Oil
Turkey Red Oil
Transformer Oil
Tar Distillation
Turkey Red Oil
Vaseline
Wax From Slack Wax (Refined, Semirefined For Candles)
Wood Polish
Wax Crayon
Wax Used for Silk Screen Printing
Wool Batching Oil
Wax Emulsion
Wax Colour
Waxes for Leather Polishes
Wax Floor Polish
White Oil from Kerosene Oil
Re-Refining of Used Waste Oil by Thin Film Distillation
Crude Oil Refinery (Petroleum)
Purification of Used Engine Oil By Wiper Evaporation System
Fuel Bricks From Groundnut, Soyabean Hull & Jute
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Rotary / Horizontal Kiln Based)
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Vertical Shaft Kiln Based)
Calcined Petroleum Coke
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Rotary Horizontal Kiln Based)
Calcined Petroleum Coke (Vertical Shaft Kiln Based)
Chlorinated Paraffin Wax
Crude Oil Refining
Petroleum Coke
MINERAL TURPENTINE OIL (M.T.O.) FROM PETROLEUM (SUPERIOR KEROSENE OIL OR OTHER MATERIAL)
METHANOL (H.P.C.L. GRADE)
CARBON BLACK (PETROLEUM BASE OIL)
CARBON BLACK (PETROLEUM BASE OIL)
RUST PREVENTION LUBRICATING OIL
LUBRICATING GREASE EXTRA HIGH TEMPERATURE
ENGINE FLUSHING OIL
SILICON GREASE
TEFLON GREASE
MOLYBDENUM BASED LUBRICANT
TURBINE OIL
INDUSTRIAL PETROCHEMICAL & NUCLEAR FILTER
L-SAW PIPES (Longitudinal Submerged Arc Welded (LSAW) pipes)
HEAVY LIQUID PARAFFIN
OCTG TUBE & FITTINGS
PENTANE & ISOPENTANE FROM RESIDUE L.P.G.
Jatropha plantation, Cultivation and its oil extraction (biodiesel)
Bio Diesel from Cooking Oil
Bitumen Emulsion
Vacuum Distillation Of Crude Coal Tar
Vacuum Distillation of Crude Coal Tar (Specifically Creosote Oil)
COAL TAR PITCH
LPG BOTTLING PLANT
BLENDING OF LUBE OIL
COMPRESSOR OIL
FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION OF CRUDE OIL
BLACK PETROLEUM PRODUCTS IN OIL FORM TO BE CONVERTED TO WHITE
FURNACE OIL
Dearomatization of Kerosene
Bitumen Emulsion
Paraffin Wax
Bitumen Production
Import and Trading of Bitumen
Heavy Normal Paraffin Oil Distillation Plant
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Pharmaceutical, Drugs, Fine Chemicals,Bulk Drug Intermediates,Pharmaceutical Drugs,Pharma Drug Ingredients Intermediates, Drug Intermediates, Speciality Chemicals,Raw Materials,Fine and Specialty Chemicals Intermediates,Pharmaceutical Bulk Drugs Projects

Caffeine From Tea Waste
N-Acetyl Glucosamine through Chitin biotechnically
Dextrose Saline Solution in Plastic Bottles
Electro Cardiograms (Machine)
Adhesive Bandage (Pharmaceutical Item)
Adhesive Tape for Hospital Use
Aerosol Insecticides
Alchol from Non-molases
Aluminium Hydroxide I.P. Gel Powder
Amino-4-Chloro-6-Methyl Pyremidine
Ampicillin
Ampicillin Trihydrate Capsules with Strip Packing
Analgin
Antidandruff Preparations (Liquid Shampoo)
Antiseptic Liquid
Aromatic Pills
Aspirin
Ayurvedic Churan and Tablets
Ayurvedic Pain Balm Ointment
Ayurvedic Pharmacy
Ayurvedic Pharmacy
Ayurvedic Pharmacy
Ayurvedic Tablets (Hajmola type)
Acyclovir
Amoxycillin
Ampicillin
Ayurvedic/Herbal Pharmacy
Black Braided Silk (Non-Absorbable Surgical Suture)
Cough Syrup
Camphor Powder
Camphor Sheet From Camphor Powder+B57:B68
Ciprofloxacin
Cloxacillin
Calcium Gluconate
Calcium Glycero-Phosphate
Camphor
Capsules, Tablets & Injections (Automatic Plant)
Chloram Phenicol
Chloroform
Chloroquinone Phosphate (Bulk Drugs)
Chloroquine
Cloroxylenol
Cough Syrup
Coumarin
Dettol Type Antiseptic Lotion
Dextrose Anhydrous, Sorbitol, Vitamin C.
Dextrose Injection
Dextrose Powder From Potato
Dextrose Saline 5% 10% 25% Solution
Dextrose Saline Solution In plastic Bottles
Depilatories
Dettol Like Antiseptic Lotion
Dextrose, Anhydrous, Sorbitol Vitamin C Manufacture
Dextrose Injection
Dextrose 5%
Dextrose Saline
Dextrose Saline Solution
Dextrose Solution
Dichloro Xymetaxylenon B.P.C. Chloroxynaol B.P.
Diethyl Oxalate
Disposable Plastic Syringes (Sterilised)
Disprin
Dextrose Monohydrate from Tapioca Starch
Drip Set for Giving Drip Glucose
Empty Gelatine Capsules
Erythrosine
Empty Hard Gelatine Capsules
Empty & Hard Gelatine Capsules
Ethambuttol Hydrochloride
Filling & Packing of Capsules
Formulation and Process of Pharmaceuticals Preparation
Glucose-D Powder
Glucose Syrup
Glucose Saline
Glycerine
Glycerine
Gripe Water
Hard Gelatine Capsule & Tablets
Homeopathic Sugar Globules
Homeopathic Medicines
Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2)
Hypodermic Needles
I.V. Bottle (F.F.S. Technology)
I.V. Cannula
I.V. Fluids In Plastic Bottles
Implantable Surgical Suture (Biomedical Textile)
Ibuprofen
Surgical Cotton Industry
Liquid Glucose From Maize And Maize Oil
Isabgol Processing Unit
Liquid Glucose from Tapioca Starch
Liquid Glucose Capsules
Lice Killer
Modified Starch
Mother Tinctures & Biochemic Medicines
Maize Processing for Glucose
Medicines For Piles
Menthol Crystals
Metronidazole
Mosquito Repellent Tablets (Vopmat Tablets)
Mosquito Coil
Mritasanjivani Sura
Naphthalene Balls Manufacturing
Naphthalene Balls
Niacinamide
Nicotine from Tobacco Waste
Nicotine from Tobacco Waste
Nicotine Sulphate from Tobacco Waste
Nitro Furazone
Oxitocin Injection
Oxyphen Butazone
Plastic I.V. Bottles
Paracetamol
Pharmaceutical Unit
Pharmaceuticals (Biotech, Traditional & Generic) (US$)
Papain from Raw Papaya
Papain Industries
Paracetamol
Paracetamol Tablets
Parathion, Monocro-tophis, Endosulfan Metasytox
Pesticides (i) Phosphemidon 85% Solution (ii) Copper Oxy Chlorid 50% W.P. (iii) Buta Chloride 50% E.C. (iv) Methyl Parathion 2% D.P.
Pesticides (i) Monocrotophos (ii) Endosulfan (iii) Methyl Parathion (iv) Butachlor (v) Synthetic Pyrothriods (vi) Isoprontons
Pharmaceutical Industry (Tablets, Capsules, Liquid Gel, Ointment, Powder Injectable)
Pharmaceutical Industries (Anti Scabies Skin Ointment and Pain Balm)
Pharmaceuticals Tablets, Capsules, Syrups Manufacture
Pharmaceutical Unit (Only formulation)
Pharmaceutical & Food Grade Gelatin
Pharmaceutical Unit
Pharmaceutical Unit (Tablets & Capsules)
Phenyl Brown & White
Phenylbutazone
Plaster of Paris Bandage
Protein Extraction From Tobacco Waste
Psyllium Husk (Isabgol Processing)
Pyridine and Derivatives
Quinine Sulphate (Bulk Drug)
Re-Packing of Medicines
Rubber Closures For Pharmaceutical Use
Starch, Liquid Glucose, Dextrose & Sorbitol
Saline Water & Dextrose Solution (IV fluid in plastic bottle)
Saponins
Sarcosine
Soluble Saccharin
Sorbitol
Sorbitol
Starch, Liquid Glucose Dextrose, Monohydrate Dextrose, Anhydrous Sorbitol Vitamin C
Sulphadiazene
Surgical Adhesive Tape on Cloth Surface
Surgical Adhesive Plaster (Johnson & Johnson Type)
Surgical Adhesive Plaster
Surgical Bandages
Surgical Cotton
Surgical Cotton & Bandage
Surgical Dressing
Synthetic Camphor Powder
Syrup
Syrup Industry (Pharmaceutical Grade)
Tablet Capsules Syrup & Lotion
Tablet Manufacturing
Tablets and Capsules
Tetracycline
Thymol
Tincture from Rectified Spirit
Veterinary medicine (Powder, Tablets & Capsules
Veterinary medicines (Powder, Tablets & Capsules)
Vitamin C
X-Ray film
Veterinary Injectable Pharmaceutical Products (Liquid & Powder As Per G.M.P.)
Disposable Medical Syringes
Plastic I.V. Bottles
Bottles for Mineral water
Black Braided Silk (Non-Absorbable Surgical Suture)
Medicated Lozenges like Strepsils, Vicks
Chloroform (CHCL3)
Medicated Lozenges (Like Strepsils, Halls, Vicks)
Blood Bags
ANESTHESIA USED IN HOSPITALS
NIACINAMIDE
HERBAL CAPSULES
TINCTURE FROM RECTIFIED SPIRIT
ORTHOPAEDIC IMPLANTS & INSTRUMENTS
CEFADROXIL FROM 7 - ADCA
Fish Oil making & refining
Polyphenols (Antioxidants) from Tea Extracts/Concentrate
Maize Processing Plant (Starch, Dextrose, Sorbitol, Liquid Glucose & Malto Dextrose)
Liquid Glucose from Broken Rice
Pharmaceutical Industry (Tablet, Liquids & Injectable)
Water for Injection (FFS Technology)
STARCH & LIQUID GLUCOSE FROM MAIZE
PHARMACEUTICAL UNIT (TABLETS, CAPSULES, LIQUID ORAL, OINTMENT, POWDER AND INJECTION)
DICALCIUM PHOSPHATE DENTIFRICE GRADE
CREPE BANDAGE
STEROID
SURGICAL BANDAGE
PHARMACEUTICAL STRIP PACKAGING MATERIAL USED IN PACKAGING OF TABLETS, CAPSULES AND POUCHES
LATEX GLOVES, LATEX CONDOMS AND CATHETER
ALKALOIDS FROM VINCA ROSEA
REPACKING OF MEDICINES
Pharmaceutical Unit (Tablet, Capsules & Syrup)
Dextrin (White and Yellow)
I.V. Fluids (FFS and BFS Technology)
Starch from Rice
Dental Cement
Retail Pharmacy Store
Extraction of calcium supplements and collagen from Egg shells
Silk Sutures
Mannitol
Pharmaceutical Unit (Syrup)
Glucose Saline
Ready Mix Coating Powder Used for Coating of Pharmaceuticals Tablets for Regular Film Coating and Functional Coating
Sorbitan Monooleate
Ultrasound Gel
Niclosamide API
Pharmaceutical Grade Sugar
Pharma Sugar Pellets and Granules
IV fluids in Non-PVC Bags
ECG Gel
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PIPE & TUBES Projects
Asbestos Cement Pressure Pipe & Fitting
Asbestos Pressure Pipes
Cement Concrete Pipe
ERW Pipes
Pressure Concrete Pipes (Moulding Process)
R.C.C. Spun Pipe
Spun Concrete Pipe Utilisation In Dist. Of Electrical Line
Salt Glazed Stone Ware Pipes & Fittings
Secondary Lead extraction from Scraps, Battery Plates, Pipes, Sweets
Fluorescent Tube Frame (Patti) & Starter
Fluroscnet Tube
Asbestos Cement Pipes and Fitting for Building Sewerage and Drainage
Ceramic Cores and Tubes
Glass Tubes (Glass Shells)
Spun Concrete Pipe Utilisation In Dist. Of Electrical Line
Stone Ware Pipe
Salt Glazed Stone Ware Pipes and Fittings
Sewerage Pipe (Ceramic)
Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
Aluminium Channels, Beading (Single & Double) Square & Round Pipes
Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
Aluminium Collapsible Tubes & Rigid Cans
C.I. Pipes & Fittings
C.I. Pipes, Fittings and Manholes
Conduit Pipes & Fittings
Conduit Pipes by Automatic Machines
Cold Drawn Welded Tubes Double Walled Braized Tubes
Copper Tubes & Pipes
Conduit Pipe Furniture Tubing
Collapsible Printed Tubes
Conduit Iron Pipe by Automatic Machine
Copper Extrusion (Pipe & Tubes)
ERW Galvanized Steel Pipes
ERW Steel Conduit Pipe
E.R.W. Steel Oxylance Tubes
E.R.W. Tubes (Black/Galvanized) 1/2
E.R.W. Pipe
ERW Steel Oxylance Tubes and Pipes
Ebonite Rods, Sheet & Tubes
Folding Tubes for Folding Umbrella
G.I. Pipes
G.I. Pipe from Scraps
G.I. Pipes, Drums & Barrels
G.I. Pipe from Skelp (Skip)
G.I. Pipes and Fittings
G.I. Pipes, Fittings & Man-Holes
Galvanised M.S. Pipes Fitting for Pipes
Laminated Tube (Multilayer)
Lightening Tube Tubular Steel Poles (Steel Tube and Poles)
Muffler & Silencer Pipes For Four Wheeler
M.S. Pipes
Metallic Pipe
Oxygen Lancing Pipe
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Pipe Galvanising Plant
Printed Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
R.C.C. Spun Pipes
Seamless M.S. Tubes & Pipes
Silencers (Mufflers) Exhaust & Tail Pipes for All
Stainless Steel Tubes
Steel Pipes & Tubes (By Extrusion Process)
Seamless M.S. Tubes & Pipes
Steel Tubes & P.V.C. Pipes
Tube Making For Umbrella
Muffler & Silencer Pipes For Four Wheeler
Submerged Arc Welded Pipes
Tube Making For Umbrella
Plastic collapsible Tubes & Printing
Agricultural Pipe (Kisan Pipe)
End Fitting for Rubber Hose Pipe
Fibre Reinforced Plastic Pipes
HDPE Pipes & Fittings
High Pressure Hose Pipe
L.P.G. Gas Pipe
L.P.G. Gas Pipe
PVC Granules & Rigid Pipes
Plastic collapsible Tubes & Printing Plastic Collapsible Tube for Tooth & Cream
PVC Granules Compounding (Cables, Conduit Pipes, Transparent Tubing Grades)
PVC Pipes
PVC Rigid Pipe
PVC Pipes
PVC Rigid Pipes
PVC Pipes & Fittings
PVC (Flexible) Pipe
PVC Conduit Pipes
Rubber Hose Pipe & Rubber Glazing
Rubber Hose Pipe
Steel Tubes & P.V.C. Pipes
Unplasticised PVC Pipe
HDPE Corrugated Pipe
DUCTILE PIPE
PIPERIDINES AND PIPERIDONES
L-SAW PIPES (Longitudinal Submerged Arc Welded (LSAW) pipes)
ALLOY STEEL LONG PRODUCT MARKET & ALLOY STEEL SEAMLESS PIPES (Market Survey)
LONGITUDINALLY SUBMERGED ARC WELDED PIPES (L SAW PIPES)
LONGITUDINALLY SUBMERGED ARC WELDED PIPES (L SAW PIPES)
OCTG TUBE & FITTINGS
Oxygen Lancing Pipes (Gas Lancing Pipe, Tube)
ERW Tube Mill
Thread seal tape
H.D.P.E. Pipes (diameter 630mm to 1000 mm)
PPR (POLY PROPELEYNE RANDOM) Pipes & Fitting
G.I. PIPE FITTINGS
STAINLESS STEEL TUBES/PIPES
SEAMLESS TUBES
REGID PVC PIPES, HDPE PIPES & FITTINGS
RIGID PVC PIPES, HDPE PIPES & FITTINGS
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CPVC Pipes
Pickles (Various Types)
Saw (Spiral & Longitudinal) Pipes
SAW (Spiral & Longitudinal) PIPES (Mobile Plant)
Plastic (HDPE, PVC, UPVC) Pipes
PVC Valves and Pipe Fitting
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Plantation, Agro Based, Farming, Cultivation, Ginger, Pig, Cattle, Poultry, Goat, Sheep, Coir Pith Products and Mushroom Projects

Eucalyptus & Poplar Tree Plantation , Cultivation
Eucalyptus Plantation , Cultivation
Rose Plantation , Cultivation & Rose Oil Extraction
Silk Reeling Unit
Coffee Plantation, Cultivation
Eucalyptus Plantation , Cultivation
Mango Plantation, Cultivation
Poplar Tree Plantation
Palm Tree Plantation , Cultivation
Pineapple Plantation, Cultivation
Papaya Cultivation and manufacturing of Papain (enzyme)
Rubber Plantation, Cultivation
Tea Plantation
Asafetadia (Hing)
Activated Carbon From Coconut Shell
Banana Plantation & Its By Products
Broom Stick Processing Unit
Cattle Breeding & Dairy Farm To Produce Milk
Cattle Feed From Molasses & Bagasse
Cattle Feed From Tapioca
Corn Oil (Maize Oil)
Cattle Farming (Cap. 500 Cow)
Coconut Processing Unit (Complex)
Coir Pith
Coir Pith Products (Briquettes, Artificial Doors and Manure)
Cattle Feed
Cube Sugar
Dairy Farm And Dairy Products
Dairy Farming To Produce Milk For Co-Operative Society
Dehydrtion And Pickling Ofoyster Paddy Straw Mushroom
Drying Of Tropical Fruits
Dry Ginger from green ginger
Dal Mill
Dehydrated Onion and Onion Powder
Delay Draped Garlic Granulated Powder
Fruit Juice Powder
Ginger Cultivation & Storage
Ginger Processing (Peeling, Drying, Grinding and Bleaching)
Greenhouse (Micro Plant Propagation)
Hybrid Seed Production
Hybrid Seed Production
Lecithin From Sunflower Oil
Maize & Its Products
Maize Cultivation & Its By-Products
Mango Plantation
Mushroom Processing & Canning
Maize Wet Milling Process (14 MT/HR)
Tissue Culture Micropropagation
Maize Starch
Mini Sugar Plant
Milk Powder
Malting Plant
Organic Foods (Paddy)
Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processin
Plantation, Cultivation of Medicinal Plant & Herbs
Poplar Plantation
Pork Products
Papaya Cultivation
Pig Farming
Poultry Farm
Poultry Farm
Potable Alcohol From Grains and damaged Fruit
Roller Flour Mill (Maida & Suji)
Sennoside & Its Product From senna Leaves
Shiitake Mushroom
Starch From Tapioca
Strawberry Cultivation & Processing
Starch from Tapioca
Tamarind Juice Concentrate
Tamarind Seed Decorticating & Powder Starch Making
Tea Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Tea Processing
Turmeric Plantation, Cultivation
Vegetable Margarine Plant
Vodka
Vodka From Potato
Zinc Sulfate 21% Agricultural Grade From Waste Ash
Rubber Roller For Printing MC
Vanilla Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
HDPE Corrugated Pipe
Oat Processing
Tractor Manufacturing (Farm/Agriculture)
Grape Cultivation
Vermicilli Automatic Plant
Coffee Plantation
Jatropha Plantation, Cultivation
NYLON NET FOR GIVING SHADE TO TEA PLANT IN NURSERY
Plantation, Cultivation Projects

Eucalyptus & Poplar Tree Plantation, Cultivation
Eucalyptus Plantation, Cultivation
Rose Plantation, Cultivation & Rose Oil Extraction
Coffee Plantation, Cultivation
Eucalyptus Plantation, Cultivation
Mango Plantation, Cultivation
Mushroom Cultivation
Nursery Farms
Poplar Tree Plantation
Palm Tree Plantation, Cultivation
Pineapple Plantation, Cultivation
Papaya Cultivation and manufacturing of Papain (enzyme)
Rubber Cultivation, Cultivation
Tea Plantation
Wine from Mahua Flowers
Banana Plantation & Its By Products
Plantation, Cultivation of Medicinal Plant & Herbs
Poplar Plantation
Tea Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Turmeric Plantation, Cultivation
Vanilla Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Grape Cultivation
Coffee Plantation
Jatropha plantation, Cultivation and its oil extraction (biodiesel)
Amla Cultivation, Plantation
RAJNIGANDHA AND ROSE PLANTATION WITH EXTRACTION OF OILS
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butadiene styrene (ABS), Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), Polyester, PA, Poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC), Polyurethanes (PU), Polycarbonate (PC), Polyethylene (PE) Projects

Edible Plasticizer for Ragi Papad
Fruit Juice in Plastic Cups
Fruit Juice Making and Packing in Plastic Container (Pouches)
Nylon Gold Finger
Acrylic Copolymer Emulsion
D.O.P. & Other Plasticizer
Formaldehyde
Heat & UV Stabilizers For PVC & Other Engineering Plastics
Hexamine from Formaldehyde
Melamine Formaldehyde Powder
Methyl Methacrylate (Polymer)
Resin Coated Sand
Solution Polymerization of Methyl Methacrylate
Urea Formaldehyde Resin
Urea Formaldehyde
Urea Formaldehyde & Melamine Formaldehyde Powder
Lead Acid Battery & PVC Separator
PVC Electric Wires & Cables
PVC Wire & Cable
PVC Electrical Insulation Tape
Plastic Film Capacitor
Resin Cast CT & PT (11 KV)
Electroplating of Plastics
Magnesite Bond Polishing Brickresin Bond Polishing Brick & Resin Bond Final Polish For Marble & Granite
Alkyd Resin (Soyabeen Oil And Linseed Oil
Epoxy Resin
Isophthalic Acid Resin
Pressure Sensitive Self Adhesive PVC Tape
PVC Insulating Tape
PVC Insulation Tape and Cellophane Tape
Resin Based Adhesive
Resin Cored Soft Solder Sticks
Air Bubble Packaging Film of Plastic
Disposable Plastic Syringes
Aluminium Cans
Plastic Welding Machine
Printed Crown Cap With PVC Lining
Resin Cored Soft Solder Sticks
Plastic Cards (Smart Cards) Utilised Credit Cards
PVC Leather Cloth
CNSL Based Resin In Powder & Liquid Form
Epoxy Resin
Spirit Soluble Maleic Resin
Varnish, Paints from OleoResin
Dextrose Saline Solution In plastic Bottles
Disposable Plastic Syringes (Sterilised)
I.V. Fluids In Plastic Bottles
Plastic I.V. Bottles
Plastic Cladded Aluminium Squeeze Tube
Plastic Collapsible Tube
Plastic collapsible Tubes & Printing
Photo Polymer Coating for Plate and Block Making
Acrylic Fibre
Acrylic Yarn
Acrylic Based Industries
Acrylic Sheet
Alkyd Resin from Linseed Oil and Soyabean Oil
Alkyd Resin from Cashew Nut Shell Oil
Air Bubbles Packaging
Acrylic Sheet
Plastic Balloons for Advertising
C.N.S.L. Based Resins in Powder and Liquid form
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks Using Plain Looms
Disposable Plastic Syringes
Disposable Medical Syringes
Disposable Cigarette Gas Lighter (Plastic)
Disposable Plastic Syringes
Disposable Plastic Syringes with Needles
Disposable Plastic & Glass Syringes & Needles
Disposable Plastic Syringes with Needles
Egg Trays From Plastics
Engineering Plastic Auto Components
Epoxy Resin
Extrusion from Plastic Waste
Fibre Reinforced Plastic Pipes
FRP Products (Helmet, Wash Basin Sheets Roofing Sheets)
Fabricated Plastic Products
Fibre Reinforced Plastics
Flexible Polyurethane Foam
Formaldehyde Crockery and Other Items
Good Quality Plastic Goods Industry
Granules from Acrylic Monomer
Gum Bottles (PVC)
HDPE Film Sheet
HDPE Twine & Rope
Heat & UV Stabilizers For PVC & Other Engineering Plastics
HDPE Coated Paper Sacks
HDPE Coated Paper Sacks
HDPE Containers
HDPE Containers & Carboys (Blow Moulding)
HDPE Drinking Straw
HDPE Jerrycans, 50 Ltrs. & 100 Ltrs. Capacity
HDPE Monofilament Yarn
HDPE Pipes & Fittings
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks Using Plain Looms
HDPE Sheets or Films
HDPE Twins & Ropes
HDPE Woven Fabrics and Sacks on Powerlooms (Plain Looms)
HDPE Woven Sacks using Circular Looms & Plain Loom with Lamination (Tandem Process) & Printing
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks, Using Circular Loom
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks using Circular Looms
Hangers, PVC Coated and Non-Coated
Helmet (FRP)
High Density Polythene Boxes (Plastic Containers)
High Density Polythene (HDPE) Plastic Containers
LDPE Lined Bitumen Hessian Bags
LDPE Moulded Products (Sheets)
LDPE/HDPE, Gasket Cone Chair Cone and Sutli
Leather Shoes Injection Moulded PVC Soles
Melamine Formaldehyde Resin
Methyl Methacrylate (monomer) from Acrylic Scrap
Moulding Unit for Urea Formaldehyde Moulding Compound
Moulded Plastic TV Cabinets
Nylon Polyester & P.P. Ropemaking Plant
Nylon Straps for Hawai Chappals
Nylon Niwar
Nylon Zip Fastners
Nylon Zip fasteners
Pet Pre Form From Pet Resin
Plastic Buckers Bottles & Doli
Plastic Buttons From Polyester Sheet & Rod
Plastic Cards (Smart Cards)
Plastic Fan Guard (Automatic)
Plastic Felt
Plastic Spectacle Frame
Plastic Tooth Picks
PVC Battery Separator
PVC Compounding
PVC Extrusion Profile (Wiring Channel)
PVC Granules & Rigid Pipes
PVC Granules Form PVC Resin
Plastic Smart Card (Credit Card, Discount Card)
Plastic Cards (Smart Cards) Utilised Credit Cards
Plastic collapsible Tubes & Printing Plastic Collapsible Tube for Tooth & Cream
Plastic I.V. Bottles
PVC Electric Wires & Cables
PU/PVC Sole for Sport Shoe by Imported Machineries
PVC Battery Separators
PVC Coated Conveyor Belting
PVC Coated Electric Wire
PVC Coating on Textile
PVC Compounds (Cables Grade)
PVC Compounding for Cables Grade
PVC Cans, Bottles
PVC Cork Blank for Crown Cap
PVC Crown Cap Lining Compound
PVC Film & Sheets
PVC Fittings
PVC Flexible Fusible Powder (Heat Fusible Powder)
PVC Granules (For Insulation & Sheets Grades)
PVC Granules from PVC Scrap
PVC Granules Compounding (Cables, Conduit Pipes, Transparent Tubing Grades)
PVC Hoses
PVC Leather Cloth
PVC Pipes
PVC Rigid Pipe
PVC Resin & Compound (For Bottle Making)
PVC Self Adhesive Tapes
PVC Sheet Fire Proof and Shock Proof
PVC Soles Cables for automobiles
PVC Wire
PVC Wire & Cables
Phenol Formaldehyde Resin
Phenolic Resin
Plastic Board
Plastic Bobbins
Plastics Buttons From Poll Sheets and Rods
Plastic Cans
Plastic Container for Packing Detergent Powder
Plastic Extrusion From Plastic Scraps
Plastics Films and sheets with printing (flexo and roto) LDPE/PP/PM/PPC
Plastic Granules or Powder from Plastic Scrap
Plastic Items Manufactured from Powder Melamine
Plastic Jerry Cans
Plastics Manufacture
Plastic Novelties by Vacuum Forming Press
Plastics Office Product
Plastic Products (Blow Moulding & Injection Moulding)
Plastic Products
Plastics Products (Gold, Silver, Nickel)
Plating on Plastic
Plastic Packing Materials
PVC Pipes
PVC Rigid Pipes
Plastic Containers (Manufacture of Plastics)
Plastic Cover Manufacturing Unit with Printing
Plastic Products
Printing of HDPE Bags
Plastic Caps and Spoons
PVC Pipes & Fittings
Plastic Barrels
PVC Compounding, Wire Drawing & Insulation
Plastic Rain Coat
PVC Gem Clips
PVC Insulated Compound
Plastic Bottles & Containers
PVC Battery Separators
Polyester Resin
PVC Resins
PVC (Flexible) Pipe
PVC Fittings
PVC Foot Wear
Plastic Packaging material for Ghee and Milk
Plastic Polypropylene Sutli
Plastic collapsible Tubes
Polyester & Plastic Film Capacitors
Plastic Bottles Used in Medicines (Small Sizes)
Plastic Buckets & Doli
PVC Profile
PVC Asbestos Floor Tiles
PVC Resin Based Granules
PVC Spare Parts
Plastic Clip for Ladies
Plastic Buttons
PVC Granules by Chemical Process
PVC Bottles Packaging for Use in Hair Oil
PVC Drinking Straw
Polyurethane Cycle Seats
Plastic Ampules used for Distilled Water
PVC Granules, Film & Printed Bags
PVC Films
Polyurethane Foam
PVC Wire & Cables
Photo Polymer Emulsion
PVC Cables & Twin Flex Cable (T V Antenna Cables)
PVC Cables & Twin Flex Cables/Cable Wire
PVC Granules (Granules & Footwears)
PVC Compounding from Plastic Waste
PVC Compounds from PVC Resins (PVC Granules)
Plastic Bottles & Caps
Plastic Drinking Straw (PVC)
Plastic Industry
Plastic Processing Moulds
Plastic Sutli
Plastic Tarpauline
PVC Conduit Pipes
Plastic Moulded Toys
Plastic Moulded Articles (Using Agro Waste as Fillers)
Plastic Corrugated Sheets
Plastic Cone
Polyurethane Sole Manufacture
PVC Roofing Sheets
Polyurethane In-situ Insulation
Polyurethane Foam & Its Products
Plastic Buttons
Plastic Flash Light Torches
Recycling Of Polythene
Recovery of Nylon from Nylon Waste
Rubberized PVC Gasket
Rigid Polyurethane Foam
Rubber Lining and FRP Lining in Acid Storage Tanks
Rubberised PVC Gasket
Solution Polymerization of Methyl Methacrylate
Spectacle Frames (Plastic)
Spectacle Frames (Plastic)
Spirit Soluble Maleic Resin
Sterilized Disposable Plastic Syringes
Tar Plastics
Thermocole Sheets (Expanded Polystyrene Sheet)
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Unplasticised PVC Pipe
Urea Formaldehyde Resin
Urea Formaldehyde Moulding Powder
Vinyl Asbestos and PVC Wall Paper
Vinyl Asbestos Flooring & PVC Wall Paper
Valve for Disposable Plastic Gas Lighter
Water Storage Tanks (HDPE) (Sintex Type)
Acrylic Yarn Dyeing
Acrylic Blanket For Human Warming
Acrylic Garments
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks Using Circular looms
Nylon Socks
Nylon Band
Nylon Under Garments (Underwears and Panties)
Printed & Plain HDPE/PP Woven Sacks using Circular Looms
Scouring Agent for Nylon
Twisted Yarn (Nylon)
Disposable Plastic Syringes
HDPE Corrugated Pipe
Non Plastic Clay Calcination Plant
Poly Acrylic Acid
Polyester Master Used for Mini Offset Printing Machines
Plastic Files & Its Smaller Components
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
Blood Bags
PVC INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS (INJECTION MOULDED)
EXPANDED CELLULAR POLYETHYLENE SHEET
BLENDING OF PUFF POLYOL AND PUFF SANDWICH PANELS
MELAMINE CROCKERY
PLASTAZOTE POLYETHYLENE FOAM USED FOR FIBRE CABLE JOINT
PET GRANULES/DANA
NYLON NET FOR GIVING SHADE TO TEA PLANT IN NURSERY
PLASTIC TUBES AND HDPE FABRIC
SPOONS (PLASTIC)
PHENOLIC RESIN INTENDED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF FLOWER TYPE FOAM (FOAM FOR HOLDING FLOWERS)
FIBRE GLASS WIRE
POLYESTER RESIN FOR WIRE ENAMEL
NYLON GRANULES FROM NYLON WASTE
HOLOGRAPHIC METALLIZED POLYESTER FILMS
PVC EXTRUSION BITS
POLY CARBONATE SHEET
HDPE DUCTING FOR TELECOM CABLES
Plastic Products (Blow Moulding & Injection Moulding)
FIBRE REINFORCED PLASTICS
P.P. BAGS FOR CEMENT
EXPANDABLE POLYSTYRENE (EPS-RAW MATERIAL FOR THERMOCOLE PRODUCTS)
Decorative Laminates, Decorative Laminate Sheets (Sunmica Type)
PVC Solvent Cement
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks
Masterbatches (Calcium Carbonate CaCO3 Filled, Mineral Filled)
Master Batches (Calcium Carbonate CaCO3 Filled, Mineral Filled)
Credit Cards/Smart Cards/Identity Cards
Melamine Crokery
PU Resin
Thread seal tape
H.D.P.E. Pipes (diameter 630mm to 1000 mm)
Woven Polypropylene Sacks
LPG CYLINDERS FROM FIBRE GLASS
PPR (POLY PROPELEYNE RANDOM) Pipes & Fitting
PVC Coated Multi Strand Wires
THERMOCOL MOULDED PRODUCTS
INJECTION MOULDED PLASTIC GOODS WITH PVC CHAPPLAS
BAKELITE SHEET (FABRIC & PAPER BASE)
THERMOSETTING RESIN (PHENOLIC RESIN BASED)
ACRYLIC BASED POLYMER EMULSION/ HOMOPOLYMER USED IN WATER TREATMENT FOR BOILER AND COOLING TOWER
REGID PVC PIPES, HDPE PIPES & FITTINGS
PLASTIC AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HIGH DENSITY POLYETHLENE CAN
ALIPHATIC 100% SOLUTION POLYURETHANE- DISPERSION
POLYURETHANE DISPERSION (COATING)
NYLON ZIP FASTENERS
SIGN BOARD
NYLON SCREEN CLOTH WITH WOODEN FRAME
PVC COATING ON PAPER
INSULATION FOAM
PLASTIC WASTE RECYCLING PLANT
LD SHEETS/MICRO SHEETS
POLYURETHANE SYSTEM (BLENDING OF PUFF POLYOL I.E. POLYOL AND ISOCYANATE)
POUCH MAKING WITH GRAVURE PRINTING AND CYLINDER ENGRAVING
VEGETABLE CRATE (PLASTIC)
POLYPROPYLENE VIRGIN RESIN GRANULES
INJECTION MOULDED ENERGY METER BOXES AND SECURITY SEAL
VANILLIN (SYNTHETIC)
Polyester Staple Fiber from PET Bottle Scraps
Co Extruded UPVC Roofing Sheet (Three Layer)
Polypropylene (PP) Spun Bonded Non Woven Textiles
Foamed LDPE Products used in Packaging using CO2 & N2 Gas
Polyurethane (PU) and Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) Sandwich Panels
Coated Fabric with Thermoplastic for Flexible Luggage & Rainwear
CPVC Pipes
BLOOD BAGS
PVC Flex Banner (Frontlit, Backlit & Vinyl)
PVC Wire & Cables
PU & PVC Leather Cloth
Plastic (HDPE, PVC, UPVC) Pipes
Investment Opportunities, Cost and Revenue
Polymer Modified Bitumen
Crumb Rubber Modified Bitumen (crmb)
PVC FLEX BANNER BY CALENDERING PROCESS
Bio Waste Bags
GRP/FRP Pultrusion profile
Nylon Cable Tie
PET Resin
BOPP Bags
Polyethylene Sheet Manufacturing
HDPE Sheet Manufacturing
Acrylic Sheet Manufacturing
Plastic Sheets Manufacturing
PVC Cable Compound Manufacturing
PET Flakes Manufacturing
Plastic Additives Manufacturing
Monofilament Niwar Manufacturing
Injection Molded Plastic Components Manufacturing
Plastic Extrusions Manufacturing
Plastic Strapping Manufacturing
Plastic Vacuum forming Manufacturing
PVC Compounds Manufacturing
Plastic Buckets Manufacturing
Plastic Processing
Aluminum Plastic Caps Manufacturing
PVC End Caps Manufacturing
Plastic Barrels Manufacturing
PVC Cable Caps Manufacturing
Plastic Caps Manufacturing
Plastic Packaging Products Manufacturing
PTFE Molded Bushes Manufacturing
Rotomolded Products Manufacturing
PTFE Products Manufacturing
PTFE Molded Rods Manufacturing
WPC Foam Board and Profile
Propylene
Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC)
Carbon Nanotube Reinforced Polymer
Plastic Glass Sheet
PVC TOILETS FLUSH TANK AND TOILET SEAT COVER
PVC and WPC Foam Sheet
PVC Pipes, Hose and Overhead Tanks
Plastic Composite LPG Cylinder
Modified Toothbrush
Recycling of Polyester Staple Fiber
Vinyl Ester Resin
Polymer Based Insulator
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PVC Wall Panel
HDPE Pipe for OFC Applications
PVC Valves and Pipe Fitting
Plastic Card Manufacturing For Different Applications (Blank PVC Cards, Id Cards, Preprinted Cards)
Chlorinated Polyethylene
Lashing Belt
Courier Bags and Air Bubble Bags
PVC Mould Making Plant (Used In Manufacturing Of Concrete Pavers Block And Tile)
HDPE Geomembrane
Recycled Pet Yarn (Pet Bottle Recycling to Textile Fiber)
Polyester From Scrap Plastic
WPC Door
Plastic Thermoware (Lunch Boxes, Tiffins, Vacuum Flask)
Blood Bags By Using EVA Polymer
Phenolic-Fabric Tube
Crushed Pet Bottle Flakes
Melamine Crockery
Plastic Petri Dishes
Disposable Polypropylene Box
Chlorinated Polyethylene
PVC Roofing Sheets
cellulose acetate combs
PET Strap
UPVC windows and Doors
Recycled Staple Polyester Fibre
Poly Propylene
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Potato Processing, Potato Based Products, Potato Chips & Wafers, Potato Granules,
Potato Wine, Alcohol, Vodka, Sticks, French Fries, Potato Specialties, Dehydrated, Frozen Potato Products, Potato Starch, Potato Powder, Flakes & Pellets, Liquid Glucose Projects

French Fries & Allied Potato Products
Frozen Finger Chips
Potato Chips
Potato And Onion Flakes
Potato Chips (Different Type Recipe & Flavoured)
Potato Granules
Potato Powder (Automatic)
Potato Starch
Potato and Onion Flakes
Potato Chips
Potato Starch
Potato & Onion Powder
Vodka From Potatoes
Alcohol From Potatoes
Potato Starch
Cold Storage 20,000 Bags of potato of 50 Kg. Size
Dextrose Powder From Potato
Vodka From Potato
Potato Wafers (Automatic)
Potato Powder, Flakes & Pellets
Potato Flour, Powder
Potato Products (Potato Balls, Nuggets and French Fries)
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Power Plant (Hydro based)
Solar Power Plant
Porcelain Insulator
Sponge Iron With Captive Power Plant (Agro Based)
Power Plant (Hydro based) Cap: 10 MW
Power Plant (Agro Based)
Biogas Power Plant From Cow dung
Biogas Power Plant
POWER PLANT (GAS BASED)
DIESEL GENERATING SET (5 KVA TO 250 KVA)
Power plant based on biomass gasification
Power plant based on windmill
RCC (Reinforcement Concrete Cement) Poles
RCC (Reinforced Concrete Cement) Poles
CO-GENERATION PLANT BAGASSE BASED (POWER PLANT)
Captive Power Plant
Power Generation from Biomass
Biogas power plant
Bio-mass (Rice Husk) based Cogeneration project
CAPTIVE POWER PLANT USING RICE HUSK AND COAL (CONVERTIBLE)
TRANSMISSION GALVANIZED TOWER
CALCINATION PLANT FOR PYROPHYLLITE AND DISPORE MINERALS BY VERTICAL SHAFT KLIN PROCESS
CALCINATION PLANT FOR PYROPHYLLITE AND DISPORE MINERALS BY VERTICAL SHAFT KILN PROCESS
POWER PLANT COAL BASED
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Photo-Emulsion for Rotary Screen Printing
Poly Vinyl Acetate Emulsion For Textile Process (Dyeing and Printing)
Photo Engravurs Cylinders (Used in Roto Printings)
Copper, Nickel and Hard Chromium Coating on Offset Printing Plates and Damping Rolls
Transparent Anodizing Printing
Tin Printing & Anodizing on Aluminium
Glass Printing
Gum (Boot Polish Gum, Office Paste, Printing Gum & Plywood Adhesive)
Printing Gums
Sizing, Printing & Food Gums
Textile Printing Paste (Gum)
Anod Printing of Anodised Aluminium
Exercise Note Book & Offset Printing Press
Flexographic Printing Ink
Offset Printing Inks (Colour Inks)
Printing of Multi-Coloured Labels & Tickets
Printing Inks
Screen Printing Ink
Screen Printing Ink
Screen Printing Ink
T-Shirt Screen Printing Inks
Web Offset Printing Ink
Screen Printing of Jute bag
Polythene lined Jute Bags with Printing
Aluminium Printing Plates For offset Printing Machine
Copper Nickel & Hard Chromium Coating on Offset Printing Plates & Damper & Rolls
Offset Printing Machines in India
Printing Press (Cylinder Machine)
Pre-Sensitised (PS) Plates of Aluminium for offset Printing
Tin Printing on Tin Plate
Newspaper Printing
Offset Printing Press
Pouch Making and Gravier Printing
Printing of Tin Sheets
Printing Ink
Printing Ink
Card Board Match Box with side Screen Printing
Multi-Layer (3 Layer) Film with Lamination & Printing
Pouch Making & Gravier Printing
Writing & Printing Paper Plant
Anod Printing of Anodised Aluminium
Block Making for Printing Purpose on Metallic Sheet
Aluminium Printing Plates For offset Printing Machine
Book Printing Industry
DTP Cum Offset Printing
Flexographic & Rotogravure Printing
Flexographic Printing On Polyethylene
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Modern Printing Press
Offset Printing Press
Offset Printing Press 2-4 Colour
Offset Printing Press Single Colour
Offset Printing Press
Printing On Cartoon
Photo-Emulsion For Rotary Screen Printing
Plastic collapsible Tubes & Printing
Pre-Sensitised (PS) Plates Of Aluminium For Offset Printing
Printing Ink (Flexographic Ink)
Printing on Aluminium Lables
Printing Industry
Printing of Multi-Colour Labels
Printing of Tin Containers
Printing on Laminated Pouch Making Composite Unit
Rubber Roller For Printing MC
Roto Gravure Printing (For Flexible Packing)
Screen Printing On Cotton, Polyester And Acrylics
HM Bag Plant with Printing Unit
HM-Bag Plant with Printing Unit
Plastic collapsible Tubes & Printing Plastic Collapsible Tube for Tooth & Cream
Plastics Films and sheets with printing (flexo and roto) LDPE/PP/HM/PVC
Polythene Lined Jute Bags with Printing System
Polypropylene Bags & Printing with Handles
Plastic Cover Manufacturing Unit with Printing
Printing of HDPE Bags
Polythene Bags & Automatic Printing
Ink for Roto Gravure & Screen Printing
Polythene Bags & Automatic Printing
Rubber Roller For Printing machine 24
Textile Dyeing, Bleaching, Finishing & Printing of Cotton Fabric
Weaving of Dosuti Cloth with Printing, Dyeing, Embroidery and Finishing
Binders for Textile Printing
Bleaching, Dyeing Printing of Textiles & Woolens
Cotton Screen Printing
Cotton Saree Screen Printing
Denim Cloth (Integrated Unit With Printing, Bleaching and Dyeing)
Jute Bags with Printing
Laminated Hessian Bags with Printing System
Textile Printing Binder
Screen Printing on Cotton
Silk Screen Printing on Sarees
Web Offset Printing Machine (Market Survey Report)
Photo Emulsion for Rotary Screen Printing
Polyester Master Used for Mini Offset Printing Machines
PRINTING OIL
WATER BASED & SOLVENT BASED FLEXO & GRAVURE PRINTING INKS
OFFSET PRINTING PRESS
SILK SCREEN PRINTING OF SAREES
POUCH MAKING WITH GRAVURE PRINTING AND CYLINDER ENGRAVING
POUCH MAKING WITH GRAVURE PRINTING AND CYLINDER ENGRAVING
Multilayer Compressible Rubber Printing Blanket used in Web & Offset Printing Press
PVC Flex Banner (Frontlit, Backlit & Vinyl)
Readymade Garments, Textile & Textile Auxiliaries, Hosiery, Spinning, Jeans and Under Garments Projects

Tarpaulin (Chemical Water Proofing Process On cotton Cloth)
Black Braided Silk (Non-Absorbable Surgical Suture)
Spinning, Doubling, Dyeing, Mercerizing & Bleaching of Cotton Yarn
Textile Dyeing, Bleaching, Finishing & Printing of Cotton Fabric
Textile Industry (Hosiery)
Textile Mill
Absorbent Cotton
Acrylic Yarn Dyeing
Acrylic Blanket For Human Warming
Acrylic Garments
Angora Rabbit Wool
Black Braided Silk (Non-Absorbable Surgical Suture)
Blanket From Wool Or Woolen Waste Or Woolen Rags
Bandage Cloth Weaving on Power Looms
Baby Diapers
Banyans, Underwears & Socks
Baan Rope and Sutli
Binders for Textile Printing
Blanket Manufacture from Shaddy (Woven Type)
Cotton Sewing Thread (Bleaching Dyeing & Mercerising of Cotton Yarn)
Black Cotton Insulation Tape
Bleaching, Dyeing Finishing of Textile & Power Looms
Bleaching, Dyeing Printing of Textiles & Woolens
Blankets from Wool Waste
Children Knit Wear T Shirt
Cotton Yarn Dyeing
Canvas Shoes
Carding Cloth
Tarpaulin (Chemical Water Proofing Process On cotton Cloth)
Carpet Wool Yarn Spinning Plant
Carpet Plant (Woolen Fabric)
Carpet Wool Yarn Spinning Plant
Ceramic Thread Guide
Coir Industry
Cotton Tags
Coconut Fibres
Cotton Screen Printing
Cotton Garments (Gunjy Baniyan & Underwears)
Cotton Swab
Cotton Yarn Spinning Plant
Cotton Saree Screen Printing
Cotton Blanket
Cotton Niwar
Cotton Waste Spinning Plant
Coir Industry (Coir Ropes, Cordages and Twines)
Denim Cloth (Integrated Unit With Printing, Bleaching and Dyeing)
Doubling Plant (Cotton and Fancy Doubling)
Export oriented Readymade Garments
Bituminous Water Proof Felt (Fibre Based)
Fibre Industry
Folding Drills for the Manufacture of Bed Sheets, Towels
Gunny Bags and Sutli
COTTON GINNING & PRESSING
Gunny Bags
Gas Mantles
Handicrafts (Cane & Bamboo)
Hosiery Cloth Processing (Cotton)
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks Using Circular looms
Hosiery Industry (Gunjy, Baniyan & T- Shirt)
Hosiery Labels
Hosiery Fabric Cloth From Cotton Yarn
Jeans Cottons Casual & Shirts
Jacquard Fabrics
Jari Yarn Manufacture
Jute Processing Twin and Gunny Bags making
Jeans Manufacture on Automatic Machine
Jute, Coir Grass Rope/Sutli Making
Jute Processing Twin and Gunny Bags making
Jute Waste Products (Simple and Double Bonded Jute Fabrics)
Jute Rope and Twine
Jute Twine
Jute Board from Jute Stick
Jute Fabric Cloth
Jute Bags with Printing
Knitted Fabric Manufacturing
Kotah Doria Sarees
Knitting & Textile Process House Plant
Laces
Laminated Hessian Bags with Printing System
Laminated Hessian Bags Cloth (Water Proof)
Laminated Jute bags
Manila Ropes
Mercerising of Cotton Yarn (Hank)
Neck Tie
Neck Tie
Non Woven Compressed Woollen Felt Industry
Nylon Socks
Nylon Band
Nylon Under Garments (Underwears and Panties)
Organdi Finish on Sarees
Polypropylene Multifilament yarn
Polyester Viscose Suiting Fabrics on Handlooms
Polyester Yarn Doubling Plant
Power Looms
Power looms and Handloom (Bed Sheets, Carpet, Mats bed Cover, Carpet Shawls, blanket)
Show Laces
Silk Reeling Unit
Synthetic Floating To Fishing Industry
Silk Reeling Unit
Spinning & Carding Of Wool Into Yarns
Textile Carpet Woolen Dyeing
Textile Dyeing Auxiliaries
Textile Printing Binder
T-Shirts & Baniyans
Underwear Garment Ganji, Jangia
Viscose Rayon
Vests, Briefs, panties & kidswear for men, women & children
Processing of Sheep Hair to Produce Wool
Printed & Plain HDPE/PP Woven Sacks using Circular Looms
Raw Wool Scouring Plant
Readymade Garments
Readymade Jean
Readymade Garments
Sanitary Napkins
Screen Printing on Cotton
Scouring Agent for Nylon
Sewing Thread Making From Polyester Filament Yarn.
Sewing Thread, Balls Reels & Balls
Silk Manufacture
Silk Manufacture
Silk Screen Printing on Sarees
Socks Knitting (Cotton)
Socks Knitting on Automatic Machine & Manufacture of Hosiery
Shoe Laces
Stiff Collar Making for Shirts
Surgical Plaster Tape
Surgical Cotton
Surgical Dressing
Surgical Dressing
Starch Book Binding Cloth
Synthetic Cloth Processing
Synthetic Textured Yarn
Synthetic Yarn Dyeing
Tailor/Hosiery Readymade Garments (Labels)
Tarpaulin
Tab Ended Pulp Filled Napkin (Sanitary Napkin)
Terrycloth Towel, Bed Sheet, Cover Vitrage Manufacturing
Terry Towels
Textile Bleaching, Dyeing & Finishing
Textile Marking Paste
Towels, Socks & Hosiery Baniyan
Textile (Power Loom) & Hosiery Knitwears
Textiles Mini Sizing Plant for Synthetic and Blended Fabrics Mill
Textile Cotton Blankets (Hand Looms)
Under Garments (Underwears & Panties)
Twisted Yarn (Nylon)
Viscose Rayon Yarn From Cotton Linters
Vests, Brief, panties & kidswear for men, women & children
Wool Batching Oil
Water Proof Fabrics
Woollen Yarn Spinning Plant (Woollen Hosiery Mill)
Worsted Spinning Mill
Woollen Shawls
Woollen Dyeing
Woollen Blankets
Woollen Hand Made Carpet Washing Plant
Woven Elastic Tape
Dyeing on Rayon in hanks form & Cone
Coverall (Boiler Suits)
Cut and Saw Factory for Home Furnishing
Cotton Yarn
Textile Softeners (Cationic, Anionic & Nonionic)
Home Furnishing (Export)
HOSIERY Products (Like Vest, Briefs, T-shirts & Socks)
Jute Garments
HANDLOOM TOWEL DOOR MAT
ENZYME (IN POWDER FORM) USED FOR DENIM CLOTH AND GARMENT WASHING
TEXTILE AUXILIARIES
DENIM JEANS
TEXTILE & FINISHING AGENTS
COTTON GLOVES (KNITTED)
ZARI POWDER FROM ZARI YARN
Readymade Garments (100% EOU)
Lingerie Stitching Unit
Bed Linen Stitching Unit
Circular Knitting Unit (Commercial)
Collar Knitting Unit (Commercial)
Denim Jeans Stitching Unit
Embroidery Unit (Commercial)
Garments Stitching Unit (Men's Undergarments)
Garments Stitching Unit (Men's Dress Trousers)
Label Manufacturing Unit
Nonwoven fabric
CREPE BANDAGE
READYMADE GARMENTS (TROUSER)
SOCKS-VARIOUS TYPES
Synthetic Rubber based Cots & Aprons used in Textile Industry
Children Knit Wear T-Shirt
Handloom Khadi Garments Stitching , Embroidery ,Block Printing and Digital Printing
Undergarments (Men & Women)
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Fuel Bricks From Saw Dust
Power Plant (Hydro based)
Solar Power Plant
Solar Cells
Solar Modules
Solar Powered Electronic Calculators
Solar Cells
Solar Cooker
Solar Pump
Solar Water Heating Panels
Solar Power Plant
Solar Pumps
Solar Cells
Solar Water Heaters
Solar Cells
Solar Cells
Solar Pump
Biogas Production (Manual)
Bio coal Briquettes from Agricultural cellulosic wastes
Gober Gas Plant
Power Plant (Hydro based) Cap: 10 MW
Solar Cooker
Biogas Power Plant From Cow dung
Biogas Power Plant
Ethanol As Biofuel
JATROPHA PLANTATION, CULTIVATION
Electricity Generation Wind Based
Jatropha plantation, Cultivation and its oil extraction (biodiesel)
Power plant based on biomass gasification
Power plant based on windmill
Bio Diesel from Cooking Oil
Bio Fertilizer (Organic Fertilizer) from Garbage
Sugar Mill with Bioethanol from Molasses
RCC(Reinforcement Concrete Cement) Poles
RCC(Reinforced Concrete Cement) Poles
SOLAR CELL (PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS)
SOLAR CELL (PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS)
CO-GENERATION PLANT BAGASSE BASED (POWER PLANT)
Power Generation from Biomass
Biogas power plant
Bio-mass (Rice Husk) based Cogeneration project
Solar Panel
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Rice Husk, Rice Hull, Rice Husk Ash (Agricultural waste) based Projects

Cement From Rice Husk
Cement from Rice Husk
Furfural from Rice Husk
Oxalic Acid From Rice Husk
Sodium Silicate from Rice Husk
Ultrapure Silicon from Rice Husk
Cement From Rice Husk
Particle Board from Rice Husk
Card Board from Rice Husk
Paper from Rice Husk & Wheat Husk
Particle Board from Rice Husk
ACTIVATED CARBON FROM RICE HUSK AND COCONUT SHELL/SAW DUST
CHARCOAL POWDER FROM RICE HUSK
Bio-mass (Rice Husk) based Cogeneration project
Precipitated Silica from Rice Husk Ash
BIOSILICA FROM RICE HUSK ASH
Rice Protein Powder
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Rubber & Plastic Industries, FRP Products, Polymers, PET, PVC, LDPE, HDPE, Polypropylene, Acrylic and Polyurethane Projects

Acrylic Fibre
Acrylic Yarn
Acrylic Based Industries
Agricultural Pipe (Kisan Pipe)
Acid & Alkali Proof Rubber Hand Gloves
Acrylic Sheet
Alkyd Resin from Linseed Oil and Soyabean Oil
Alkyd Resin from Cashew Nut Shell Oil
Air Bubbles Packaging
Auto Flaps
Azo Dicarbon Oxide
ABS Granules
Automobile Tube & Flaps
Automobile Tyre, Tubes & Flaps
Auto Tubes & Tyres (for Scooters, Motor Cycle)
Acrylic Mirror
Acrylic Sheet
Automobiles Tyre, Tubes & Flaps
Audio Cassette Manufacturing
Bicycle Tyres
B.O.P.P. Film
Baby Nipple
Baby Nipple (Big Size)
Baby Nipple (Big Size)
Bakelite Moulding Powder
Bakelite Moulded Products
Plastic Balloons for Advertising
Black Insulating Tape
Blowing Agents (Diphenyl Triazene) and Dinitrosopenta-methylene Tetramine
BOPP Film
Brake Rubber Blocks with Fibre Reinforcement
Brake Hoses
Building Blocks
C.N.S.L. Based Resins in Powder and Liquid form
Canvas Shoes
Carboys (blow moulding)
Cassette Tapes Cover
Co-Extrusion Film
Co-Extrusion Blow Films Multilayer Flexible Composites
Coir Foam
Conveyor Belting
Colour Coating on Polystyrene Molded Beads
Colour Grader From Latex rubber
Crepe Rubber
Cycle Tyres
Cycle Tyres & Tubes
Cycle Tyre & Tubes
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks Using Plain Looms
Disposable Plastic Syringes
Disposable Medical Syringes
Decorative Laminated Sheets (Sunmica)
Diethyl Phthalate (DEP)
Disposable Cigarette Gas Lighter (Plastic)
Disposable Plastic Syringes
Disposable Plastic Syringes with Needles
Disposable Plastic & Glass Syringes & Needles
Disposable Plastic Syringes with Needles
Dyeing & Bleaching
Egg Trays From Plastics
Elastic & Rigid Tapes
Elastic Waist Bands
Elastic Threads & Twines
Electrical Insulation Tape (using BOPP Film)
End Fitting for Rubber Hose Pipe
Engineering Plastic Auto Components
Epoxy Resin
Extrusion from Plastic Waste
F.R.P. Boat Building
F.R.P. Sheet & Product
Fibre Reinforced Plastic Pipes
FRP Products (Helmet, Wash Basin Sheets Roofing Sheets)
Fabricated Plastic Products
Fibre Bearing
Fibre Reinforced Plastics
Field Rubber Converted to 60% Latex Rubber
Field Rubber Converted to the 60% latex Rubber
Flexible Office Furniture Systems
Flexible P.U. Foam
Flexible Polyurethane Foam
Flock Velvet
Flushing Cistern
Foam & its Products (Mattresses, Pillows, Cushions & Sheets)
Foam Leather (Rexin)
Foam Sole for Hawai Chappals
Formaldehyde Crockery and Other Items
Glass Silvering
Good Quality Plastic Goods Industry
Granules from Acrylic Monomer
Gum Bottles (PVC)
Gunny Bags Manufacture
HDPE Film Sheet
HDPE Twine & Rope
H.D.P.E. Bags (Stitching)
H.D.P.E. Woven Sacks/ Stitching
Hard Rubber Battery Container
Heat & UV Stabilizers For PVC & Other Engineering Plastics
HDPE Coated Paper Sacks
HDPE Coated Paper Sacks
HDPE Containers
HDPE Containers & Carboys (Blow Moulding)
HDPE Drinking Straw
HDPE Jerry cans, 50 Ltrs. & 100 Ltrs. Capacity
HDPE Monofilament Yarn
HDPE Pipes & Fittings
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks Using Plain Looms
HDPE Sheets or Films
HDPE Twins & Ropes
HDPE Woven Fabrics and Sacks on Powerlooms (Plain Looms)
HDPE Woven Sacks using Circular Looms & Plain Loom with Lamination (Tandem Process) & Printing
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks, Using Circular Loom
HDPE/PP Woven Sacks using Circular Looms
HM Bag Plant with Printing Unit
HM-Bag Plant with Printing Unit
Hangers, PVC Coated and Non-Coated
Hawai Chappals
Hawai Chappals
Hawai Chappals & Microcellular Sheets Manufacture
Helmets for Coal Mines
Helmet (FRP)
High Density Polythene Boxes (Plastic Containers)
High Density Polythene (HDPE) Plastic Containers
High Impact Polystyrene
High Pressure Hose Pipe
Hosiery Industry
I.V. Cannula
Industrial Rubber Sheeting
Industrial Rubber Lining on M.S. Tanks & Vessels
Injection Moulded Article
Injection Moulding Components
Surgical Rubber Gloves
Jute, Coir, Grass rope/sutli Making
L.P.G. Gas Pipe
Latex Rubber Products
L.D.P.E. Co Extruded Film
LDPE Lined Bitumen Hessian Bags
LDPE Moulded Products (Sheets)
LDPE/HDPE, Gasket Cone Chair Cone and Sutli
L.P.G. Gas Pipe
Laminated Jute bags
Latex Based Adhesives
Latex Foam Rubber (Sponge Rubber)
Latex From Natural Rubber
Latex Rubber Thread
Lawn Tennis Ball
Leather Shoes Injection Moulded PVC Soles
Moulded Luggage
Moulded Shoe & Hawai Chappal
Melamine Crockery
Melamine Formaldehyde Resin
Metallising of Polyester Film
Methyl Methacrylate (monomer) from Acrylic Scrap
Microcellular Sheets (Rubber Sheets for Shoe) (Soles)
Moulding of Rubber (Automobile Parts)
Moulded Luggage
Moulded Luggage
Moulding Unit for Urea Formaldehyde Moulding Compound
Moulded Plastic TV Cabinets
Multi Layer Printed Circuit Boards
Multiple Lamination Industry
Nylon Polyester & P.P. Ropemaking Plant
Nylon Straps for Hawai Chappals
Nylon Niwar
Oil Seals
Nylon Zip Fastners
Nylon Zip fasteners
Pet Bottle & P.P. Bottles
Pet Bottles From Pre-Form Pet
Pet Pre Form From Pet Resin
Plastic Buckers Bottles & Doli
Plastic Buttons From Polyester Sheet & Rod
Plastic Cards (Smart Cards)
Plastic Fan Guard (Automatic)
Plastic Felt
Plastic Spectacle Frame
Plastic Tooth Picks
Polyester Yarn From Waste
Polyethylene Tarpauline (PE Tarpauline)
Polyurethane Foam (Flexible)
PVC Battery Separator
PVC Compounding
Pvc Extrusion Profile (Wiring Channel)
PVC Granules & Rigid Pipes
PVC Granules Form PVC Resin
P.V.C. Lining for Metal Crown Caps
P.V.C. Wires And Cables (Flexible)
Plastic Smart Card (Credit Card, Discount Card)
Plastic Cards (Smart Cards) Utilised Credit Cards
Plastic collapsible Tubes & Printing Plastic Collapsible Tube for Tooth & Cream
Plastic I.V. Bottles
Polypropylene Multifilament Yarn
PVC Electric Wires & Cables
PET Bottles/Containers
PET Containers
PTFE Components
PU/PVC Sole for Sport Shoe by Imported Machineries
PVC Battery Separators
PVC Coated Conveyor Belting
PVC Coated Electric Wire
PVC Coating on Textile
PVC Compounds (Cables Grade)
PVC Compounding for Cables Grade
PVC Cans, Bottles
PVC Cork Blank for Crown Cap
PVC Crown Cap Lining Compound
PVC Film & Sheets
PVC Fittings
PVC Flexible Fusible Powder (Heat Fusible Powder)
PVC Granules (For Insulation & Sheets Grades)
PVC Granules from PVC Scrap
PVC Granules Compounding (Cables, Conduit Pipes, Transparent Tubing Grades)
PVC Hoses
PVC Leather Cloth
PVC Pipes
PVC Rigid Pipe
PVC Resin & Compound (For Bottle Making)
PVC Self Adhesive Tapes
PVC Sheet Fire Proof and Shock Proof
PVC Soles Cables for automobiles
PVC Wire
PVC Wire & Cables
Phenol Formaldehyde Resin
Phenolic Resin
Photo Graphic Film
Pilfer Proof caps
Plastic Board
Plastic Bobbins
Plastics Buttons From Polystyrene and Rods
Plastic Cans
Plastic Container for Packing Detergent Powder
Plastic Extrusion From Plastic Scraps
Plastics Films and sheets with printing (flexo and roto) LDPE/PP/HM/PVC
Plastic Granules or Powder from Plastic Scrap
Plastic Items Manufactured from Powder Melamine
Plastic Jerry Cans
Plastics Manufacture
Plastic Novelties by Vacuum Forming Press
Plastics Office Product
Plastic Products (Blow Moulding & Injection Moulding)
Plastic Products
Plastics Products (Gold, Silver, Nickel)
Polyester Yarn Doubling Plant
Polyethylene Film
Polyethylene Granules, Monofilament, Twines & Ropes
Polypropylene film (Printed and Bag Manufacturing)
Polyester Beading
Polyester Film
Polyester Film
Polyester Staple Fibre from Polyester Fibre Waste
Polystyrene Moulding Powder
Bottles for Mineral water
Polythene Lined Jute Bags with Printing System
Polypropylene Bags
Polythene Moulding Powder
Plating on Plastic
Polyethylene Sheets
Polyethylene Bags from Waste Polyethylene
Polypropylene Bags & Printing with Handles
Power Loom
Plastic Packing Materials
PVC Pipes
PVC Rigid Pipes
Plastic Containers (Manufacture of Plastics)
Plastic Cover Manufacturing Unit with Printing
Plastic Products
Printing of HDPE Bags
Plastic Caps and Spoons
PVC Pipes & Fittings
Polythene Tubes & Bags
Polyethylene Bags (Coloured & Printed)
Plastic Barrels
PVC Compounding, Wire Drawing & Insulation
Plastic Rain Coat
PVC Gem Clips
PVC Insulated Compound
PTFE Components
Plastic Bottles & Containers
PVC Battery Separators
Polyester Resin
Polyester Yarn fibre
PVC Resins
PVC (Flexible) Pipe
PVC Fittings
PVC Foot Wear
Plastic Packaging material for Ghee and Milk
Plastic Polypropylene Sutli
Plastic collapsible Tubes
Polyester & Plastic Film Capacitors
Popcee Nipple
Plastic Bottles Used in Medicines (Small Sizes)
Plastic Buckets & Doli
PVC Profile
PVC Asbestos Floor Tiles
PVC Resin Based Granules
PVC Spare Parts
Polypropylene & H.M. Bags
Plastic Clip for Ladies
Plastic Buttons
PVC Granules by Chemical Process
Polythene Granules
PVC Bottles Packaging for Use in Hair Oil
PVC Drinking Straw
Polyurethane Cycle Seats
Polypropylene spinning Filament Yarn
Plastic Ampules used for Distilled Water
Polythene Bags & Automatic Printing
Polythene Bags
Polythene Bags
PVC Granules, Film & Printed Bags
PVC Films
Polyurethane Foam
PVC Wire & Cables
Photo Polymer Emulsion
Ink for Roto Gravure & Screen Printing
Polypropylene Bags for Fertilizers
PVC Cables & Twin Flex Cable (T V Antenna Cables)
PVC Cables & Twin Flex Cables/Cable Wire
PVC Granules (Granules & Footwears)
PVC Compounding from Plastic Waste
PVC Compounds from PVC Resins (PVC Granules)
PET Containers
Plastic Bottles & Caps
Plastic Drinking Straw (PVC)
Plastic Industry
Plastic Processing Moulds
Plastic Sutli
Plastic Tarpauline
PVC Conduit Pipes
Plastic Moulded Toys
Plastic Moulded Furniture
Plastic Moulded Articles (Using Agro Waste as Fillers)
Plastic Corrugated Sheets
Plastic Cone
PU Shoes Soles
Polyurethane Sole Manufacture
PVC Roofing Sheets
Polyurethane In-situ Insulation
Polythene Bags & Automatic Printing
Polyurethane Foam & Its Products
Pouches Filling and Making for Tomato Sauces
Plastic Buttons
Pouch Making
Plastic Flash Light Torches
Processing Unit
Rubber Processing Oil
Rubber Roller & Ebonite Roller
Recycling Of Polythene
Rubber Band (Disco type)
Rubber Compound
Rubber Floor Mat
Rubber Caps for Vials
Roofing and Water Proofing Compound
Readymade Garments & Hosiery
Recovery of Nylon from Nylon Waste
Re Rubbersing of Solid Type
Rexine
Rexine Cloth and Alike Products
Rubber Auto Parts
Rubber Belting
Rubber Moulding Unit Including Lining Rubber Sheeting
Rubber Reclaiming
Rubberized PVC Gasket
Rubber Coats & Apron
Rubber Auto Parts
Rubber Floor Mat for Automobiles
Rubber Auto Parts
Rubber Sheet
Rubber Bushes For Automobiles
Rubber Solution From Synthetic Rubber
Rubber Goods
Rubber Solution From Latex
Rexine
Rubber Sheet from Reclaimed Rubber
Rubber Band
Rigid Polyurethane Foam
Rubber Belting
Rubber Condom (Nirodh) contraceptive or Rubber Protective Sheets
Rubber Toys
Rubber Lining
Rubber Blowing Agent
Rubber Lining and FRP Lining in Acid Storage Tanks
Rubber Pertizing Agent
Rubber Balloons
Rubber Powder from Used Tyres
Rubber Hose Pipe & Rubber Glazing
Rubber Reclaiming Agents
Rubber Moulding Units (Rubber Industry)
Retreading Rubber From Natural Rubber
Rubber Hose Pipe
Rubber Rollers
Rubber Roller For Printing machine 24
Rubber Roller For Rice Mill
Recovery of Nylon From Nylon Waste
Rubber Goods From Waste Rubber
Rubber Vacuum Brake Components
Rubererised Coir Fibre Products
Rubber Foam Mattresses
Rubberised Plant for Solid Tyres used for Fork Lift Trucks, Pallet Truck
Rubber Moulded Parts
Rubber Reclamation Unit
Rubber Hot Water Bottles
Rubberised Coir
Rubber Reclamation
Rubberised PVC Gasket
Shoe Laces
Sport Shoe (Automatic Imported Plant)
Silicone Rubber
Steel Tubes & P.V.C. Pipes
Sanitary Napkins
School Rubber (Pencil Eraser)
Solution Polymerization of Methyl Methacrylate
Seat Cushion
Silicone Rubber Nipples/Teats
Silk Fabrics on Handloom
Shawls (Woollen)
Spectacle Frames (Plastic)
Spectacle Frames (Plastic)
Spirit Soluble Maleic Resin
Sponge Rubber
Sponge Rubber
Sport Shoes
Stearate Pulverizer Factory
Sterilized Disposable Plastic Syringes
Stoppers (Rubberised Cork & Block)
Storage Battery Container for Automobile
Surgical Cotton & Bandage
Surgical Rubber Goods
Surgical and Industrial Gloves
Surgical Gloves From Latex
Synthetic Pearl Coating on Polystyrene Beeds
Tape Recorder Pich Roller, Rubber, Drive, Belt Flat
Thermocuple
Tyre Retreading By Hot Process
Teflon Tape
Thermofoaming Plant For Glassbowels & Plates
Tread Rubber Used For Cold Process
Tyre & Tubes For Scooter & Motorcycle
Tar Plastics
Teflon
Teflon Tape
Teflon manufacturing
Terry Cloth Towels, Bed Sheet Covers
Transmission & conveyor Belt (Rubber Belt)
Tread Compound, Cushion Compound & Vulcanising Solution
Tooth Brushes
Tread Rubber
Tyre Retreading by Cold Process
Tubular Poles for Electrical Transmission
Tyre Retreading
Tyre Retarding and Retreading
Aseptic Packaging for Milk, Ghee and other Liquids Packaging
Teflon Coating on Kitchen Wares
Teflon Coated Electric Cables
Tread Rubber
Teflon Tape
Tennis Ball
Tarpaulin with Tent
Thermocole Sheets (Expanded Polystyrene Sheet)
Thermoset Moulding Powder
Tyre Retreading Materials
Unplasticised PVC Pipe
Two Layer Extrusion Film
Tyre Tube and Flaps
Tyre Retreading by cold Process Truck, Tractor
Urea Formaldehyde Resin
Urea Formaldehyde Moulding Powder
Unsaturated Polyester for Rexine
Vinyl Asbestos and PVC Wall paper
V-Belt and Fan-Belt
V-Belts
Vinyl Absestos Flooring & PVC Wall Paper
Valve for Disposable Plastic Gas Lighter
White Rubber Roller for Rice Mill
Water Storage Tanks (HDPE) (Sintex Type)
X-Ray Film
HDPE Corrugated Pipe
Non Plastic Clay Calcination Plant
Rubber compound for Automobile Industry
Power Cable
Blood Bags
RUBBER CONVEYOR BELT
TYRE RETREADING MATERIALS (TREAD RUBBER, CUSHION GUM (COMPOUND) RUBBER SOLUTION, PRICUSED RUBBER)
PHENOLIC RESIN INTENDED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF FLOWER TYPE FOAM (FOAM FOR HOLDING FLOWERS)
FIBRE GLASS WIRE
POLYESTER RESIN FOR WIRE ENAMEL
RUBBER STERIO
SYNTHETIC RUBBER ADHESIVE LIKE FEVICOL SR
Automobile Tyre Plant
Radial Tyres (Tire) for Car & Trucks
RUBBER PLATE USED IN READY MIX CONCRETE PLANT (CEMENT SLURRY 30%, R.C.C. 30-40% GRAVELS 10-15%)
RUBBER BELTING
Industrial Rubber Covered Rollers (Used in Paper, Steel, Vinyl Industries)
Synthetic Rubber based Cots & Aprons used in Textile Industry
Tyre Recycling (Reclaim / Crumb Rubber)
Tyre Recycling Pyrolysis process
PU Solid Wheels (for Industrial, Hospital, Airport, Aerospace etc.)
Elastic Thread (Latex)
Rubber Flooring
Multilayer Compressible Rubber Printing Blanket used in Web & Offset Printing Press
Balloons (Latex)
Adhesive (Latex)
Condoms
Condoms
Rubber Bags
Rubber Extrusion Plant (Epdm & Natural :-Sponge Rubber Cord From 3mm To 15mm, Alu. Section Profile, Automobile Glass Bedding, Hollow Tube Rubber and Extrusion of Rubber Profile) Colour Black & White
Conveyor Curing System
Rubber Extrusion Plant (Epdm & Natural :-Sponge Rubber Cord From 3mm To 15mm, Alu. Section Profile, Automobile Glass Bedding, Hollow Tube Rubber and Extrusion of Rubber Profile) Colour Black & White
Conveyor Curing System
Foam Production and Manufacturing of Mattresses
EPDM Rubber Waterproofing Membranes
EPDM Rubber Profiles Used In Construction And Automotive
WPC Foam Board
Rubber Engraving Sheet (Photo Sheet)
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Rubber and Rubber Products, Rubber based Industries, Natural Rubber, Synthetic Rubber, Tyre, Tire, Rubber Chemicals, Industrial Rubber Products, Rubber for Automobile, Extruded Rubber, Medical, Adhesives & Sealants, Belt, Footwear, Gloves, Injection Parts Projects

Hard Rubber Battery Container
Tape Recorder Pinch Roller, Rubber, Drive, Belt Flat
Neoprene Based Adhesive (Rubber Adhesive)
Neoprene Based Adhesive (Rubber Adhesive)
Plywood Rubber Adhesive for (Neoprene)
Rubber Based Adhesives
Rubber Solution
Rubber (Leather Based Adhesive)
Synthetic Rubber Adhesive
Rubber Eraser
Aluminium/Copper Cables (Rubber Coated)
Heat Transfer Label For Rubber
High Pressure Metallic Steam Joints Low Pressure Joints & Rubber Joints
Rubber Roller & Ebonite Roller
Rubber Auto Parts
Rubber Insulation Pliers by Drop Forging Process
Rubber Insulated Pliers (Hand Tools)
Rubber Roller & Ebonite Roller
Rubber Processing Oil
Rubber Processing Oil
Rubber Closures For Pharmaceutical Use
Rubber Plantation, Cultivation
Heat Transfer Label For Rubber
Rubber Roller For Printing MC
Acid & Alkali Proof Rubber Hand Gloves
Auto Tubes & Tyres (for Scooters, Motor Cycle)
Brake Rubber Blocks with Fibre Reinforcement
Colour Grader From Latex rubber
Crepe Rubber
End Fitting for Rubber Hose Pipe
Field Rubber Converted to 60% Latex Rubber
Field Rubber Converted to the 60% latex Rubber
Hard Rubber Battery Container
Industrial Rubber Sheeting
Industrial Rubber Lining on M.S. Tanks & Vessels
Surgical Rubber Gloves
Latex Rubber Products
Latex Foam Rubber (Sponge Rubber)
Latex From Natural Rubber
Latex Rubber Thread
Microcellular Sheets (Rubber Sheets for Shoe) (Soles)
Moulding of Rubber (Automobile Parts)
Rubber Processing Oil
Rubber Roller & Ebonite Roller
Rubber Band (Disco type)
Rubber Compound
Rubber Floor Mat
Rubber Caps for Vials
Re Rubbersing of Solid Type
Rubber Auto Parts
Rubber Belting
Rubber Moulding Unit Including Lining Rubber Sheeting
Rubber Reclaiming
Rubberized PVC Gasket
Rubber Coats & Apron
Rubber Auto Parts
Rubber Floor Mat for Automobiles
Rubber Auto Parts
Rubber Sheet
Rubber Bushes For Automobiles
Rubber Solution From Synthetic Rubber
Rubber Goods
Rubber Solution From Latex
Rubber Sheet from Reclaimed Rubber
Rubber Band
Rubber Belting
Rubber Condom (Nirodh) contraceptive or Rubber Protective Sheets
Rubber Toys
Rubber Lining
Rubber Blowing Agent
Rubber Lining and FRP Lining in Acid Storage Tanks
Rubber Pertizing Agent
Rubber Balloons
Rubber Powder from Used Tyres
Rubber Hose Pipe & Rubber Glazing
Rubber Reclaiming Agents
Rubber Moulding Units (Rubber Industry)
Retreading Rubber From Natural Rubber
Rubber Hose Pipe
Rubber Rollers
Rubber Roller For Printing machine 24
Rubber Roller For Rice Mill
Rubber Goods From Waste Rubber
Rubber Vacuum Brake Components
Rubberised Coir Fibre Products
Rubber Foam Mattresses
Rubberised Plant for Solid Tyres used for Fork Lift Trucks, Pallet Truck
Rubber Moulded Parts
Rubber Reclamation Unit
Rubber Hot Water Bottles
Rubberised Coir
Rubber Reclamation
Rubberised PVC Gasket
Silicone Rubber
School Rubber (Pencil Eraser)
Silicone Rubber Nipples/Teats
Sponge Rubber
Sponge Rubber
Stoppers (Rubberised Cork & Block)
Surgical Rubber Goods
Tyre Retreading
Rubber compound for Automobile Industry
RUBBER CONVEYOR BELT
TYRE RETREADING MATERIALS (TREAD RUBBER, CUSHION GUM(COMPOUND) RUBBER SOLUTION, PRICUSED RUBBER))
TYRE SHOW ROOM
PHENOLIC RESIN INTENDED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF FLOWER TYPE FOAM (FOAM FOR HOLDING FLOWERS)
RUBBER STERIO
SYNTHETIC RUBBER ADHESIVE LIKE FEVICOL SR
Automobile Tyre Plant
Synthetic Rubber Adhesive like Fevicol SR
Radial Tyres (Tire) for Car & Trucks
RUBBER PLATE USED IN READY MIX CONCRETE PLANT (CEMENT SLURRY 30%, R.C.C. 30-40%
GRAVELS 10-15%)
RUBBER BELTING
Industrial Rubber Covered Rollers (Used in Paper, Steel, Vinyl Industries)
Synthetic Rubber based Cots & Aprons used in Textile Industry
Tyre Recycling (Reclalm / Crumb Rubber)
Tyre Recycling Pyrolysis process
PU Solid Wheels (for Industrial, Hospital, Airport, Aerospace etc.)
Elastic Thread (Latex)
Rubber Flooring
Rubber from Natural Latex
Air Spring (Rubber Bellow for Air Suspension system) used in Railway and Heavy Transport Vehicles
Balloons (Latex)
Adhesive (Latex)
Condoms
Condoms
Crumb Rubber Modified Bitumen (crmb)
Butyl Reclalm Rubber
Rubber Tiles and Paver
Radial Tyres (Tire) For Cars and Trucks
Rubber Extrusion Plant (Epdm & Natural :-Sponge Rubber Cord From 3mm To 15mm, Alu. Section Profile,
Automobile Glass Bedding, Hollow Tube Rubber and Extrusion of Rubber Profile) Colour Black & White
Conveyor Curing System
Rubber Balloons and Condoms
Foam Production and Manufacturing of Mattresses
Hydraulic Hose Pipe
EPDM Rubber Waterproofing Membranes
EPDM Rubber Profiles Used In Construction And Automotive
Crumb Tyre
Rubber Engraving Sheet (Photo Sheet)
Ethylene Propylene Rubber
niteral rubber pipe tube
Rubber Hand Gloves and PU Coated Hand Gloves
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Service Industries Hospital, Amusement Park, Water Park Beauty Parlour, School, Hotel, Resort, Medical College, Entertainment, IT, Eng. College, Institution, Construction, Hospitality, Health Club, Lab, Advertising and Workshop Projects

Medical College with Hospital & Research Institute
Multistoried Commercial Complex
Advertising Service Agency Cum Production and Process Unit of Various Necessary Facilities Large (A. Class)
Amusement Park Cum Water Park
Amusement Park With Water Park
Banquet Hall
Bachelor Physiotherapy (B. Pt. College)
Biogas Power Plant From Cow dung
Biogas Power Plant
Bus Transport Company
Call Centre
Cyber Cafe (Internet Services)
Coloured Photo Lab
Carpet Dry Cleaning
Cinema Hall
Diamond & Gem Cutting & Processing Unit
Dental College
Diagnostic Centre
E-Commerce
E-Commerce
Ethanol As Biofuel
Five Star Hotel (Deluxe)
Five Star Hotel, Business Centre (Shopping Centre), Health Club & Banquet Hall
Five Star Hotel
Health Club & Beauty Parlour
Hotel
Holiday Resort, Entertainment Club With 4 Star Hotel, Amusement Park Cum Water Park and Lake For Boating
Hospital with teaching Facility
Hospital
International Call Centre
International Standard Laboratory
Internet Service Provider
Medical College with Hospital
Medical College, Hospital with Research Institute
Medical Transcription Centre
Modern Advertising Agency With DTP & Film Studio
Natural Care Centre
Nursery School
Nursing Home
Old Age Home, Orphan Children Hall & Dharamshala
Online Shopping Mall
Pediatric Hospital (Children Hospital)
Pharmaceutical College (B-Pharma & D-Pharma)
Portal
Photo Colour Lab
Power Laundry
Recreation And Health Club
Rehabilitation Centre for Aged & Needy Persons
Restaurant
Three Star Hotel
Trading Business (Computer related Stationery)
Air Taxi (12 Seater)
Three Star Hotel
Water Park
Ware House
Work Shop For Telco Truck
Dry Cleaning Unit
Pharma college 120 students/A.
Crude Oil Refinery (Petroleum)
Low Cost Airlines (Like Kingfisher, Jet, Air Deccan, Go Air, Spice Jet)
Vermiculture Production with Training Centre
Vermiculture Production with Training Centre
Engineering College
HOLIDAY RESORT (HOLIDAY RESORT CUM ENTERTAINMENT CLUB, WITH 4-STAR HOTEL,
BANQUET HALL, HEALTH CLUB & BEAUTY PARLOUR, AMUSEMENT PARK, MUSHROOM GROWING &
PROCESSING, FISH FARMING, LAKE FOR BOATING, DEER PARK, GYM, YOGA, NATURAL THERAPY
MASSAGE, DISCO, PUB.)
R. & D. CENTRE FOR FOOD
REPRODUCTIVE CHILD HEALTH CARE
SCHOOL (NURSERY TO SENIOR SECONDARY)
SCHOOL (NURSERY TO SENIOR SECONDARY)
MOTOR DRIVER/ SERVICE TRAINING CENTRE/MECHANIC TRAINING INSTITUTE AND AUTOMOBILE
RESEARCH CENTRE
OLYMPIC SPORTS STADIUM
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD SCHOOL
TYRE SHOW ROOM
CAR DEALERSHIP WITH GARAGE/WORKSHOP
MENTALLY RETARDED (ALPA BUDHI) & VISUALLY IMPAIRED/ BLIND (ANDH NIVARAN) INSTITUTE
HOSTEL
SCHOOL (AIDED) INCLUDING NURSING SCHOOL FOR STAFF NURSE & MID WIFE COMPUTER

NiIR Project Consultancy Services (NPCS) 230/259
TRAINING INSTITUTE LAB TECHNICIAN (MEDIA) COURSE SANITARY INSPECTOR COURSE, CUTTING & TRAINING INCLUDING FASHION DESIGNING & BEAUTY PARLOUR
SCHOOL (AIDED) INCLUDING NURSING SCHOOL FOR STAFF NURSE & MID WIFE COMPUTER TRAINING INSTITUTE LAB TECHNICIAN (MEDIA) COURSE SANITARY INSPECTOR COURSE, CUTTING & TRAINING INCLUDING FASHION DESIGNING & BEAUTY PARLOUR
BIO-TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
NURSING HOME (ENT & OPHTHALMOLOGY)
ACQUATIC PARK
AQUATIC PARK
ASTROLOGY INSTITUTE
OIL SEEDS PROCUREMENT, PROCESSING, PRESERVATION AND STORAGE
AGGREGATE BUSINESS
Management College
Serviced Apartments
Residential School
Boarding School
Five Star Hotel
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Trauma center
Children Hospital
Mental hospital
Sanatorium
Special Economic Zone (SEZ)
Star Beach Resort
Management College (BBA, BCA, MBA, MCA)
Biotechnology Laboratory
FM RADIO STATION
Private Radio Station
Orphanage and street children home
Pharmacy College
Housing Construction
High School
Montessori School
Compartmentalized Cold Storage
Medical Store
Ship Breaking
Day Care Center
Freight Carriage Company
Photo Developing and Printing (Digital)
Auto Repair & Service Workshop
Superstore
Security Agency
Distribution Agency
Catering & Decorating Services
Boutique (Women Designer Wear)
SCHOOL (I.G.C.S.E.)
MULTIPLEX CINEMA HALL WITH SHOPPING MALL RESORT
REGIONAL TELEVISION CHANNEL (MULTI LINGUAL NEWS-CUM ENTERTAINMENT-CUM SPORT-CUM-EDUCATIONAL CHANNEL)
TV NEWS & ENTERTAINMENT CHANNEL
TRAINING CENTRE FOR FOOD PROCESSING
INDUSTRIAL PARK FOR STAINLESS STEEL MANUFACTURING SECTOR
FASHION GARMENTS RETAILING (BUDGET SHOP)
SERVICES AGENCY FOR ALL KIND OF ADVERTISING
TESTING LAB
POWER LAUNDRY
MARRIAGE BUREAU AND EVENT MANAGEMENT
OLD AGE HOME
Microbrewery and Restaurant
Water Fun Park
Driving Training Centre
Spices Park
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Setting up of Educational Institutes, New Colleges, University, School and Institutions, Higher Education, Teaching and Learning Institute, Engineering, Medical College, Dental, Pharmacy, Management, Culinary, Nursing, Physiotherapy College Projects

Medical College with Hospital
Medical College with Hospital & Research Institute
Bachelor Physiotherapy (B. Pt. College)
Dental College
Medical College with Hospital
Medical College, Hospital with Research Institute
Nursery School
Pharmaceutical College (B-Pharma & D-Pharma)
Pharma college 120 students/A.
Engineering College
SCHOOL (NURSERY TO SENIOR SECONDARY)
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD SCHOOL
SCHOOL (AIDED) INCLUDING NURSING SCHOOL FOR STAFF NURSE & MID WIFE COMPUTER TRAINING INSTITUTE LAB TECHNICIAN (MEDIA) COURSE SANITARY INSPECTOR COURSE, CUTTING & TRAINING INCLUDING FAISHION DESIGNING & BEAUTY PARLOUR
SCHOOL (AIDED) INCLUDING NURSING SCHOOL FOR STAFF NURSE & MID WIFE COMPUTER TRAINING INSTITUTE LAB TECHNICIAN (MEDIA) COURSE SANITARY INSPECTOR COURSE, CUTTING & TRAINING INCLUDING FASHION DESIGNING & BEAUTY PARLOUR
BIO-TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
ASTROLOGY INSTITUTE
Management College
Residential School
Boarding School
Management College (BBA, BCA, MBA, MCA)
Pharmacy College
High School
Montessori School
SCHOOL (I.G.C.S.E.)
MULTIPLEX CINEMA HALL WITH SHOPPING MALL
K-12 School
SCHOOL (CBSE Pattern)
SCHOOL (CBSE Pattern)
Medical College with Hospital
University
Law College
School (ICSE Board)
Driving Training Centre
Biotechnology Institute With Lab And Training Center
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Pan Masala
Gutkha
Ladies Under Garments
Gents Under Garments
Engine Coolant
Lipstick
Herbal Henna
Shampoo
Washing Powder
Detergent Cake
Hand Made Soap
Air Freshener
Phenyl
Sweet Scented Syrup
Pan Chutney
Khaini
Shoe Polish
Wire Nail
Plastic Injection Moulded Products
Hair Pins
Toilet Cleaner
Socks Nylon
Mini Bakery Unit
Fevicol Type Adhesive
Hawai chappal
Building Hardware
Electroplating on Metal
Ready Made Garments
Steel Furniture
Plastic Spectacle Frames
Tissue Paper
Papad and Bari
Office Paste
Pickles
Stabilizer
Wooden Furniture
Invertor
Spices
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Soap, Detergents, Surfactants, Cleaners, Cleaning Powder, Laundry Care, fabric care and wash, Household and Industrial Detergents, Washing and Toilet, Liquid Soaps, Liquid Detergents, Acid Slurry Projects

Ultra Marine Blue
Acid Slurry
Blue Detergent Powder
Car Shampoo
Cleaning Powder (Vim type)
Cleaning Powder for Utensils (Vim Type)
Detergent Cake & Powder (Rin-Type)
Detergent Cake & Powder (Rin-Type)
Detergent Powder & Cake (Fena type)
Detergent Powder (Nirma Type)
Detergent Powder
Detergent Powder (Nirma Type)
Detergent Powder & Liquid Soap
Detergent Powder from Spray Dried Dodecyl Benzene Sulphate
Dish Washing Detergent Cake
Emery, White & Green Soap
Emulsion Soap for Woollens Textile Industry
Glycerin Soap with Utilization of Oil instead of Mutton Tallow
Liquid Detergent
Liquid Detergent
Liquid Soap & Liquid Detergent
Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Metallic Soap
Non Ionic Liquid Detergent
Nerol Soap
Nerol Soap & Detergent
Nirma Detergent Powder
Optical Whitener (Ranipal, Tinopal Type)
Hand Soap from Pine Oil (Liquid Soap)
Soap Coated Paper
Soap and Detergent
Soap Jelly
Synthetic Detergent (Blue Powder)
Soda bleach
Soap Industry (Sabun Udyog)
Soap Cake, Flakes & Liquid Toilet Soap
Swastic Shikakai Soap/Year
Toilet & Herbal Soap
Toilet Soap From Oils
Toilet Soap
Violet Laundry Crystals
Washing & Laundry Soap
Watch Cleaning & Rinsing Fluid
Washing Soap
NEROL SOAP
DETERGENT POWDER (ARIEL, SURF EXCEL & NIRMA TYPE)
LIQUID SOAP & DETERGENT
DETERGENT (ANIONIC)
LAUNDRY SOAP FROM SOAP FLAKES
SCOURING BAR FOR DISH WASHING
OPTICAL BRIGHTNER
DETERGENT POWDER & DETERGENT CAKE
Acid Slurry Soft Type
Acid Slurry Hard Type
Liquid Soap Ordinary Type
Liquid Soap Special Type (Godrejâ€™s Easy Type)
Optical Brightener
DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER, DISH WASHING DETERGENT CAKE AND POWDER
LIQUID DETERGENT USING SLES NOT ACID SLURRY
SOAP & DETERGENTS
Fabric Whitener and Brightener (Ranipal Type)
Blue Toilet Tablets (Harpic Type)
Washing Powder Used For Utensils
fabric whitener
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Stationery, Stationery Products, Pens, Pencils, Ink Pads, Staplers, Glue Pen, Pencil Boxes, Geometry Sets, Desk Accessories, Exercise Note Book, Files, School Stationery, Office Stationery, Writing Instruments, Envelope, All Pin, Ball Pen and Refills Projects

Chalk Crayon Industry
Adhesive (Fevicol Type)
Adhesive Industries laminated Fevicol Sticker DDL and other Types Adhesives
All Purpose Adhesive
Cellophane Tape
Gummed Paper Tape
Pressure Sensitive Adhesive For Bopp Tapes
Pressure Sensitive Self Adhesive PVC Tape
Polyester Transparent Self Adhesive Tape
Pressure Sensitive Self Adhesive Tapes
PVC Insulating Tape
Automatic Pen Refills Plant
Ball Point Pen Refills
Ball Point Pen Ink
Ball Point Pen & Refills
Ball Point Pen, Refills & Ink
Ball Point Pen Refill Ink
Ball Pen Refill
Ball Pen Nozzle
Chalk
Colouring Pencils
Disposable Ball Pens
Exercise Note Book & Offset Printing Press
Fluorescent Marking Pen
Lead Pencils
Magic Slates
Mini Note Book Industry
Note Books, Registers and Files
Plastic Files
Paper Pins & staplers
Pencil Carbon Papers
Pencil Slates
Pencil Sharpener Blade
Pencils
Pointed Nozzle (Tip) Ink Pen (Japan Type)
Slate Pencils
Gem Clips & Paper Pin
Geometrical Instruments (Divider & Compass)
Staple Pins
Ball Point Pen Refills
Ball Point Pen Refills (Jotter Type)
Chalk Crayon Industry
File Board/Duplex Board
Paper Envelopes
Paper Envelopes
PVC Self Adhesive Tapes
PVC Profile
School Rubber (Pencil Eraser)
Plastic Files & Its Smaller Components
GEL PEN WITH INK
FABRIC MARKER PEN
PRINTED ENVELOPES WITH WINDOW WITHOUT WINDOW IN SINGLE COLOUR & MULTI COLOUR
COLOUR WAX CRAYONS
EXERCISE NOTE BOOK & REGISTER AUTOMATIC PLANT
CRAYAN CHALK
CRAYON CHALK
Steel and Steel Products, Iron and Steel, Ferrous Metals Products, Alloy Steel, Cold Rolling, Foundry, Hot Rolling, Pelletizing, Rolling, Rolling Mill, Stainless Steel, Steel Mill, Tinplate, Carbon Steel, Forge Products, Mild Steels Projects

Silica Ramming Mass (Acidic Ramming Mass)
Mini Steel Plant
Ferrosilicon (Ferro silicon)
Corrugation of Plain Galvanized Sheet
Cold Rolled Steel Strips and sheets
Cold Rolled Steel Project and Steels
Ferrosilicon (Ferro silicon)
Alloy Steel (Special Steel)
Alloy Casting (Including Non-Ferrous Casting)
Alloy Steel Castings
Alloy Casting (Ferrous)
Alloy Steel Casting & Mild Steel Casting
Alloy Steel Casting
Cold formed Steel Fasteners (nuts & bolts)
Cold Rolling of Mild Steel Strips & Sheets
Cold Rolling of MS Strips
Cold Rolling of Steel Strips
Cold Rolled Forming of Sections for Purling & other Section for Industrial Handling of Rolling Mill
Cutting and Finishing of Metal (Aluminium and Stainless Steel)
Cold Rolled Steel Strips & Sheets
Electrolytic Iron Powder
Galvanized Iron Sheet (Plain & Corrugated)
G.I Sheet (Plain & Corrugated)
G.I. Wire From H.B. Wire
Galion (Type of Wire)
G.I. Buckets
G.I. Strips from M.S. Rounds
G.I. Pipes
G.I. (Flat) Wire
G.I. Pipe from Scraps
G.I. Wire & Steel Wire
G.I. Wire from Hard Drawn Bright Wire
G.I. Pipes, Drums & Barrels
G.I. Pipe from Skelp (Skip)
G.I. Pipes and Fittings
G.I. Pipes, Fittings & Man-Holes
Galvanized M.S. Pipes Fitting for Pipes
Galvanized Iron G.I. Wire
Galvanizing of CRCAC Sheets
Galvanized Link Chains
Galvanizing Plant
Galvanized Steel Tape
Gaskets (Asbestos)
Gate Grills & Railings
Gate Grills and Window
Gate Grills and Railing
Gem Clips & Paper Pin
Geometrical Instruments (Divider & Compass)
General Structural & Sheet Metal Fabrication including S.S. & M.S. Chemical Vessels & Pressure Vessels
Graded & M.I. Casting
Ghamelas & Showels
Grinding Media Balls
Grinding Media Balls by Induction Furnace (Melting & Casting)
Grinding Wheel Making Plant
Hot Roll Steel Bar Mill
Hydraulically Regulated Door Closer (Everest type)
Hydraulic And Pneumatic Items
H.T. Coil for Two Wheelers (Mopeds, Motor Cycles)
Hack Saw Blade
Hacksaw Frame
Hair Pin
Hamilton Poles
Hand Pump
Hand Tools
Hand Press/Other Castings
Hand Shovels (Belcha)- (Agriculture Implements)
Hand Tools
Hard Ware
Hardwares & Agricultural Implements
Heat Treatment of Spring Leaves
Helical Spring
High Tension Nut Bolts & Rivets
Hosiery Needles
Hospital Equipment
Hospital Equipments (Furniture)
Hospital Furniture
Hot Rolling Plant with Direct Arc Furnace
Hot Rolling of Steel Sections
Hot Rolling of Narrow Steel Strips
Hurricane Lantern
Hot Rolled Narrow Width Steel Strips
Hot Dip Galvanizing
Heavy Earth Moving Machinery Oil Filters
Hypodermic Needle
Ignition coil
Investment Casting
Ignition Coil
Induction Furnace (S.G. Iron Casting from Induction Arc Furnace)
Integral Shaft Bearing
Industrial & Automobile Gears
Industrial Chain Diversification into Automobile Chain
Industrial Gear Box
Industrial Gear Box
Pad Locks (Iron)
Iron Powder
Iron Powder from Mill Scale Scrap
Iron Sheet & Jali (18 Gauge)
King Pins, Cotter Pins
L.P.G. Cylinder & Regulator
L.P.G. Valves
L P G Cylinders
L P G Gas Stove
L P G Pressure Regulators (for Domestic Purpose)
L P G Valves
L P G Gas Stove
L P G Valves
Lathe Finished Goods
Lathe Accessories
Lightening Tube Tubular Steel Poles (Steel Tube and Poles)
Limestone Crushing, Grinding (for mfg. chips & powder)
Link Chain
Lock Washers
Muffler & Silencer Pipes For Four Wheeler
M.S. Binding Wires
M.S. Hinges
Mechanical Jacks
Metal Hooks and Clips
Mini Re-Rolling Mill
Mini Steel Plant
Mini Steel Plant (Beam)
Mild Steel Ingots
Mini Steel Plant
Metalic Yarn
Mini Steel Plant (Using Sponge Iron)
Malleable Casting (GI Fittings)
Metal Spectacle Frames
Machine Screw & Self Tapping Screw
Metal filler
Multi Wire Drawing & Welding Wire Mesh
Milling Cutters & Slitting Saws
M.S. Welding Electrodes
M.S. Ingots by Induction Furnace
M.S. Pipes
M.S. Wire Drawing & Galvanizing
M.S. Hinges
Metallic Torch
M.S. Casting From M.S. Scrap
Metallic Pipe
Moulding & Cast Iron Ingots
M.S., H.R., C.R. & B.P. Sheets
Milk Can
Mixers/Grinders (Mixi)
Marble Granite Cutting & Polishing Machine
M.S. Welding Rods
Machine Tools for Lathe & Milling Machine
M.S.Wire Drawing Plant
Metal Containers
Mufflers/Silencers
Metal Cutting Band Saw Blade
Mono Casting Industry
Non-Stick Kitchen Ware
Nut & Bolts (Cold Formed Steel Fasteners)
Nut And Bolts (Mild Steel)
Nails
Nail Cutter with Filer
Non Ferrous Rolling Mill
Non Ferrous Scrapes Drawing
Non-Pressure Incand-excant Lamp
Nuts & Bolts
Nuts
Nut & Bolts
Nut Bolts & Rivets (High Tension)
Oil Seals
Pad Locks /Door Locks
Pipe Galvanising Plant
Piston
Plain Galvanised Sheets
Powder Metal Technology for Casting
Pumps
Razor Blade
Racks (Iron and Steel Racks)
Railway Slippers (Mild Steel)
Re-Rolling Mill & Bright Steel Shafting
Re-Rolling of Steel Section
Re-Rolling Mill for Strip Manufacturing
Re rolling Mills
Re-rolling of Stainless Steel
Rolling of Stainless Steel (Patta)
Rods and Coils from Scrap
Re-conditioning of Old Drill Rods
Re-Rolling Mill
Re-Rolling Mill & Bright Bars
Steel Rolling Mill
Rolling of S.S. Sheets
Roll Pins (Hollow Pins)
Re-Rolling of Sariya (Tor)
Rolling Mill (Copper & Brass Sheets & Rods)
Rim Plates for Auto Vehicles
Rolling Mill (Sariya Tor) Small Channel Strip, Section Iron Angle
Rolling Shutters, Collapsible Gates & Grills
Re-Rolling of Narrow Steel Strips
Rivets
Steel Plant
Steel Vacuum Flask
S.S. Bright bars & Wire Mfg. (Cold Down Process)
S.S. Cutlery
Sandwitch Bottom (Al-Alloy+SS) Utensil
Sponge Iron With Captive Power Plant (Agro Based)
Stainless Steel Utensils
Steel Drums And Barrels
Steel Furniture Manufacturing Unit
Steel Safety Pins
Submersible Pump Manufacture
Screws
Seamless M.S. Tubes & Pipes
Self Tapping Steel Screw
Sewing Needles
Shot & Grits by Automization Process
Shovels (Agriculture Implement)
Silencers (Mufflers) Exhaust & Tail Pipes for All
Sintered Bearing
Sintered Metal Products
Stainless Steel Casting by Induction Arc Furnace
Spanners
Spheroidal Graphite (S.G.) Iron castings
Special Pumps for Chemical Industry
Spiral Wound Metallic Gasket
Stainless Steel Ingots
Stainless Steel Wire Drawing
Stainless Steel Sheet Rolling & Manufacturing of S.S. Utensils
Steel Rolling Mill
Steel Furnitures
Steel Folding Chairs
Stainless Steel Sinks
Steel Balls
S.S. Utensils by Welding Process
Steel Strips
Stone Crushing Unit
Stainless Steel Casting for Industrial Purposes
Stainless Steel Sheet (Rolling Mill)
Sintered Bearing
Sintered Bushes Used in Automobiles
Stainless Steel Utensils
Steel Balls for Bicycles
Steel Forging (Automobile Parts)
Steel Forging (Automobile Parts) & Hand Tools
Steel Billets from Steel Scrap by Electrical Arc Furnaces
Steel Forging (Automobile Parts)
Steel Ingots
Slotted Angles
Snap Fasteners Steel
Stainless Steel Flat from Scrap
Stainless Steel Tubes
Sintered Brushes
Sintered Components for Contact Parts (Car & Scooter)
Safety Pins
Steel Polishing Bars
Steel & Wooden Furniture
Steel Barrel for Carrying Oil & Lubricants
Soldering Iron
S.G. Iron and Malleable Iron Casting
Sheet Metal Fabrication including S.S. & M.S.
Screw Drivers (Machine Tool)
Staple Pins
Sintered Bushes (Self Lubricated)
Silencers for Two Wheeler & Three Wheeler
Soldering Wire
Self-Lubricated Sleeve Bearing
Steel Metal Work Shop
Stone Crushing Unit
Steel Pipes & Tubes (By Extrusion Process)
Steel Balls (Crome-Plated) Bicycles
S.G. Iron Casting & Malleable Iron Casting by Rotary Furnace
S.S. Watch Straps
Steel Re-Rolling Mill (Sariya & Angle Irons)
Spring for Umbrellas
Silicon/Carbon Crucibles
Spring Washers
Stitching Wire
Steel Tubular Poles on Electrical Transmission
Spark Plugs
Seamless M.S. Tubes & Pipes
Steel Wool
Stainless Steel Watch Cases
Steel Furniture
Steel Furniture and Electrical Appliances
Steel Rolls
Sectional Tower Bolts & Door Handles
Steel Wire Ropes
Silencers for Two Wheelers & Three Wheelers
Steel Drum & Barrels
Small Workshop (Machine Shop) Machinery Items
Small Aluminium Containers for Capacitors
Sheet Metal Works
Shock Absorbers for Auto Vehicles
Sheet Metal Cutting & Bending
Scooter Rims
Shaping Machine
Sewing Machine Needles
Sewing Machine Frame
Sewing Machine Table
Steel Vacuum Flask
Submerged Arc Flux
Surveying Instruments
Steel Tubes & P.V.C. Pipes
Thermocouple
Tin From Tin Ores
Tube Making For Umbralla
Tea Trays of Tin Metal
Tie Rod End
Three Wheelers
Tractor Trailor
Truck Rim Plate, Hub Drum & Truck Spring
Tool Room
Three Wheeler Manufacture
Tools Milling Cutters & Saws
U-Bolt for Automobile and Earth Moving Machines
Tubular Poles on Electrical Transmission
Two Wheeler Clutch Plate
U-Bolt & Central bolts For Auto Leaf Spring
U-Bolts & Centre Bolts
Utensils Ferrous & Non Ferrous
Valve Guides
Vacuum Flask/Thermos Flask
Valves & Cocks
Vernier Calipers
Welding Brass Rod
Wood Nail (Wire Nails Industry)
Wire Drawing & Welded Wire Mesh
Wheel Fibre Brush
Wheel Rims (For Car, Motor Cycles, Trucks)
Wire Mesh & Gauges
Wood Screw
Wire Nails & Wire Drawing
Wire Mesh
Wind Sheild Wipers
Wire Mesh (Hexagonal & Square)
Tractor Manufacturing (Farm/Agriculture)
Iron Ore Mining and Processing
STAINLESS STEEL PLANT
Steel Fabrication
Copper Strips
steel Mill
Steel Mill
Steel Re-Rolling Mill (Including Scrap Melting Furnace)
Stainless Steel Cutlery
IRON ORE PELLETIZATION PLANT
ALLOY STEEL CASTING (FOUNDRY)
METAL CABLE TRAYS
FABRICATION OF STEEL (DOORS, GRILLS, WINDOW FRAMES)
DUCTILE PIPE
GRINDING MEDIA BALLS AND M.S/S.S INGOTS
IRON INGOTS BY OXYGEN PLANT FURNACE
IRON WEIGHTS (BATS)
S. S. DESIGNER ACCESSORIES FOR KITCHEN & BATHROOM
L-SAW PIPES (Longitudinal Submerged Arc Welded (LSAW) pipes)
ALLOY STEEL LONG PRODUCT MARKET & ALLOY STEEL SEAMLESS PIPES (Market Survey)
LONGITUDINALLY SUBMARGED ARC WELDED PIPES (L SAW PIPES)
LONGITUDINALLY SUBMERGED ARC WELDED PIPES (L SAW PIPES)
CRANE HOOKS & OTHER FORGED ITEMS
DUCTILE IRON ALLOY CASTINGS (S G Iron)
Mild Steel Ingots from Iron Ore
Cast Iron & S.G. Iron Casting
Seamless Steel Tubes Pipes
Seamless Steel Tubes & Pipes
Sponge Iron
Oxygen Lancing Pipes (Gas Lancing Pipe, Tube)
Iron Ore Pelletization Plant
ERW Tube Mill
TMT Steel Bars
Ductile Iron Fittings (Ductile/Malleable/Nodular/Spherodial Casting)
TRANSMISSION LINE TOWER Including Hot Dip Galvanizing Plant
STEEL REINFORCEMENT BARS (REBARS)
G.I. PIPE FITTINGS
STEEL/IRON PELLETS
STEEL BARS (RANGE 6 MM TO 32 MM)
STAINLESS STEEL TUBES/PIPES
SEAMLESS TUBES
TRANSMISSION TOWERS & TELE COMMUNICATION TOWERS WITH GALVANIZING PLANT
M S INGOTS USING INDUCTION FURNACE
Rebar or Reinforcing Bar (used in reinforced concrete and reinforced masonry structures)
STEEL RE-ROLLING MILL TOR/PLAIN (SIZE 6,8,10 MM ROD)
TUBLER STEEL SWEDGE TYPE POLE FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION AND STREET LIGHTING POLE
TUBLER STEEL SEWAGE TYPE POLE FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION AND STREET LIGHTING POLE
RODS AND COILS FROM SCRAP
RE- ROLLING MILL (REINFORCEMENT AND STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STAINLESS STEEL UTENSIL AND CATLERY
STAINLESS STEEL UTENSIL AND CUTLERY
HOT AND COLD ROLLING MILL AND PRODUCTION OF S.S. SHEET (PATTA) FROM SCRAP
Saw (Spiral & Longitudinal) Pipes
SAW (Spiral & Longitudinal) PIPES (Mobile Plant)
TMT Bar
TMT Bar
Catenary Wire
Catenary & Contact Wire
stainless steel water storage tanks 500 ltr, 750 ltre, 1000 ltre
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Synthetic Resins Projects

ALKYD RESINS Based on DCO
Alkyd Resins Based On CNSL
Alkyd Resins Based On Tobacco Seed Oil
Alkyd Resins Based On Khardi Oil
Alkyd Resins Based On Cotton Seed Oil
Alkyd Resins Based On Coconut Oil
Alkyd Resins Based On DBL (Double Boiled Linseed Oil)
Alkyd Resins Based On Linseed Oil
Modified Alkyd Resin based on Styrene modified
Modified Alkyd Resin based on Vinyl modified
Modified Alkyd Resin based on Silicone modified
Modified Alkyd Resin based on Tall oil fatty acid (TOFA) modified
Modified Alkyd Resin based on Linseed oil fatty acid (LOFA) modified
Modified Alkyd Resin based on Amines modified
Modified Alkyd Resin based on Acrylic modified
Modified Alkyd Resin based on Rubber emulsion modified Phenolic Resins Novolac type Phenolic Resins Resole type AMINO RESINS (Urea Formaldehyde/ Melamine Formaldehyde) Liquid AMINO RESINS (Urea Formaldehyde/ Melamine Formaldehyde) Solid Water Soluble Resin based on Amino resins Water Soluble Resin based on Alkyd resin Water Soluble Resin based on Malenised oil Water Soluble Resin based on Acrylic modified alkyd resin Water Soluble Resin based on Polyester resin Water Soluble Resin based on Acrylic modified polyester resin Water Soluble Resin based on Silicone modified polyester resin Water Soluble Resin based on Acrylic resin Water Soluble Resin based on Epoxy resin Water Soluble Resin based on Silicone resin Decorative Laminates, Decorative Laminate Sheets (Sunmica Type) Resin Capsules PVC Resin Suspension Grade PVC Resin Emulsion Grade PVC Resin Emulsion Grade Hexamethoxymethyl Melamine (HMMM) Vinyl Ester Resin

Tamarind and Tamarind Based Products (Tamarind Juice Concentrate, Tamarind Kernel Powder, Gum From Tamarind Seed Powder, Tamarind Pulp From Tamarind, Tamarind Juice Powder, Oil From Tamarind Seed, Tartaric Acid, Food Colour, Crude Pectin, Tamarind Oil) Projects

Tamarind Juice Concentrate
Tamarind Juice Powder
Tamarind Pulp from Tamarind
Tamarind Juice Concentrate
Tamarind Juice Powder
Tartaric Acid, Food Colour, Crude Pectin, Tamarind Oil
Tamarind Seed Decorticating & Powder Starch Making
Extraction Of Oil From Tamarind Seed
Tamarind Juice Concentrate
Tamarind Seed Decorticating & Powder Starch Making
Tamarind Processing and Packing
Starch from Tamarind Seeds
CARBOXY METHYL TAMARIND KERNEL POWDER
Tamarind Decorticating Plant
Tamarind Decorticating Plant

Inquire about Project Reports »
Terpene Resin, Poly Terpene Resins Projects

TERPENE DERIVATIVES Pine oil
TERPENE DERIVATIVES Terpineol
Terpene Derivatives Longicamphor
Terpene Derivatives Alloocimene
Terpene Derivatives Ionone
Terpene Derivatives Nopol
Terpene Derivatives Myrecene
Terpene Derivatives Citronellol
Terpene Derivatives Citronellal
Terpene Derivatives Limolene
Terpene Derivatives Camphor oil
Terpene Derivatives 3-Isocamphyl cyclohexanone (Sandal wood odour)
Terpene Derivatives Linalool
Terpene Derivatives Geraniol
Terpene Derivatives Camphor
Terpene Derivatives Menthol
Terpene Derivatives Thymol
Terpene Derivatives Isolongifolene
Terpene Derivatives Acetyl longifolene
Terpene Derivatives Terpene-phenol Resin
Terpene Derivatives Terpin hydrate
Terpene Derivatives Polyterpene Resin
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Textile Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing And Finishing, Textile Auxiliaries Projects

Tarpaulin (Chemical Water Proofing Process On cotton Cloth)
Poly Vinyl Acetate Emulsion For Textile Process (Dyeing and Printing)
Textile Golden Marking Ink
Silk Reeling Unit
Pigment Paste for Textile
Black Braided Silk (Non-Absorbable Surgical Suture)
Surgical Cotton Industry
Dyeing & Bleaching
Spinning, Doubling, Dyeing, Mercerizing & Bleaching of Cotton Yarn
Synthetic Textile Industry (Suiting, Shirting, Sarees)
Textile Dyeing, Bleaching, Finishing & Printing of Cotton Fabric
Weaving of Dosuti Cloth with Printing, Dyeing, Embroidery and Finishing
Acrylic Yarn Dyeing
Black Braided Silk (Non-Absorbable Surgical Suture)
Cotton Sewing Thread (Bleaching Dyeing & Mercerising of Cotton Yarn)
Bleaching, Dyeing Finishing of Textile & Power Looms
Bleaching, Dyeing Printing of Textiles & Woolens
Cotton Yarn Dyeing
Tarpaulin (Chemical Water Proofing Process On cotton Cloth)
Denim Cloth (Integrated Unit With Printing, Bleaching and Dyeing)
Silk Reeling Unit
Textile Carpet Woollen Dyeing
Textile Dyeing Auxiliaries
Silk Manufacture
Synthetic Yarn Dyeing
Textile Bleaching, Dyeing & Finishing
Textile (Power Loom) & Hosiery Knitwears
Woollen Dyeing
Dyeing on Rayon in hanks form & Cone
TEXTILE AUXILIARIES
TEXTILE & FINISHING AGENTS
Textile finishing lacquers
Geotextiles for Road and Construction
Lingerie Stitching Unit
Bed Linen Stitching Unit
Circular Knitting Unit (Commercial)
Collar Knitting Unit (Commercial)
Cotton Bags Manufacturing Unit
Fabric Dyeing & Finishing Unit (Knit Fabric)
Fabric Weaving Unit (Auto Looms)
Textile Waste Recycling Industry
Nonwoven fabric
CREPE BANDAGE
NYLON SCREEN CLOTH WITH WOODEN FRAME
COMPUTERISED EMBROIDERY
SURGICAL BANDAGE
SILK SCREEN PRINTING OF SAREES
FASHION GARMENTS RETAILING (BUDGET SHOP)
HOSIERY, LAMINATED FABRIC, LABELS AND BUTTONS
HANDICRAFTS/HAND EMBROIDERY
ZARI COLOURING
READYMADE GARMENTS (TROUSER)
Polypropylene (PP) Spun Bonded Non Woven Textiles
Geo-Textiles/Geo-Membranes Grids
Mattress & Quilt
Cotton Cultivation & Cotton Yarn Manufacturing (E.O.U.)
Children Knit Wear T-Shirt
Cotton Wax Fabric
Shade Net
Rugs and Carpets
Silk Sutures
Hydrophilic Cotton
Shade Net
Tobacco, Pan Masala, Khaini, Gulkha, Supari, Zarda, Mouth Freshener, Kimam, cigarettes, zafrani Patti, Smokeless Chewing Tobacco, Zarda Tobacco, Flavoured Chewing Tobacco Projects

Betel Nut (Supari) processing
Khaini Chewing Tobacco (Raja Type)
Pan Masala Darbari Type
Khaini (Chewing Tobacco)
Kimam
Chewing Tobacco
Nicotine from Tobacco Waste
Pan Masala
Pan Masala, Meetha, Saada, Zarda Making(Gutkha) and Packing
Scented Supari
Sweet Scented Supari
Tobacco Zarda Zafrani Baba type
Zarda Kimam N. 60, 120, 160, 240, 300, 400
Zarda Kimam (Tobacco)
Zarda Kimam, No. 60,90 120, 160, 240, 300 & 400 Tobacco
Tooth Paste From Tobacco Dust
Tobacco Creamy snuff (pico) type
Tobacco Seed Oil
Protein Extraction From Tobacco Waste
Tobacco Based Tooth Powder
PAN MASALA
KHAINE (FILTER)
PERFUMES FOR FOOD INDUSTRIES WITH PAN MASALA PERFUMES
PAN MASALA MEETHA, SADA, ZARDA MAKING (GUTKHA) & PACKING
PAN MASALA,GUTKA & KHAINI
Tobacco Cultivation and Processing(E.O.U.)
Mouth Freshener and Pan Masala
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Idli mix, Dosa mix, Sambhar mix, Vada mix, Gulabjamun mix, Tomato Soup mix (Instant food)
Jam Group, Tomato Sauce and Tomato Ketchup
Tomato Paste (Tomato Concentrate)
Tomato Powder
Tomato Products (Sauce, Ketchup and Soup)
Papaya & Tomato
Pouches Filling and Making for Tomato Sauces
Pouches Filling and Making for Tomato Sauces
Tomato Processing Unit
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
TOMATO PULP
Tomato Processing (Tomato Powder and Tomato Paste)- Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report,
Profile, Business Plan, Industry Trends, Market Research, Survey, Manufacturing Process, Machinery, Raw
Materials, Feasibility Study
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Township, Residential Complex, Shopping Arcade, Cinema Hall, Multiplex, Villa,
Holiday Resort, Real Estate Development Projects

Holiday Resort, Entertainment Club With 4 Star Hotel, Amusement Park Cum Water Park and Lake For
Boating
HOLIDAY RESORT (HOLIDAY RESORT CUM ENTERTAINMENT CLUB, WITH 4-STAR HOTEL,
BANQUET HALL, HEALTH CLUB & BEAUTY PARLOUR, AMUSEMENT PARK, MUSHROOM GROWING &
PROCESSING, FISH FARMING, LAKE FOR BOATING, DEER PARK, GYM, YOGA, NATURAL THERAPY
MASSAGE, DISCO, PUB.
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Multiplex Cinema Hall With Shopping, Arcade and Food Plaza
Star Beach Resort
MULTIPLEX CINEMA HALL WITH SHOPPING MALL
RESORT
TOWNSHIP
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Transformer, Distribution Transformer, Electrical Transformer, Current Transformers,
Distribution Transformers & Repairs, Transformer Oil, Voltage stabilizers, Servo
Controlled Stabilizer, UPS, Inverter, Power Inverters Projects

Current Transformers
Chokes, Transformers & Eliminators
Distribution Transformer
Distribution Transformers & Repairs
Distribution Transformer & Repair
EGT Transformer For B&W T.V. & Transformer For Voltage Stabilizers
EHT Transformers
Invertor and Convertor
Inverters 50 Hz; 100 to 1000 KVA
Power Inverters
Power Transformer & Power Sub Station
Reconditioning of Transformers (Distribution Transformers & Repairs)
Servo Controlled Stabilizer
Small Transformer
Step Down Transformer
Transformer Oil
Transformer Repair
Transformer Core
Voltage Stabilizers
Voltage Stabilizers
Transformer Oil
Transformer Oil
Distribution Transformer

Inquire about Project Reports »

TURPENTINE and its Derivatives Projects

FRACTIONATION OF TURPENTINE OIL

Inquire about Project Reports »


Bricks from Fly Ash
Cement From Rice Husk
Cement from Rice Husk
Fuel Bricks From Saw Dust
Cattle Feed From Molasses & Bagasse
Caffeine From Tea Waste
Caffeine from Tea Waste
Nicotine from Tobacco Waste
N-Acetyl Glucosamine through Chitin biotechnically
Biofertiliser From Cow Dung & Other Waste
Carbon Black From Fertilizer Waste
Caffeine from Tea Waste
Extraction Of Lead From Lead Waste
Extraction of Silver From Hypo Solution
Fertilizer From Animal Blood And Leather Waste
Furfural from Rice Husk
Lead Recovery From Scrap Battery
Lead Suboxide From Lead Scrap
Oxalic Acid from Paddy Husk
Oxalic Acid From Rice Husk
Products Based on Industrial Waste
Recovery of Silver From Waste Film (Chemical Process)
Removal of Antimony from Lead Scrap
Secondary Lead extraction from Scraps, Battery Plates, Pipes, Sweets
Sodium Silicate from 1) Paddy husk & Silica 2) Sodium Carbonate & 3) Caustic Soda & Silica
Sodium Silicate from Paddy Husk
Sodium Silicate from Rice Husk
Sodium Silicate from Paddy Husk
Ultrapure Silicon from Rice Husk
Zinc Sulfate 21 Agricultural Grade From Waste Ash
Mica paper
Reclamation of Automatic Batteries
Bricks From Fly Ash
Corrugated Roofing Sheets from Agricultural Waste
Glass Products Like Bangles, Beads Marble From Waste Glass
Extraction of Gelatin Glue from Leather Waste
Extraction of Glue from Glue White Powder from Glue
Brick From Fly Ash
Cement From Rice Husk
Kraft Paper from Jute Stick
Leather Board From Leather Waste
Leather Board From Leather Waste
Aluminium Ingots From Aluminium Scrap
Copper Extraction from PCB Waste
Copper Products from Copper Scrap
Copper and Brass Sheet from Copper Scrap Brass Scrap
G.I. Pipe from Scraps
Iron Powder from Mill Scale Scrap
M.S. Casting From M.S. Scrap
Non Ferrous Scrapes Drawing
Rods and Coils from Scrap
Steel Billets from Steel Scrap by Electrical Arc Furnaces
Stainless Steel Flat from Scrap
Bio coal Briquettes from Agricultural cellulosic wastes
Coal Briquettes from Cellulosic Wastes
Extraction Of Lead From Lead Waste
Gober Gas Plant
Insulation Panels and Board Using Vegetable Wastes
M.G. Paper from Waste Paper
Particle Board from Rice Husk
Products Based on Industrial Waste
Recovery Of Silver From Waste fixer Bleach Obtained From Photo Film
Reclamation of used Engine Oil
Reclamation of Used Engine Oil
Rice Bran Oil
Card & Gray Board From Pulp & Waste Paper
Card Board from Rice Husk
Corrugated Roofing Sheets from Agriculture Waste
Hard Board From Saw Dust
Hard Board from Saw Dust
Hard Board from Bagasse
Kraft Paper From Waste Cartoon Boxes
Kraft Paper from Bagasse
M.G. Paper from Waste Paper
Mill Board from Rice & Wheat Straw
Mill Board from Waste Paper
Mica Paper from Mica Waste
Paper from Waste Paper
Paper from Rice Husk & Wheat Husk
Soft And Hard Boards From Agro Wastes
Lube Oil & Greases from Used Engine Oil
Reclamation Of Transformer Oil
Refining Of Used Engine Oil For Making Base oil
Refining Of Used Lubricating Oil
Re-Refining of Used Lubricating oil
Refining of Used Engine Oil
Nicotine from Tobacco Waste
Nicotine from Tobacco Waste
Nicotine Sulphate from Tobacco Waste
Protein Extraction From Tobacco Waste
Cattle Feed From Molasses & Bagasse
Zinc Sulfate 21% Agricultural Grade From Waste Ash
Extrusion from Plastic Waste
Methyl Methacrylate (monomer) from Acrylic Scrap
Polyester Yarn From Waste
PVC Granules from PVC Scrap
Plastic Extrusion From Plastic Scraps
Plastic Granules or Powder from Plastic Scrap
Polyester Staple Fibre from Polyester Fibre Waste
Polyethylene Bags from Waste Polyethylene
PVC Compounding from Plastic Waste
Plastic Moulded Articles (Using Agro Waste as Fillers)
Recycling Of Polythene
Recovery of Nylon from Nylon Waste
Rubber Sheet from Reclaimed Rubber
Rubber Powder from Used Tyres
Recovery of Nylon From Nylon Waste
Rubber Goods From Waste Rubber
Rubber Reclamation Unit
Blanket From Wool Or Woolen Waste Or Woolen Rags
Blankets from Wool Waste
Cotton Waste Spinning Plant
2
Jute Waste Products (Simple and Double Bonded Jute Fabrics)
Re-Refining of Used Waste Oil by Thin Film Distillation
Purification of Used Engine Oil By Wiper Evaporation System
Fuel Bricks From Groundnut, Soyabean Hull & Jute
Particle Boards from Agro Waste & Sugarcane Bagasse
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Particle Board From Agro Waste & Sugarcane Bagasse
Steel Re-Rolling Mill (Including Scrap Melting Furnace)
Copper Sulphate From Copper Scrap, Copper Ash, Industrial Waste Containing Copper Content
SUPER ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE FROM COPPER SCRAP
LEAD ALLOY FROM BATTERY SCRAPS
ACTIVATED CARBON FROM RICE HUSK AND COCONUT SHELL/ SAW DUST
PARTICLE BOARD FROM BAGASSE (BY CONTINUOUS RIBBON TYPE PROCESS
PARTICLE BOARD FROM BAGASSE (BY CONTINUOUS RIBBON TYPE PROCESS
GLASS BOTTLE FROM SCRAP
RECOVERY OF GOLD FROM PCB & OTHER ELECTRONIC WASTE
DOOR, WINDOWS AND FRAMES FROM BAMBOO
NYLON GRANULES FROM NYLON WASTE
MELTING OF COPPER AND ROLLING PROCESS FOR MAKING CIRCLES (COPPER STRIP COILS SCRAPS)
ZARI POWDER FROM ZARI YARN
HAND MADE PAPER FROM WASTE PAPER
AGGREGATE BUSINESS
PAPER PLANT BY HEMP PROCESSING
METHYLATED SPIRIT FROM SUGAR CANE MOLASSES
ALUMINIUM ALLOY FROM SCRAP & VIRGIN METAL
YEAST FROM MOLASSES (DISTILLERY YEAST)
CHARCOAL POWDER FROM RICE HUSK
FIRE CLAY BRICKS
PENTANE & ISOPENTANE FROM RESIDUE L.P.G.
KRAFT PAPER FROM BAGASSE
Power plant based on biomass gasification
Organic farming
Liquid Bio Fertilizer from agro & municipal waste
Bio Diesel from Cooking Oil
Polyphenols (Antioxidants) from Tea Extracts/Concentrate
Aluminium Ingots from Aluminium Scrap
Bio Fertilizer (Organic Fertilizer) from Garbage
Bio Fertilizer from Cotton Seed Cake
E-Waste Recycling
Liquid Glucose from Broken Rice
Sugar Mill with Bioethanol from Molasses
Bricks from Fly Ash (Triolectric Beneficiation Process)
BRICKS FROM FUME DUST (USED IN CONSTRUCTION)
CELLULOSE POWDER FROM COTTON LINTER (WASTE OF COTTON)
CO-GENERATION PLANT BAGASSE BASED (POWER PLANT)
COPPER ASH/COPPER INGOT FROM COPPER WASTE
Power Generation from Biomass
Biomedical Waste Management
Waste Paper Recycling (Paper from Waste Paper)
Paper Recycling
Bio-mass (Rice Husk) based Cogeneration project
Textile Waste Recycling Industry
CARBON BLACK FROM TYRES
PLASTIC WASTE RECYCLING PLANT
SCRAP BATTERY RECYCLING
SCRAP BATTERY RECYCLING
Tyre Recycling (Reclaim / Crumb Rubber)
Tyre Recycling Pyrolysis process
Polyester Staple Fiber from PET Bottle Scraps
Kraft Paper from Waste Cartons
E Waste Recycling Plant
Extraction of Gelatin Glue from Leather Waste
Precipitated Silica from Rice Husk Ash
BIOSILICA FROM RICE HUSK ASH
Recycling of Aluminum Scrap for Directional Chilled Cast Billets and Slabs for Extrusion Including Special Alloys Such As 2xxx, 3xxx, 5xxx, 6xxx, 7xxx and 8xxx series - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report, Profile, Business Plan
Aluminum Billets From Aluminum Scrap
Recycling of Medical Blister Scrap
Li-Ion Battery Recycling
Aluminium Recycling Plant
Re-Processing of Waste Cement Bags
Recycling of Polyester Staple Fiber
Recycling of Medical Blister
Bagasse Tableware Making (Full-Auto) using Bagasse (sugarcane); Bamboo Pulp
PCB Recycling Unit
Biomass Pyrolysis Unit
Crumb Tyre
Biomass Pellet from Agricultural Waste
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Aerated Water
Mineral Water
Mineral Water, Soda water & Pet Bottle
Pineapple Flavour For Bakery And Soda Water
Soft Drink Concentrate & Essence (Orange, Cola, Lime Pineapple) Flavour For Bakery And soda water
Soda Water & Sweet Drinks
Mineral Water with Pet Bottles Plant
Alum For Water Treatment
Cement Water Profing Compound
Distilled Water
Ferric Alum For Water Treatment
Extraction of Salt From Sea Water
Mineral Water
Water Softner as Sodium Silicate
Solar Water Heating Panels
Distilled Water
Water Proofing Formulation For Paper Cone Used For Speaker
Gripe Water
Saline Water & Dextrose Solution (IV fluid in plastic bottle)
Packaged Bottled Drinking Water
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER AND CARBONATED WATER (IN JARS, PLASTIC BOTTLES AND GLASS)
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
Water for Injection (FFS Technology)
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Wax and Polishes, Wax, Bee Wax, Shoe Polish Wax, Paraffin Wax, Wax Emulsion, Stone Polishing Bricks, Floor Polishing, Metal Polishing, Leather Polishing, Candle Making Projects

Buffing & Polishing Compounds Manufacture (Cake Form)
Granite And Marble Polishing stone
Granite Polishing Stone
Metal Polishing and Buffing Bars
Sisal Polishing Wheels
Bee Wax Refining & Bleaching
Buffing and Polishing Compounds
Buffing Compounds, Cutting and Polishing Compounds
Bees Wax refining
Liquid Shoe Polish
Liquid Shoe Polish
Paraffin Wax
Shoe Polish
Wax Emulsion for Textiles
Nail Polish
Nail Polish
Electropolishing On Steel
Cleaning & Polishing of Cinema Projector
Emery Stones of Floor Polishing
Magnesite Bond Polishing Brickresin Bond Polishing Brick & Resin Bond Final Polish For Marble & Granite
Marble Granite Cutting & Polishing
Gum (Boot Polish Gum, Office Paste, Printing Gum & Plywood Adhesive)
Surface, Floor & Car Polishes
Buffing Compound Cutting & Polishing
Diamond Tools for Cutting/Drilling and Polishing (Wheels and Bits)
Granite Cutting and Polishing Unit
Marble Granite Cutting & Polishing Machine
Marble Granite Cutting & Polishing Machine
Metal Polishing and Buffing Bars
Steel Polishing Bars
Granite And Marble Polishing stone
Liquid Shoe Polish
Metal Polishing and Buffing Bars
Sisal Polishing Wheels
Wax Coated Match Stick
Paraffin Wax from Slack Wax
Wax Floor Polish
Polish Paste (Metal)
Wax Coated Printed Paper
Bees Wax Manufacture
Boot Polish
Compound Wax From Residual Oil
Candle Making Automatic Plant
Compound Wax from Residual Oil
Chlorinated Paraffin Wax
Candle Making from Paraffin Wax and Bees Wax
Candle Manufacturing Process from Hard Paraffin Wax
Dental Wax Sheet
Dental Wax
Emulsifying Wax (I.P)
Extraction of Oil From Wax Generated as a By-product for Petro-Chemicals
French Polish From Denatured Spirit
Heels and Edge Polishes (Wax)
Improving Drop Point of Paraffin Wax from 45o 50o to 75o 80o C
Industrial Wax From Mutton Tallow
Liquid Shoe Polish
Metal Polish
Micro Crystalline Wax from Slack Wax
Multi Waxes
Paraffin Wax
Paraffin Wax From Slack Wax
Reclamation Of Wax Sludge For mfg. Of Microcrystaline Wax
Refined Wax
Shoe Polish
Shoe Polish
Sugar Cane Wax
Spray Boot Polish
Sugar Cane Wax from Press Mud
Wax From Slack Wax (Refined, Semirefined For Candles)
Wood Polish
Wax Crayon
Wax Used for Silk Screen Printing
Wax Emulsion
Wax Colour
Waxes for Leather Polishes
Wax Floor Polish
Chlorinated Paraffin Wax
COLOURED FLAME CANDLES
FLUX FOR WELDING RODS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING FLUX (FUSED AND AGGLOMERATED TYPE)
DENTAL WAX
COLOUR WAX CRAYONS
WAXED PAPER MATCH STICKS
RUBBER SHINER
LACQUER POLISH FOR TILE AND WOOD
WAX AND WAX EMULSION
Paraffin Wax
Car Polish
Silicon Base Polish Used in Car And Bike
Metal Polishing Soap Cake
soy wax candles
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Wire & Cable Projects

Aluminium Cable
Aluminium Power cables
Aluminium Cables
Flexible Circuit Wires
Jelly Filled Cables
P.V.C. Wires And Cables (Flexible)
PVC Electric Wires & Cables
PVC Wire & Cable
R.F. Coaxial Cables
Telephone Cables
Aluminium/Copper Cables (Rubber Coated)
Auto Control Wires
Auto Cables
Auto Cables for Brakes
Auto Control Cables
Control Cables for Automobiles
G.I. Wire From H.B. Wire
G.I. (Flat) Wire
P.V.C. Wires And Cables (Flexible)
PVC Electric Wires & Cables
PVC Soles Cables for automobiles
PVC Wire
PVC Wire & Cables
PVC Wire & Cables
PVC Cables & Twin Flex Cables/Cable Wire
Power Cable
ELECTRIC WIRE ( DOUBLE COTTON COATED) ALUMINIUM & COPPER
FIBRE GLASS WIRE
PVC Coated Multi Strand Wires
COPPER WIRE DRAWING (USED IN ELECTRICAL CABLES)
PVC Wire & Cables
Wood and Wood Products, Plywood, Board, Particle Board, Wooden Furniture, Bamboo, Engineered wood, Forest product, Lumber, Tree, Wood drying, Wood plastic composite, Door, Window, Modular Furniture, Timber, Woodworking Projects

Plywood for Tea Chest
Bent Wooden Furniture
Composite Carbon Fiber
Cylindrical Agarbatti Sticks
Hard Board From Saw Dust
Pre-Laminated Particle Board
Plywood and Board
Plywood for Tea Chests
Plywood Picking Stick From Laminated Wood
Rubber Wood Processing plant
Soft Board & Hard Board Coir Dust
Tooth Picks
Timber Seasoning
Table Top (Black Board)
Wooden Furniture (with Mediocre Automation)
Wooden Furniture
Wooden Doors, Windows Wooden Shutter with Seasoning Plant
Wood Seasoning
Wood Wool Slab
Fuel Bricks From Groundnut, Soyabean Hull & Jute
Particle Boards from Agro Waste & Sugarcane Bagasse
Particle Board From Agro Waste & Sugarcane Bagasse
PAPER FROM POPLAR
MODULAR KITCHEN
PARTICLE BOARD FROM BAGASSE (BY CONTINUOUS RIBBON TYPE PROCESS
PARTICLE BOARD FROM BAGASSE (BY CONTINUOUS RIBBON TYPE PROCESS
DOOR, WINDOWS AND FRAMES FROM BAMBOO
PRE COMPRESSED PRESS BOARD
Decorative Laminates,Decorative Laminate Sheets (Sunmica Type)
Laminate Wood Flooring
Teakwood Meranti Doors Solid & Semi Solid Doors
Wooden Doors & Frames
Knock Down Furniture
Chipboard Plant
BILLIARD TABLE
Modular Furniture
Wood Pellets From Sawdust
Solid Wood Furniture
Particle Board From Banana Tree Trunks
WPC Door
Wood Flour
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Wood Derivatives, Lignin and its Products and Projects

Sodium lignosulfonates (Wood Chemicals)
Ammonium lignosulfonates (Wood Chemicals)
Ferrochrome lignosulfonates (Wood Chemicals)
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About NIIR

NIIR PROJECT CONSULTANCY SERVICES (NPCS) is a reliable name in the industrial world for offering integrated technical consultancy services. NPCS is manned by engineers, planners, specialists, financial experts, economic analysts and design specialists with extensive experience in the related industries.


NPCS also publishes varies process technology, technical, reference, self employment and startup books, directory, business and industry database, bankable detailed project report, market research report on various industries, small scale industry and profit making business. Besides being used by manufacturers, industrialists and entrepreneurs, our publications are also used by professionals including project engineers, information services bureau, consultants and project consultancy firms as one of the input in their research.